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PREFACE
by

Doug Morrison
Chairman, Project Management Committee
This work is part of the final documentation of the second five-year component of the
Canadian Rockburst Research Program, 1990-1995. In 1985, the Canadian mining
industry initiated this research program because rockbursts in Canadian hardrock
mines were becoming more severe and more widespread. The first five-year program
(1985-1990) was primarily directed towards improving the monitoring of rockbursts
and seismicity in Canadian mines, both within the underground environment and
from surface. The present phase of the CRRP (1990-1995) has been directed towards
a detailed understanding of how and why rockbursts occur, what the mechanisms of
seismic events are, how the release of seismic energy results in rock damage, how the
damage to the mine excavations may be controlled and how the strategic design of the
mine influences the occurrence of rockbursts. By improving the understanding of the
rockburst phenomenon, the objective of this part of the CRRP has been to make it
possible for the industry to alter mining practices so as to reduce the number of
rockbursts that occur and to manage and control the effects of those which cannot be
avoided.
The work contained in this particular volume is directed towards understanding how
damage is caused by rockbursts and how this damage may be controlled. It
complements other aspects of the research, one directed towards the mechanisms of
the seismic events and another directed to developing numerical techniques for
analyzing strategic mining alternatives. In order to improve the design of support for
underground excavations under dynamic loading conditions, the researchers have
developed and understanding of the demand which will be placed on the installed
support system, which depends on the nature and the severity of the damage, and the
capacity of different support systems. Once both of these factors are understood, the
support system most well suited to the conditions can be selected. The nature and
distance of those events, which can produce uncontrollable damage, can be
determined.
This body of work represents a major contribution to the understanding of how and
why ground support performs the way it does, particularly under dynamic conditions.
Much more work remains to be done to further refine the understanding of the nature
or rock damage and how it maybe controlled. But this document provides the rock
mechanics community (in the mining industry) with a fundamental analysis of the
nature of rockburst damage and the performance characteristics of ground support. It
has comprehensibly addressed all of the major issues relating to ground support
performance under dynamic conditions, both in Canada and elsewhere. It provides a
clear explanation of the important functions of ground support and a design
methodology, which can lead the mining engineer to select the most appropriate
Kaiser et al. 1996 - Geomechanics Research Centre / MIRARCO
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support for a particular set of conditions. With the information presented here and the
enhanced level of expertise available to the industry as a result of this research at the
Geomechanics Research Centre, the mining industry can continue to mine
productively in rockbursting conditions, confident that it has the basic tools necessary
to design support systems that can survive the damage caused by all large events.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction to Handbook

1.1

Background

As part of the Canadian Rockburst Research Program (CRRP), the Geomechanics Research
Centre (GRC) at Laurentian University has undertaken an extensive research program aimed
at providing a rational design methodology for selecting support systems in burst-prone
ground. This work was directly funded by the Mining Research Directorate (MRD), representing major Canadian and foreign mining companies, and by the Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development and Mines. Fundamental research associated with key issues was undertaken by graduate students funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council (NSERC).
This portion of the overall project involved the following research components:
• Review of worldwide support practices in burst-prone ground
• Full-scale field tests monitoring the performance of dynamically loaded rockbolts and
shotcrete
• In situ pull-out tests of different bolt types, and field tests of different support systems
• Laboratory load–deformation tests on mesh, shotcrete, and connections
• Laboratory impact tension tests on rockbolts
• Full-scale impact tests on panels of shotcrete and mesh
• Compilation of an empirical database of rock damage and support performance under actual rockburst conditions
• Establishing relationships between seismic source magnitude and distance, initial excavation conditions, rockburst damage, and predicted support performance
• Establishing relationships between seismic source parameters, distance, and ground motions
• Analysis of case studies at Canadian mines and at El Teniente mine in Chile
• Development of an AUTOCAD-based design tool called Mine Map Overlay (MMO) for
evaluating excavation and support performance under rockburst conditions.
Detailed results from these activities are contained in a series of research reports and
technical papers published during the course of the project (see Bibliography).
The purpose of the Rockburst Support Handbook is to summarize the key aspects and
conclusions of this research work, and to provide the practitioner with useful tools in facing
the challenge of selecting support systems to control and limit damage caused by rockbursts.
The extreme behavioural complexity of rock mass and tunnel support systems under dynamic loading conditions does not permit a simple cookbook approach for this handbook.
Rather, our intention has been to provide an orderly approach to the problem to simplify and
bring into clear focus the essential mechanisms involved, and to provide specific guidance on
the selection of appropriate support systems. Throughout the handbook, many simplifications
and assumptions have been used. The authors emphasize the need for careful judgment.
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1.2

Terminology: What is a rockburst?

Confusion may arise due to the wide-spread use of many different terms to describe a rockburst, including seismic event, pillar burst, crush burst, strainburst, fault slip event, etc. For
the purposes of this handbook, a rockburst is defined as:
damage to an excavation that occurs in a sudden or violent manner and
is associated with a seismic event.
Note that the emphasis is on the damage caused, which is an operational problem, rather
than on the underlying nature of the burst event itself.
It is important to differentiate rockburst damage mechanisms from seismic source mechanisms. This handbook focuses on the consequences of seismic events on underground excavations, i.e., the rockburst damage associated with a seismic event. Such damage to an
excavation may arise from several quite different mechanisms, which are occurring in the
rock during a burst, working either singly or in combination. A key goal of this handbook is
to clearly identify the mechanisms that actually cause excavation and support damage. These
damage mechanisms are, respectively, volume expansion (bulking) of the rock due to fracturing, violent ejection of blocks due to seismic energy transfer, and seismically induced falls of
ground. For each mechanism, the
Summary - Chapter 2
damage caused may vary in severity, and this is best predicted
Methodology - Chapters 3
by knowing or estimating the
mass of loose or fractured rock
Rockburst hazard
involved. Thus both the type of
damage mechanism and the estiChapter 5
mated level of damage severity
must be identified explicitly beSupport capacity
Demand on support
fore it is possible to rationally
Chapter 4
Chapter 6 - Rock bulking
design a support system for the
purposes of controlling and miniChapter 7 - Rock ejection
mizing damage.
The fact that rockburst damChapter 8 - Rockfalls
age occurs in a violent manner
and is associated with seismic
energy release sometimes leads to
Support selection
confusion concerning the role of
Chapters 2, 6, 7 and 8
the seismic event. Is the seismic
event the cause of damage or is
the stored strain energy released
Mine Map Overlay (MMO)
during fracturing the cause of the
Chapter 9
seismic event? In general, the
Figure 1.1 Content of Canadian Rockburst Support Hand- seismic event may be either rebook
mote from the damage location,
in which case various damage processes may be triggered by the incoming seismic energy, or
the seismic event may lie directly at the damage location, in which case the damage and the
seismic event are intimately related. This latter situation is usually referred to as a strainburst.
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In this handbook, the primary focus is on the damage location itself, as our concern is in
under-standing the mechanisms that actually cause the damage, rather than on how those
mechanisms may have been triggered. Clearly, both the specific damage mechanism involved, and the severity of the damage caused will vary depending upon a number of parameters such as the preexisting stress levels in the rock, the quality of the rock mass around the
excavation, the excavation shape, and the seismic source characteristics. These two broad
factors, i.e., the nature of the damage mechanism and the severity of the resulting damage,
when taken together, define the demand, which will be placed upon any installed support system. Once the nature of this demand is understood, then it becomes possible to select a support system in a rational manner, one that has the capacity to respond effectively to these
demands, providing the actual performance or design characteristics of available support systems are known.

1.3

Scope and layout of handbook

The handbook has three main components. First, a summary is provided in Chapter 2 to
guide the ground control engineer in the selection of support systems for burst-prone ground.
Second, the main body of the handbook follows the design methodology laid out in Chapter
3, by which more detailed analysis of the ground motions and damage mechanisms can be
undertaken, leading to the development of appropriate support designs (Chapters 4 to 8). Finally, an AUTOCAD based design tool called Mine Map Overlay (MMO) is presented,
which augments the ground control engineer's basis for making day-to-day operational decisions regarding potential excavation damage and support performance in burst-prone ground.
Figure 1.1 summarizes the content of the handbook.
Practical implications and applications to case histories are discussed throughout the
handbook to illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach, and to guide the user. Design aids, in the form of spreadsheet programs, are available to customize those charts or figures that may need to be adjusted for site-specific conditions.

1.4

Key concepts

The behaviour of a rock mass under dynamic conditions, and the interaction of this rock mass
with a variety of support systems, forms a highly complex engineering problem. While there
is always a risk of oversimplification when trying to reduce a complex problem to a more
tractable situation, we have deliberately focused on those concepts that our research has
shown to be most important to the issue of support in burst-prone ground, particularly within
the context of the current situation in the Canadian hard rock mining industry. Based on the
five years of research, which underlies this handbook, a number of key insights, changes in
thinking, and new concepts have emerged. In some cases, the practical implications have
been immediately apparent, whereas in other cases the full implications are only now emerging as we continue to develop new methods of analysis and new design approaches. Some of
the key concepts, which have emerged and which are fully or partially incorporated into this
handbook, are noted below.
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First, we have identified three distinct mechanisms that are involved in most of the damage caused by rockbursts in Canadian mines. In order of priority or frequency of occurrence,
these mechanisms are:
• Sudden volume expansion or bulking of the rock due to fracturing of the rock mass
around an excavation. The significance of assessing the bulking process has not been
recognized previously as a major cause of damage to support in burst-prone ground. It is
now evident that it accounts for a substantial amount of the damage that is observed in
Canadian mines.
• Rockfalls (or falls of ground), which have been induced by seismic shaking, are the second most common cause of damage in Canadian burst-prone ground.
• Ejection of rock due to energy transfer from a remote seismic source may be a major
cause of damage in the deep South African mines, but is far less common in rockburst
prone Canadian mines.
Identification of these three rockburst damage mechanisms forms the fundamental basis
for the work reported in this handbook. For each of these mechanisms, the handbook contains details of methods that have been developed for analysis and support design (Chapters 6
to 8).
Second, it has become apparent that the severity of the damage, which is likely to result
from these rockburst mechanisms, depends primarily on the thickness of the zone of fractured
or loosened rock involved, although other important factors may also contribute. Severity of
damage has been divided into three levels (minor, moderate or major) and methods for evaluating the level of damage severity are presented.
Third, design scaling laws have been developed which relate the size and location of a
seismic event to the ground motions caused at some distance from the event (Chapter 5).
These scaling laws are consistent with the data available from seismically active mines, and
are an essential step in the evaluation of damage potential and support selection for mine
openings.
Fourth, extensive field and laboratory testing of support elements and systems under both
static and dynamic conditions has not only generated key data for design, but has also led to
new insights concerning the mechanisms of behaviour which are involved in dynamic rocksupport interaction problems. These data and insights are integrated throughout the handbook.
Finally, because of the inevitably data-limited and uncertain nature of any design calculations, development is underway of a new design tool (Mine Map Overlay), which allows sensitivity analysis to be conducted rapidly for large areas of a mine, while integrating the
findings of this research. As this tool is further developed, applied and calibrated against observations, it will significantly augment our understanding of the factors that dominate excavation and support behavior in specific situations of burst-prone ground.
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2.1

Introduction

Explicit analysis of each potential rockburst-damage mechanism and the interaction between
the rockmass and the support system are complex tasks. This chapter provides a summary of
the key items found in this handbook such that the practitioner is provided with guidance for
support selection in burst-prone ground without undertaking all of the analytical steps
necessary to complete a detailed design. For this summary chapter, details of the analysis
procedures have been omitted, but they are described in subsequent chapters.
Rockburst damage refers to damage that occurs around an excavation in a sudden or
violent manner and is associated with a seismic event. Rockburst damage may not
necessarily result in ejection of rock into the excavation, especially if the excavation is well
supported. The damage mechanisms associated with different types of rockbursts vary from
situation to situation (Kaiser 1993; Ortlepp and Stacey 1994). The first step in dealing with
support selection for burst-prone conditions is to estimate the type of damage mechanism
involved and the likely severity of the resulting damage. Also it is useful to understand the
conditions that lead to or trigger a rockburst.

2.2

What causes rockbursts?

For the purposes of hazard assessment and support design we distinguish between rockbursts
that are triggered by remote seismic sources and rockbursts that are "self-initiated". For selfinitiated rockbursts, the location of the damage and the seismic event are the same.

2.2.1

Self-initiated rockbursts

Self-initiated rockbursts occur when the stresses near the
boundary of an excavation exceed the rockmass strength, and
failure proceeds in an unstable or violent manner. The stresses
generally increase as a result of nearby mining. In addition,
the rockmass strength may degrade with time or with loss of
confinement, leading to sudden failure. In either case the
rockmass strength-to-stress ratio reaches unity and the rock
fails. The failure process is sudden and violent if the stored
strain energy in the rockmass is not dissipated in a gradual
manner. This occurs when the stiffness of the loading system,
i.e., the mine stiffness, is softer than the unloading stiffness of
the volume of failing rock (Jaeger and Cook 1969; Brady and
Brown 1993).
Another form of self-initiated rockburst is caused by a loss of structural
stability. One example is the sudden buckling of a column or slab of rock.
Structural instability usually leads to sudden failure but the conditions
leading to failure are dependent on geometric considerations rather than the
strength of the rock.

2.2.2

buckled slab

Remotely triggered rockbursts

Rockbursts triggered by remote, relatively large magnitude seismic events (e.g., fault slip) are
a common occurrence in some hard rock mines, particularly during the later stages of the
mine's life and where faults intersect stopes or large mined-out areas and sill pillars. A
remote seismic event within a rockmass may create sufficiently high vibrations, and hence
dynamic stresses, near an underground opening to initiate rockburst damage. The incoming
seismic wave may lead to fracturing of rock near an underground opening, or lead to
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structural instability (buckling), or directly provide sufficient energy to eject rock due to
seismic energy transfer, or it may simply shake down loose rock.
For remote seismic events, rockburst hazard assessment involves determining the peak
particle velocities induced in the rock around underground openings close to the seismic
source, i.e., generally within a few hundred metres (Chapter 5). However, meta-stable
structures such as dykes and pillars may react to seismic events at larger distances (≤
1000 m).

2.2.3

Influence of mining stage

The nature of the mining-induced seismic activity and the associated rockbursts occurring in
a mine usually change throughout the mine's life span. In some Canadian mines, significant
seismic activity may not occur until most of the ore has been mined and extraction ratios are
high.
Seismic activity occurring during the initial stages of a mine's life is usually caused by
high localized stress concentrations near drifts that are relatively isolated from each other.
The highly stressed areas may fail in the form of self-initiated rockbursts or strainbursts, and
the magnitude of the seismic events associated with these failures is usually small (generally
less than Nuttli magnitude 2 for Canadian mines). Strainbursts are often associated with
localized stress raisers such as faults, dykes, and stiffer rock types.
As the mine matures, multiple openings and numerous stopes are created. Strainbursts
may still occur. However, now that larger volumes of rock have become highly stressed,
sudden failure of rock pillars (e.g., sill pillars) may occur. When such pillars fail suddenly,
significant stored strain energy is released from the hanging and footwall, and seismic
activity with a moderate magnitude (around Nuttli magnitude 2) can occur. The maximum
Nuttli magnitude for seismic events associated with pillar bursts in Ontario mines seems to be
3.5 (Hedley, pers. comm. 1995).
During late stages of a mine's life, regional changes in the stresses are created, affecting
large, mine-wide volumes of rock. This effect can initiate fault-slip seismic events with
moderate to large seismic magnitudes (generally less than Nuttli magnitude 4 in Canada).
Most importantly, these large events may be encountered where critically stressed faults
intersect stopes, because a greater degree of freedom for movement along the fault has been
created. Large seismic events may in turn trigger smaller localized rockbursts and
seismically-induced rockfalls at multiple locations in the mine.

2.3

Rockburst damage mechanisms

Based on our observations, rockburst damage is caused by one or more of the following
mechanisms:
• rock bulking due to fracturing
• rock ejection due to seismic energy transfer
• rockfalls induced by seismic shaking.
These damage mechanisms are shown in Figure 2.1, and form the basis for discussion in
the remainder of this handbook.
Although combinations of the mechanisms shown in Figure 2.1 may occur, our
investigations have shown that the occurrence of these mechanisms is relatively distinct.
Note that the focus here deals with the nature of the mechanisms actually causing the damage
at the excavation, rather than the seismic event associated with the rockburst. Any one of the
mechanisms shown in Figure 2.1 may be triggered by a number of different factors, such as a
stress buildup or a remote seismic event, but this information is of secondary importance
compared to the fact that once the mechanism is triggered, it becomes the primary driving
force behind whatever damage is caused to the excavation and the support system.
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2.3.1

Rock bulking due to fracturing

Rock increases in volume when it fractures. This phenomenon is well known, and is
reflected in the "swell factor" that measures the increase in volume of excavated rock
compared to in-place rock. This phenomenon occurs whether the rock is fractured by
explosives, or by stress-induced failure mechanisms. The actual volume increase varies
considerably, and is generally less for rock that is confined and remains in place after being
fractured. Nevertheless, the underlying principle remains valid, i.e., fractured rock increases
in volume. The volume increase, or bulking factor, can be controlled or at least partially
suppressed by appropriate support measures.

rock bulking
due to
fracturing

rock ejection
due to seismic
energy transfer

Incoming
seismic
wave

rockfall due to
seismic shaking

Figure 2.1 Rockburst-damage mechanisms

In the context of burst-prone ground, the phenomenon of rock bulking due to fracturing is
observed when the stresses near the opening suddenly exceed the rock strength and a zone of
fractured rock occurs (Figure 2.1). If this fracturing occurs in an unstable and violent manner
it is often referred to as a strain burst, and is perhaps the most common form of damage in
both civil engineering and Canadian mining excavations in burst-prone ground. Highly
stressed rock around an excavation or in a pillar is a prerequisite for this form of damage.
Another form of bulking occurs when the rock around an excavation fails as a result of
structural instability, for example, when a slab of loaded rock suddenly buckles into the
excavation. In such cases, geometric effects will tend to magnify the bulking, leading to
large bulking factors.
Photo 2.1 shows rockburst damage to drifts supported with rockbolts and mesh, and with
mesh-reinforced shotcrete and bolts, respectively. Damage was caused by bulking of the
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rockmass, which is reflected in the bagging of the shotcrete and mesh. In these cases,
although the bulking rockmass bagged the shotcrete and mesh, the support system retained
and held the broken rock in place.
The bulking process due to fracturing may be self-initiated if mining-induced stresses
exceed the long-term strength of the rock. In addition, the strength and stability of the
rockmass may degrade with time or with changes in excavation geometry or with a reduction
in confinement. All these factors can lead to sudden rock fracturing and ultimately cause
rock bulking. Conditions leading to unstable rock fracturing are discussed in Chapter 6.
Sudden rock fracturing and bulking may also be triggered by an incoming dynamic stress
increment from a distant seismic source. In this case, although the triggering mechanism is
different from the self-initiated case, once the failure is triggered, it will behave in a similar
fashion to that outlined above. In other words, it does not really matter what triggers the
near-field rock fracturing and bulking, whether it be self-initiated or triggered by a remote
seismic event, the result is an increase of the rockmass volume.
The failing rock tends to bulk in a relatively stable manner and often remains in place if
adequately supported or if the rock fracturing consumes most of the liberated stored strain
energy. This process is referred to as rock bulking without ejection. However, in situations
where there is an excess of stored strain energy in the rockmass surrounding the excavation
compared to the energy consumed in forming new fractures and deforming the fractured
rockmass, then the excess energy can be transferred to the failing rock in the form of kinetic
energy and this process is referred to as rock bulking with ejection. If there is sufficient
excess energy, rock blocks may be ejected into the opening at relatively high velocities
(Kaiser 1993).
It is extremely difficult to predict whether rock will be ejected violently as part of the
fracturing-bulking process. The only practical means to assess the violence of rockmass
bulking is based on observations underground. If there is a clear sign of ejection, i.e., if rock
is displaced beyond its natural angle of repose, the ejection velocity must be high (ve > 2 to
3 m/s). In such cases, the rockburst damage mechanism should be classified as bulking with
ejection and the support should be chosen to dissipate kinetic energy. Ejection velocities in
excess of 3 m/s may be observed if the released stored strain energy is focused on only part of
the rock annulus or if energy is transferred from larger to smaller blocks.
Analytical methods for estimating or predicting the occurrence of rock bulking and its
extent are discussed in Chapter 6. However, there are no analytical methods that can be used
with full confidence to give accurate and detailed predictions. Thus, observations of the
nature of previous rockburst damage are needed to verify results from analytical
considerations. In general, the primary evidence for rock bulking can be seen in the bagging
or mattressing of mesh, as shown in Photo 2.1. Miners often refer to the bolts being sucked
into the mesh indicating that the mesh has been tightly stretched due to the bulking of rock
behind it. During rehabilitation of drifts, the thickness of fractured rock may be explicitly
observed. An indication of the amount of bulking (or bulking factor) can be obtained by
comparing pre- and post-damage opening dimensions. The combination of observations from
previous rockbursts, together with the analytical methods outlined in Chapter 6, provide a
basis for assessing whether or not rock bulking is the primary cause of damage.
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Photo 2.1 Rockburst damage (rock fracturing and bulking) to two drifts supported by (a) mesh
and bolts, and (b) mesh-reinforced shotcrete and bolts
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The wall movement resulting from bulking depends on the amount of bulking that occurs
and the thickness and areal extent of the failing rock annulus. If only a thin skin of rock is
broken, the bulking effect will be relatively minor. If the fracture zone is relatively deep,
then substantial closure movements must be anticipated.
The rock bulking leads to several consequences. If support was installed, then the
volume increase of the rock will load the support, and the support will, in turn, react against
the bulking to confine the process. The outcome of this interaction may lead to failure of the
support system. Alternatively, if the support system has adequate characteristics, it may
succeed in suppressing most of the rock bulking and achieve stability. Between these two
extremes, the support system may simply deform enough to allow most of the bulking to
occur, and the rockmass to re-establish itself in a new configuration confined by the support
system.
The action of rockmass bulking may seriously damage standard drift support systems.
An ideal support system must be either strong enough to suppress this volume increase, or it
must have sufficient ductility to allow the volume increase to take place without destruction
of the support system. Other factors may magnify the destructive consequences of rock
bulking. In particular, geometric effects, such as the lateral buckling of a series of slender
rock slabs lying parallel to the excavation surface, may amplify the volume increase.
From the perspective of the ground control engineer, faced with the task of selecting an
appropriate support system, it is important to identify whether rock bulking is the dominant
type of rockburst damage, and to identify whether it is associated with violent rock ejection in
addition to a volume increase in the fractured rock.

2.3.2

Rock ejection due to seismic energy transfer

Rock blocks may be violently ejected from the periphery of an excavation due to the transfer
of seismic energy to the blocks from an incoming seismic stress wave as shown in Figure 2.1
(Wagner 1984; Roberts and Brummer 1988). This mechanism is considered to be a primary
cause of rockburst damage in the deep mines of South Africa. In such cases, the kinetic
energy in the ejected rock is clearly related to the energy transmitted from the seismic source
or the peak particle velocity, which depends primarily on the magnitude of the source and its
distance from the opening. In this regard, it is important to recognize that a remote seismic
source may trigger a secondary seismic event located closer to the excavation, and that the
energy reaching the excavation from this secondary seismic source may be significantly
greater than that from the primary, remote source.
The ejection of rock blocks is most likely to occur in rockmasses that are well jointed or
substantially fractured thereby allowing kinematic freedom for blocks of rock to move into
the excavation. Naturally, damage to the support system will depend on the velocity and size
of the ejected blocks, and thus the severity of damage is once again related to the thickness of
the rock involved. A wide range of ejection velocities can be anticipated depending on the
magnitude of the seismic energy and the mass of the ejected material.
At low ejection velocities (between 0 and 3 m/s), support systems can catch and retain the
ejected rock such that the damage appears similar to rock bulking. Note however, the
underlying cause of the rockburst damage associated with rock ejection is a transfer of
seismic energy from an incoming seismic wave to kinetic energy of ejected rock. In contrast,
rock bulking can be self-initiated without the presence of a remote seismic event.
When an excavation is close to large magnitude seismic events, ejection velocities in
excess of 3 m/s may occur. In cases where the mining environment has a low (soft) loading
stiffness or in situations where the mechanism of rock bulking is combined with rock
ejection, ejection velocities up to or exceeding 10 m/s may be experienced (Ortlepp 1993). In
either case, it is important that the support has the ability to absorb energy.
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Observations from Canadian mines indicate that rock ejection caused solely by seismic
energy transfer is relatively uncommon. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to distinguish rock
ejection mechanisms from rock bulking mechanisms based solely on field observations.
However, the damage mechanism should be classified as rock bulking without ejection,
unless there are clear indications that blocks of rock have been thrown violently. In those
cases where rock ejection is observed, support may be designed to protect against this
phenomenon following the procedures outline in Chapter 7.

2.3.3

Rockfalls induced by seismic shaking

A seismically-induced rockfall occurs when an incoming seismic wave accelerates a volume
of rock that was previously stable under static conditions, causing forces that overcome the
capacity of the support system (Figure 2.1). Thus, the seismic shaking triggers the failure.
However, gravity is a dominant force driving the failure, once it has been triggered. This
mechanism is facilitated where deep seated fracturing has already loosened the rockmass, or
where weak geological structures exist that permit kinematic movement of blocks or wedges
into the opening. Seismic waves also temporarily alter the normal stress conditions on the
geological structures and can lead to reduced shear strength, which also contributes to the
rockfall.
Seismically-induced rockfalls may involve large volumes of rock, especially in
excavations with wide spans. This damage mechanism is particularly important to consider at
drift intersections or for wide span stopes. Photo 2.2 shows damage resulting from a
seismically-induced rockfall in the top-sill excavation of a stope. Furthermore, if the backs of
drifts or stopes are only marginally stable prior to a seismic event, even a relatively remote
seismic event may generate sufficient shaking to cause a rockfall.

Photo 2.2 Damage due to a seismically-induced rockfall
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Once again, past observations of damage may provide a good indication of potential
future damage. The occurrence of large gravity-driven rockfalls triggered by seismic shaking
is generally evidenced by piles of rock on the floor of a drift or stope. While the seismic
event is the trigger, the resulting damage looks much the same as a fall-of-ground under static
conditions. Techniques that can be used to design support against seismically-induced
rockfalls are discussed in Chapter 8.

2.3.4

Summary

Three fundamental rockburst-damage mechanisms have been identified:
• rock bulking due to fracturing
• rock ejection due to seismic energy transfer
• rockfalls induced by seismic shaking.
In any given situation, it is important to identify which mechanisms are dominant, as the
appropriate support response is different depending on the nature of the underlying damage
mechanism. In this regard, observations of previous damage mechanisms are an important
indicator of the potential future damage mechanisms. The procedures outlined in Chapters 6
to 8 may be used to guide decisions regarding the damage mechanisms most likely to occur in
a given situation. In Canadian mines, the most common damage mechanism is rock bulking,
followed by seismically-induced rockfalls. Rock ejection due to seismic energy transfer is
relatively rare.

2.4

Figure 2.2 Rockburst damage levels

Severity of rockburst damage

Each of the rockburst-damage mechanisms discussed
above may result in different levels of damage to an
excavation and its support system. On the basis of field
studies of rock damage and support damage levels,
Kaiser et al (1993) defined various damage levels that
were observed to occur in association with rockburst
phenomena. The damage severity depended on many
factors, including:
• failure potential near the opening, i.e., the level of
existing wall stress compared to the rockmass
strength, which in turn depends on rock wall quality
• support effectiveness
• local mine stiffness
• magnitude of seismically-induced stresses, rock
accelerations or velocities
• opening geometry, size and orientation
• geological structure.

Despite the numerous factors affecting damage
severity, our work has indicated that the single, most important factor characterizing damage
severity is the depth and lateral extent of the rock around the opening that is involved in the
failure process, regardless of how this rock annulus was formed. In short, whether the
damage mechanism is rock bulking, rock ejection, or rockfalls, the mass or volume of the
rock involved best quantifies the resulting level of rockburst damage. Thus, for the purposes
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of support selection, a primary goal is to assess the anticipated thickness of the rock that
could be involved in the damage process assuming that only minimal support had been
installed, i.e., for an essentially unsupported opening.
As described below, three levels of rockburst damage severity are defined. The thickness
of the fractured or damaged rock annulus corresponded to each damage level is shown
schematically in Figure 2.2. Damage level determination is usually based on observations of
previous damage, where such observations are available, plus the analytical methods outlined
in subsequent chapters.

2.4.1

Minor damage

Damage of minor severity
would
commonly
be
described as rock spitting,
spalling
or
shallow
slabbing, as shown in Photo
2.3.
Support would
typically show clear signs
of
loading
including
moderate new bagging of
mesh with a few broken
wires.
Minor damage
would involve only a
shallow skin of fractured or
loose rock generally less
than 0.25 m in thickness.
For this situation the weight
of rock involved in the
failing ground is less than
about 7 kN/m2.
While this damage level
is called minor severity, it
Photo 2.3 Minor rockburst damage involving shallow spalling
can lead to dangerous
situations, particularly if it
occurs when miners are in the immediate vicinity. Minor damage often occurs during the
initial development of deep tunnels and drifts, or in highly stressed, moderately jointed rock
at relatively large distance from fault-slip type seismic events. This is often the worst level of
damage encountered in civil engineering excavations, but is very commonly encountered in
most deep mining excavations in Canada. If the damage mechanism is rock bulking then
observations would show fairly minor bagging of mesh for a standard support system. If rock
ejection is the mechanism involved, then observations would include spitting rock. If
rockfall is the mechanism involved, then relatively minor falls of ground may occur, although
the thickness (weight) of rock would be small enough that a standard support system should
be capable of retaining this material in place.

2.4.2

Moderate damage

Moderate damage implies that the rock is heavily fractured and may have displaced violently.
Mesh will be bagged at its capacity as shown in Photo 2.1 and is often torn or pulled over
rockbolt plates. Many holding elements will have failed but the volume of broken rock is
limited such that drifts are still accessible. Shotcrete would be heavily fractured.
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Photo 2.4 Moderate rockburst damage

Photo 2.5 Major rockburst damage resulting in closure of the drift

Moderate damage is generally characterized by fractured or loosened rock of 0.25 m to
0.75 m in thickness (Photo 2.4). The exact nature of the damage will depend on the specific
rockburst mechanism involved, for example, rock bulking versus seismically-induced
rockfalls. For rock bulking, deformation of the rock surface would generally be restricted to
between 50 and 150 mm.
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2.4.3

Major damage

If a drift sustains major damage, it would be impassable due to substantial amounts of
displaced rock. Most ground support components would be broken or damaged and shotcrete
or other retaining elements would have lost their functionality, permitting unraveling of
broken rock between holding elements.
Major damage involves deep fracturing or the presence of damaged rock to a depth of
more than 0.75 m around the opening as shown in Photo 2.5. If the primary damage
mechanism is due to rockmass bulking, then rapid tunnel closure may be associated with
inward displacements of 100 to 300 mm. If the damage mechanism is associated with rock
ejection, the support systems will be called upon to absorb substantial amounts of energy in
order to decelerate these blocks. If the damage mechanism is associated with seismicallyinduced rockfalls, it will be necessary to strengthen the support systems such that the factor
of safety against failure under static conditions is significantly increased.
Observations and research indicate that support systems become largely ineffective if the
fractured rock zone exceeds 1.5 m in thickness, as the Maximum Practical Support Limit will
be reached or exceeded (Section 2.6.1).

2.4.4

Estimating damage severity

The expected rockburst damage severity can be based on observations and empirical evidence
(Kaiser et al. 1992; Kaiser 1993), or it can be estimated from stress-to-strength ratios and
geometric considerations.

Observations from previous rockbursts
Past observations of damage from rockbursts often provide a good indication of future
damage. The documentation of rockburst damage should include descriptions of the type of
rockburst damage mechanism (bulking, ejection, or rockfall) and the volume or mass of rock
that failed. In addition, the depth of the rock failure and the performance of existing ground
support should be noted. In particular, if rehabilitation is required, the depth of loose or
fractured rock that is removed should be carefully noted. This information can provide a
basis for estimating the extent of future rockburst damage under similar conditions. In
addition, the amount of bulking should be estimated for each support type based on pre- and
post-rockburst opening dimensions.

Rock stress-to-strength ratio
It is well recognized that the rockbursts can occur in highly stressed, massive or jointed
rock. The rock fails because the stresses overcome the rockmass strength around a drift.
Therefore, the ratio of rockmass strength to rock stress around the drift boundary provides a
good estimate of how deep the rock fracturing may extend. It is useful to have a quick
method to roughly assess the available strength of the rockmass and the approximate depth of
the fractured rock zone. Based on practical experience, a good first approximation of the
rockmass unconfined compressive strength σcrm is given by:

σ crm = (0.3 to 0.5)σ c

(2.1)

where σc is the unconfined compressive strength of intact rock (typically based on NX core).
The upper end of the range is applicable to massive rock with few, non-persistent joints and
the lower end for well clamped, good quality rock (e.g., for a Q = 100 rockmass, Hoek and
Brown (1988) give: s = 0.189 or σcrm = 0.36σc).
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Rock failure will initiate in the zone of highest stress around the drift. For drifts with a
roughly circular cross-section, the maximum stress σmax at the boundary is given by:

σ max = 3 σ1 − σ 3

(2.2)

where σ1 is the major far-field principal stress and σ3 is the minor far-field principal stress.
For non-circular openings, stresses may be determined from numerical models, estimated
from published solutions (Hoek and Brown 1980), or approximated by circumscribing an
equivalent circular tunnel (Chapter 6).
The ratio σmax/σc can then be used to estimate the depth of failure (df = r - a) in massive or
good quality rock (Q' > 4). The result can be expressed in terms of the unconfined
compressive strength of intact rock σc:

df
σ
= 1.34 max − 0.57 (± 0.05)
a
σc

(2.3)

where a is the equivalent opening radius. Equation 2.3 is valid for
df/a ≤ 0.6. Further details on estimating the depth of failure and
the resulting rock dilation or bulking are presented in Chapter 6.

Peak particle velocity
Seismic events can trigger rockbursts because they create a
dynamic increment in the stresses around nearby excavations. The
peak stress σd caused by the seismic event is directly proportional
to the peak particle velocity ppv of the seismic wave and can be
calculated for planar waves from:

σ d = ρ c ppv

(2.4)

where c is the propagation velocity of either a compression or a shear wave and ρ is the
rockmass density.
The effect of dynamic stresses on an underground opening can be estimated by
performing a pseudo-static analysis whereby the static stresses are replaced by a
superposition of the dynamic and static stresses around an opening. This approach is
applicable when the dominant wavelength of the seismic waves is about 10 times longer than
the excavation width. For shear waves, the dynamic increment in stress can be
simultaneously added to the major principal stress and subtracted from the minor principal
stress to determine the most critical stress conditions (σmax). The anticipated depth of damage
can then be estimated using the approach described above (Eqn. 2.3; for details refer to
Chapter 6).
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2.4.5

Summary

For each rockburst damage mechanism (Section 2.3) and for each level of anticipated damage
severity (Section 2.4), Table 2.1 summarizes the underlying cause of the rockburst damage,
the thickness of the rock zone involved, the weight of rock involved per square metre of
excavation surface, the approximate wall deformation that may result, typical block ejection
velocities that may occur, and the amount of kinetic energy that may be transferred to the
support system. These values have been obtained from analyses presented in Chapters 6 to 8,
and are given here as a general summary of the factors that are relevant for support design.
Table 2.1 Rockburst damage mechanisms and nature of the anticipated damage
Damage
mechanism

Damage
severity

Cause of rockburst
damage

Thickness
[m]

Weight
[kN/m2]

Closure*
[mm]

ve
[m/s]

Energy
[kJ/m2]

Bulking
without
ejection

Minor
Moderate
Major

highly stressed rock
with little excess
stored strain energy

< 0.25
< 0.75
< 1.5

<7
< 20
< 50

15
30
60

< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5

not critical
not critical
not critical

Bulking
causing
ejection

Minor
Moderate
Major

highly stressed rock
with significant
excess strain energy

< 0.25
< 0.75
< 1.5

<7
< 20
< 50

50
150
300

1.5 to 3
1.5 to 3
1.5 to 3

not critical
2 to 10
5 to 25

Ejection by
remote
seismic event

Minor
Moderate
Major

seismic energy
transfer to
jointed or broken rock

< 0.25
< 0.75
< 1.5

<7
< 20
< 50

< 150
< 300
> 300

>3
>3
>3

3 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 50

Rockfall

Minor
Moderate
Major

inadequate strength,
forces increased
by seismic acceleration

< 0.25
< 0.75
< 1.5

< 7g/(a+g)
<20g/(a+g)
<50g/(a+g)

na
na
na

na
na
na

na
na
na

ve is the velocity of displaced or ejected rock; a and g are seismic and gravitational accelerations
* closure expected with an effective support system
Table 2.1 provides the linkage between the underlying mechanism leading to damage, the
anticipated severity of the damage, and the thickness (volume or weight) of the rock that must
be handled by the support system. More importantly, this table links the type and severity of
the rockburst damage to the expected deformation of the excavation surface and the kinetic
energy involved. These factors can then be related to the desired, and the available, support
properties.

2.5
2.5.1

Support functions and support element characteristics
Support functions

Before defining the appropriate performance characteristics of support systems in burst-prone
ground, and trying to match these with the characteristics actually available in support
elements, it is important to understand the role of each element in a support system.
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Figure 2.3 presents a simplified view of three primary support functions: to reinforce the
rockmass; to retain broken rock; and to securely hold or tie back the retaining element(s)
(McCreath and Kaiser 1992). While each element of a support system may simultaneously
provide more than one of these functions, it is convenient to consider each function
separately.

Figure 2.3 Three primary functions of support elements

The goal of reinforcing the rockmass is to strengthen it and to prevent loss of strength,
thus enabling the rockmass to support itself (Hoek and Brown 1980). In this manner, the
trigger limit at which rockburst damage occurs can be raised. However, even when fracture
initiation is not prevented, the reinforcing mechanisms help to restrict and control bulking of
the rockmass, thus ensuring that inter-block friction and rockmass cohesion are fully
exploited. Hence, reinforcement is beneficial even when the rockmass eventually breaks up.
Typically, reinforcing elements such as grouted rebars or dowels behave as stiff support
elements, while other types, such as Split Set bolts, yielding Swellex or cone bolts, may
behave as ductile or yielding elements under high deformation conditions.
While retaining broken rock may be required for safety reasons, it becomes essential
under high stress conditions to prevent progressive failure processes leading to unraveling of
the rockmass.
Our observations indicate that full areal coverage by retaining elements becomes
increasingly important as the level of rockburst severity increases (McCreath and Kaiser
1992). Retaining elements may be either stiff and strong, such as a cast concrete liner or a
closed-ring shotcrete membrane, or they may be soft and able to yield, such as chain-link or
welded-wire mesh, isolated shotcrete panels, or slotted shotcrete liners. Certain elements
(e.g., mesh-reinforced shotcrete) may undergo a transition from stiff to ductile behaviour at
large differential displacements and are therefore a very tough retaining element. Shotcrete
acts primarily as a retaining element, but also helps to strengthen the rockmass by preventing
loosening at the surface and subsequent excessive rockmass bulking.
The holding function is needed to tie the retaining elements of the support system back to
stable ground, and to prevent gravity-driven falls of ground both during and after a rockburst.
Under certain conditions this function can be provided by a high strength anchorage into
deeper-lying stable rock, such as with grouted cable bolts or resin-grouted rebars. However,
under conditions of large imposed (relative) displacements between the anchor and the head
of the holding element, a yielding element is required. In some cases, as long as the holding
element can yield sufficiently, it will not be required to absorb much energy -- just being able
to move is all that is required. In other cases, however, it will be required to absorb energy in
order to decelerate blocks of ejected rock. The ability to yield may be enhanced by special
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sliding mechanisms (e.g., cone bolt or Split Set bolt), by a highly ductile material (e.g.,
yielding Swellex bolt), or by a combination of both. Strong holding elements are particularly
important where there is potential for seismically-induced rockfalls.
An effective support system is made from individual support elements that work together
to provide the reinforcing, holding, or retaining functions. This requires well-designed
connections between each element to link, for example, the mesh to the rockbolts. Otherwise
the support system may be rendered ineffective by poorly designed connections.

2.5.2

Support functions required in rockburst conditions

The reinforcing, retaining, and holding functions will be required in various proportions
under rockburst conditions depending on the specific damage mechanisms and severity
involved in a particular situation. As the rockburst damage severity increases, the support
system will not be able to prevent initiation of the damage mechanism. An appropriate
support system must however be able to survive the displacements associated with the
rockburst and remain functional after the rockburst to hold and retain any broken rock.
Under situations that involve violent rock ejection the support must also be able to absorb
kinetic energy in the ejected material. Table 2.2 lists the basic roles that support must play
under different rockburst conditions.
In moving from one level of damage severity to another, or from one damage mechanism
to another, there is a continuous spectrum of desired support roles. Thus, there are no explicit
or single correct support characteristic for any one category of rockburst damage and
severity. In the following sections, rough guidelines are given for appropriate support
characteristics required to suppress or limit the consequences of rockburst damage.
Table 2.2 Role of support for different rockburst conditions

Mechanism Severity
Bulking
without
ejection

Bulking
causing
ejection

Role of support system

Minor

- tolerate minor damage or reinforce rockmass to prevent initiation of
fracturing
Moderate - reinforce rockmass to limit rockmass bulking and control rock
displacements with support pressure
Major - control rockmass bulking and survive large rock displacements
Minor

- retain small volumes of ejected rock and limit rock displacements

Moderate - retain ejected rock with a tough retaining system and survive rock
displacements
Major - retain ejected rock, survive large rock displacements, and absorb energy

Ejection
by remote
seismic
event

Minor

- retain small volumes of ejected rock with a retaining system that absorbs
energy
Moderate - retain ejected rock, absorb energy with holding elements, and survive
rock displacements
Major - retain ejected rock, absorb energy with holding & retaining elements, and
survive large rock displacements

Rockfall

Minor - reinforce rockmass to prevent failure or unraveling
Moderate - reinforce rockmass, retain and hold unstable rock
Major - provide maximum holding capacity, maintain rockmass integrity with
strong reinforcing and retaining system
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2.5.3

Characteristics of support elements

The load-displacement behaviour of support elements or systems can be described as: stiff
versus soft, strong versus weak, and brittle versus ductile
(yielding). In burst-prone ground, the desired properties of
individual elements or support systems depend on the
anticipated severity of damage inflicted by a rockburst and on
the intended role of the support, which is related to the
underlying damage mechanism involved. Initially, a stiff and
strong support is advantageous to reinforce the rock and to
prevent loosening or weakening of the rockmass near the
opening. However, if rockburst damage of major severity is
anticipated, the rockmass should not only be reinforced to
control the bulking process, but the holding elements must be
ductile and able to yield. Table 2.3 presents examples of
typical support elements having the general characteristics
noted above.
Table 2.3 Characteristics of typical support elements

Support
characteristics
stiff
soft
strong
weak
brittle
yielding

Reinforcing
grouted rebar
––
cable bolt
thin rebar
grouted rebar
Cone bolt

Support functions
Retaining
Holding
shotcrete
grouted rebar
mesh
long mech. bolt
reinforced shotcrete cable bolt
#9 gauge mesh
Split Set bolt
plain shotcrete
grouted rebar
chain-link mesh
yielding Swellex

Load–displacement capacity
Typical pull test results for different support elements are presented in Figure 2.4. Holding
elements (bolts) are generally stronger and stiffer than retaining elements (mesh or shotcrete).
However, yielding bolts designed to sustain large deformations can deform more than 50 to
100 mm, while still maintaining their load carrying capacity.
Holding elements that can accommodate up to 300 mm of displacement at loads greater
than 100 kN would be most suitable for support in burst-prone ground. However, none of the
elements tested consistently fulfilled these requirements. The bolt types that best match these
requirements include cone bolts, yielding Super Swellex bolts, and cables that can slip
(grouted cables with debonded lengths or Swellex-bolt anchored cables). Split Set bolts
display good ductility but have relatively low load capacity. Cone bolts hold promise as a
good holding element having both high load capacity and high ductility but further testing
and possible modifications are required to ensure that cone bolts can yield reliably by anchor
shear through the grout column.
Most retaining elements, with the exception of shotcrete, are both soft and weak. Mesh
provides little support at the small wall deformations (< 50 mm) that correspond to the peak
load capacity of most standard, non-yielding bolts. The weight of rock that must be
supported by the mesh often depends on how well the rock supports itself and on the
competence of the rock arches established between rockbolts. If key pieces of rock in a
stable arch are permitted to loosen and unravel, then the arch loses its stability and the rock's
weight is transferred onto the support. Thus, an important consideration in maintaining the
self-supporting nature of rock around an opening is to minimize or restrict the initial
movement of key blocks.
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In these situations, mesh with a stiff initial load–displacement response provides better
support because it will minimize the loosening and deterioration of rock above the mesh.
Therefore, mesh bolted with a diamond pattern at a close bolt spacing will provide better
ground support than mesh bolted at a square pattern or with wider bolt spacing. Chain-link or
expanded- metal mesh provide only small initial restraining forces and are thus not effective
in controlling the rockmass disintegration process.
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Figure 2.4 Load–displacement curves for:(a) bolts, (b) mesh,
and (c) shotcrete panels
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The gauge of the wire and the manufacturing process (welded versus woven) controls the
mesh's load capacity. The load capacities of welded-wire mesh are roughly proportional to
the increase in tensile strength of the different wire gauges. Chain-link mesh constructed
from #9 gauge wire is stronger than #6 gauge welded-wire mesh and is nearly as strong as #4
gauge welded-wire mesh (Tannant 1995b).
Mesh-reinforced shotcrete acts as a supermesh. It is initially stiff, i.e., it has much better
load bearing capacity compared to regular mesh at small deformations. At large differential
displacements between bolts, in excess of 100 mm, the fractured shotcrete is less stiff, but
still provides a significant retaining action. In addition, shotcrete protects the mesh from
corrosion and prevents "unzipping" mechanisms starting from individual broken wires or
from inadequate mesh overlaps. Shotcrete also strengthens the rockmass by suppressing its
ability to dilate. Thus, shotcrete is a very effective support element that not only retains the
rock, but also strengthens the rockmass over a wide range of displacements.
30
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Figure 2.5 Energy–displacement curves for: (a) bolts and (b)
mesh and mesh-reinforced shotcrete
(for mid-panel loading of 1.2 by 1.2 m panels)

Support elements may be prestressed during installation, e.g., by tensioning the bolts, or
they may be stressed by time-dependent deformation processes related to the advance of a
tunnel, near-by mining, or time-dependent rockmass properties. While prestressing is often
beneficial under static conditions because it restricts loosening of the rockmass, it also brings
a support element closer to yield or failure. This is undesirable for bolts expected to survive
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large dynamic loads or rockburst-induced deformations, especially for bolts that display a
brittle post-peak loading response (e.g., grouted rebars).
Because closed shotcrete rings derive their supporting action primarily from shotcrete's
compressive strength, any preload will bring the shotcrete closer to its capacity, reducing its
ability to resist dynamic loads. In practice, this implies that shotcrete should be placed in
such a manner that it can deform without attracting excessive stresses. In tunnels that
experience large ground movements, shotcrete panels that are securely bolted to the rock and
interconnected by exposed mesh thereby effectively isolating them from each other, offer
better support functionality than stiff, closed shotcrete rings.

Energy absorption capacity
The energy dissipation capacities of several support elements are shown in Figure 2.5.
Regular, non-yielding bolts can dissipate between 1 and 5 kJ, whereas specialized yielding
bolts may dissipate upwards of 30 kJ at large wall displacements.
The amount of energy that mesh or shotcrete can absorb depends on the deformed area.
Therefore, the energy absorption capacities are given per unit area as shown in Figure 2.5.
Within practical wall deformation limits, say less than 200 mm, the energy dissipation
capacity of mesh alone is low, and the holding elements would have to dissipate most of the
energy. Mesh-reinforced shotcrete is more efficient at absorbing energy than mesh alone and
can dissipate at least three to five times more energy at displacements of 50 to 100 mm
(Tannant et al. 1995b).

2.5.4

Design values for load, displacement, and energy capacity

The load–displacement response of individual support elements is often highly dependent on
the testing conditions and on the quality of the support installation. Therefore, it is prudent to
view most test results with caution. Numerous test results were assembled and interpreted in
order to establish design values of load, displacement, and energy absorption capacity for
common support elements used in Canada. Table 2.4 presents these recommended design
values, which represent results that should be achieved consistently in a regular underground
working environment. The support elements are listed in terms of increasing displacement
capacity. The energy absorption values for mesh and shotcrete were normalized by the area
involved in each pull test. These parameters are sensitive to rockmass and testing conditions,
and should be confirmed by site specific field tests whenever possible.
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Table 2.4 Load–displacement parameters of support elements

Description

Peak load [kN] Displacement limit [mm] Energy absorption [kJ]

19 mm resin-grouted rebar
120 - 170
10 - 30
1- 4
16 mm cable bolt
160 - 240
20 - 40
2- 6
16 mm, 2 m mechanical bolt
70 - 120
20 - 50
2- 4
16 mm, 4 m debonded cable
160 - 240
30 - 50
4- 8
bolt
16 mm grouted smooth bar
70 - 120
50 - 100
4 - 10
Split Set bolt
50 - 100
80 - 200
5 - 15
yielding Swellex bolt
80 - 90
100 - 150
8 - 12
yielding Super Swellex bolt
180 - 190
100 - 150
18 - 25
16 mm cone bolt
90 - 140
100 - 200
10 - 25
2
#6 gauge welded-wire mesh
24 - 28
125 - 200
2 - 4/m
2
#4 gauge welded-wire mesh
34 - 42
150 - 225
3 - 6 /m
2
#9 gauge chain-link mesh
32 - 38
350 - 450
3 - 10 /m
shotcrete & welded-wire mesh
2 x mesh
< mesh
3 - 5 x mesh*
displacement limit and energy absorption are taken at the point of failure for rock bolts and at peak load for
mesh or shotcrete
* at displacements below 100 to 150 mm

2.6

Selection of support systems

A support system comprises a combination of support elements providing one or more of the
reinforcing, holding, or retaining functions. Some elements act in parallel and their
contributions to load capacity or energy dissipation are additive, while others act in series by
transferring loads between support elements, e.g., from mesh to bolts, or from shotcrete to
bolts. It is essential that the various support elements are well connected to each other,
otherwise the support system may be made ineffective. There are three areas that are
commonly a source of weakness in a support system.
• The use of relatively small rockbolt plates to connect to mesh retaining elements may be
a zone of weakness. Larger rockbolt plates or load spreaders beneath the plates
strengthen this connection.
• When sheets of mesh are joined, it is essential that the contact between sheets does not
form a line of weakness along which the system may become "unzippered". Avoidance
of this problem requires careful attention to adequate overlapping of mesh, by at least one
full mesh square, or the use of mesh clips, or adding shotcrete, etc.
• If lacing is used, the method by which the lacing is connected to the holding elements is
of critical importance because significant loads can be transferred from the lacing to the
holding elements. It is important to avoid bending moments or stress concentrations at
these connections.
A wide variety of support elements can be combined into a large number of support
systems, each with somewhat different performance characteristics. Thus, it is not really
possibly to indicate that any one system is 'right' and another system 'wrong'. Regardless of
which support system is selected, it is essential that the overall performance characteristics of
that system are appropriately matched to the anticipated rockburst damage mechanisms and
level of severity. To achieve this goal the following steps are necessary.
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• Identify the anticipated rockburst damage mechanism(s) (Section 2.3)
• Identify the anticipated rockburst damage severity (Section 2.4)
• For each damage mechanism and severity, identify the required support system
characteristics (Section 2.5.2)
• Determine the performance characteristics of available support elements, i.e., select
appropriate design parameter (Section 2.5.3)
• Match the available design characteristics with the required support functions, to
assemble an appropriate support system.
At the risk of oversimplification, the required functions of a support system in burstprone ground may be divided into three broad categories, appropriate to increasing levels of
rockburst hazard.
At the first level, the functions of a support system are to reinforce of the rockmass so
that it may support itself and to provide good areal coverage such that the rockmass is not
allowed to unravel leading to progressive failure. This level of support is little different from
that provided by most standard support systems, comprising some combination of bolts and
mesh.
As the potential severity of rockburst damage increases, the provision of minimal
reinforcing and areal coverage is no longer sufficient. While the addition of more
reinforcement to strengthen the system is helpful, the key support function that must be added
is the ability to survive substantial displacement of the excavation surfaces. Hence, it is
important to add yielding holding elements. At this level of severity, the yielding holding
elements are not required to dissipate substantial amounts of energy, but merely to deform or
slide sufficiently to accommodate the movements of the excavation surface without
destroying the support system. The holding elements need not absorb large amounts of
energy because the displacement of the rock around the excavation is essentially selfstabilizing. This is particularly evident for the damage mechanisms involving rock bulking.
In this situation, the reinforcing components within the support system help to suppress and
control the bulking. The yielding holding elements only need to survive the remaining
displacements caused by the rock bulking and to keep the broken rock in place, thus
stabilizing the excavation.
Under more severe conditions, either due to a large bulking factor in the fracturing rock,
or due to substantial energy transfer to ejected rock, the provision of reinforcing, areal
coverage, and displacement capacity in the support elements is no longer sufficient, and an
additional function is required. This function is the ability to absorb substantial amounts of
energy. Kinetic energy in the failing rock is transferred to and dissipated by the support
system, and the overall system is brought to stability. This requirement is particularly
important where a substantial amount of kinetic energy has been imparted from a seismic
source to the failing rock.
The first level of support noted above, that of providing reinforcing and areal coverage, is
generally well served by most standard bolt and mesh support systems. The second level of
support requires the addition of yielding holding elements and this may be achieved through
the use of relatively low capacity yielding bolts, such as Split Sets. As the support
requirements move into the uppermost levels, where energy absorption is required in
conjunction with ductility, the use of energy absorbing yielding holding elements such as
yielding Swellex, or the South African developed Cone bolts must be considered.
Additional functionality can be provided in all three categories by the addition of
reinforced shotcrete. Because of the substantial post-peak strength of the reinforced
shotcrete, it is able to add significantly to the energy absorbing capability or toughness of a
support system. Thus, while there are an almost endless number of conceivable support
systems, the major attributes of these systems can be embodied within the above three groups
modified where appropriate by the addition of reinforced shotcrete. This approach is
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reflected in Table 2.5, which gives examples of appropriate support systems for burst-prone
ground, in the context of the rockburst-damage mechanisms and levels of severity.
Note that in this table a standard bolting pattern is assumed to provide approximately one
bolt per square metre of excavation surface. Where more than one type of bolt is mentioned,
the bolting patterns are overlapped to provide a dense pattern with approximately two bolts
per square metre.
Provision of the suggested support systems in Table 2.5 is done in order to provide
guidance to the ground control engineer. This table must be used with caution as it cannot
provide for all possible contingencies. In particular, we note that additional support will
generally be required for permanent openings, or for openings with larger spans than normal
mining drifts (approximately 4 m span). Further details on the limitations and appropriate
support selection strategies are given in Chapters 4 to 8. In addition, it is important to
recognize that there is a practical limit for the survival of support systems under rockburst
conditions, as noted in the following section.
Table 2.5 Support systems appropriate for burst-prone ground
Mechanism
Bulking
without
ejection

Bulking
causing
ejection

Ejection
by remote
seismic
event

Rockfall

Load

Displace.

Energy

[kN/m2]

[mm]

[kJ/m2]

Minor

50

30

not critical

Moderate

50

75

not critical

Major

100

150

not critical

Minor

50

100

not critical

Moderate

100

200

20

Major

150

> 300

50

Minor

100

150

10

Moderate

150

300

30

Major

150

> 300

> 50

Minor
Moderate

100
150

na
na

na
na

200
200

na
300

na
50

Damage
severity

Major
Limits (MPSL)

Examples of suggested support systems *
-mesh with rockbolts or grouted rebars (and
shotcrete)
-mesh with rockbolts and grouted rebar (and
shotcrete)
-mesh and shotcrete panels with yielding
bolts and grouted rebars
-mesh with rockbolts and Split Set bolts (and
shotcrete)
-mesh and shotcrete panels with rebars and
yielding bolts
-mesh and shotcrete panels with strong
yielding bolts and rebars (and lacing)
-reinforced shotcrete with rockbolts or Split
Set bolts
-reinforced shotcrete panels with rockbolts
and yielding bolts (and lacing)
-reinforced shotcrete panels with strong
yielding bolts and rebars and lacing
-grouted rebars and shotcrete
-grouted rebars and plated cablebolts with
mesh and straps or mesh-reinforced shotcrete
-as above plus higher density cable bolting
Maximum practical support limit
*Items in brackets are beneficial but optional
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2.6.1

Maximum practical support limit

In some situations, rockburst phenomena may be so severe that they generate violent ejection
of rock despite any reasonable support system, i.e., exceeding an energy absorption capacity
of 50 kJ per square metre. In these cases, the Maximum Practical Support Limit (MPSL) is
reached and a combination of strategic mine design measures such as modified excavation
geometry, sequencing, and destressing must be adopted to alter the conditions leading to
rockburst damage. Support alone will not be sufficient to maintain the integrity of the
opening.
With current technology, and taking into account support costs in Canada, a support
system consisting of mesh-reinforced shotcrete, grouted rebars, and either yielding Super
Swellex or cone bolts, with the possible addition of wire rope lacing, provides the maximum
practical energy dissipation capacity. It is important to understand that the addition of wire
rope lacing will not significantly increase the support system's load or energy capacities, but
it will improve the coherence of the support system at very large wall displacements.
Although a number of factors determine when the MPSL is reached, this generally occurs
when the thickness of the fracture zone exceeds a depth of approximately 1.5 m to 2 m, or
when the related wall movement exceeds approximately 300 mm.

2.6.2

Summary

Support in burst-prone ground has four functions: 1) to reinforce and strengthen the
rockmass; 2) to retain broken rock; 3) to tie the loose rock and the retaining elements back to
stable ground; and 4) to dissipate energy by mobilizing friction between fractured rock blocks
and by yielding of the holding elements. In an appropriate support system, support elements
with different functions are combined to achieve stiff and strong, soft and ductile, or tough
but yielding systems. Special care must be taken to ensure that these elements are well
connected and that no weak links are present in the system.
Under rockburst conditions giving rise to minor damage severity, the role of the support
is to reinforce the rockmass, prevent rock surface spalling and failure initiation, and to retain
and hold small pieces of rock that are dislodged. Standard support systems with good areal
coverage can prevent or control damage from minor rockbursts. The addition of shotcrete is
particularly effective in controlling strainbursts of minor severity.
Rockburst conditions resulting in moderate damage severity occur when a deeper fracture
zone, up to 0.75 m thick, develops. The inherent strength of the support system must be
sufficient to control bulking of the fractured rock while also accommodating the resulting
wall displacements. The addition of a stiff retaining element in the form of mesh-reinforced
shotcrete helps to prevent loosening and unraveling while optimizing the bolts' reinforcing
function. Support systems with displacement capacities ranging from 30 mm to 300 mm,
depending on the damage mechanism involved, should be used in such situations.
Under rockburst conditions resulting in major damage severity, involving an annulus of
rock up to 1.5 m thick, the bulking of the fractured rock zone cannot be suppressed by
economical support means, and the support elements must be able to deform as the rock
dilates or is ejected. In addition, during violent bulking or rock ejection the support must be
2
able to absorb as much kinetic energy as practically possible, up to 50 kJ/m , and thereafter
continue to function as a holding and retaining system under gravitational loading. Meshreinforced shotcrete plays an important role by enhancing the support system's energy
absorption capacity.
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With the exception of seismically-induced rockfalls, and depending on the ejection
velocity, the limit of any practical support system is reached when the rockburst damage
results in the creation of fractured zones of rock deeper than about 1.5 m. Under such
conditions, tunnels cannot be supported effectively, and strategic mine design measures must
be implemented to reduce the rockburst hazard.
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3.1

3.3

Design steps

In Chapter 2, we provided
support selection guidelines
based on a qualitative
assessment of rockburst types,
the
anticipated
damage
severity, and available support
types. These guidelines were
developed considering results
from various testing programs,
field
observations,
and
detailed analyses of case
histories.
They were also
based on the methodology
presented in this chapter and
the contents of subsequent
chapters in which the technical
building blocks of the design
approach are explained in
more detail.

Rockburst hazard

Self-initiated
rockburst

Remotely triggered
rockburst
Seismic hazard and
ground motion

Support capacity

• displacement
• energy
• load

Demand on support
Rockburst damage mechanisms
• bulking due to fracturing
• rock ejection
• rockfalls
Severity of damage

Support selection

Figure 3.1 Approach for support design in burst-prone ground

The design methodology presented here provides the reader with the specific steps need
to:
• verify the acceptability of choices made following the guidelines given in Chapter 2
• design support following rigorous engineering analyses (Chapters 4 to 8)
• interpret field observations, i.e., back-analysis of rockburst case histories.
Conditions in a mine may vary from level to level, between different geological settings,
or among different mining zones. For the design of rockburst support, the mine may have to
be subdivided into discrete support design sectors, within which the key engineering
parameters are reasonably constant. In each design sector, the support design approach
illustrated by Figure 3.1 can be applied.
Four main components are involved in this design:
rockburst hazard assessment
estimation of demand on support
determination of support system capacity
selection of most appropriate support system by fitting support capacity to anticipated
demand.
These design components are discussed in the following sections to introduce important
concepts that are needed before proceeding to more detailed engineering analyses. Although
the overall design approach consists of only four main components, the detailed steps
involved in the design process are be more complex, thus requiring various iterations and
comparisons of alternatives. For example, it may not be possible to know in advance which
type of rockburst damage mechanism is likely to occur, hence each mechanism must be
analyzed before the critical support demand (and hence requirement) can be identified. The
•
•
•
•
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remainder of this handbook is centred around the analysis of each rockburst damage
mechanism (bulking, rock ejection, and rockfalls), in order to determine what demand will be
placed on the support under each of these conditions (Chapters 6, 7 and 8). Separate chapters
deal with rockburst hazard assessment and ground motion determination (Chapter 5) and
support capacity (Chapter 4).
A typical sequence of design steps might include:
• determine whether rockburst damage is expected due to remote seismic events, or due to
self-initiated fracturing of the rockmass around the excavation.
• if damage is triggered by remote events, assess the seismic hazard and determine the
anticipated ground motion intensity in the support design sector.
• if possible, based on previous observations, anticipated ground motions and the charts
provided in this chapter, evaluate which rockburst damage mechanism is likely to
dominate in the target area.
• estimate the severity of the anticipated rockburst damage, that is, the mass of rock
potentially involved in the failure process.
• determine the load, displacement, or energy demand on the support for the dominant
rockburst damage mechanism, if known. If not, evaluate support demand for each
mechanism separately.
• evaluate whether support can be designed to prevent the initiation of damage (i.e., to
prevent the triggering of failure) or whether the support must be designed to control the
failure process (i.e., to survive the dynamic failure process, once initiated).
• select support elements and combine them to create a support system with the desired
support characteristics, i.e., with capacities exceeding the load, displacement or energy
demands previously determined.

3.2

Seismic hazard

A complete assessment of the rockburst hazard should consider the type of rockburst, the
seismic hazard, the stress level, the dominant geological structures, and the condition of the
excavation walls. It is important to identify what triggers a rockburst, because rockburst
damage mechanisms and the role of support differ depending on whether the damage process
is driven by a remote seismic event or by the energy stored in the failing annulus of rock near
the excavation. For rockbursts triggered by remote seismic events, the first step is to relate
the seismic source to target distance and the source magnitude to potentially critical design
parameters, such as peak particle velocity or dynamic stress increment.
As in most engineering design, the design loads on a structure must be determined before
the structure can be dimensioned. Hence, the starting point for support design against
rockbursts initiated by remote events is to define the nature of the seismicity, in terms of the
anticipated magnitude (for a chosen recurrence rate) and the location of the source (or the
volume of rock containing seismic activity). The resulting ground motion characteristics in
terms of peak particle velocity ppv and acceleration ppa must then be defined within the
support design sector. These issues are discussed in Chapter 5.
A seismic activity centre is defined as either:
• a design seismic event, with specific location and intensity, or
• a volume of rock containing a design seismic event of given intensity but without a
specific location,
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and can be established in one of three ways:
• statistical analysis of the seismic history in the design sector or in an area or mine that is
comparable to the design sector;
• by a qualitative assessment of recent seismicity and rockburst experience at the mine; or
• based on specific seismic information, e.g., case studies.

3.2.1

Seismic event intensity1

The intensity of a seismic event should be defined in a manner that best describes the seismic
energy radiated from the source. The seismic event magnitude on the local Richter ML or the
Nuttli scale mN can be used to define the intensity of a seismic event. Since the magnitude
does not differentiate between different source failure mechanisms, it is often criticized as an
unreliable characterization of a seismic source. However, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, for
the purposes of support design, the seismic event magnitude is an appropriate and robust
measure of intensity. Better information about the seismic event intensity can only be
obtained if both the seismic moment and the stress drop or apparent stress at the source are
available. This requires high quality seismic monitoring equipment and detailed seismic
signal processing skills, which are seldom available. Unless this information is available, we
recommend the use of magnitudes (ML or mN) as a measure of source intensity for support
design following the procedure described in Chapter 5. Unfortunately, magnitudes are not
always determined in a consistent manner and for comparison between seismic monitoring
regions, detailed analysis of seismic records is required.
Independent of which measure of source intensity is used, differences in source
mechanisms and seismic wave transmission characteristics of the rockmass can lead to ground
motion levels that may vary within a range of two orders of magnitude for apparently similar
magnitude seismic events. Hence, design values of ground motion must be established using
statistical procedures that take into account this wide variation.
As long as no major changes in mining method or extraction rate occur, it is possible to
predict the future activity from an analysis of the past. The Gutenberg and Richter (1967)
frequency–magnitude relationship is commonly used to obtain the recurrence time T for a
chosen seismic event magnitude. It can then be stated that a seismic event of a given
magnitude will occur during a given time period with a certain probability of occurrence.
Whether a seismic event selected in this manner is a reasonable design seismic event largely
depends on the exposure of workers in areas affected by the seismic event and on the
economic consequences of damage related to such a seismic event.

3.2.2

Seismic event location

The location of a design seismic event (or the volume of rock containing a design seismic
event) must be determined from analysis of records that show the spatial variation of events.
Since a single large seismic event far from a target may have a similar effect on the stability of
an underground excavation as many small events close-by, the cumulative effect of all
seismicity should be assessed.

1

Seismic event intensity is used as a generic term to describe the seismic source. It may be described
in terms of radiated source energy, magnitude, seismic moment, or other representative parameters.
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When mining conditions change, it is often not possible to collect a sufficiently
representative data base to conduct statistical analyses, and design seismic event intensity and
location(s) may have to be selected in a rather qualitative or empirical manner. In such cases,
the support design must be continuously reassessed as new seismic information becomes
available. The visualization package MMO is intended for this purpose (Chapter 9).

3.2.3

Ground motion

Seismic energy is not emitted uniformly from a source. Seismic waves are reflected or
refracted at geological boundaries and open joints or fractures, and the waves attenuate due to
geometric spreading and inelastic straining of the rockmass. As it is not practical to explicitly
consider all of these factors, reasonable assumptions for design purposes must be made.
Based on the assumptions discussed in Chapter 5, design scaling laws relating source
intensity, distance from source to target, and ground motions have been established, and can
be used to obtain the primary seismic design parameters, ppv or ppa.
Figure 3.2 indicates the maximum ground motion levels in terms of ppv that can be
expected at various distances from seismic events of different magnitudes. The qualitative
descriptions shown in this figure (low to very high) were assigned considering the general
impact of these ppv ranges. Please note, this figure is based on an assumed set of conditions
in hard rock, and should be used for general guidance only.

3.3

Demand on support

The demand that will be placed on a support system, in terms of load, displacement or energy
depends on the rockburst damage mechanism, the severity of the damage as reflected in the
thickness of failed rock, and on the ejection velocity of the rock, if any.
4

very high

Nuttli magnitude

3

high
> 0.1 m/s

moderate

2

> 0.01 m/s

2

low

Richter magnitude

3

(> 1 m/s)

1

1
10

100

1000

Distance R
Figure 3.2 Anticipated levels of ground motion under typical conditions
(90 to 95% confidence)
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3.3.1

3.7

Anticipated rockburst damage mechanism

If previous rockburst experience is available, then careful review of this experience in the
light of the three mechanisms described in this handbook may indicate which mechanism(s) is
most likely to occur in the future. If little or no experience is available, it may be necessary to
analyze all of the potential damage mechanisms in terms of support demand generated by
each, before selecting a support system.
Between these two extremes, it is possible to provide some guidance on the most likely
rockburst damage mechanism expected, based on the magnitude and proximity to the seismic
source, the stress level in the rockmass, and the local mine stiffness. Table 3.1 lists the
conditions under which the various rockburst damage mechanisms are likely to occur -- from
a qualitative point of view.
Table 3.1 Rockburst mechanisms – likelihood of occurrence

Low stress
(below peak
strength)
Bulking1 without ejection
Bulking2 causing ejection
Ejection

only if close
to source
only if close
to source
–
only if
highly
jointed

Rockfalls

High stress
(near peak
strength)

Very high stress
(rock fractured)

√

√

√

–

–
only if highly
jointed

√
√

1 Stiff loading system
2 Soft loading system

For example, Table 3.1 indicates that bulking due to fracturing accompanied by violent
ejection is only likely under conditions where the rock is already highly stressed and the
loading system stiffness is relatively soft, e.g., in a drift penetrating a sill pillar.
For rockbursts triggered by remote seismic events, the likely rockburst damage varies
from seismically-induced rockfalls at large distances (or low magnitudes), to rock ejection as
the intensity of ground motion increases, i.e., as the seismic source magnitude increases or the
proximity to the source decreases (Figure 3.3), Once again, Figure 3.3 is intended for
preliminary guidance purposes only.
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Figure 3.3 Chart to select most dominant rockburst mechanism(s) for support design

3.3.2

Severity of rockburst damage

The severity of the anticipated rockburst damage must be
assessed for support design. Three levels of severity have
been defined in terms of the volume or depth of failed or
fractured rock involved in the rockburst (Chapter 2): minor
(< 0.25 m), moderate (≤ 0.75 m), and major (> 0.75 m). The
∆
anticipated
bulking of this fractured rock and the potential
rf r
f
rock ejection velocity must also be assessed. These failure
process characteristics can be established empirically based
on observations, if a mine-wide damage database is available.
Otherwise, these factors can be estimated using analytical
df
approximations given in Chapters 6 to 8. For certain
situations, numerical models may be applicable.
rf = radius of failure
The depth of failure is defined by either geological
∆ = thickness of baggage
structures (e.g., for wedge type failures) or by the depth of
d f = depth of failure
over stressed rock. Stress-induced fractures propagate from
stress raisers at the corners of the excavations forming semicircular fracture patterns (onion skinning) connecting zones of high stress. The rock inside
this tension fracture zone is called "baggage", as it directly loads the support system. The
formation of fractured rock zones will depend on the total induced stresses, both static and
dynamic, compared to the strength of the rock. This topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 6
and is briefly introduced below.
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The stress level must be measured relative to the unconfined strength of the rockmass near
the opening wall, which is some percentage of the intact rock strength. Experience shows that
the rockmass fails at stresses in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 times the unconfined compressive
strength of the intact rock for a wide range of rock types that are prone to rockbursts. Ideally,
the rock strength should be calibrated by back-analyses from breakout observations.
At low stresses, say less than 25% of the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock, the
wall will be stable under static conditions and damage can only be inflicted by the addition of
high dynamic stresses, i.e., a large seismic event close by.
At relatively high stresses, up to 50% of the rock strength, the opening will be metastable, and a stable or unstable failure process may be initiated by even minor perturbations of
the stress field. Hence, the damage may be essentially unrelated to the intensity of a remote
seismic event. Destress blasting is intended to eliminate critical conditions such as these
when they are encountered near a drift face or wall.
At very high stresses, greater than roughly 50% of the intact rock strength, it is impossible
to excavate on opening without immediately creating a zone of fractured rock around the
excavation, i.e., the rock fails during excavation. In these situations, the severity of a future
rockburst will be directly related to the intensity and location of a remote seismic event.
In light of the above discussion, the amount of dynamic stress increment or the magnitude
of the stress pulse caused by a seismic event is clearly an important design parameter. While
site specific calculations will be required (Chapter 5 and 6) Figure 3.4 provides typical
dynamic stress changes that may be expected.
4
3

3
high
> 5 MPa

moderate
> 1 MPa

2

2
low

Richter magnitude

Nuttli magnitude

very high
> 50 MPa

1

1
10

100
Distance R [m]

1000

Figure 3.4 Anticipated level of maximum dynamic stress induced at the wall of an excavation by
a remote seismic event under typical conditions
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As shown in Figure 3.4, the dynamic field stress increment from a remote seismic event
may be very large considering that it is magnified by stress concentrations effects near an
opening. This stress increment can trigger substantial rock fracturing. However, it is
important to emphasize that for openings already highly stressed and meta-stable, even a small
dynamic stress pulse from a small or distant seismic source may be enough to trigger
rockburst damage due to fracturing.
In addition to stress levels, other factors may play a role in determining the damage
severity. Discontinuities or geological structures in the rockmass may increase the severity of
a rockburst by increasing the mass of rock involved in the failure process. For example,
geological features may promote deep-seated failure processes, such as wedge failures, or may
promote special failure mechanisms, such as buckling of laminated rock. Although these
geological features will predominantly affect rockburst mechanisms involving rockfalls or
rock ejection, they may also affect the bulking process due to geometric effects.
If heavy blasting, or destress blasting, is used, the quality of the rock wall is considerably
reduced and rock may be loosened to a greater depth than indicated by a conventional analysis
of stress redistribution. While this action may remove the danger of sudden failure of highly
stressed meta-stable regions, as noted above, it may also act to increase the severity of any
future rockburst.

3.3.3

Rockburst ejection velocity

During a rockburst, rock may fail in a stable or controlled manner without rock ejection,
meaning that the fractured rock deforms into the opening without gaining much velocity.
Alternatively, the rock may fail in an unstable manner, generating high ejection velocities.
The difference between these two situations is the rate of deformation or the ejection velocity.
The latter situation is encountered when the loading system is relatively soft and the stored
strain energy around the failing rock annulus cannot be dissipated during the failure process or
by the rock support.
For design, it is therefore necessary to estimate the anticipated rock ejection velocity ve.
For rock ejection due to energy transfer from a remote seismic event, Yi and Kaiser (1993)
suggested, based on analytical considerations, that the ejection velocity would seldom exceed
the ground motion (i.e., ve ≤ ppv). For rock ejection associated with stress-induced fracturing
and the associated release of excess stored strain energy, the amount of energy available to
eject rock depends on the brittleness of the rockmass, i.e., the post-peak stiffness of the failing
rock, and the stiffness of the loading system, which is very difficult to determine in practice.
Hence, it is often necessary to assess the anticipated ejection velocity based on field
observations.
Potentially unstable situations that may give rise to significant ejection velocity include:
• openings in soft loading environments (e.g., pillars);
• drifting through stiff dykes (or areas of elevated stress);
• approaching weak but brittle shears or faults; and
• stressing by shear or destressing of previously clamped, brittle geological structures.
More guidance for assessing the ejection velocity is given in Chapters 7.
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Preliminary assessment of demand on support

The demand placed on the support system due to a rockburst may be in the form of additional
load, imposed deformations, or energy that is transferred to the system. Broadly speaking,
each rockburst damage mechanism contributes to one of these support demands:
• seismically-induced rockfalls primarily increases the load demand on the support
• rock bulking creates an increased deformation demand and possibly an energy demand
• rock ejection due to energy transfer increases the energy absorption demand on the
support.
This general trend and approximate ranges of applicability are shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Chart to select most important support characteristics of a support
system for burst-prone ground

Rockfalls
The potential for rockfalls is highly dependent on the static factor of safety before shaking
occurs. For openings that are already close to collapse, with a static factor of safety (or
strength factor) close to unity, minor shaking will destabilize the opening and rockfalls can
occur very far from a seismic event (e.g., as reported by Butler and van Aswegen (1993) at
R > 1000 m). Figure 3.6 gives a rough indication of the static factor of safety required to
prevent rockfalls for various seismic events. The qualitative descriptions relate to typical
Canadian mining conditions with "high" indicating that an opening would have to be designed
with a higher than normal safety margin, whereas, "moderate" implies that a well-supported
opening following standard design guidelines should be adequate. Only support with
insufficient static capacity should be expected to fail in the zone labeled "low". Thus, as the
static strength factor is determined by the ratio between supporting forces and the load
demand, the appropriate response to a risk of seismically-induced rockfalls is to increase the
static strength factor. Detailed discussion of rockfalls is presented in Chapter 8.
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Figure 3.6 Static strength factor to avoid rockfalls due to seismic shaking

Rock bulking due to fracturing
For rock bulking, it is necessary to determine the displacement demand on the support
assuming the fractured rock bulks without high constraining forces. Figure 3.7 provides a
preliminary assessment of the anticipated wall movement under typical conditions. The
qualitative descriptions low to very high were assigned considering the ultimate displacement
capacity of available support systems. Floors are normally flat and unsupported, and thus
especially prone to the formation of failure zones. The potential for floor heave can be
estimated in a similar manner with Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.7 Typical wall displacements in openings with standard
support caused by a remote seismic event
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Figure 3.8 Anticipated floor heave in a highly stressed drift caused by a
remote seismic event under typical conditions

Rock ejection due to energy transfer
For rock ejection, it is useful to estimate the anticipated energy demand that will be placed on
the support. This demand is proportional to the mass of rock involved and the ejection
velocity. For a preliminary assessment, the anticipated energy demand is illustrated by Figure
3.9 for a mass of 2700 kg/m2, or a 1 m thickness of rock. The qualitative descriptions of low
to high are only applicable for this mass. If more rock is involved, conditions will be more
severe. Doubling of the mass shifts the boundaries to the right by about a quarter log-cycle.
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Figure 3.9 Anticipated kinetic energy for 1 m block of rock ejected from a flat wall by a remote
seismic event under typical conditions
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Support capacity

Lult

Load

In terms of design in burst-prone ground, the five most
important characteristics of support are: the peak load
capacity of the support Lp; the displacement at peak
capacity dp; the ultimate load bearing capacity of yielded
support Lult; the ultimate displacement capacity or stretch
limit dult; and the energy dissipation capacity of support
Esup.
In addition, the loading stiffness of the support ks is of
interest to the designer. These characteristics can be
determined from testing, and Chapter 4 summarizes the
available information.

Lp

ks

Esup
dp

dult

Displacement
Energy

3.4

Displacement

3.4.1

Design capacity

The actual load–displacement characteristics of a given type of support element may vary
over a wide range depending on rock type, installation method and quality, etc. For design
purposes, it is therefore necessary to approximate the support characteristics and to define
reliable design values for the support capacities.
Typical load–displacement or energy–displacement curves as well as recommended
design parameters are given in Chapter 4.

3.4.2

Factors influencing design capacity

Pre-load
Support that is pre-loaded or pre-stressed, either intentionally during installation or due to
ground deformation during drift advance or near-by mining, loses part of its support capacity.
If the support has not been brought to the yield point, then the peak load capacity is reduced
and only the difference between the pre-load and peak load capacity can be used for dynamic
design. On the other hand, if the yield point has already been exceeded, then the support has
no additional load capacity to offer and the ultimate displacement capacity is reduced by the
amount of yielding which has already occurred.
The effect of pre-loading is important for holding elements and for shotcrete. Shotcrete
applied to arched backs, or as closed support rings, rapidly builds up large hoop stresses
relative to the shotcrete's compressive strength if it is deformed by the surrounding rockmass.
If a shotcrete ring is pre-loaded, then its ability to carry additional dynamic loads may be
seriously compromised. This is particularly true for plain or fiber-reinforced shotcrete, which
has limited toughness. Hence, if relatively large deformations are expected before or during a
rockburst, the tangential stresses in the shotcrete should be reduced by slots or thinner
sections in the shotcrete.
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Furthermore, undesired high stresses in shotcrete can be reduced or eliminated if the
shotcrete is applied to flat backs or walls, i.e., if it acts as flat, isolated shotcrete panels.
Deformation incompatibilities at the corners should be prevented by intentionally weakening
the shotcrete in these areas.

Repeated loading by multiple seismic events

Lp

Support is often subjected to multiple loading, and must not
only be able to survive a single seismic event or the main
Lult
seismic event causing the largest ground motions, but it must
also retain its integrity and support functionality after the initial
seismic event so it can continue to provide effective support for
1st
2nd
aftershocks or subsequent seismic activity (new seismic event
dr
event event
sequence). If the yield limit has been exceeded, subsequent
seismic events will cause further inelastic deformation of the
Displacement
support. Consequently, the remaining displacement capacity is
reduced.
In practice, it is difficult if not impossible to assess the impact of previous seismic events
in a quantitative manner and the ground control engineer will have to decide whether there are
signs of support yield. If so, it may be prudent to install extra support in an effort to
compensate for any potential loss in safety margin.
Load

Post-event capacity
Once the support has yielded, the acceptability of the support design should be verified
following the procedures in Chapter 6 to 8, but using reduced values for load capacity,
displacement capacity, and energy absorption capacity. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 8,
the tensile load bearing capacity of the rockmass may be reduced by rockburst activity thereby
increasing the load on the support system.

3.5

Support selection

Finally, the anticipated demand must be matched to the capacity of a proposed support system
composed of individual support elements. Thus, support design is a two-stage engineering
process. First, the expected loading conditions or demand on the support is determined.
Second, the various elements are dimensioned and then integrated into a support system to
achieve a support capacity that exceeds the demand. This design process is, in its simplest
form, described by the strength factor SF or factor of safety FS:

SF or FS =

Capacity
Demand

(3.2)

We adopt the term "strength factor" whether capacity and demand are defined in terms of
forces, displacements or energies. The strength factor under static conditions SFs represents a
unifying means to define the pre-event condition of an excavation. While it is often difficult
to quantify this strength factor with precision, it is often necessary to arrive at a good estimate,
e.g., for the design of support to resist seismically-induced rockfalls (Chapter 8).
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Load, displacement and energy capacities must be matched for each individual support
component, and for the entire support system. For support elements that act by sharing loads,
the stiffness must be reasonably well matched or uneven loading of the elements will occur,
and the load capacities must be more or less equal to prevent the premature failure of the
weakest elements. Individual support elements must be well connected to prevent premature
failure of the connection, and thus the support system.

3.5.1

Design goals

Support can be selected to achieve one of two goals:
• prevent the initiation of the rockburst failure and damage process, called the trigger limit;
or
• control and survive the failure process to maintain a stable, functional excavation, called
the survival limit.
In the latter case, the post-rockburst capacity of a support system must be established.
When gravity acts on the broken or fractured rock, the static equilibrium must be maintained,
i.e., the possibility of a rockfall must be checked.
Desirable support characteristics differ drastically depending on their intended function.
To prevent triggering of damage, a stiff, high strength support is needed and some pre-loading
of the support is beneficial to prevent loosening of the rockmass. In contrast, a ductile support
system is often desirable after the trigger limit has been exceeded.
From the point of view of the support, the trigger limit is reached when the support begins
to yield. Hence, the trigger limit can be determined by evaluating the peak load or
displacement capacity of the support.
Before the trigger limit is reached, most rockmasses have some cohesive strength. This
cohesive or tensile load bearing capacity the rockmass may contribute significantly to the
stability of an opening. However, after the trigger limit is reached, is it reasonable to assume
that the rockmass tensile load capacity is completely lost.
Under rockburst conditions, the trigger limit of the support is commonly exceeded. The
failure process must then be controlled and the support must be designed to survive the
rockburst. For this purpose, the design goal is to match the survival limit of the support to the
demand placed on the support. The survival limit is defined in terms of either the ultimate
displacement or energy capacity.
Since stability must be maintained after the rockburst, the post-rockburst static demand,
i.e., the static rock loads on the support, must also be matched with the support's ultimate load
capacity.

3.5.2

Matching support to anticipated rockburst severity

As the rockburst damage severity increases, the load, displacement, and energy absorption
capacity of the support must be gradually increased (Figure 3.5).
In burst-prone ground, areal coverage of retaining elements to stop unraveling of the rock
is essential, and the minimum support must consist of bolts and mesh. From this basis, the
level of support can be increased incrementally to match the expect rockburst severity.
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Bolts and mesh
Initially, the reinforcing action of the bolts should be maximized by using stiff support
elements such as grouted rebar. The density of bolting can be increased to reduce the
possibility of spalling and to raise the trigger level for rockburst damage. The mesh should be
tight to prevent unnecessary loosening of broken rock.

Bolts and mesh and shotcrete
Until signs are visible that the reinforced rock can no longer carry the dynamic loads, the
design rationale is to strengthen the rockmass.
Significant benefit can be derived from an improved interlock between retaining elements
and rock at the excavation surface. Hence, a further strengthening effect can be achieved by
the addition of shotcrete to the mesh.

Yielding bolts and mesh or shotcrete or shotcrete panels
If it is no longer possible to economically increase the load capacity of the reinforced rock
system, then the support behaviour must fundamentally change to a yielding mode. While
reinforcing elements still play an important role in restricting and controlling the bulking
process, holding elements must be installed that can move with the rock. Strong connections
are needed between bolts and shotcrete.
Initially, the yielding bolts do not have to possess a high load capacity, because only
limited wall or rockmass movements occur before the system self-stabilizes. However, rock
movements may cause the shotcrete to become highly stressed and start to crack and spall,
demanding measures to reduce the stiffness of the shotcrete support. This can be achieved by
applying shotcrete to flat faces as shotcrete panels or by intentionally weakening sections of
the shotcrete to induce controlled failure at locations of displacement incompatibility.

High capacity yielding bolts and shotcrete panels
Eventually, the support system will also be required to dissipate energy, and the support then
needs to maintain a high load capacity while yielding. At this stage, the wall deformations
will be too large for shotcrete rings or arches to deform with the rock, and shotcrete should
only be applied as flat, isolated panels.

Special conditions
Due to high frequency stress wave reflections, spalling of small rock or shotcrete pieces can
occur in close proximity to the seismic source or during strainbursts. To catch these small
pieces of broken rock, which may be ejected at very high velocities (>> 3 m/s), it may be
necessary to install mesh on top of the above mentioned support systems.
If large masses of broken rock are to be retained after large wall displacements, and if
deep fracturing occurs (> 0.75 m), the capacity of the retaining system may have to be
increased. This can be achieved by the addition of lacing.
Examples of appropriate support systems that fit these levels of support are given in
Chapters 2 and 4.
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3.5.3

Maximum practical support limit (MPSL)

As illustrated by Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.9, the demand on the support may be extremely high,
particularly close to the source of a seismic event or during strainbursts. On the other hand,
there are practical and economic limitations that dictate maximum support dimensions, such
as bolt spacing or shotcrete thickness. From the results presented in Chapter 4, we have
concluded that is not practical to provide more than about 50 kJ/m2 of energy absorption
capacity with currently available support technology. This is called the maximum practical
support limit or MPSL. If this limit is reached, it is impossible to prevent rockburst damage
by improving the rock support and other strategic measures must be found to reduce the
rockburst damage potential. For example, operational changes may have to be implemented
such as access restrictions, reduced rate of extraction, alternate stope sequencing, etc.

3.6
3.6.1

Design aids
Visualization with Mine Map Overlay

The design of support in burst-prone ground is complex. Many assumptions and
simplifications must be made, and the consequences of these simplifications are not always
obvious, yet they need to be assessed. A methodology for undertaking such an assessment or
design verification was presented in the previous sections, with details given in Chapters 4 to
8.
To provide further assistance in applying the design methodology described in this
handbook, we have started the development of a visualization tool called Mine Map Overlay
(MMO). The sole purpose of this computer-aided design package is to rapidly execute the
design calculations at all tunnel locations in a mine, and to display the results in a manner
most meaningful to the mine personnel, i.e., on mining plans. MMO is intended to:
• provide guidelines for support selection;
• assist in undertaking back-analyses of case studies;
• provide guidance in planning rescue or escape routes.
MMO allows the user to integrate design information in a qualitative or in a quantitative
manner. Excavation geometry, support properties, and rockmass properties for each
geological unit are entered from mining plans. Regional insitu stresses, or mining-induced
stresses, can be specified or directly read from 3D numerical models. Ground motions are
determined automatically by scaling laws with user specified parameters, or read from 3D
dynamic, numerical models. The analysis module handles each rockburst mechanism
separately and displays all results in five ranges (colours). In this manner, rock damage levels
or rockburst damage severity, ground motions, and strength factors for various support
elements and systems can be displayed. AUTOCAD™ was chosen for display since it is
widely used in Canadian mines.
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The beta-version of this program is currently being tested and its application to some case
examples is presented in Chapter 9. This program, in its preliminary state, requires site
specific installation and calibration by the program developers. The analysis module will also
require further development as only the most general situations are covered by this early
version.

3.6.2

Computerized design aids

Various design charts contained in this handbook are dependent on input parameters. Hence,
design aids should be developed for users of this handbook to generate site specific charts.
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Chapter 4 - Support Functions and Characteristics

4.1

Introduction

The terms support elements and support systems are used throughout this handbook. A
support element is an individual component such as a rockbolt, a plate, wire mesh, etc.,
whereas support systems are usually made from a combination of various support elements.
Each element has specific properties and load–displacement characteristics. When elements
are combined they create a system with a different overall load–displacement behaviour.
Support systems generally include several support functions and are often designed with
some redundancies for extra safety.
The purpose of this chapter is to supplement previously published work on rock support
by authors such as Stillborg (1994) in Professional User's Handbook for Rock Bolting,
Choquet (1991) in Rock Bolting Practical Guide, or Schach et al. (1979) in Rock Bolting.
Although, these three books deal with general properties of rockbolts, and discuss design
methods and installation techniques, with the exception of Stillborg's book, they provide little
data on load–displacement characteristics of support elements. This chapter summarizes
previously published data and presents new laboratory and insitu test results regarding
characteristics of support elements that are relevant to their use in burst-prone ground.

4.2

Support Function

The function of each element in a support system is complex and depends on its interaction
with the ground. Figure 4.1 presents a schematic view of the three primary support functions,
i.e., to reinforce the rockmass, to retain broken rock, and to securely hold loose rock or tie
back the retaining element(s) (McCreath and Kaiser 1992). While each element of a system
may simultaneously provide more than one of these functions, it is convenient to consider
each function separately.

4.2.1

Reinforce

The goal of reinforcing the rockmass is to strengthen it, thus enabling the rockmass to support
itself (Hoek & Brown 1980). In this manner, the trigger limit for rockburst damage can be
raised. Reinforcing mechanisms generally restrict and control the bulking of the rockmass,
thus ensuring that interblock friction and rockmass cohesion are fully exploited. Typically,
reinforcing elements such as grouted rebars or dowels (Photo 4.1) behave as stiff support
elements, but other types, such as Split Set bolts, yielding Swellex or Cone bolts, may behave
as ductile or yielding elements under high stress or deformation conditions. Reinforcing
elements often play a role in controlling rockmass bulking and wall movements, even if they
are broken at some depth behind the excavation surface.
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Figure 4.1 Three primary functions of support elements

Photo 4.1 Fully grouted rebars are effective at reinforcing the rockmass

4.2.2

Hold

The holding function is needed to tie retaining elements of the support system and loose rock
back to stable ground, and to prevent gravity-driven falls of ground. Under certain conditions
this function can be provided by a high strength anchorage into deeper-lying stable rock, such
as with a grouted cable bolt or a mechanical rockbolt (Photo 4.2). However, under conditions
of large imposed (relative) displacements between the anchor and the head of the holding
element, or at particular locations along its length, a yielding element is required. The ability
to yield may be enhanced by a special sliding mechanism (e.g., Cone bolt or Split Set bolt),
by a highly ductile material (e.g., yielding Swellex), or by a combination of both.
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Photo 4.2 Mechanical rockbolts perform an effective holding function

4.2.3

Retain

While retaining broken rock at the excavation surface may be required for safety reasons, it
may also become essential under high stress conditions to avoid the development of
progressive failure processes that lead to unraveling of the rockmass. Our observations
indicate that full areal coverage by retaining elements becomes increasingly important as the
level of rockburst severity increases (McCreath and Kaiser 1992).
A common retaining element in underground mines is mine screening or wire mesh that
is pinned to the walls and backs of drifts with rockbolts (Photo 4.3). The combination of wire
mesh and rockbolts is primarily intended to restrict the formation of loose rock and to retain
broken rock. Welded-wire mesh or fabric and, to a lesser extent, chain-link mesh are the
most popular types of mesh used in Canadian hardrock mines.
Retaining elements may be either stiff and strong, such as a cast concrete liner or a
closed-ring shotcrete membrane, or they may be soft and able to yield, such as chain-link or
welded-wire mesh, or isolated, slotted or flat shotcrete panels. Certain elements may undergo
a transition from stiff to ductile behaviour at large differential displacements, (e.g., meshreinforced shotcrete). Mesh-reinforced shotcrete performs an important retaining function
under rockburst conditions. It acts primarily as a retaining element, but it also helps to
strengthen the rockmass by preventing loosening at the surface and subsequent excessive
rockmass fracturing (Photo 4.4).
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Photo 4.3 Mesh is used to retain loose rock

Photo 4.4 Shotcrete can provide both a retaining and reinforcing function

4.2.4

Connect

A fourth support function, not shown in Figure 4.1, is to provide connections between each
element in the support system. The connections often constitute the weakest link in a support
system, and hence deserve special attention to prevent premature failure of the support
system. In order for retaining elements to work effectively they need to be connected to
holding elements.
The most common type of connection is the plate that ties
holding/reinforcing elements such as rockbolts or rebars to the retaining element such as
mesh. This link between the major elements in the support system is often crucial to the
effective performance of the system.
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4.3

Key characteristics of support elements

Support systems are constructed by combining individual support elements into an integrated
system that has the characteristics necessary to perform its intended safety and support
functions. The role of support systems and their design
criteria are presented in Section 4.4. Here, we examine the
properties and characteristics of individual support
elements.
Generic load-displacement curves
The load–displacement behaviour of individual support
elements can be classified according to different
characteristics: stiff versus soft, strong versus weak, and
brittle versus ductile (yielding).
In burst-prone ground, desired properties of individual
elements or support systems will depend on the anticipated
severity of damage inflicted by a rockburst and on the
intended role of the support. Initially, a stiff and strong
support is advantageous to reinforce the rock and to prevent
loosening or weakening of the rockmass near the opening.
In this manner the support can increase the triggering
threshold at which rockburst damage begins. However, if severe rockburst damage is
anticipated, the support must have post-peak ductility and be able to yield or slide, i.e., it
must have an adequate survival limit. Table 4.1 presents examples of typical support
elements with different load–displacement characteristics as they relate to the three support
functions noted in Section 4.2.
Table 4.1 Functions and key characteristics for typical support elements

Stiff
Soft
Strong
Weak
Brittle
Ductile

4.3.1

Reinforce
grouted rebar
––
cable bolt
thin rebar
grouted rebar
Cone bolt

Hold
grouted rebar
long mechanical bolt
cable bolt
Split Set bolt
grouted rebar
yielding Swellex bolt

Retain
shotcrete arch or ring
chain-link mesh
mesh-reinforced shotcrete
#9 gauge mesh
plain shotcrete
chain-link mesh; lacing

Initial stiffness

Elements such as chain-link or welded-wire mesh have low initial loading stiffness and often
fail to prevent early deterioration of the rockmass around an excavation. In contrast, grouted
rebars or properly pre-tensioned, end-anchored bolts have high initial stiffness, reinforce the
rock, help to maintain the inherent rockmass strength, and raise the threshold at which
rockburst related damage is first triggered.

4.3.2

Load capacity

It is usually desirable to have strong support elements, simply because stronger rockbolts can
hold a larger mass of loose rock. This characteristic is particularly important for resisting
seismically-induced rockfalls. The load capacities of individual support elements in a system
should, however, be mutually compatible otherwise a weak element could lead to premature
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system failure, or an extra strong element could be a waste of resources because its load
capacity cannot be utilized before the system itself fails.

4.3.3

Displacement capacity

High displacement capacity, in the context of support in burst-prone ground, is often referred
to as ductility or yieldability. The term "yield" when applied to the deformation in metal
strictly refers to non-elastic or plastic material behaviour. We use the term here for a support
element with an insitu post-peak load–displacement curve giving a relatively constant load
over a large displacement independent of whether the element itself (i.e., the steel) actually
yields. Whereas yield of steel can contribute to a support element's displacement capacity, a
higher displacement capacity can generally be achieved by designing a sliding element.
When rockbursts result in large ground displacements, it is often essential that the holding
element be able to deform or slide with the ground. Without this ability, the holding elements
may fail and render the entire support system ineffective. This characteristic becomes
important under conditions where significant rock fracturing and associated bulking are
anticipated.

4.3.4

Energy absorption capacity

In rockburst conditions causing violent ejection of broken rock, the support system must be
capable of absorbing the kinetic energy contained in the ejected material. To achieve this, a
support element must possess two characteristics: a high and steady load capacity, and a large
displacement capacity. Support elements, such as Cone bolts, with both a high load capacity
and a large displacement capacity will have good energy absorption capacity. Brittle
elements, such as grouted rebars, absorb little energy. However, grouted rebars resist bulking
and hold fractured rock together and thereby help nearby yielding bolts if installed as part of
the support system to dissipate energy, even if the stiff rebars fail locally.

4.3.5

Length of reinforcing/holding elements

Holding elements should penetrate deep enough into the rock to permit anchoring to
relatively unfractured (though not necessarily completely intact) rock. Thus in highly
fractured conditions or where large spans are involved, long elements are generally required.
Reinforcing elements may be designed to penetrate only into the zone of fractured rock, but if
so, they must be used in conjunction with longer holding elements. This is particularly true
where the rock movements locally fail fully grouted reinforcing elements.

4.3.6

Areal coverage

Good areal coverage of the support system is extremely important under burst-prone
conditions. Individual holding or retaining elements are ineffective in preventing rockfalls
between directly supported areas. The addition of mesh or shotcrete to these elements greatly
improves the areal coverage. Support elements designed to perform the retaining function,
such as mesh or shotcrete, also result in good areal coverage.

4.4
4.4.1

Holding and reinforcing elements
Load–displacement characteristics

The characteristics most relevant to the function of each support element as part of a burstresistant support system can usually be determined from pull-out tests. The load–
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displacement curve from a pull-out test is of particular interest because the following
parameters can be calculated: loading stiffness, peak and ultimate loads, displacements at
peak and ultimate loads, and work done or energy absorbed during the test. Note however,
the loading and deformation rates during a rockburst are considerably higher than during pullout tests. Because little data exist on the load–displacement characteristics of rockbolts tested
under rapid loading conditions, we are forced to rely on pull test data and to assume that the
static and dynamic response of rockbolts is the same. This should be a conservative
assumption given that the dynamic strength of steel is greater than the static strength.
Figure 4.2 shows a generic load–displacement curve for a holding or a reinforcing
element. The load capacity is defined as the maximum or peak load Lp that the element will
carry. The ultimate load Lu is a measure of the load capacity near the end of the pull-out test.
The distance a holding or reinforcing element can be pulled before the peak load is reached is
dp while the total distance to failure is defined as the ultimate displacement capacity du. The
energy absorption capacities Ep and Eu are a function of both the load and displacement
capacities as well as the shape of the load–displacement curve. The energy absorption
capacities are equivalent to the work performed during the test, and are calculated by
integrating the area under the load–displacement curve up to the relevant displacement
capacity limit.

Figure 4.2 Generic load–displacement curve for holding or reinforcing element

The published literature was reviewed to obtain load–displacement curves for various
types of holding and reinforcing elements. These curves were supplemented with pull-out
tests conducted by the Geomechanics Research Centre on grouted rebars, Cone bolts, pipe
(tubular) bolts, and cables at various mines in the Sudbury basin. shows representative curves
for some of the more commonly used support elements. Additional load–displacement
curves and a discussion of the pull-out behaviour of yielding bolts are presented by Tannant
and Buss (1994) and Tannant (1995a).
Ungrouted pipe bolts have a similar load–displacement behaviour to mechanical
rockbolts. Grouted pipe bolts are stiffer than ungrouted bolts and tend to fail at smaller
displacements.
Reinforcing elements, such as grouted rebars, are generally stronger and stiffer than
yielding holding elements, such as Cone bolts. However, these bolts will fail at relatively
small deformations. Yielding bolts specifically designed to sustain large deformations may
slide more than 100 mm while maintaining their load bearing capacity.
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It is important to recognize that the displacement capacity of grouted bolts is dependent
on embedment length and grout quality and that loading conditions during a rockburst may
differ from those generated by a pull-out test. These factors can often affect the load and
displacement capacities. The displacements obtained from pull-out tests could have been
interpreted differently, such as in terms of bolt stretch over a given length (strain). However,
the length over which the bolt is stretched is rarely known. Therefore, the distance the
grouted bolt was pulled before failure is used as a measure of displacement capacity. This
interpretation of the displacement capacity is consistent with results from tests on other
support elements such as end-anchored mechanical bolts.
200
resin-grouted rebar
Cone bolt

Load [kN]

150

mechanical rockbolt

100

yielding
Swellex bolt

Split Set bolt

50

0

0

50

100

150

Displacement [mm]
Figure 4.3 Load–displacement curves for reinforcing and holding elements

The load–displacement curves for three ductile elements: Split Set bolts, yielding Swellex
bolts, and Cone bolts are shown on Figure 4.3. The special steel properties of the yielding
Swellex bolt permits it to stretch about 100 to 200 mm before breaking. This elongation is
significantly larger than the maximum stretch observed in mechanical rockbolts or grouted
rebars. The Cone bolt achieves its ductile load behaviour not through plastic yield of the steel
but by sliding and shearing of a Cone-shaped anchor through the grout column.
Unfortunately, our testing demonstrated that Cone bolts could not consistently achieve the
behaviour shown in Figure 4.3 and were highly sensitive to their conditions of emplacement.
A bolt absorbs energy as it is forced to yield or slide out of the borehole. A convenient
way to display the energy absorption of a bolt is to numerically integrate the load–
displacement curves to obtain the energy at different displacements. Figure 4.4 shows the
energy–displacement curves obtained from the load–displacement curves presented in Figure
4.3. Regular, non-yielding bolts can dissipate between 1 and 4 kJ, whereas specialized
yielding bolts may dissipate upwards of 20 kJ at large displacements.
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Figure 4.4 Energy–displacement curves for reinforcing and holding elements

4.4.2

Design parameters

By measuring the load–displacement curves from many different pull tests on each type of
holding or reinforcing element, data were obtained to establish five important design
parameters as shown in Figure 4.2:
• peak load capacity Lp
• ultimate load capacity Lu
• displacement at peak load dp
• ultimate displacement capacity du
• ultimate energy absorption capacity Eu
These design parameters take into account the inherent variability in the pull-test results,
the sensitivity of the test results to rockmass and testing conditions, and qualitatively
incorporate a degree of conservatism in the final values. The design parameters form the
basis for eventually making specific choices of holding or reinforcing elements for different
support systems.
The load, displacement, and energy absorption capacities for various elements were
determined from their load and energy versus displacement curves and are summarized in
Table 4.2. These values are recommended design values; actual test values may be higher
than those listed in the table.
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Table 4.2 Recommended design parameters for reinforcing and holding elements

19 mm resin-grouted rebar
16 mm, 2 m mechanical bolt
16 mm grouted smooth bar
16 mm cable bolt
16 mm, 4 m debonded cable
Split Set bolt
yielding Swellex
yielding Super Swellex
16 mm Cone bolt

Lp [kN]
120 - 170
70 - 120
70 - 120
160 - 240
160 - 240
50 - 100
80 - 90
180 - 190
90 - 140

Lu [kN]
na
na
50 - 100
na
na
40 - 80
80 - 90
180 - 190
90 - 140

dp [mm]
5 - 10
10 - 40
5 - 10
5 - 10
10 - 20
10 - 30
10 - 20
10 - 20
10 - 20

du [mm]
10 - 30
20 - 50
50 - 100
20 - 40
30 - 50
80 - 200
100 - 150
100 - 150
100 - 200

Eu [kJ]
1- 4
2- 4
4 - 10
2- 6
4- 8
5 - 15
8 - 12
18 - 25
10 - 25

Holding elements that can accommodate more than 200 mm of displacement at loads
greater than 100 kN would be most suitable for support in burst-prone ground. None of the
elements consistently fulfill these requirements. The types coming closest include Cone
bolts, yielding super Swellex bolts, and cables that can slip such as grouted cables with
debonded lengths or Swellex bolt anchored cables (Tannant and Kaiser 1995). Split Set bolts
display good ductility but have low load capacity. Cone bolts hold promise as the best
holding element but further testing and possible modifications are required to ensure that the
Cone bolts yield reliably by anchor shear through the grout column.

4.4.3

Preloading of support

Support elements may be preloaded during installation, for example by tensioning the bolts,
or they may be stressed by time-dependent deformation processes related to drift advance,
near-by mining, or time-dependent rockmass failure processes. While preloading may
prevent loosening of the rockmass during regular operations, it brings a support element
closer to the yield point. This is undesirable for bolts expected to survive large dynamic
loads. Figure 4.5 shows how pretensioning can be detrimental to the load capacity of a bolt
when it must resist further increases in load. For yielding elements, pretensioning should
have minimal effect on an element's displacement and energy absorption capacities because
the greatest component of the displacement occurs after the peak load has been reached.
However, preloading of a stiff bolt that does not exhibit much post-peak ductility can
significantly reduce its already limited displacement and energy absorption capacities.
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Figure 4.5 Typical load–displacement curve showing the effect of preloading

4.5
4.5.1

Mesh retaining elements
Load–displacement characteristics

Despite the fact that the load capacity and deformational properties of mesh are fundamental
to the design of safe support systems, very little published data exist on the mechanical
behaviour of mesh under load. This is especially the case in areas near blasts or rockbursts
where the mesh must contain ejected rock and thereby provide a tactical "safety net" for
underground workers in the area. Appropriate mesh must be able to withstand impact loads
and to absorb the ejected rock's kinetic energy. Furthermore, knowledge of the influence of
operational variables, such as the bolt spacing and bolt tension on the mesh's performance,
can help improve support installation practices. For this purpose, pull tests were conducted to
measure the load–displacement characteristics of retaining elements such as mesh or
shotcrete.
Pakalnis and Ames (1983) performed a series of pull tests on mesh in the field, and
Ortlepp (1983) has presented data from laboratory tests on different types of mesh. These
tests provided useful information on the overall load capacity of the mesh. However, the data
were limited, and there was a lack of experimental control on the location of the rockbolts
and the pulling plate. Full-scale pull tests were conducted in the laboratory at the
Geomechanics Research Centre to study the load–displacement characteristics of bolted
mesh. The initial loading stiffness, peak load, and mesh displacements were measured and
the failure modes were recorded. The influences of bolt tension and bolting pattern were also
examined.

4.5.2

Pull tests

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 present typical load–displacement plots obtained from the pull
tests. The plots were processed to obtain the following parameters: peak load Lp,
displacement at peak load dp, total displacement du, energy absorbed up to peak load Ep, and
the total energy absorbed by the mesh during the test Et. The load capacities of welded-wire
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mesh are discussed in a paper by Tannant (1995b) and the results from an extensive suite of
pull tests on four different types of mesh, bolted at three different patterns, are presented in a
report by Tannant (1995c).
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Figure 4.6 Load versus displacement for welded-wire mesh (mesh with 0.1 m wire spacing, held
by four bolts in a 1.2 m diamond pattern)

In most pull tests, the peak load was followed by a large, sudden drop in load (Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7). This drop was invariably caused by failure of a mesh wire. Smaller drops in
load, occurring both before and after the peak load, were generally caused by slippage of the
mesh beneath the rockbolt plates. In most pull tests the highest load was measured at first
peak, however, in some cases, after failure of the first wire, the load was redistributed to other
wires and with continued pulling the load exceeded the initial peak value. Nevertheless, the
peak loads presented here refer to the first major peak since this load is most relevant from a
practical point of view.
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Figure 4.7 Load versus displacement for #9 gauge chain-link and expanded metal mesh (mesh
held by four bolts in a 1.2 m diamond pattern)

4.5.3

Design parameters

The design parameters presented in Table 4.3 were based on the interpretation of over 200
pull tests on various types of mesh. The parameters for the load, displacement, and energy
capacities are valid for typical rockbolt spacings found underground. The energy absorption
values were normalized by the surface area of mesh contained between the four rockbolt
plates for each pull test. This area varied between 0.72 and 1.44 m2.
Table 4.3 Load–displacement parameters for different types of mesh

Mesh Type

Lp
dp
du
[kN]
[mm]
[mm]
#9 gauge welded-wire 12 - 18 100 - 150 125 - 175
#6 gauge welded-wire 24 - 28 125 - 175 150 - 225
#4 gauge welded-wire 34 - 42 150 - 200 175 - 250
#9 gauge chain-link
32 - 38 400 - 450 > 400 - 450
expanded metal
24 - 26 500 - 650 > 500 - 650
* suggest energy absorption values for design purposes

4.5.4

Ep
[kJ/m2]
0.5 - 1.0
1.5 - 2.5
2.5 - 4
3-4
6-7

Eu
[kJ/m2]
1-4
4-6
6-9
10 - 12
8 - 10

E*
[kJ/m2]
1
3
5
7
7

Mesh stiffness

The loading stiffness of welded-wire mesh varies significantly depending on the direction of
pull relative to the orientation of the wires. The mesh is stiffest when the load is carried
directly between the bolts and the loading plate, i.e., parallel to the wires, and is softest when
the load is carried at 45° to the wires connecting the bolts and the loading plate. In contrast to
the welded-wire mesh, both the chain-link and the expanded metal mesh have a very low
initial loading stiffness.
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The weight of rock that must be supported by the mesh often depends on how well the
rock supports itself and the competence of the rock arches established between rockbolts. If
key blocks of rock in a stable arch are permitted to loosen and unravel, then the arch loses its
stability and the rock's weight is transferred onto the support. An important consideration in
maintaining the self-supporting nature of rock around an opening is to minimize or restrict
movement of such key blocks. In these situations, mesh with a stiff initial load–displacement
response provides better support because it will minimize the loosening and deterioration of
rock above the mesh. Therefore, mesh bolted with a diamond pattern at a close bolt spacing
will provide better ground support than mesh bolted in a square pattern or with wider bolt
spacing. Chain-link or expanded metal mesh can prevent rockmass loosening only if the
installation procedure generates a moderate degree of preload in the mesh. The addition of
shotcrete to the mesh greatly improves its initial loading stiffness, as discussed in Section
4.2.5.

4.5.5

Load capacity

The bolting pattern does not greatly affect the peak load capacity of mesh, although the areas
of mesh involved in the three bolting patterns differ widely. Higher displacements at the
peak load result from wider bolt spacings but the load at peak is roughly the same. Therefore,
the design capacities for load listed in Table 4.3 are not normalized by the mesh area.
The wire gauge controls the mesh's load capacity. The relative load capacities of weldedwire mesh are roughly proportional to the increase in tensile strength of the different wire
gauges. In the diamond bolting patterns, the mesh's load capacity is largely a function of the
number of wires pinned beneath each rockbolt plate, and the tensile strength of the wire.
Tannant (1995c) was able to accurately predict the load capacities of welded-wire mesh,
based on the strength of each wire and the number of wires directly connecting the bolts and
the loading plate.
In terms of the peak load capacity, chain-link mesh constructed from #9 gauge wire is
stronger than #6 gauge welded-wire mesh and is nearly as strong as #4 gauge welded-wire
mesh. Expanded metal mesh has about the same strength as #6 gauge welded-wire mesh
even though the expanded metal mesh is much heavier and contains significantly more steel
per unit area. However, it is important to note that the peak load capacities of both the chainlink and expanded metal mesh are not mobilized until the mesh has been deformed much
more than welded-wire mesh.
The significance of the mesh's load capacity can be put into perspective by calculating the
thickness of loose rock that the mesh could hold. For example, #6 gauge welded-wire mesh
pinned with rockbolts at a density of 1 bolt/m2 can theoretically hold at least a 1 m thickness
of loose rock. When rockbolts and mesh are used to support the back of a drift or tunnel, the
weight of loose rock is usually shared between the rockbolts and the mesh. In practice, the
thickness of loose rock found above mesh varies depending on the rockmass conditions,
excavation methods, stress levels, age, and whether the drift is part of a mine or a civil
project. However, up to 0.5 m thickness of loose rock are common. Drifts are usually scaled
and reconditioned before the thickness of rock held by the mesh reaches 1 m. Table 4.3
shows that the load capacities of all types of mesh are sufficient, under static conditions, to
safely retain the loose rock typically encountered underground in areas supported by bolts at
a density of greater than 0.8 bolt/m2. However, if the loose rock is accelerated by the passing
of a seismic wave, or if a wider bolt pattern is used, then the margin of safety will be greatly
reduced.
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4.5.6

Displacement capacity

The displacement capacities shown in Table 4.3 vary considerably depending on the mesh
type. However, there are usually operational limits on the maximum drift convergence that
can be tolerated before support rehabilitation is required. Welded-wire mesh displacements
at peak were generally between 100 and 200 mm, with heavier gauge mesh having slightly
higher peak displacements. Consequently, welded-wire mesh that is bagged more than
250 mm has most likely reached or exceeded its peak strength and will contain a few broken
wires. The chain-link and expanded metal mesh exhibit much higher displacements at peak,
typically about 400 to 600 mm. Rock displacements of this magnitude are normally
considered excessive since they would correspond to a substantial reduction in the crosssectional area of a tunnel or drift.
The mesh displacement obtained at peak load is sensitive to the mesh installation
technique and bolting pattern. Pre-loaded mesh will have a reduced displacement capacity.
However, this is desirable for the chain-link and expanded metal mesh because these products
have a very soft initial loading response. Therefore, when these types of mesh are used, the
installation procedure should provide sufficient tension in the mesh (about 5 to 10 kN; Figure
4.7) to eliminate the first 200 to 300 mm of mesh displacements that occur at low loads and
thereby greatly improve the mesh's remaining load–displacement characteristics. After preloading, the mesh will act in a much stiffer manner and will be able to mobilize its energy
absorption capacity at smaller, more reasonable, displacements for a mining environment.
The chain-link and expanded metal mesh have more post-peak ductility than the weldedwire mesh primarily because they contain more wires per unit area and failure of individual
wires is followed by load redistribution to nearby wires.

4.5.7

Energy absorption capacity

Because the mesh's energy absorption depends on the area of deformed mesh, it is meaningful
to determine the energy absorption capacities per unit area of mesh. Figure 4.8 shows the
energy absorbed by three types of mesh as a function of the displacement of the pull plate.
The welded-wire mesh absorbs energy more quickly than the other mesh types but its
maximum energy absorption is limited by its smaller displacement capacity. The wire gauge
controls the total energy absorption, whereas bolting pattern and rockbolt tension have little
effect.
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Figure 4.8 Energy absorption versus displacement for three types of mesh

The energy absorption capacities of mesh are listed in Table 4.3 and were calculated over
two displacement ranges. The peak energy absorption refers to the energy that was absorbed
from the beginning of the test until the peak displacement was reached, whereas the energy
absorbed up to failure is called the total energy absorption. In practice, it is difficult to know
to what extent the mesh will be deformed during a rockburst and hence it is prudent to be
conservative in choosing design values for the mesh's energy absorption capacity. A
reasonable assumption is to take design values somewhere between the peak and the total
energy absorption values, as shown in Table 4.3.
Even a minor rockburst, if it causes rock ejection, can result in kinetic energies of 3 kJ/m2
(e.g., 0.25 m thickness of rock ejected at 3 m/s). Therefore, in areas prone to rock ejection,
#9 gauge mesh, which has the lowest energy capacity (~ 1 kJ/m2), is clearly inappropriate.
#6 gauge mesh should be able to retain small volumes of ejected rock as long as the kinetic
energy contained within the ejected material does not exceed about 4 kJ/m2. The energy
absorption capacity of #4 gauge mesh, although higher, is still limited to retaining material
with less than 4 to 6 kJ/m2 of kinetic energy. This is equivalent to a 0.5 m thickness of rock
ejected at 3 m/s.
Chain-link and expanded metal mesh have the best energy absorption capacity, but at the
expense of high initial displacements with little energy being absorbed. Chain-link mesh is
capable of absorbing significant post-peak energy by virtue of its toughness and ductile
behaviour. If #9 gauge chain-link mesh is pre-tensioned by about 10 kN during installation
2
(loaded to about 1/3 of peak), it should be capable of absorbing about 7 to 8 kJ/m over a
displacement of about 300 mm. The chain-link mesh would continue to absorb even more
energy if further displacements occurred or could be tolerated.
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4.6
4.6.1

Shotcrete retaining elements
Load–displacement characteristics

Mesh is relatively soft and weak compared to holding and reinforcing elements. Generally all
types of mesh provide very little support at small wall deformations (≤ 50 mm) corresponding
to the peak load capacity of most standard, non-yielding bolts. Mesh-reinforced shotcrete,
however, acts as a supermesh. It is initially stiff and has much better load capacity compared
to mesh alone at small deformations. It is also stronger, tougher, and absorbs more energy.
Ground movements will bring a closed shotcrete ring closer to its capacity and reduce its
ability to resist dynamic loads. In practice, this implies that shotcrete should be placed in
such a manner that it can deform without attracting excessive stresses. In drifts that
experience large ground movements, shotcrete panels that are securely bolted to the rock and
interconnected by exposed mesh thereby effectively isolating them from each other, offer
better support functionality than stiff, closed shotcrete rings. Photo 4.5 shows fractured
shotcrete caused by inward drift convergence after the shotcrete was applied. The inward
movement of the back and wall resulted in a displacement incompatibility in the shotcrete at
the shoulder leading to high stresses in the shotcrete and cracks.

Photo 4.5 Shotcrete cracked in the shoulder of a drift due to displacement incompatibilities that
attracted high tangential stresses

Pull tests were conducted by the Geomechanics Research Centre to quantify the load–
displacement characteristics of mesh-reinforced shotcrete. Similar tests on shotcrete have
been conducted by Morgan et al. (1989) and Kirsten (1993). The tests were performed by
loading the centre of large square panels of shotcrete that were restrained near their four
corners. The panels were 1.5 m by 1.5 m by 60 to 90 mm thick. Figure 4.9 shows a typical
load–displacement plot obtained for mesh-reinforced shotcrete. This figure also presents the
energy versus displacement curve derived from the pull test.
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Figure 4.9 Load and energy versus displacement for #6 gauge mesh-reinforced shotcrete
(60 mm thick; 1.2 m diamond bolting pattern)

Design parametersTable 4.4 lists the shotcrete design parameters obtained from the pull tests.
These numbers are based on eleven pull tests on #6 gauge welded-wire mesh reinforced
shotcrete and only one test on steel fibre reinforced shotcrete. Due to the limited number of
tests, these data should be treated with caution.
Table 4.4 Load–displacement parameters for different types of shotcrete panels
(60 mm thick; 1.2 m diamond bolting pattern)

Shotcrete Type

Lp
dp
du
Ep
[kN]
[mm]
[mm]
[kJ/m2]
#6 mesh-reinforced
45 - 55 70 - 90 100 - 150 3 - 5
steel fibre-reinforced
20 - 30 30 - 40 na
<1
* suggested energy absorption values for design purposes

4.6.2

Eu
[kJ/m2]
6-9
2-3

E*
[kJ/m2]
6
1

Discussion of shotcrete properties

Comparing the load–displacement parameters for #6 gauge welded-wire mesh (Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.8 and Table 4.3) with the reinforced shotcrete data, the most obvious differences
are that the latter is much stiffer at small displacements and nearly twice as strong as mesh
alone. These factors allow the mesh-reinforced shotcrete to absorb significantly more energy
(5 to 6 kJ/m2) at displacements between 0 and 100 mm. The reinforced shotcrete reaches its
peak load at much smaller displacements than the mesh, yet the total displacement capacity of
the shotcrete is only slightly less. After the shotcrete is fractured its stiffness drops, but the
mesh reinforcement continues to provide toughness and post-peak ductility. Fractured meshreinforced shotcrete still provides substantial retaining ability.
Another way to demonstrate the benefit of mesh-reinforced shotcrete is to plot the ratios
of the shotcrete-to-mesh load and energy as a function of displacement. Figure 4.10 presents
this plot for loads and energies that were averaged at different displacement increments. The
data were obtained from pull tests on 1.5 m square sections of mesh or 60 mm thick shotcrete.
In all cases the test sections were held by four bolts in a 1.2 m diamond pattern and the
loading was performed with a centrally located 0.3 m square plate.
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Figure 4.10 shows that at displacement less than about 150 mm the reinforced shotcrete is
stronger than the mesh. Beyond this displacement the wires in the mesh-reinforced shotcrete
tend to be extensively damaged and thus the shotcrete's load capacity drops below the mesh's.
Shotcrete is, however, able to absorb more energy than mesh by virtue of its high initial
energy absorption at small displacements.
Mesh reinforced shotcrete has other benefits. It protects the mesh from corrosion and
prevents "unzipping" mechanisms arising from individual broken wires or from inadequate
mesh overlaps. Shotcrete spreads the load from individual blocks of rock and improves the
connection to holding elements. Shotcrete also restricts rock blocks from moving laterally,
parallel to the tunnel surface, and, thereby, strengthens the rockmass by suppressing its ability
to dilate (Kaiser 1993). Shotcrete is a very effective retaining element that not only retains
rock, but strengthens the rockmass over a wide range of displacements.
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Figure 4.10 Shotcrete-to-mesh load and energy ratios as a function of displacement

Only one test was performed on steel fibre-reinforced shotcrete. The test panel was made
with shotcrete containing 60 kg of Harex steel fibre per 1000 kg of shotcrete. This panel had
load and energy absorption capacities that were much lower than the mesh-reinforced
shotcrete. Tests by Kirsten (1993) showed that steel fibre-reinforced shotcrete had greater
strength than mesh-reinforced shotcrete. However, under large deformations (> 100 mm) we
have observed sudden failure of steel fibre-reinforced shotcrete with failure occurring at
ultimate displacements that are lower than for mesh-reinforced shotcrete. Based on a very
limited number of full-scale laboratory tests on fibre-reinforced shotcrete, it appears that
mesh-reinforced shotcrete is a tougher and more robust retaining element under large
deformations compared to some types of steel fibre-reinforced shotcrete. However, further
testing is need to verify these observations or to determine the optimal fibre type and dosage
to construct tough shotcrete layers.
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4.6.3

Impact tests on bolted shotcrete panels

The use of shotcrete for ground support in Canadian mines has increased dramatically within
the past five to eight years, yet little is known about the performance characteristics of
shotcrete-based support systems in burst-prone ground, and empirical observations alone are
insufficient for rational design of shotcrete support. In addition, very little is known about the
load–displacement characteristics of shotcrete under dynamic or impact loading. In order to
generate much needed data, a special facility was built to test mesh-reinforced shotcrete
under impact loads (Tannant et al. 1995a;b). Knowledge of the load–deformation
characteristics of different mesh types and shotcrete under both static and dynamic or impact
loading conditions is necessary for the engineering of tough, energy absorbing, support
systems.

Figure 4.11 Facility for impact tests on shotcrete and mesh
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The dynamic testing was based on the impact generated by a free-falling mass. The dropweight, by virtue of its mass (565 kg) and maximum height of fall (4 m), contains enough
energy at impact to fail most combinations of retaining elements. The energy and velocity at
impact could be adjusted easily by altering the height of fall. The drop-weight was released
from heights of 0.5 m to 3 m and the resulting impact was monitored with accelerometers,
load cells, and displacement measuring instruments. Impact velocities, ranging from 4.4 m/s
to 7.7 m/s, caused peak loads in the bolts supporting the shotcrete panel of 30 to 120 kN,
while impact energies of up to 23 kJ were dissipated by the mesh-reinforced shotcrete panels
and the supporting columns.
Figure 4.11 shows the layout of the testing facility, which was built at Creighton Mine's
old #7 shaft. The facility was designed for testing shotcrete under impact loads representing
the effects of moderate size rockbursts. This facility was composed of two basic parts: the
columns that support the mesh and shotcrete panels, and the drop-weight (including the hoist
and release mechanism). A computer controlled, high speed data acquisition system
monitored the dynamic loads in the supporting columns and the deformation of the mesh and
shotcrete.
The columns were positioned to reproduce a typical 1.2 m by 1.2 m diamond pattern.
This bolting pattern is slightly tighter than the standard 1.2 m by 1.5 m pattern specified by
INCO Ltd. for bolting 1.5 m by 3.35 m sheets of welded-wire mesh. The test panels were
placed on top of the support columns and bolted into place with 19 mm all-thread rods, nuts,
and rockbolt plates.
Typical shotcrete test panels were 1.5 m wide, 2.75 m long and 50 to 90 mm thick. These
panels had a mass of 600 to 800 kg. A single sheet of #6 gauge welded-wire mesh was
located at about mid-thickness in each test panel.
The degree of damage sustained by the test panels after each drop was assessed from
visual observations and classified according to three levels: minor, moderate, and severe.
Minor damage was associated with significant cracking in the shotcrete but no broken mesh
wires. Moderate damage was characterized by extensive shotcrete fracturing, possibly
combined with minor holes in the panel where small pieces of shotcrete were knocked out,
and typically resulted in a few broken mesh wires. An example of moderate damage
resulting from a single impact of the drop-weight, which was released from a height of 2 m, is
shown in Photo 4.6a.
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(a)

(b)
Photo 4.6 Moderate (a) and severe damage (b) to shotcrete test panels

Severe damage occurred when the panel was torn open, extensively fractured, and
sustained more than ten broken mesh wires. The main difference between moderate and
severe shotcrete damage is that the mesh itself lost its retaining and reinforcing function
under severe damage conditions. Photo 4.6b shows a test panel with severe damage. This
panel was damaged by a single impact of the drop-weight, released from a height of 3 m.
Figure 4.12 compares the kinetic energy contained in the drop-weight at impact with the
final deflection of the panel at the central point of impact for all tests. For tests with repeated
drops (three panels), the cumulative or total energies and deflections are plotted. Different
symbols are used to represent different degrees of damage sustained by the test panels, and
the open symbols correspond to the thicker test panels.
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The damage severity correlates well with the panel deflection. For the support column
spacing used during these tests, the deflection limits of 0.1 m and 0.2 m mark the
approximate boundaries between minor/moderate and moderate/severe damage. The shaded
boxes indicate the approximate ranges in energy and deflection associated with each damage
level.
It is interesting to note from these data that the severity of damage is largely controlled by
the panel deflection. Different thicknesses of shotcrete sustain similar damage at the same
deflection, although the amount of energy required to cause a given deflection or damage
increases with the thickness of the shotcrete.
The drop-weight showed negligible rebound during these tests, which demonstrates that
most of the kinetic energy at impact was absorbed by non-elastic deformation processes. The
fracturing and crushing of the shotcrete, the plastic deformation in the steel wires of the mesh,
and bending of the short threaded rods supporting the test panel are major contributors to the
energy absorption. Minor amounts of energy are absorbed as heat, noise, and stress waves
that propagate through the support columns and into the floor.

Figure 4.12 Kinetic energy at impact versus final deflection for the shotcrete test panels

It is important that strong connections are used between the holding elements (or
rockbolts) and the shotcrete in order for a shotcrete-based support system to function
effectively under dynamic loading conditions. During the drop tests, 9.5 mm thick, 127 mm
square rockbolt plates were used at each support column. These plates and the all-threads
rods used to bolt the test panels to the supporting columns were often bent and damaged.
However, they were sufficiently strong to maintain the holding function during all but one
impact test. In one test, which resulted in severe damage to the shotcrete test panel, the allthread rod at one column was bent and nearly broken as the mesh pulled away from the plate.
Pull tests on sheets of mesh and on panels of mesh-reinforced shotcrete were also
conducted using the experimental facility shown in Figure 4.11. For comparison purposes,
the impact test and the pull test results are plotted together on Figure 4.13. The energy–
displacement curves are the average responses from multiple tests. Figure 4.13 shows that
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for corresponding displacements, the shotcrete absorbs more energy than the mesh. More
noteworthy, for a given deflection, the dynamically loaded shotcrete tends to absorb more
energy than the shotcrete that was slowly loaded by the pull tests.
The energy–deflection curve from the shotcrete pull tests ends where the shotcrete had
sustained severe damage. The deflection corresponding to severe damage was about 0.25 m
for both the drop and the pull tests. However, the shotcrete was capable of absorbing
significantly more energy during the impact tests (16 kJ) compared to the pull tests (9 kJ).
Note, however, the sources of energy absorption during the impact tests are far more complex
and comparisons must be made with caution. Some energy was dissipated within the support
columns and the threaded rods during the impact and energy was lost when it was transmitted
by the stress waves into the foundation of the test facility. In addition, heat and sound
generation and other effects combined to absorb a portion of the kinetic energy contained in
the drop-weight.

Figure 4.13 Kinetic energy at impact versus final deflection from impact tests compared to the
energy versus displacement curves from pull tests

In contrast to the shotcrete tests, impact and pull tests on mesh alone gave a similar trend
in the energy versus deflection plot. The energy losses associated with phenomena other than
the mesh deformation must have been negligible. The mesh was able to deform about twice
as far under impact conditions compared to the pull tests. One possible explanation for this
observation is that during the impact tests the wires were more uniformly loaded by the dropweight thereby allowing greater mesh deformation before rupture. During the pull tests, it
was noted that a few mesh wires would initially fail at one location. This caused the pulling
plate to rotate towards the broken wires thereby redistributing extra load to the wires near the
failed zone. This process would lead to a sequential failure process in which the mesh would
"unzipper". During the impact tests, the drop-weight was constrained to move vertically
downwards by the guide cable and the drop-weight itself contained inertia that resisted its
rotation during impact. These two effects contributed to more uniform loading of the mesh,
and probably prevented premature failure of the mesh.
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The energy absorption capacity of mesh-reinforced shotcrete can be compared to the
recommended minimum energy absorption of 25 kJ/m2 for support elements used in severe
rockburst conditions in the deep South African gold mines (Jager 1992). For the impact tests,
2
the area of shotcrete directly involved in absorbing the kinetic energy was about 1 m .
Therefore, the data in Figure 4.13 indicate that mesh-reinforced shotcrete is capable of
absorbing energies up to 15 kJ/m2, while sustaining only moderate damage. Shotcrete panels
alone would be severely damaged if they were expected to absorb 25 kJ/m2. However, the
columns used to support the test panels were relatively stiff and dissipated little of the total
impact energy. A well-designed support system incorporating mesh-reinforced shotcrete and
yielding bolts will dissipate energy in the holding elements (Van Sint Jan 1994). Therefore,
if reinforced shotcrete is combined with yielding bolts with at least 10 kJ/m2 energy capacity,
the complete support system should be able to absorb more than 25 kJ/m2, while sustaining
only moderate damage to the shotcrete. In a blasting context, an energy flux of 25 kJ/m2 is
roughly equivalent to the shock energy at a distance of 2 m from a spherical charge of ANFO
with a mass of 5 to 10 kg. Thus mesh-reinforced shotcrete should survive very close to such
blasts (Tannant and McDowell 1993).
Figure 4.14 compares the kinetic energy contained in ejected rock to the damage limits or
energy absorption capacity of a support system constructed from mesh-reinforced shotcrete
and rockbolts with moderate yield capacity. The figure also shows rock ejection velocities
for different thickness of ejected rock. A well-designed support system of this nature should
dissipate up to 25 or possibly 30 kJ/m2 of rockburst energy while sustaining only moderate
damage to the shotcrete panels. The calculation of energy absorption by the support system
is based on yielding bolts that absorb 10 to 15 kJ/m2 of energy. Furthermore, these results
assume that the support system consists of shotcrete panels that are allowed to deform
without building up excessive stresses in the plane of the panel. This support system would
meet the minimum energy absorption requirements of 25 kJ/m2 established in South Africa
for their rockbursts.

Figure 4.14 Normalized energy versus impact velocity for various thickness of ejected rock and
the predicted damage to a support system made from mesh-reinforced shotcrete and
yielding rockbolts
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The addition of shotcrete to the welded-wire mesh produces a "supermesh", which is a
strong and tough retaining element. This supermesh combined with the appropriate holding
elements and connections will create a tough and strong support system. Shotcrete appears to
be a particularly useful component in support systems designed to resist moderate rockburst
damage. However, as with all support systems, there is an upper limit beyond which the
support totally loses its functionality. For support systems incorporating mesh-reinforced
shotcrete, based on the data presented here, the maximum practical support limit is
approximately 50 kJ/m2 (Figure 4.14).
The data obtained from these impact tests have assisted in formulating and verifying the
support design guidelines developed by the Geomechanics Research Centre in this handbook.

4.7

Connections

A support system's capacity depends on the interaction between individual support elements
and the surrounding rockmass. Therefore, the connections between the various elements
must be well designed to avoid premature "weakest link" failure of the system. In practice, it
is essential that plates and other connection accessories be tested to ensure that they are not a
weak link in the support system.

4.7.1

Plates

The most common connection between the holding and retaining elements is a steel plate.
While plates may seem like minor elements of a support system there is ample evidence of
premature plate failures and improper plate dimensioning in Canadian hardrock mines. The
connection fails if the plates are too thin, the hole is too large, or the seating between the nut
and the plate induces excessive bending in the bolt. When plates fail, they often render the
entire support system ineffective.
Laboratory tests were conducted to measure the load–deformation properties of three
different types of plates: flat, domed, and Split Set plates (Yi 1994). These tests identified
some of the factors influencing the performance of plates, and determined the loads at which
the plates either yielded or failed.
Plates less than 6 mm thick are too thin and will deform or fail before the rockbolt begins
to experience plastic deformations. Plates thicker than 10 mm are too thick and will not
deform in unison with the rockbolt. Therefore, the optimal and recommended range in plate
thickness is 6 to 10 mm (1/4" to 3/8"). This is consistent with the 7 to 10 mm range in plate
thickness suggested by Douglas and Arthur (1983) for working bolt loads of 80 to 150 kN.
The plate shape and the steel type are also factors to consider when selecting an
appropriate plate. We suggest that plates be large enough to cover a surface area of at least
22500 mm2 (e.g., 150 mm square plate). The plate must be large enough to more than cover
at least four mesh wires (two in each direction). The central hole in the plate must be
matched to the shank diameter of the bolt as well as the size of the nut. If the hole is too large
the nut can punch through the plate at loads well below the ultimate strength of the bolt. The
use of hemispherical washers creates a larger bearing surface on the plate and helps prevent
punch-through failures of the plate.
For practical design purposes, the maximum collapse load and the energy capacity for
domed plates constructed from 6 mm thick, A36 steel, are 70 to 80 kN and 0.7 to 1 kJ,
respectively. The load and energy absorption capacities of domed plates are somewhat
sensitive to the steel type and tests should be conducted to verify these values. The way in
which a domed plate is loaded also influences its load capacity. For example, a plate loaded
against a flat surface has a different collapse load compared to a plate loaded against an
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uneven surface. Ideally, rockbolts should be installed normal to the plane of the plate and the
rock surface. The combination of the domed plate and the hemispherical washer will
however, permit rockbolt installation at angles up to 20°, while maintaining predominantly
axial loading in the rockbolt. For inclined rockbolts, the load on the plate is not symmetric
and the plate would likely collapse at a lower load. We advocate the use of hemispherical
washers because they help minimize bending in the bolt.
The Split Set plate is both stiffer and stronger than the domed plate for mechanical bolts,
even though it is constructed from thinner steel. The stronger steel and sharper angles in the
dome of the Split Set plate may account for this difference. Split Set plates were obviously
designed for use with Split Set bolts. The tests show that they are unlikely to collapse at
loads below 100 kN (when loaded with a hemispherical washer). This load is greater than the
load generally required to pull a Split Set bolt out of a borehole. Hence, Split Set plates may
not yield in practice because of their high load capacity when installed against a flat surface.
This implies that very little energy absorption occurs in the plate (< 0.1 kJ for loads up to
100 kN), and that dynamic loads are almost fully transmitted to the bolt.
Flat plates are commonly observed to deform into a "dish" shape when highly loaded
underground as shown in Photo 4.7. While it would be desirable to estimate the load in a
rockbolt associated with a deformed plate, the sensitivity of a flat plate's yield load to the
loading conditions makes this impractical. For example, if the plate was installed against a
flat surface then the rockbolt would break before the plate showed any sign of visible
deformation. On the other hand, a plate installed over mesh or a rough surface may show
inelastic deformation at loads well below 100 kN. Observable plate deformation can occur at
loads as low as 20 kN if the plate is only supported on its outer edges. Placing a flat plate
over mesh improves the plate's otherwise limited energy absorption because it allows the
plate to "dish" more than a plate on a flat rock surface.

Photo 4.7 Domed plated flattened by rock movement during a rockburst
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A plate dimensioned to deform at the yield point of a rockbolt can increase the total
deformation and energy capacity of the bolt. For example, the shank and anchor of a
mechanical rockbolt typically absorb about 2 to 4 kJ of energy before failure. Therefore, a
domed plate that absorbs 1 kJ of energy can increase the bolt's energy capacity by 25 to 50%.
A flat plate, on the other hand, contributes little energy absorption capacity to a rockbolt.
Pads made from rubber or plywood can be used between the plate and mesh to better
distribute the rock loads to the plate. If the pad is wider than the plate it will also help to
minimize damage to the mesh arising from sharp plate edges. Under dynamic loading
conditions, pads act as relatively soft cushions that dampen high frequency stresses, absorb
energy, and reduce the peak dynamic loads in the rockbolts (Yi and Kaiser 1994).
For systems integrating shotcrete, the loads in the tough retaining element (shotcrete)
must be transferred to the holding elements (bolts). This is often best achieved by installing
yielding bolts through the shotcrete layer and thereby positioning the plates on the outside of
the shotcrete layer.

4.7.2

Lacing

Wire rope lacing has been installed in several Canadian mines following South African
practices. Various methods have been used to connect the wire rope to bolts installed in the
walls and back of the laced drifts. A series of laboratory tests was conducted to evaluate
these connection methods. These tests demonstrated that if the lacing is to be connected to
rebars (or other plated bolts), the connection element must be designed to minimize bending
of the bolt. The use of steel angles as shown in Photo 4.8 (chain hangers) is inappropriate
because they cause eccentric loading and lead to premature failure of the bolts at loads well
below their capacity. The pattern of bolting and the number of wire ropes connected to each
bolt must create symmetric loading at each bolt, again to minimize localized bending.
Consequently, bolts located at the end of a laced area should be installed at an angle to orient
them closer to the direction of pull from the lacing.

Photo 4.8 Inappropriate use of a steel angle to connect lacing to rebars
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It is imperative that the wire rope does not contact sharp edges at the connection because
they cut into the rope, leading to premature failure. In pull tests on one rope held by a second
loop of wire rope, the rope representing the lacing ruptured at the rope-rope contact. The
ropes were observed to cut into each other, contributing to rope failure at fairly low loads.
However, given that typical lacing patterns result in three ropes being held at each connection
and assuming that these ropes are simultaneously loaded, it appears that the connection will
usually be the weakest link in the support system. In fact, in the field, no documented cases
of lacing failure have been attributed to rope rupture, instead it is usually the connection or
the holding element that fails first. Therefore, the design of an effective lacing support
system must focus on making the connection between the wire ropes and the holding
elements as strong as possible. Two recommendations for lacing connections are the use of
shepherds crooks or grouted loops of wire rope. The diameter of the grouted wire rope
should be larger than the lacing itself.

4.7.3

Mesh overlap

Recently, Canadian mines have become interested in the use of clips to fasten together
sheets of mine screen or mesh. The use of clips is intended to enhance the areal coverage of
the mesh, minimize the need for mesh overlap during installation, and allow for wider, more
flexible bolting patterns. Photo 4.9 shows an underground pull test on mesh connected by
TyClips.
A TyClip consists of a loop of thin steel rod with one end of the rod flattened and
containing a hole. During installation the other end of the loop, forming a pin, is forced
through the slightly undersized hole. The force required to drive the pin through the hole is
about 4 tonnes (Macknight, pers. comm.). A pneumatic tool with a wand and a pump is used
to close the TyClip. TyClips are stronger than #4 gauge mesh and no TyClip failures were
observed during our testing.

Photo 4.9 Pull test on #6 gauge welded-wire mesh connected by TyClips
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The Geomechanics Research Centre conducted tests by pulling a 0.3 m square plate
between two sections of welded-wire mesh that were connected by three clips. The tests
showed that the load–displacement response of the connected mesh was insensitive to the clip
spacing although closer spacing tends to increase the stiffness of the mesh and clip system
causing the loads to peak at somewhat smaller displacements. The ultimate load capacity of
the connected mesh depends on the sequence of failure and the positions (as opposed to the
spacing) of the clips. More robust mesh performance occurs when the clips are attached such
that they are positioned mid-way between the welds along a wire. This implies that only one
wire from each section of mesh should be clipped together.
When the clip is positioned mid-way between welds on the mesh, the clipped wire can
deform a long distance without failing. As the clipped wire bends and deforms, the welds on
either side of the clip usually break, effectively tripling the length of wire held by the clip.
This redistributes the strain over a longer length of wire allowing for greater deformations.
Sequential weld breaks were sometimes observed as the mesh was deformed. In contrast,
when single sheets of mesh were tested the wires usually broke and weld failures were far
less frequent. A failed weld is less critical than a broken wire because separated wires can
still carry load.
Sections of mesh connected by clips are more flexible than a single sheet of mesh and can
sustain displacements in the order of 0.2 to 0.5 m or more when deformed between rockbolts
spaced at 1.2 m. Whether this degree of flexibility can be tolerated or is desirable depends on
the intended function of the support system. The ultimate load capacity of mesh connected
by clips at spacings between 0.4 and 0.6 m can be equivalent to the load capacity of the mesh
itself, but only when strong clips are used and attached as described above.
Given that welded-wire mesh has 0.1 m squares, a separation greater than 0.1 m between
two sheets of mesh may be used as a criterion for estimating the best clip spacing. A clip
spacing in the order of 0.5 to 0.6 m seems practical when the sheets of mesh are overlapped
by one square. If the sheets are butted together during installation, then the clip spacing
should be closer.
Note that the addition of shotcrete to welded-wire mesh also creates a good connection
between sheets of mesh. The main difference between shotcrete and mesh clips is that
shotcrete makes a much stiffer connection.

4.8

Support systems

The previous sections of this chapter focused on the characteristics of individual support
elements. In this section, the logic for combining elements into burst-resistant support
systems is discussed. The design of support systems for burst-prone ground depends upon
knowledge of three fundamental aspects: the nature and extent of the rock to be supported
(load demand); the maximum inward rock movements associated with rock fracturing and
bulking (displacement demand); and the potential kinetic energy contained in rock if it is
violently ejected into the opening (energy demand). Often these aspects cannot be assessed
accurately enough to allow a design based on strict engineering calculations for each and
every situation. In these cases, heavy reliance must be placed on a qualitative understanding
of rock and support behaviour based on experience, combined with knowledge of each
support element's function and capacity limitations. For situations lending themselves to
rigorous analysis, the reader is referred to Chapters 6 through 8.
This handbook focuses on support systems that are primarily intended for use in
excavations or mining openings with spans of less than 10 m, such as in drifts and
development headings. However, some of the general engineering principles and support
selection approaches can be extended to design of support for wider openings such as stopes.
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This handbook does not address the use of regional support measures such as backfill or paste
fill or the use of pillars or posts as part of a support system.

4.8.1

Role of support in burst-prone ground

In burst-prone ground the support systems are selected or designed to play specific roles
depending on the nature and severity of the anticipated rockburst damage. When minor
damage is expected the support system can be design to prevent the damage from occurring.
For example, by increasing the static factor of safety against rockfalls, the triggering of a
seismically-induced rockfall can be eliminated. Another example is the use of shotcrete to
prevent small-scale spalling of rock at the face of a tunnel. Alternatively, for minor damage
conditions, rockbursts can be tolerated by using a support system that simply catches, retains,
and holds relatively small volumes of loose or broken rock.
As the rockburst damage severity increases, the support system may not be able to
prevent initiation of the damage mechanism. An appropriate support system must then be
able to survive the displacements associated with the rockburst and remain functional after
the rockburst to hold and retain any broken rock. For moderate rockburst damage, the
support system needs to restrict bulking during rockmass fracturing such that rehabilitation of
the excavation is not required. In these conditions the support will not be able to prevent
initiation of the rockburst damage, but it can minimize the consequences of the rockburst.
Under situations that involve violent rock ejection the support must also be able to absorb
kinetic energy in the ejected material. The use of a tough energy absorbing support system,
such as mesh-reinforced shotcrete with Cone bolts, is most effective for these conditions.
When severe damage occurs, the role of the support is to maintain access through the
excavation, but rehabilitation will be required.

4.8.2

System design criteria

Support system design or selection of appropriate support elements from which to construct a
system requires an understanding of the role of the support, as discussed earlier, combined
with quantitative design criteria. Table 4.5 provides an important linkage between the role of
support and the rockburst damage mechanisms and severity. The support roles and the
system design criteria both depend on the anticipated rockburst conditions. Once the nature
of the potential rockburst damage has been defined it is then possible to tailor the support
system's load–displacement properties to match the required supporting action.
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Table 4.5 Role of support for different rockburst conditions

Mechanism Severity
Bulking
without
ejection

Bulking
causing
ejection

Minor
Moderate

- tolerate minor damage or reinforce rockmass to prevent initiation of
fracturing

Major

- reinforce rockmass to limit rockmass bulking and control rock
displacements with support pressure
- control rockmass bulking and survive large rock displacements

Minor

- retain small volumes of ejected rock and limit rock displacements

Moderate
Major

Ejection
Minor
by remote
seismic event Moderate
Major
Rockfall

Role of support system

Minor
Moderate
Major

- retain ejected rock with a tough retaining system and survive rock
displacements
- retain ejected rock, survive large rock displacements, and absorb
energy
- retain small volumes of ejected rock with a retaining system that
absorbs energy
- retain ejected rock, absorb energy with holding elements, and survive
rock displacements
- retain ejected rock, absorb energy with holding & retaining elements,
and survive large rock displacements
- reinforce rockmass to prevent failure or unraveling
- reinforce rockmass, retain and hold unstable rock
- provide maximum holding capacity, maintain rockmass integrity with
strong reinforcing and retaining system

A support system is made from a combination of support elements, each providing one or
more of the reinforcing, retaining, or holding functions. Some elements act in parallel (e.g.,
bolts and cables or mesh and lacing) and their contributions to load or displacement
capacities and energy dissipation are additive, while others act in series by transferring loads
between support elements (e.g., mesh to bolts or shotcrete to bolts).
Support systems must possess certain key characteristics in order to function effectively
under rockburst conditions. These characteristics are the same as those introduced earlier for
individual support elements: initial stiffness, load capacity, displacement capacity, energy
absorption capacity. The areal coverage must be sufficient to prevent unraveling and the
holding elements must be long enough to penetrate into stable ground.
Conventional support design in hard rock is largely based on limit equilibrium analysis
and load capacities or on empirical techniques to strengthen the rockmass. However, under
burst-prone conditions it is necessary to add deformation and energy absorption criteria when
designing or selecting appropriate support systems. Support elements used under rockburst
conditions must, in general, be able to accommodate large deformations. Ideal burst-resistant
support has high deformability (ability to yield without failing), high strength, and thus, high
energy adsorption capacity. The ideal system also incorporates load and deformation
compatibility between each support element, and ensures anchorage beyond the depth of
potentially fractured or ejected rock. Furthermore, this system must meet or exceed all static
support requirements, both before and after the rockburst.
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Table 4.6 summarizes the recommended design criteria for burst-resistant support
systems. These values have been developed for conditions typically encountered in Canadian
hard rock mines and for support of mining openings with a span less than 10 m. This table
provides the desired support system requirements in order of increasing damage severity for
the rockburst damage mechanisms identified in Chapter 2.
Table 4.6 Support system properties for minor to severe rockburst conditions

Rockburst
mechanism
Bulking
without
ejection
Bulking
causing
ejection

Damage
severity
Minor
Moderate
Major
Minor
Moderate
Major
Minor
Ejection
Moderate
Major
Minor
Rockfall
Moderate
Major
Maximum practical support
limits (MPSL)

Load
[kN/m2]
50
50
100
50
100
150
100
150
150
100
150
200
200

Displacement
[mm]
30
75
150
100
200
> 300
150
300
> 300
na
na
na
300

Energy
[kJ/m2]
not critical
not critical
not critical
not critical
10 to 20
20 to 50
10 to 20
20 to 50
> 50
na
na
na
50

Loads
The load capacity of the support system is highly dependent on the installation density of the
holding elements and toughness of the retaining elements. Therefore, design load capacities
are expressed as force per unit area. This term is referred to as support resistance. A support
resistance of 50 kN/m2 is sufficient to hold the deadweight of a 1 m thick layer of rock with a
factor of safety of about 2. This support resistance is recommended as the minimum load
capacity for support in burst-prone ground. This capacity should be sufficient to minimize or
prevent minor rockburst damage caused by rock bulking due to fracturing.
The volume, and hence the mass, of rock that is damaged generally increases as the
rockburst damage severity increases. Therefore, in order to adequately hold broken rock in
the back of a drift, the support system's load capacity must increase as the extent of the
rockburst damage increases. This is reflected by the increase in support resistance from 50 to
200 kN/m2 over the range of minor to severe rockburst damage. For Canadian mining
conditions, 250 kN/m2 is considered to represent the maximum practical (or economic) limit
for load capacity.
High support resistance (> 50 kN/m2) is needed in order to control the bulking process
that occurs during some rockbursts.
South African experience (Hepworth 1984)
demonstrates that placement of yielding support systems having load capacities between 50
and 200 kN/m2 can reduce the rockmass bulking inside the zone of fractured rock to a factor
of about 5% (Martin and Kaiser 1995). Only very dense and strong support systems,
providing in excess of 200 kN/m2, can consistently keep the bulking factor to less than 3%.
It is emphasized that support resistance is the single most important parameter for design
against seismically-induced rockfalls. Seismically-induced rockfalls often involve large
volumes of loose rock and the only way to safely restrain the rock is with strong holding
elements, i.e., large support resistance.
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Displacements
When rockburst damage involves rock fracturing and bulking, the most critical design
parameter for the support system is its ability to deform with the ground without failing. This
characteristic is also important when rockburst damage leads to ejection of rock because
deformation is needed to dissipate the kinetic energy.
Conventional holding or reinforcing elements generally cannot tolerate more than about
30 to 50 mm of rock displacement. Continuous or closed shotcrete rings can only tolerate
movements of about 1% of the opening diameter. Therefore, support systems built from
these elements will be over stressed and may fail when rock displacements exceed 50 mm.
Note, however, that conventional holding or reinforcing elements can still be used
successfully in locations where the anticipated severity of the rockburst damage is minor, as
these elements are able to prevent damage from occurring in the first place by increasing the
trigger limit. They may also function well when only deep-seated fracturing occurs, such as
inside wide pillars, where the resulting differential displacements in the bolts are limited.
As the anticipated level of rockburst damage severity increases, the holding or
reinforcing elements in a support system must be designed to survive much more than 50 mm
of wall or relative movement particularly where the damage mechanism shifts to violent rock
ejection. In addition, the retaining element(s) must also possess inherent toughness with
displacement capacities in excess of 50 mm. As a consequence, shotcrete must be placed in
such a manner that large tunnel deformations are possible without generating high
compressive stresses in the shotcrete. In other words, shotcrete must be placed as discrete
panels that are free to follow the wall or back movements. Under these conditions, shotcrete
will be able to survive the high ground motions and peak particle velocities reported earlier in
this chapter.

Energy
The support system's energy absorption capacity is the most important design parameter for
systems installed in areas where rockburst damage is expected to result in the violent ejection
of rock. It depends on both the load and the displacement capacities. Therefore, support
systems with both a high load capacity and a large displacement capacity are needed when
energy absorption is necessary.
The maximum practical energy absorption capacity of a support system is about
50 kJ/m2. In order to achieve this degree of energy absorption, the support system must
incorporate yielding holding elements and tough retaining elements. With current
technology, and taking support costs in Canada into consideration, a support system
consisting of mesh-reinforced shotcrete and Cone bolts at a dense bolting pattern should
provide the maximum practical energy dissipation capacity. This support system will
however, sustain significant damage if it is exposed to a major rockburst. Rehabilitation will
be required after the rockburst to restore the support system's functionality and energy
absorption capacity in the event that another rockburst is anticipated. The addition of lacing
to this support system does not significantly increase the support capacity, but it improves the
coherence of the support system at very large wall displacements.
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Recommended support systems

The logic that leads to the selection of an appropriate support system takes the following
course. First, the nature of the rockburst damage in terms of its severity and its damage
mechanisms must be determined. Then an appropriate support function or action can be
matched to the rockburst conditions. Specific design criteria have been established for each
level of rockburst damage and for the desired function of the support system relative to these
damage mechanisms. Finally, support elements can be combined to create a system that
meets the goals of the support function and the specific design criteria. Table 4.7 presents a
series of support systems that meet the design criteria listed in Table 4.6.
Table 4.7 Support systems for minor to severe rockburst conditions

Mechanism

Damage
severity
Minor

Bulking
without
ejection

Moderate
Major

Bulking
causing
ejection

Minor
Moderate
Major

Ejection
by remote
seismic event

Minor

Examples of suggested support systems *
-mesh with rockbolts or grouted rebars (and shotcrete)
-mesh with rockbolts and grouted rebar (and shotcrete)
-mesh and shotcrete panels with yielding bolts and grouted
rebars
-mesh with rockbolts and Split Set bolts (and shotcrete)
-mesh and shotcrete panels with rebars and yielding bolts
-mesh and shotcrete panels with strong yielding bolts and
rebars (and lacing)
-reinforced shotcrete with rockbolts or Split Set bolts

Moderate

-reinforced shotcrete panels with rockbolts and yielding
bolts (and lacing)
Major
-reinforced shotcrete panels with strong yielding bolts and
rebars and lacing
Minor
-grouted rebars and shotcrete
Rockfall
Moderate
-grouted rebars and plated cablebolts with mesh and straps
or mesh-reinforced shotcrete
Major
-as above plus higher density cable bolting
Limits (MPSL)
Maximum practical support limit
*
Items in brackets are beneficial but optional
Standard support systems consisting of bolts and mesh generally have an energy capacity
of less than 5 kJ/m2. The addition of shotcrete to a standard support system more than
doubles this capacity. Because standard bolting systems have a limited ability to survive
large displacements, the system's ability to dissipate energy can only be enhanced beyond 10
to 15 kJ/m2 by adding yielding bolts. The addition of yielding bolts can again double the
energy dissipation capacity of a support system. Consequently, a support system integrating
the currently available, most effective and complementary support elements can be expected
to dissipate between 30 and 40 kJ/m2. Without undue costs and effort, it is not possible to
extend the support system's energy absorption capacity beyond a maximum practical limit of
about 50 kJ/m2.
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4.10 Field evaluation of support systems with shotcrete
The most common ground support systems in production areas of hardrock mines in Ontario
and Quebec are a combination of mechanical rockbolts, resin-grouted rebars, and weldedwire mesh. However, this support is prone to damage when installed close to production
blasts. In critical areas of a mine, such as bottom sills, draw-point brows, and top-sills, this
may lead to recurring requirements for rehabilitation of the support, adding substantially to
the costs, delays, and risks associated with mining. Shotcrete is finding increasing popularity
as an element of support systems used in production areas (Morrison and Beaudry 1993).
Historically, shotcrete was used only where extra safety or security was required, such as in
permanent crusher stations or in personnel refuge stations, and it was viewed as a high-cost
item. Recent experience suggests that shotcrete may play a valuable and cost-effective role in
ground support systems for production areas because of its ability to withstand repeated
dynamic loading from near-by blasting or from moderate levels of rockburst activity.
This section summarizes recent evidence that indicates that inclusion of mesh-reinforced
shotcrete as an element of a support system significantly increases the toughness and
functionality of the system (McCreath et al 1994). Field experiments have shown that meshreinforced shotcrete will remain fully functional when subjected to peak particle velocities of
2 m/s, and may only lose part of its ability to support broken rock at peak particle velocities
as high as 6 m/s. Comparative performance of fibre-reinforced and mesh-reinforced shotcrete
is also addressed.

4.10.1 Performance near VRM blasts
Since 1989, INCO Ltd. has been investigating the use of shotcrete for support in critical
production areas of their Sudbury area mines, most notably the Frood-Stobie Complex,
Creighton Mine and North Mine. An early use of mesh-reinforced shotcrete was in the topsill drifts and final sub-level cave cross-cuts for recovery of the sill pillar at Frood Mine at a
depth of about 400 m, where conventional support systems had required constant
rehabilitation due to blast damage. Despite relatively poor installation practice due to lack of
experience, the results were sufficiently encouraging to suggest that wider use could be made
of shotcrete in areas prone to blast damage (Morrison and Beaudry 1993).
Over the past several years, welded-wire mesh reinforced shotcrete has been used in
various development and production areas at Creighton Mine (Langille and Burtney 1992).
The damaging effects of repeated blasting associated with Vertical Retreat Mining (VRM),
the cumulative effects of multiple low-energy rockbursts, the corrosive nature of the highsulphide groundwater, and the fractured nature of the pillars between stopes resulted in rapid
deterioration of the conventional support systems consisting of rockbolts, cable bolts and
welded-wire mesh. As indicated in Figure 4.15, ground support in both the top-sills and the
bottom-sills is subject to blast loading as the VRM stope is mined. At the bottom-sill
drawpoint the initial blasting occurs within only a few metres of the drawpoint brow. Due to
high induced stresses and effects of deliberate destress blasting when excavating development
drifts, there is generally an envelope of fractured rock around these drifts. The brows were
supported with welded-wire mesh with closely spaced resin-grouted rebar support, plus two
rings of cable bolts comprising 6.4 m long twin 7-strand grouted cables. Despite this support,
loss of ground in the brow and damage to the bottom-sill support was a recurring problem,
resulting in rehabilitation costs and delays.
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Figure 4.15 Shotcrete support in top and bottom-sills for vertical retreat mining

In 1990-91, welded-wire reinforced shotcrete was used during the development and
rehabilitation of selected bottom-sills on the 2195 m level of Creighton mine. The shotcrete
was installed after the rock had been deliberately fractured using heavy destress blasting to
minimize the danger of strain bursts. In the first trials, the shotcrete was placed over a regular
support pattern of welded-wire mesh with 2.4 m long mechanical bolts (1.2 m pattern), with
an overlapping 1.2 m pattern of 2.4 m long resin-grouted rebars. Rings of 6.4 m long cable
bolts were placed in the drawpoint brows. In recent trials, the cable bolts were omitted.
Because shotcrete was only used in selected bottom-sills, it was possible to compare the
performance of areas with and without shotcrete under similar conditions. Observations by
the ground control staff at the mine showed clearly that the shotcrete had greatly increased
the survivability of the support systems, and had either decreased or eliminated the need for
rehabilitation. Despite cracking of the shotcrete, no shotcrete slabs were displaced or ejected
by the blasting, and hammer sounding of the shotcrete did not indicate significant increases in
drumminess as mining progressed.
Although no direct measurements were made of the peak particle velocities, a range of
peak particle velocities was determined for the locations where the shotcrete had survived.
Conventional square-root and cube-root scaling laws were used to predict the peak particle
velocities at the location of the drawpoint brows (Nicholls et al. 1971; Ambraseys and
Hendron 1968). The initial VRM blasts occurred as close as 3 m from the brow, with a charge
per delay of 60 kg. The site constants and attenuation factors required in the scaling laws
were based on published values and values back-calculated from the peak particle velocity
data recorded by triaxial geophones used as part of a seismic monitoring system. Based on
these calculations, it was estimated that peak particle velocities of between 2 m/s and 6 m/s
had been experienced, and were survived, by the shotcrete at the drawpoint brows.
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4.10.2 Performance near sub-level caving production blasts
Another field experiment was undertaken at INCO's Stobie Mine to assess the ability of steel
fibre-reinforced shotcrete to withstand the effects of production blasts, and to investigate the
possibility of using fibre-reinforced shotcrete as a primary support system, without the use of
rockbolts or rebars. Steel fibre reinforced shotcrete was sprayed on the walls and backs of
drifts on the 570 m level in the vicinity of a planned stope. The shotcrete covered several
rings of blastholes that were later blasted as part of normal stope development. The purpose
of the experiment was to determine whether shotcrete would continue to support the ground
near the successive brows of the stope as it was blasted. Particle velocities were monitored
during the blasts and visual observations of the condition of the shotcrete were made.
Figure 4.16 shows a plan view of the site together with the location of the acquisition
system and the geophones. The two drifts monitored during the experiment were the 2510
slot drift and the 2200 crosscut drift. The rock type in the experiment location is
disseminated quartz diorite. Rockbolts, previously installed in the area, were rendered
ineffective by removing their plates prior to shotcreting. In addition, the mesh was removed
(some mesh was left in the 2510 slot drift, see Figure 4.16) to ensure that shotcrete was the
only active support. Steel fibre-reinforced shotcrete was sprayed on the walls and backs of
the 2510 slot drift and the 2200 and 2160 crosscuts. By observing the shotcrete pieces that
were dislodged during the blasting and the locations where blastholes penetrated the
shotcrete, it was determined that the shotcrete varied in thickness from approximately 10 to
65 mm. In general, the shotcrete appeared to be of good quality.

Figure 4.16 Stobie 570 m level showing location of shotcrete, slot raise and geophones
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A slot raise was opened at the end of the 2510 slot drift, between the 570 m and 550 m
levels, in a series of seven lifts. The slot raise was 3 x 3 m in area and was blasted with 9
holes. The average lift for the first six blasts was approximately 2 m and the final 5 m was
removed during the crown (seventh) blast. Concurrent with the raising of the slot, a further 5
holes were blasted in a series of adjacent rings. The planned production blast sequence then
entailed retreating along the 2510 slot drift and then along the 2200 and 2160 crosscut drifts.
Ten blasts were monitored during this experiment. The amount of explosive per delay
was not known for all blasts but was believed to vary from 12 to 50 kg/delay. The peak
particle velocity data show wide variations in velocities close to the blasts. The magnitude of
the measured velocities was dominated by local site effects and possible non-elastic rock
response. The peak particle velocities recorded at a location in rock beside the acquisition
equipment (Figure 4.16) ranged from 0.05 to 1.05 m/s. The peak particle velocities recorded
at six geophones located in the steel fibre reinforced shotcrete ranged from 0.03 to 2.5 m/s.
The wide range in measured peak particle velocities may be attributed to local differences in
the rock quality, the nature of the bond between the shotcrete and the rock, the masses of
explosive per delay, and the distance between the explosive charges and the geophones.
Damage to the shotcrete ranged from no damage furthest from the blasts to total loss of
functionality at the brow in the 2510 slot drift and the face of the 2200 crosscut drift. In the
2510 slot drift, the shotcrete remained attached to the back and side walls beyond 1 to 2 m
from the brow except in several isolated locations where spalling occurred. Fractures in the
shotcrete extended back from the brow by a typical distance of 2 m but minor cracks were
observed about 6 m from the brow. In the 2200 crosscut drift, major spalling occurred in
areas where drift geometry lead to stress concentrations, for example, at the shoulders of the
drift and the corners between the face and the back. The shotcrete was cracked in many areas
throughout the drift. Fracturing and spalling of the shotcrete in the 2200 crosscut drift
correlated well with peak particle velocities in excess of 1 m/s. Rock spalling and fracturing
were observed for peak particle velocities of approximately 0.7 to 1 m/s.
The cracked shotcrete in both drifts may indicate that sufficiently high particle velocities
(0.5 to 1 m/s) were created by the blasts to cause stress changes leading to minor cracks in the
shotcrete. It was found that the measured particle velocities, when corrected for geophone
orientation, were indeed large enough to cause cracking in the shotcrete. More significant
shotcrete damage was observed in the form of fractures that were 1 to 4 mm wide in areas
where the geophones measured particle velocities in the range of 1 to 2 m/s.
The shotcrete in the cracked areas remained coherent because of the presence of the steel
fibres in the shotcrete. However, the steel fibres lose their ability to reinforce the shotcrete
when the fractures exceed 2 to 5 mm in width (Tannant and McDowell 1993). Thus,
fractured fibre-reinforced shotcrete that becomes debonded from the rock surface can fall to
the floor. Several large slabs of shotcrete were observed lying on the floor. This observation
suggests that rockbolts may be needed to prevent dislodged pieces of fibre-reinforced
shotcrete from falling to the floor.
In summary, the limited damage and particle velocity data from this experiment showed
that fibre-reinforced shotcrete sustained little or minor damage from peak particle velocities
below about 1.0 m/s. When the particle velocities exceeded 1.0 m/s the shotcrete showed
signs of significant fracturing, often with fracture apertures exceeding 2 mm. Spalled
shotcrete also occurred in areas where the particle velocities exceeded 1.0 m/s.
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4.10.3 Performance during simulated rockbursts at Bousquet Mine
A carefully controlled and monitored field experiment was conducted at the Bousquet #2 gold
mine in Northern Quebec to specifically evaluate the performance of shotcrete-based support
systems subject to blast loading. Figure 4.17 shows the location of six test sections in highly
foliated sericitic schist in the footwall of the mine at the 6-1 level, about 700 m below
surface. Each test section contained a 38 mm diameter blasthole that was collared at midheight of the drift wall and drilled horizontally at 20° to the wall. The inclination of the
borehole relative to the drift wall was designed to generate a variation in the blast loading
intensity along the drift. The holes were toe primed and the last metre of each blasthole was
stemmed with clay. The blastholes were pneumatically loaded with AMEX II, an Anfo based
explosive.

Figure 4.17 Shotcrete supported test sections and blastholes at Bousquet mine

Two types of shotcrete were evaluated during the field experiment: welded-wire mesh
reinforced shotcrete and steel fibre reinforced shotcrete. Shotcrete performance was assessed
from the volume of rock and shotcrete ejected, observations of the nature and extent of the
fracturing in the relatively flat, shotcreted walls, the degree of drumminess behind the
shotcrete, and the measured peak particle velocities. The shotcrete was sprayed to nominal
thickness of 75 to 80 mm on the walls that were thoroughly washed. The blasts were
detonated 3 to 7 weeks after the shotcrete was sprayed.
The reinforced shotcrete (mesh or fibre reinforced) reduced the volume of rock ejected
during the blasts by a factor of 1.5 to 6.5 when compared to two similar blasts conducted in a
cross-cut that was not supported with shotcrete or mesh. The mesh-reinforced shotcrete
appeared to prevent ejection of material better than the steel fibre reinforced shotcrete.
Shotcrete damage and ejected material from the blast at section C2 is shown in Photo 4.10.
The ejected material was largely caused by explosive gas pressures and not by peak particle
velocities. It was noted that the condition of the rockmass and more specifically the
orientation of the dominant foliation relative to the shotcrete layer controlled to a substantial
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degree the extent of damage and the volume of material ejected during essentially identical
blasts.

Photo 4.10 Shotcrete damage and ejected material from the C2 blast

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show a summary of typical data and observations from test
sections C2 and D1 respectively, where section C2 was supported with steel fibre reinforced
shotcrete and bolts, and section D1 was supported with welded-wire mesh reinforced
shotcrete and bolts. Measured values of peak particle velocity are shown at the geophone
locations. In addition, contours of predicted peak particle velocities based on the scaling
relationship by Holmberg and Persson (1979) are presented on these figures.

Figure 4.18 Section C2 supported with steel fibre reinforced shotcrete and mechanical rockbolts
showing ejected area, shotcrete fractures, geophones, and rockbolts
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Figure 4.19 Section D1 supported with welded-wire mesh reinforced shotcrete and rockbolts
showing ejected area, shotcrete fractures, geophones, and rockbolts

These figures also show the area over which the shotcrete was ejected, the tonnage of
rock ejected, the fracture patterns in the remaining shotcrete, and the locations of geophones
and failed bolts. All blasts caused damage to the shotcreted test sections. Near the collar
there was usually a fairly sudden transition from severe to moderate or minor damage. The
fractures near the mid-height of the sections tend to be horizontal while those at the top and
bottom of the walls tend to be near vertical. The area of ejected shotcrete and the volume of
ejected rock for the fibre-reinforced test section was about twice that for the mesh-reinforced
section.
The results indicate that both types of shotcrete can survive (i.e., remain in place) at peak
particle velocities in the order of 1.5 to 2 m/s when the rockmass itself remains stable and is
not ejected. Peak particle velocities as high as 1.7 m/s were recorded at locations that only
experienced minor damage to the shotcrete. However, at other locations peak particle
velocities of 1.5 m/s were associated with areas where the shotcrete functionality was locally
compromised. These values are considerably higher than conventionally accepted blast
damage thresholds for surface structures (Dowding 1985). For unlined tunnels in rock, rock
fracturing is expected at roughly 0.6 m/s (Atlas Powder Company 1987) while destruction of
rock is predicted for 2 m/s. Thus, reinforced shotcrete performed well up to the threshold
peak particle velocity level at which rock fracturing occurred. This is attributed to the fact
that the shotcrete was applied as flat panels that were free to move with the rock wall. Under
such conditions, the shotcrete does not endure high stresses parallel to the rock wall and thus,
is able to retain its integrity.
Although both the fibre-reinforced and the mesh-reinforced shotcrete were able to
withstand high peak particle velocities, there was an important difference in the behaviour of
the two materials in terms of their functionality in the region near the ejection zone where the
remaining shotcrete existed in a severely cracked condition. While there were fewer large
fractures in the fibre-reinforced shotcrete compared to the mesh-reinforced shotcrete, where
large fractures did occur, the fibre-reinforced material did not provide an effective retaining
function, and actually posed a safety hazard in some areas. The reason for the difference is
related to the greater toughness of the mesh-reinforced system under conditions of large
displacement. When fractures wider than about 3 to 5 mm were created, the short steel fibres
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(30 mm) were broken or pulled out of the shotcrete, losing their reinforcing function and
allowing a mosaic of disconnected shotcrete plates or panels to be formed. Coupled with the
fact that the intense dynamic loading reduced or eliminated the adhesion between the
shotcrete and the rock, the disconnected shotcrete panels provided little or no effective
retaining function.
Under the same conditions, wire-mesh reinforced shotcrete was much more robust. Even
with the formation of large open cracks of 5 to 10 mm, which often broke mesh wires, some
wires remained intact and provided continuity and connection between the otherwise
separated plates of cracked shotcrete. In addition, the wire mesh provided stronger and
tougher connections between the shotcrete and the bolts. The wire-mesh reinforced shotcrete
system preserved its functionality, retained broken rock, and acted as a "supermesh", which is
desirable for conditions of continued dynamic loading from blasting or rockbursts. These
observations are consistent with the results of static laboratory tests of shotcrete panels
recently reported by Kirsten (1993). Even when the shotcrete is highly fractured and several
sections of wire strand are broken, the remaining wires serve to interconnect shotcrete pieces.
The mesh also ties the panels back to the rockbolt holding elements, and effectively
reinforces the shotcrete-bolt connections. Overall, the key function of maintaining safe
access to areas subjected to dynamic loading or large deformations is well served by a
support system that includes mesh reinforced shotcrete panels.
The role of rockbolts in the performance of shotcrete systems under intense dynamic
loading is not well understood. However, several tentative observations from the Bousquet
tests are of interest. Bolts resist ejection of rock blocks. In a hard rock environment under
high stresses, rockbolts also play an important role in helping to mobilize a composite ground
arch (comprising the broken rock and the shotcrete), by helping to maintain intimate contact
between rock and shotcrete and by helping to maintain the shear strength of this interface.
The Bousquet experiment showed that both mechanical (ungrouted) rockbolts and
grouted pipe bolts tended to act as relatively stiff elements under dynamic loading, resulting
in displacement incompatibilities between the bolts and the shotcrete causing fractures in the
shotcrete to radiate from the bolt locations. In all cases, bolts that were installed through the
shotcrete after it was placed seemed to perform better in terms of resisting radial ejection and
in terms of maintaining interface contact.
After the blast, hammer sounding of the shotcrete on the D2 wall (without rockbolts)
revealed an almost complete loss of adhesion between the shotcrete and the underlying rock.
This drumminess extended over the full extent of the panel, both vertically and horizontally.
In comparison, the C2 wall (with rockbolts) was far less drummy and the adhesion appeared
to be compromised only near the zone of ejected rock. This observation suggests that
rockbolts not only provide a holding function, but also help to maintain the rock–shotcrete
bond, thereby enhancing the frictional resistance of the interface, which in turn strengthens
the
rockmass
in
the
wall
or
the
support
arch.
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5.1

5.3

Introduction

The logic for support design in burst-prone ground requires a knowledge of two essential
pieces of information:
• The intensity of the design seismic event(s) -- How big is the seismic event(s) we
design for?
•

The location(s) of the design seismic event(s) -- Where will this seismic event(s)
occur?
The purpose of this chapter is, therefore, to provide suggested procedures for choosing
the design seismic event(s) and location(s), and to give additional information that will enable
the practitioner to estimate the ground motions at a design site, the target, i.e., to determine
the anticipated damage potential.
All factors that enhance the chance for rockburst damage to underground excavations
should be considered when assessing the rockburst hazard. In particular, the seismic hazard,
the stress level, the dominant geological structures, and the condition of the excavation walls
in the design region, must be taken into account.
For rockbursts initiated by remote seismic events, the starting point for support design is
to define a seismic activity centre and then to assess the resulting ground motion
characteristics (ppv and ppa) in the support design region. The seismic activity centre can be
described in terms of the anticipated intensity of the seismic event for a chosen recurrence
rate and a location or a volume of rock containing the seismic activity.
A seismic activity centre is either a specific design seismic event with location and
intensity or a volume of rock containing many design seismic events with a given intensity
distribution. The seismic activity centre can be established by a statistical analysis of the
seismic history in an area or by a qualitative assessment of recent seismicity or based on
specific seismic records, e.g., case studies.
The intensity of a seismic event should be defined in a manner that best describes the
seismic energy radiated from the source because ground motion and dynamic stresses are
proportional to the radiated energy. The location of the design event or the volume of rock
containing a design event should reflect the spatial variation and the cumulative effect of all
seismicity on a target. Design scaling laws relating seismic source intensity, distance from
source to target, and ground motions are used to obtain the primary seismic design parameter,
ppv.
Seismic hazard assessment procedures and recommended design scaling laws are
presented in this chapter. The theoretical and statistical background for the recommendations
is also presented to bridge the gap between available seismological information and required
support design parameters. The recommended scaling law is justified on the basis of a
detailed analysis of a worldwide database.
The fields of seismology and seismic hazard assessment are mature sciences based on the
study of earthquakes. A full treatment of the many complex issues that influence seismic
hazard assessment is beyond the scope of this handbook. However, this subject is treated in
some detail in the companion volumes of the Canadian Rockburst Research Program reports.
Certain aspects of these topics that are essential for support design are reviewed and
summarized here.
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5.2
5.2.1

Seismic hazard assessment
Terminology

The term hazard (as a noun) is understood to refer to some outcome or occurrence, e.g., a
seismic event larger than a certain magnitude, a fall of ground, the occurrence of a peak
particle velocity larger than a certain value, a fatal accident, or the loss of a stope or drift.
Hence, the term hazard can refer to the seismic event or the damage caused by the event. To
differentiate between the seismic event and damage, seismic hazard refers to the seismic
event and rockburst hazard to the consequences or the damage caused by the seismic event.
The hazard rate λ is the number of stated outcomes (hazards) observed in a given time
interval and area. For a mine, the hazard rate could be expressed as "1.5 fatal accidents per
year" or "7.5 seismic events larger than magnitude 2.0 per month" or "2.5 rockfalls per stope
per annum".
Given a hazard rate (and a suitable statistical model), it is possible to determine the
probability of occurrence of a particular outcome, during a particular time interval, for a
particular area. In the geomechanics field, this could take the form of: "There is a 75 %
chance (probability of occurrence) that we will have a fall of ground (hazard) in this stope
(area) during the next three months (time period)."
Another useful concept is the return period (τ = λ−1). For example, if the hazard rate λ is
0.1 seismic events per year, then the return period of the seismic event is 10 years since the
return period is the reciprocal of the hazard rate. If the process is a Poisson process, i.e., the
seismic events are unrelated in time but occur at a constant rate, as is usually assumed for
rockbursts, the probability of occurrence of at least one seismic event during a time period
equal to the return period is about 63 % (and consequently, there is a 37 % chance of having
no seismic events during a time period equal to the return period). The chance of having one
or more seismic events approaches 100 % only for large time intervals.
Most authorities consider risk to be composed of two elements, namely the probability of
occurrence of the particular seismic event, and the consequences of that seismic event. Some
even go further and treat risk as the product of the probability of occurrence and the
consequence measured in some useful way (such as dollars or fatalities, or reportable
injuries). For example, if we face an annual probability of occurrence of 10 % for a seismic
event that would cost us one million dollars, then we have a $100,000/yr. risk. This makes it
possible to compare different levels of risk and to optimize our actions so that resources are
allocated efficiently (don’t spend $1,000,000 to reduce a $10,000 risk). Procedures for
performing such risk-cost-benefit analyses for support design are described by Brummer and
Kaiser (1994).
In this handbook, units shown in brackets […] must be used for consistency. Unless
indicated otherwise, we adopt: R [m], ppv [m/s], C* [m2/s], Mo [GN·m], Es [MJ], and ∆σ
[MPa].

5.2.2

Seismic monitoring systems and records

Most Canadian mines experiencing seismicity operate a seismic system. These systems are
usually based on the Electro Lab MP250® system and only provide source locations unlike
the full-waveform seismic systems such as those supplied by ESG, CANMET, ISS
International and Mining Tek. These more sophisticated systems provide a relatively
complete record of microseismic events above a certain magnitude (usually above -3 to -2
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For an assessment of damage to underground excavations and for support design, seismic
events with magnitudes below 1 can normally be ignored.
Fortunately, even for mines that do not operate full-waveform systems, the larger seismic
events are recorded by agencies such as the Geological Survey of Canada or CANMET.
Continuous records of seismic activity greater than mN = 2 go back to 1984 for Ontario
mines. Partial records of large seismic events (mN > 3) go back to 1937. If regularly
obtained, these records are invaluable in estimating the probability of occurrence of larger
seismic events. A long and unbroken record of seismic event history is desired in order to
determine seismic event frequency.

5.2.3

Seismic event intensity

The most popular parameter or property defining the intensity of a seismic event at mines is
magnitude. While other, potentially more useful, parameters are often measured (seismic
moment, apparent stress, etc.), the reality of the situation is that most mines in Canada rely
primarily on records of seismic event magnitude. Until more sophisticated seismic
monitoring systems are better utilized, the only useful seismic event parameter for support
design is the magnitude. Without magnitude estimates, it is not possible to do a meaningful
seismic hazard assessment.
The seismic event magnitude on the local Richter ML or the Nuttli scale mN, is a crude
measure of the radiated seismic energy and was developed to define the intensity of
earthquakes. These magnitude scales are logarithmic in nature, meaning that a change in
magnitude by one implies a change in source energy by a factor of about 30. The magnitude
is often criticized as an unreliable parameter for characterizing a seismic source because the
magnitude does not differentiate between different source and failure mechanisms, does not
take radiation patterns into account, and is measured over a narrow frequency band.
The most widespread (and original) magnitude scale is the one introduced by Richter, an
arbitrary empirical scale that attempted to quantify earthquakes by measuring the deflection
of the needle of a standard seismograph at a standard distance from the seismic event's
epicentre. Other methods for measuring magnitude can be related from the Richter
magnitude. In eastern North America, the Nuttli magnitude scale is used (mN). This scale
differs slightly from the Richter magnitude for technical reasons and assigns a larger
magnitude to a given seismic event. The term local seismic event magnitude is often used to
emphasize that the magnitude is a local estimate, derived from local instrumentation and
using a local scale. It is not important which scale is used, as long as it is used consistently.
Comparisons between regions using different magnitude scales may, however, be difficult.
Seismologists often favour the seismic moment Mo to describe a seismic source. Since
the seismic moment is actually a measure of the deformation or slip at the source, it alone
does not properly describe the radiated energy. As will be demonstrated in Section 5.3, the
seismic moment is not a useful parameter to represent source intensity for support design,
unless combined with other source parameters, e.g., the static stress drop ∆σ. If the seismic
moment is used, it must be combined with a measure of stress change at the source. This
requires full-waveform analysis of high quality data and thus advanced seismic monitoring
and data interpretation skills.
With advanced seismic monitoring and signal processing, the seismic energy Es1 of the
source is often determined directly. The seismic source energy is usually determined from a
limited number of sensors, some of which will likely be located where little or no radiated
energy will arrive due to the non-spherical radiation pattern for shear sources. However, the
1

Es stands for the total seismic energy even though the P-wave energy component may sometimes be
neglected for large shear events.
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source energy is obtained by assuming a spherical radiation pattern and therefore, represents
an average source energy. This average seismic energy may not be a good measure of the
actual source intensity for support design because there will be locations in a mine, in the
direction of maximum radiation, that will experience much higher than average ground
motions. Furthermore, attenuation effects caused by backfilled stopes, geological structures,
and jointed or fractured rock vary in space and are not accounted for by conventional
attenuation corrections. As a consequence, the energy flux at some locations in the mine may
be much higher than determined from this average source energy obtained from the mine's
seismic system.
Hanks and Kanamori (1979) proposed for relatively large earthquakes that the moment
magnitude can be expressed by:

M =

2
log M o [GN ⋅ m]
3

(5.1)

Equation 5.1 was developed by averaging seismic moments from individual sensors and
suffers from the same deficiency as explained above for the seismic energy. Hence,
Equation 5.1 also tends to underestimate the source intensity for the purpose of determining
ground motion levels for support design.
Hence, the source magnitude, recorded at some distance from a mine and in a low
frequency band, is the most meaningful and relevant measure of the seismic source intensity
for support design. Because the magnitude is a measure of radiated seismic energy
(Gutenberg and Richter 1956), it can be used to define the intensity of a design seismic event.
For many mines this is the only information that is available. Differences in source
mechanisms and radiation patterns do, however, lead to ground motion levels that may easily
vary by a factor of 5 to 10. Hence, if magnitudes alone are used as a measure of source
intensity to determine the ground motion for design, a standard deviation in the ground
motion parameters of 25 to 35 % must be assumed.2
We recommend the use of magnitudes (ML or mN) with meaningful confidence limits as a
measure of source intensity for support design, or the use of seismic moment in combination
with some measure of source strength (e.g., static stress drop or apparent stress) following the
procedure described in Section 5.3.

Conversion from seismic moment to magnitude
It is often difficult to obtain consistent measurements of the source magnitude and
relationships for conversion from seismic moment or energy are needed.
For conversion from seismic moment to magnitude (in the magnitude range 1 to 4.5), the
following approximate relationships can be applied if no information on stress drop is
available:

mN = log Mo [GN ⋅ m] − (1± 0.15)
ML = log Mo [GN ⋅ m ] − (1.5 ± 0.15)

2

(5.2a)3

The same is true if seismic energy or seismic moment alone are used.
Hasegawa (1983) found: mN = 1.06 log Mo - 1.4. Therefore, according to Equation 5.2b, Equation
5.2a should be exact for an average stress drop of about 3 MPa, whereas Hasegawa's equation would
correspond to an average stress drop of about 1 MPa.

3
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If both the seismic moment and the stress drop are given (see Section 5.3.3), then use:

m N = log Mo [GN ⋅ m] + log ∆σ [MPa] − 1.5(± 0.15)

(5.2b)

ML = log Mo [GN ⋅ m ] + log∆σ [MPa ] − 2.0 (± 0.15)

100000

Local Richter
magnitude

Seismic
Moment
[GN·m]

Nuttli
magnitude

Equations 5.2a were obtained by considering published data and previously proposed
relationships (e.g., Hasegawa (1983), Hedley (1992), Gutenberg and Richter (1956), McGarr
(1975)) within the magnitude range relevant for support design in mines. These relationships
are represented by the conversion scale in the margin figure and are shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Conversion chart from Mo to mN (heavy line) or ML (light line) based on Eqn 5.2a
(symbols represent data from Ontario mines, mN )

The data from Creighton mine and Strathcona mineplotted on the mN-scale in Figure 5.1
demonstrates that Equations 5.2a fits observations from Canadian mines well.

Conversion from seismic energy to magnitude
By combining the best-fit relationships presented in Section 5.3 (Figs 5.6a and b; Eqns 5.15a
and b) and the relationship between log Mo and mN (Eqn 5.2a), it follows that:

mN = log Es[MJ] + 1 − log ∆σ [MPa] ( ±0.15)
ML = log Es [MJ] + 0.5 − log∆ σ [MPa] (±0.15)

4

(5.2c)4

Hedley (1992) suggested: mN = 0.77 log Es + 1.35. However, Equation 5.2c fits the data presented by
Hedley (1992) equally well for stress drops between 4 and 0.4 MPa.
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and for an average stress drop of about 3 MPa:

mN = log Es[MJ] + 0.5 (±0.15)
ML = log Es [MJ] (±0.15)
5.2.4

(5.2d)5

Procedure for assessing seismic hazard

In a mine, the best method for predicting the future is to examine the past, as long as no major
operational changes had been recently implemented. In mining, our experience must,
however, be modified on the basis of our judgment and our knowledge about the likely
behaviour of the rockmass as the mining geometry is altered. For example, we know that at
some point in the extraction history of a mine, sill pillars or other remnant pillars will become
stressed to the point where unstable failure is possible. We also know that as remnant pillars
are further reduced in size, they become more tractable and can usually be mined without
further rockburst problems. These observations make it possible to interpret the historical
record on the basis of engineering judgment.
To assess the seismic hazard at a particular site, we need to:
• select a design life span
• define a design magnitude for the seismic event
• determine the probability of occurrence of the seismic event
• determine the location of the seismic event
• evaluate the consequences of the seismic event at targets.
The first four steps are described next and the fifth step in Section 5.3.

5.2.5

Design seismic event magnitude

Within limits, any seismic event is capable of causing damage if it occurs close enough to a
site of interest. We must therefore address a spectrum of seismic event magnitudes. Large
seismic events occur infrequently, and consequently can be expected to occur, on average,
further from a given site. On the other hand, many smaller seismic events occur in any given
time period and there is thus a higher probability that a small seismic event occurs close to a
given site. Furthermore, multiple seismic events may cause incremental damage to the
rockmass or the support. The design procedure should account for multiple seismic events
and provide an assessment of the cumulative effect of the seismicity in a mine.

Maximum seismic event magnitude Mmax
There are good physical reasons why there is an upper limit to the seismic event magnitude
for a particular mine. This upper limit is governed principally by the physical size of the
volume of rock disturbed by mining activities, the nature of the largest through-going
discontinuities (faults, dykes or contacts), the elastic properties of the rockmass, and the mean
stress acting within the volume.
An estimate of the maximum possible seismic event can be made by calculating the
largest possible seismic moment based on the maximum possible slip on the largest fault:
5

Richter and Gutenberg (1956) and McGarr (1975) suggested ML = 0.67 log Es + 0.8 (±0.3) from
earthquake data. For Es = 100 MJ or Mo = 4400 GN·m or mN = 2.6, Equation 5.2 and the Richter–
Gutenberg relationship correspond.
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M omax = Amax Dmax G

5.9

(5.3)

where M omax = maximum possible seismic moment [GN·m]; Amax = maximum possible slip

area [m2]; Dmax = maximum possible slip displacement [m]; G = shear modulus of the host
rock [GPa].
From M omax , one can estimate Mmax by using a relationship such as Equation 5.2a or as
proposed by Brummer and Rorke (1988):

M max = 0.77log M omax [GN ⋅ m] − 0.15

(5.4)

for South African conditions. This relationship was based on cases where observations of
actual slip values for a set of large mining-induced seismic events (3.6 ≤ ML ≤ 5.0) were
determined.
Alternatively, a number of methods exist for using the seismic record to estimate Mmax.
Some of these methods are discussed by Mendecki (1990) and by Kijko and Funk (1992).
The simplest method is:

Mmax = Mn + (Mn − Mn− 1 )

(5.5)

where Mn = largest recorded seismic event, and Mn-1 = next largest recorded seismic event.
This method will provide an adequate estimate in cases where a reasonably large database of
seismic events exists.

Gutenberg–Richter frequency–magnitude relationship
Methods for seismic hazard assessments often make use of the Gutenberg–Richter
frequency–magnitude relationship. This relationship, first noted by Gutenberg and Richter
(1954), asserts that there is a self similar relationship between seismic event magnitudes.
Every seismic event will be accompanied by a number of smaller seismic events.
Typical seismic data for a large Canadian mine are tabulated in Table 5.1. A plot of the
logarithm of the number of seismic events larger than a certain magnitude (on a yearly basis
as shown in Table 5.1) against the magnitude is shown in Figure 5.2. If one fits a line to this
data, the line can be defined by two parameters, namely the slope (b-value) which governs the
relationship between large and small seismic events, and the intercept (a-value) on the
vertical axis for M = 0, which governs the seismic event rate. This is usually expressed as
follows:

log N = a − bM

(5.6)

where N = number of seismic events (per year) larger than M.
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Table 5.1 Record of seismic events at a mine during a 8-year period

Nuttli magnitude

Number of seismic events larger
during monitoring period

Number of seismic events
larger per annum

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5

127
91
36
7
3
1
0

15.875
11.375
4.500
0.875
0.375
0.125
0.000

For comparisons between mines or different time periods in a mine, it is best to plot the
number of seismic events per year (N/yr) rather than the cumulative N over a number of
years. Examples of reported a and b-values are listed in Table 5.2.

Events per annum

100

10

1

0.1

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

Nuttli magnitude
Figure 5.2 Gutenberg–Richter frequency–magnitude relationship
based on the seismic record from a large Canadian mine 6

6

A seismic system has a lower limit below which events are not detected. The lower limit of system
sensitivity can be determined by inspection of the frequency-magnitude plot, since there will be a
distinct rolling-off of the data at small magnitudes. The magnitude at this roll-off point is Mmin (1.5 in
Fig. 5.2; open circle).
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Table 5.2 Frequency–magnitude relationship parameters a and b

Creighton (1984 to 1991)
Macassa (1984 to 1993)
Quirke (1984 to 1985)
Quirke (1986 to 1987)
Eastern Canada earthquakes (1986 to 1987)

a

b

2.95
2.93
4.91
4.66
3.62

0.97
1.23
1.58
1.84
0.85

Source: Hedley (1992) and Hedley (pers. comm.) for normalized log(N/yr)

Design life span
Mining excavations are usually of a temporary nature, especially when compared with civil
engineering tunnels. The life span of a mine opening ranges from upward of twenty years (in
the case of main access ways) to a few months (in the case of stope entrances or crosscuts).
This operating life span or design life should be accounted for during support design. The
design lifetime is relevant to seismic hazard analysis, since short lifetime excavations are less
likely to be subject to large rockbursts.

Recurrence times for seismic events
Recurrence times for seismic events can be used to determine the maximum probable seismic
event for a certain return period or design life span (e.g., 10 years). Whether such a seismic
event is a reasonable design event largely depends on the exposure of workers in areas
affected by the seismic event and on the economic consequences of damage related to such a
seismic event. It is therefore necessary to assess the consequences of such a seismic event on
the stability of an underground excavation and its support. It must be kept in mind that
several smaller but close seismic events may cause as much damage as a large remote seismic
event.
To calculate recurrence times, we assume that seismic events larger than some chosen
minimum magnitude Mmin are randomly distributed in time and therefore constitute a Poisson
process. These seismic events occur at a rate that can be estimated by dividing the total
number of recorded seismic events larger than Mmin by the time period of the record, as
follows:

λ=

N
tR

(5.7)

where λ = seismic event rate (events/year), N = number of seismic events > Mmin during the
monitoring period, and tR = monitoring period (in years).The recurrence periods
corresponding to the a and b-values listed in Table 5.2 for log (N/yr) relationships are shown
in Figure 5.3. These examples demonstrate that there is a wide variation in the recurrence
time between mines and even within the same mine from year to year.
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Figure 5.3 Examples of recurrence times from Canadian mines

For a given magnitude, larger monitoring zones (e.g., the Eastern Canada Telemetered
Network), give shorter recurrence times. Hence, it is necessary to develop frequency–
magnitude relationships that are representative for a mine, a design area, or even a design
period. For large mines, it is clearly necessary to use seismic data only from an area that is
representative of conditions in the design region. As a mine proceeds to greater depth, it may
be necessary to extrapolate by comparing frequency–magnitude relationships from higher
levels or to up-date the data as new records become available.
In Table 5.2, a ranges from 2.9 to 4.9 and b from 0.85 to 1.85. There is some evidence in
the literature (Scholz 1990) that the higher b-values stem from areas with high stress
redistribution rates (similar findings were reported by Urbancic et al. 1995; CRRP report)
and the lower values from regions of steady, slow stress redistribution. For (a, b) = (3, 1), the
recurrence time for mN = 3 is 1 year and for mN = 4, 10 years. For (a, b) = (5, 2), the
recurrence times are 10 and 1000 years, respectively. Hence, for long-term development
drifts, a design magnitude of mN = 4 would seem appropriate unless site specific evidence
suggests otherwise.

Probability of occurrence of seismic events
We are now in a position to describe the probability of occurrence of the seismic events.
Generally, we would like to know the likelihood that a seismic event will occur in a given
time period and given that a seismic event occurs, what is the probability that the seismic
event will be larger than a given magnitude. The answer to these issues is governed by the
Gutenberg–Richter frequency–magnitude relationship. Because the seismic event data are
limited on both the maximum and minimum side, we must use the double truncated
Gutenberg–Richter frequency–magnitude relationship (Cosentino et al. 1977), which can be
written as follows:
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⎧ 1 for M < Mmin ⎫
⎪⎡ (e −βM − e −βMmax ) ⎤ ⎪
P[E > M] = ⎨⎢ − βMmin
⎬
− e − βM max ) ⎥⎦
⎣ (e
⎪ 0 for M > M
⎪
⎩
max ⎭

(5.8)

where β = b ln(10) or 2.3b, and P[E > M] = probability that a seismic event E has magnitude
greater than M.
Benjamin (1968) derived a seismic hazard function by showing that the unconditional
probability of occurrence of a seismic event E larger than magnitude M, during a future time
period ∆t, is given by:

⎡
⎤
tR
P[ E > M ,∆t ]=1− ⎢
⎥
⎣ (t R + ∆t P[ E > M ]) ⎦

n +1

(5.9)

where ∆t = future time period of interest; tR = monitoring period; and n = number of seismic
events in the data set.
Equations 5.8 and 5.9 can be applied to a seismic record such as that shown in Table 5.1
and Figure 5.2 to provide a magnitude-probability-time plot as shown in Figure 5.4.
From Figure 5.4 one can see that there is roughly a 15 % probability of occurrence of a
seismic event with magnitude greater than 4.0 during any future time period of 100 days or
40 % in one year or 100 % in ten years. This knowledge can be used in making design
decisions and evaluating the hazard faced by a mine.

Probability of Recurrence
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Figure 5.4 Magnitude-probability-time plot for a large Canadian mine
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Selecting a design probability of occurrence
At this stage it is necessary to answer the question: What do we design for? Because large
seismic events (of which there are few) may cause less damage at a particular site than
smaller local seismic events, it is necessary to consider several scenarios. For example based
on Figure 5.4, in a one year period:
M = 2.0, probability of occurrence = 50 %
M = 3.0, probability of occurrence = 20 %
M = 4.0, probability of occurrence = 5 %.
Since there is a finite chance that any of these seismic events could occur, we will need to
design for each of them. Each is also likely to act at a different distance from the target.
As an alternative, more conservative approach, we could also consider the design seismic
event to be the value of Mmax, since this is the largest seismic event that could occur. Note
that according to the statistical models described above, there is, theoretically, an
infinitesimally small probability of occurrence of this seismic event during any non-infinite
future time period.

5.2.6

Location of design seismic event

One of the most difficult parameters to determine is the location(s) of the design seismic
event(s). For mines with a good seismic system and a history of seismic activity on identified
problem structures such as major faults, it is obvious that these key structures should be
considered as likely sources for the design seismic event. Pillars or highly stressed stopes are
also likely candidates. A seismic activity centre is either:
• a specific design seismic event with location and intensity; or
• a volume of rock containing many design seismic events with a given intensity
distribution.
The seismic activity centre can be established in three ways:
• by a statistical analysis of the seismic history in the design area or in comparable
situations at a mine;
• by a qualitative assessment of recent seismicity; or
• based on specific seismic records, e.g., case studies.
The seismic activity centre can be well defined if the mine operates a high quality seismic
monitoring system. In this case, the procedures described in this handbook can be applied to
verify the observed support performance by back-analyses. Such back-analyses are essential
to gain confidence in the design procedures and to calibrate them for site specific conditions.
We should also make good use of local knowledge about the mine. Geological
structures, in particular, are often responsible for large seismic events in mines in a manner
similar to major faults causing large earthquakes. If we suspect a given geological structure
or a pillar or other highly stressed area to be a potential cause or source of a seismic event,
then the location of the design seismic event is to some degree fixed; we are thus able to
identify a potential seismic activity centre. It is in this area that a rock mechanics engineer
can provide invaluable service to his mine in developing, through experience over a period of
time, a good local knowledge of the seismic behaviour of the major physical structures in the
mine.
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If however, we have no information on the location of the design seismic event then we
are forced to assume that the design seismic event is capable of occurring anywhere within
the volume of rock affected by the mine.
When sufficient high quality seismic monitoring data are available, the seismic hazard
can be assessed in a quantitative manner following the procedure outlined in this chapter. In
such cases, the rockmass response to mining is used to predict the future. Only data relevant
to future mining conditions should be processed. This may be difficult, particularly when
amongst other factors, extraction rates, geological conditions, mine geometry, and insitu
stresses change. More importantly, such procedures should be applied separately to each of
the rockburst damage mechanism described in Chapter 2 because, for example, the recurrence
rates for seismic activity associated with strainbursts or fault slip seismic events will differ.
Hence, when the statistical approach described in this chapter is applied, seismic data
associated with different failure mechanisms should not be lumped together.

Probabilistic assessment of seismic source–target distance
Assuming a volume at a given location in a mine contains random, uniformly distributed
seismic event locations, it is possible to derive analytical expressions (or develop MonteCarlo simulations) of the probability density function (PDF) or cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the seismic event to target distance R. For example, if a mine is contained
within a 1000 m cube, and the target site is located at coordinates (50, 50, 50) with the origin
at the centre of the mine, then the CDF of all seismic event-site distances can be determined
by Monte-Carlo simulation as shown in Figure 5.5a. This figure provides the cumulative
distribution of the distance R. This type of analysis can be used to estimate, for example, the
distance for which 95 % of all seismic event locations will be further away.
This procedure can then be taken one step further, since given a probabilistic description
of R, it is then possible to use a scaling law such as that published by McGarr et al (1981) or
the one proposed in Section 5.3, to derive the PDF and CDF for the ppv that will be
experienced at a selected target. An example of this type of simulation is shown in Figure
5.5b for a mine experiencing a seismic event with a seismic moment Mo = 28,000 GN·m.
Based on the cumulative distribution of the distance R (Figure 5.5a) and the given seismic
event magnitude or moment, it is then possible to establish the ppv distribution at the target
(Figure 5.5b).
From these figures and for the given geometry, we can see that only 25 % of all seismic
event–target distances will be closer than about 400 m, 50 % of all cases will cause ppv >
100 mm/s but only 5 % cause ppv > 200 mm/s. It must be noted that this result is based on an
assumption that the seismic events are randomly distributed within the mine. In practice this
assumption is seldom correct since seismic events are more likely to be clustered around the
active mining area. However, the procedure presented here provides a model and can be
adapted to site specific conditions, e.g., modified to allow greater probability for localized
seismic events, based on experience at a mine.
Because of rapidly changing mining conditions, it is often not possible to collect a
sufficiently representative data base to conduct such probabilistic analyses and design seismic
event intensity and locations may have to be selected in a rather qualitative manner. In such
cases, the support design should be reassessed as new information becomes available, i.e., as
bigger seismic events in closer proximity of excavations are recorded. The visualization
package MMO is intended for this purpose.
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Figure 5.5 Monte-Carlo simulation of (a) seismic event-target distance distributions and
(b) ppv-frequency distributions for the example discussed in text.
(Scaling law parameters: a* = 0.5; C* = 0.3 see Section 5.3)

5.3
5.3.1

Ground motion determination
Introduction

The intensity of ground motion at a potential target (development drift or stope) caused by a
stress wave emitted from a remote seismic source must be determined for both damage
potential assessment and support design.
Conventional engineering design for dynamic loads is based on enhanced gravitational
acceleration or directly on the ground motions, particularly for damage assessments. For
example, slopes or earth dams have been designed against gravity plus a horizontal
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acceleration that is assumed to be some percentage of the gravitational acceleration g. At
least theoretically, ground accelerations and velocities are functionally related. Hence, the
ground motion velocity represented by the peak particle velocity ppv is accepted as the most
representative parameter to define the dynamic design load.
The distribution of ground motion in a mine can be simulated in a deterministic manner
by numerical modeling or estimated from scaling laws. As discussed in Chapter 3, design
considerations must be taken into account when establishing such design scaling laws.
Design scaling laws differ from scaling laws determined by best-fit or regression analysis
procedures because average conditions are of little interest for design. The design scaling law
must reflect conditions that are relevant and dominate design. This section describes how to
determine meaningful scaling law parameters for design purposes from ppv measurements in
mines.

5.3.2

Conventional scaling laws

A scaling law provides a relationship between the ppv or v and the distance R from a source
to a target and some measure of the seismic event's source intensity (seismic energy, seismic
moment or seismic event magnitude). In Canada, the seismic event intensity is commonly
described by the magnitude (mN on Nuttli scale rather than ML on the local Richter scale) and
scaling laws are generally written in the following form:

ppv = C SD

−b

⎛ R ⎞
=C
⎝ 10 aM ⎠

−b

(5.10)

where SD is the scaled distance (R/10aM) with a and b = empirical constants, and M = the
magnitude of the seismic event, or as
b

log R v = ab M + logC

(5.11)

where C is another empirical constant.
In the latter case, the ground motion v is multiplied by the distance R from a point source.
The exponent b is often assumed to be unity to account for pure geometric spreading of the
seismic wave (ppv is function of R-1).7
The three scaling parameters a, b and C are often determined by regression analysis of
data obtained from sensors positioned throughout and around a mine. Typical values found
in the literature are listed in Table 5.3. These represent average conditions and, as will be
rationalized below, normally do not represent meaningful scaling parameters for design
purposes. Because they are determined by regression analysis, half of the observations
should be higher than given by the scaling law. This may lead to unconservative predictions
on one extreme, far from the source, and possibly to conservative predictions at the other
extreme, closer to the source.
At mines with full waveform systems, the seismic moment or the seismic energy of a
source can be obtained and used instead of the source magnitude. McGarr (1984)
demonstrates, based on Andrew (1975), that the ground velocity should be scale invariant if
the stress regime is constant and the rockmass properties do not change, and that the ground
motion parameter Rv should scale with source size proportional to the seismic moment Mo1/3.
He also found that there was a robust dependence on Mo over more than ten orders of
magnitude and, assuming b = 1, wrote the scaling law in the following form:
7

Note: R is measured from the centre of the seismic source. Near a fault, for R less than about 1.5 ro,
the ground motion is higher but dissipates more rapidly and ppv is proportional to (R-ro)-2, where ro is
the source radius. For cylindrical radiation patterns, ppv is theoretically proportional to R-0.5.
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2

log R v [m ⋅ m/s] = a * log Mo [GN ⋅ m ] + log C * [m /s]

(5.12a)8

or assuming b = 1:

Moa *
R

ppv = C *

(5.12b)

However, by linear regression to a large set of observations, McGarr (1984) determined that
the slope a* was larger than the theoretical value of 0.33 (Table 5.3).
The parameters listed in Table 5.3 provide average fits, corresponding to a 50 %
confidence, and are not recommended for support design. The general form of Equation 5.12
will however be retained as a design scaling law but the constants a* and C* will be
determined differently for design purposes.
Recommended design scaling law parameters and guidelines for the determination of the
constants a* and C* are provided in Section 5.3.3.
Table 5.3 Scaling parameters determined by linear regression to all data

Reference (Magnitude scale)

C [m2/s]

a

b

McGarr et al. 1981 (Richter)
Spottiswoode 1984 (Richter)
Hedley 1991 or 1992 (Nuttli)

0.89
0.65
4.00

0.57
0.5
0.333

1
1
1.6

C* [m2/s]

a*

b

0.15

0.44

1

McGarr 1984 (Richter)

5.3.3

Scaling law parameters for design

Justification
In mining, broken rock and open or backfilled mine openings between source and target often
impede seismic energy transmission and thus shield other openings. On the other hand,
geological structures may act as wave guides or elastic pillars between openings may have a
focusing effect and thus enhance ground motion. These effects may lead to wide variations
in ppv.
More importantly, radiation patterns of body waves radiating from a shear source are
highly focused as shown in the margin plot (Aki and Richards 1980). Hence, the highest
ground motions for p-waves are at 45° to the slip direction and for s-waves in the direction of
fault propagation. At 0° and 90° the ground motions are much smaller, theoretically zero for
p-waves. The smallest s-wave amplitudes occur at 45° to the rupture plane. Hence, if sensors
are placed randomly around a seismic source, only those in the direction of maximum
radiation and those with elastic rock between source and target will record extreme
(maximum) ground velocities. Other sensors in the mine will record velocities that are
smaller (or even zero).

8

see also Section 5.3 for alternative forms of this scaling law and for recommended design parameters
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This has two important practical consequences:
• the seismic energy determined from sensors located inside a
mine will tend to underestimate the actual energy emitted;
and

P -wave

• the observed ground motions are not representative of
scenarios that are most relevant for design.
Only observations from sensors that are in line with
undisturbed ground and in the direction of maximum radiation,
represent load situations on which support design should to be
based. Upper bound outliers in the data are therefore more
relevant or critical for design because it cannot be predicted in
which direction maximum radiation will occur. This explains, in
part, why damage is often localized and why tunnels, in otherwise
apparently identical conditions, do not experience the same level
of damage.

fault
propagation
S-wave

radiation patterns for
shear along a fault
areas where area where damage
damage is as may be expected
severe as
according to design
predicted
scaling law

fit to critical
observations
ppv

fit to all data
area of actual
damage to drift

drift

distance

For design, it is not meaningful or even acceptable to determine average conditions by fitting
curves to ground motion data from various sensors located in a mine. Only critical
observations, i.e., high ground motions that cause damage, representing full energy
transmission in the direction of maximum radiation are of interest for design. By analogy, the
flood level for a chosen recurrence rate is used to design a bridge instead of the average river
level. In this manner, rare but relevant conditions for a safe structure are found. Therefore, a
scaling law for some upper confidence limit and the corresponding design scaling law
parameters must be found.
The consequences of this approach are that the critical conditions are taken into account,
but that many situations will exist in a mine where conditions are much better, with little or
no observed damage. When designing based on an upper bound scaling law, we will
correctly predict the behaviour for conditions that match the design assumptions (maximum
radiation and full energy transmission) and the selected confidence level but there will be
many locations in a mine where conditions are much better. Nevertheless, support systems
must be selected to survive under these extreme conditions, not just under "average"
conditions. To arrive at practically feasible design loads, extreme care must be exercised in
defining the design seismic event properly within each design region.
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Theoretical considerations
The seismic source was originally characterized by its magnitude M, a measure of the
source’s radiated seismic energy Es, ppv and ppa, and later, as full waveform analysis became
available, by source parameters such as seismic moment Mo, static stress drop ∆σ, apparent
stress σa, and source radius ro. Of these parameters,
• ppv, ppa, Ωo, ƒo … are wave characteristics, depending on the source type, recorded at
the sensor (target),9
• Es, Mo, σa … are source parameters derived from the waveforms at many sensors and
depend on radiation and attenuation assumptions, and
• ro, ∆σ … are secondary source parameters derived from fo or Mo and are source model
dependent.
Both Mo and Es increase with increasing slip D at the source. The seismic moment is
proportional to the source area A and the slip D at the source (and the rigidity G of the rock
surrounding the fault):

Mo ∝ A ⋅ D

(5.13)

The slip D depends on the excess shear stress at the source (Ryder 1987) and is thus
indirectly related to the stress drop. The seismic energy is also related to the static stress drop
∆σ10 at the source:

ES ∝ ∆σAD

(5.14)

By introducing Equation 5.13 into 5.14 it follows that:

log E s = log M + log∆ σ + log C'

(5.15a)11

O

where C' is a constant.
Madriaga (1976) established this relationship and demonstrated that the constant depends
on the shear modulus G of the rockmass:

log E S [MJ] = log Mo [GN ⋅ m] + log ∆ σ [MPa] + log

0.75
G[GPa]

(5.15b)

This relationship is shown in Figure 5.6 with data for the Underground Research
Laboratory (AECL, Pinawa, Manitoba), Strathcona, Brunswick and El Teniente mines.
Figure 5.6b clearly demonstrates that Equation 5.15 accurately describes the relationship
between radiated energy, the seismic moment and the stress drop at the source.

9

Ωo = low frequency plateau and ƒo = corner frequency of spectral density plot in frequency domain.

10
11

∆σ =

7 Mo
for Brune model (Scholz, 1990)
16 ro3

Following the arguments presented above, the apparent stress could be used instead of the static
stress drop in this and the following equations.
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Figure 5.6 Radiated energy (a) versus seismic moment and (b) versus (log Mo + log ∆σ)
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Figure 5.7 LogRv vs (log Mo + log ∆σ): (a) all data,
(b) data with ∆σ > 1 MPa; and (c) as (b) but vs (log Es).
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The seismic energy radiated from a seismic source and the time history of the ground
velocity at a point are related. By normalizing the integral part of the seismic energy
equation presented by Perret (1972) to the peak particle velocity v it follows that:

Es = 4π ρ cα R v
2

2

∫ f(t)dt

(5.16a)

where cα stands for p- or s-wave propagation velocity, and f(t) is a time function dominated
by attenuation and radiation characteristics.
Thus, the seismic energy is proportional to R2v2 or

2 log Rv ∝ log ES

(5.16b)

which when coupled with Equation 5.15 yields:

2 log Rv ∝ log Mo + log∆ σ = log(Mo ∆σ )

(5.17a)

or

2 log Rv = log Mo + log∆ σ + log C'' = log Mo + 2 log C *

(5.17b)

which has the same general form as the scaling law given in Equation 5.12a.
From Equation 5.17b, it also follows that a* should be 0.5 and 2log C* = log ∆σ + log C''
should depend on the stress drop or C* = (C''∆σ)1/2. This relationship is shown in Figure 5.7a
for data from Canada, Chile and South Africa. The same data, but filtered for ∆σ > 1 MPa, is
also shown in Figure 5.7b. The 50 % and upper 95 % confidence limits, assuming a slope of
a* = 0.5, are also plotted on this figure and demonstrate good agreement with the theoretical
relationships presented above (Equation 5.17b).
From the ordinate axis on the right side of Figure 5.7b, it can be seen that the data above
log Rv = -1 is most relevant for design, i.e., for ppv at 100 m from source > 1 mm/s. Hence,
this data is used to determine the scaling law parameters. Since log Es is proportional to
log Mo + log ∆σ, the same data is plotted in Figure 5.7c, which again confirms the above
given relationships.

5.3.4

Recommended scaling laws for design

From these theoretical considerations, supported by observations around the world, it follows
that the scaling law parameters for Equation 5.12 should be:
• a* = 0.5 and that
• C* depends on the stress drop at the source
Consequently, the most appropriate scaling law for design is a modification of
Equation 5.12a:

2 log Rv = log Mo + log ∆σ + logC ' '

(5.18)12

with C'' determined from log Rv vs (log Mo + log ∆σ) or log (Mo∆σ) graphs. Hence, if
Equation 5.12a is applied directly with a* = 0.5, then C* depends on the stress drop:

2 logC* = log∆ σ + log C' '

12

alternate form of Equation 5.12a in Section 5.3.2
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Alternatively, in terms of magnitude, when coupled with Equations 5.2a,

2 log Rv = m N + (1± 0.15) + 2 log C *

(5.20a)

= M L + (1.5 ± 0.15) + 2 log C *
or in terms of seismic energy,

2 log Rv = log Es + log C

(5.20b)

with C determined from log Rv vs log Es graphs.

Parameters based on world-wide data base
From the data presented in the previous figures, we concluded that the slope a* = 0.5 agrees
well with observations. Therefore, we recommended a* = 0.5 for regression analyses. With a
fixed slope, C* can be obtained for each data point as illustrated on data from Brunswick, El
Teniente, and Creighton mines by Figure 5.8. Also shown are the 50 % and 95 % confidence
lines providing the constants for Equation 5.19. For typical stress drops between 1 and
10 MPa, C*50% = 0.04 to 0.13 and C*95% = 0.22 to 0.64. If the stress drop is known,
Equation 5.19 or Figure 5.8 provides C* for the mean and 95 % confidence limit.
For the data presented in Figure 5.8, the standard deviation in log C* is about 0.35 for
data with ∆σ > 1 MPa. Thus a graph relating C* to confidence, assuming a log-normal
distribution of Rv can be produced. This is presented in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.4. Based on
this figure, design values for C* can be selected considering both the observed or anticipated
stress drop and a desired confidence level.
10
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Figure 5.8 Scaling law parameter C* versus static stress drop,
the two lines represent the 50 and 95 % confidence levels

The parameters found by McGarr (1984) and the best fits to his data with a* = 0.5 are
shown for comparison. These values demonstrate that the relationship presented by McGarr
(1984), based on data in the range Mo = 101 to 1010 GN·m, is very close to the one obtained
from the world-wide database for 50 % confidence and an average stress drop of 10 MPa. If
the slope is fixed to 0.5 for a regression analysis of McGarr's data, then C* is equal to 0.26
with 95 % confidence, which corresponds to an average stress drop of about 2 MPa in our
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database. Hence, McGarr's parameters generally lead to unconservative predictions of
ground motions.
Table 5.4 Design scaling parameters determined from world-wide data base

C* [m2/s]
∆σ = 1 MPa ∆σ = 10 MPa

Figure 5.7 and
Figure 5.8:

0.04
0.10
0.17
0.22
0.37

with fixed a* = 0.5
McGarr et al. (1984):
with a* = 0.44
with fixed a* = 0.5

Confidence
limit
50 %
68 %
90 %
95 %
99 %

0.13
0.30
0.50
0.64
1.04
0.13
0.12
0.26

50 %
50 %
95 %

(for stress drops of 100 MPa, multiply values for 1 MPa by ten)

1
0.9
0.8

III

C* [m 2/s]

0.7

25 MPa

0.6
0.5

10 MPa

0.4
0.3

II

0.2

2.5 MPa
1 MPa

I

0.1
0
50

60

70

80

90

100

Confidence

Figure 5.9 Scaling law parameter C* as a function of confidence levels

In order to move from 50 to 95 % confidence, the constant C* must be increased by a
factor of about 5 and for an increase in stress drop by one order of magnitude, C* and hence
the ppv, must be increased by a factor of about 3.
For typical Canadian conditions, C* can be expected to fall in the range 0.15 < C* <
0.5 m2/s. However, in areas with unusually high stress drops, C* could exceed these values by
a factor of 2 to 3.
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Recommended design scaling law parameters
Unless revised on the basis of mine specific data, the parameters listed in Table 5.5 are
recommended for determining the anticipated ground motions at a target by application of
Equation 5.12a.
Relationship I should not be used for design because more than half of the damage
causing ground motion data should fall above this relationship. It can, however, be used to
compare with results from regression analyses of field observations. About half of the
observations will fall below this relationship. This is illustrated by the data shown in the
previously presented figures.
Relationship II is recommended for design if no unusual stress conditions are anticipated
as reflected in stress drop observations (maximum ∆σ < 10 MPa or average < 2.5 MPa).
Relationship III should be applied in areas of extremely high stress with very high stress
drops (see Figure 5.8). Since heavy support will be required with these parameters, a detailed
investigation should be undertaken to justify their use.
Table 5.5 Recommended parameters for scaling law (Eqn 5.12a)

a*

C* [m2/s]
0.1

0.5

0.2 to 0.3

I
Recommended
for design

II
III

0.5 to 1.0

Confidence limit
50 %
at ∆σ ≤ 5 MPa
90 to 95 %
at ∆σ < 2.5 MPa
90 to 95 %
at ∆σ = 10 to 25 MPa

If detailed observations are available, Equation 5.18 can be directly applied to obtain
estimates of ground motion. Examples of ground motion determination are given as part of
the case studies presented in Chapters 6 through 9.

Limitations of the design scaling law
In the near-field, close to a seismic source, the radiation pattern is extremely non–uniform
and higher ground motions must be anticipated. Aki and Richards (1980) demonstrated that
the ground motion near a fault does not obey the far-field 1/R–relationship but rather follows
a near-field 1/R2–relationship. It can be shown that the far-field relationship dominates the
peak ground motion for distances from the seismic source centre of approximately 1 to 2
times the source radius ro. Hence, the design scaling laws should definitely not be applied at
distances less than 1 to 2 ro.13 However; the source radius depends on the static stress drop
for a given seismic moment as illustrated by Equation 5.21 for a circular fault (Scholz 1990):

ro3 =

7 Mo
16 ∆ σ

(5.21)14

Accordingly, the design scaling laws should only be applied for distances exceeding:

13

for signal processing, seismologists usually consider the near-field radiation negligible at distances
exceeding ten times the wavelength.
14
applicable to small earthquakes (Scholz 1990)
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⎛ 7 Mo ⎞
⎟⎟
R = 1.5 ⎜⎜
⎝ 16 ∆σ ⎠

1

3

⎛ M ⎞
= 1.14 ⎜⎜ o ⎟⎟
⎝ ∆σ ⎠

(m

+ (1± 0.15)

1

5.27

3

(5.22a)

)

With M o = 10 N
(Eqn. 5.2a), and with stress drops between 1 and 10 MPa, the
design scaling laws should only be used when:

(m N +(1 ± 0.15))
R ≥ (0.53 to 1.14) 10

3

(5.22b)

Thus, for magnitudes of typical mining-induced fault-slip seismic events in the range of
1.5 < mN < 4.0, the design scaling law should not be applied for locations closer than 5 to
10 m to 35 to 75 m, respectively. These ranges are shown in the figures presented in
Chapter 3 and 7 as "near-field" conditions. (For non-slip seismic events, which are more of a
point source in nature, the proposed scaling law may be applicable closer to the centre of the
source.)

5.3.5

Ground motion charts for support design

Figure 5.10a presents average predicted ground motion levels as a function of distance and
seismic event magnitude. It provides ppv's that should, on average, be expected from seismic
events with stress drops in the range of 1 to 5 MPa. For design, higher values must be
assumed as explained earlier. These design ppv's are shown in Figure 5.10b for
C* = 0.25 m2/s. Unless unusual circumstances exist at a mine, these values should only be
exceeded in 5 to 10 % of the area affected by a seismic event. If mine openings only cover
1 % of this area, then only 0.05 to 0.1 % of the openings should experience ppv greater than
the design values. Hence, in areas where few openings exist it may be reasonable to design
with lower values of C*.

3

300 mm/s 100 mm/s 30 mm/s

10 mm/s

3

2

2

Richter magnitude

near-field

Nuttli magnitude

(a) 4

1
1
10

100
Distance R

1000

Figure 5.10a Peak particle velocity for 50 % confidence
(average scaling law parameters: a*= 0.5 and C* = 0.1 m2/s)
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5.28

1

1
10

100
Distance R

1000

Figure 5.10b Peak particle velocity for recommended design conditions
(90 to 95 % confidence and normal stress drops; a* = 0.5 and C* = 0.25 m2/s).
Higher ppv is expected inside the "near-field" zone.

5.3.6

Ground motions at various mines

Creighton mine
Figure 5.11a presents ground motion observations from Creighton mine together with the
predicted values for a* = 0.5 and C* = 0.25 m2/s. The highest recorded ppv, 16 mm/s, is very
small and it is not possible to confirm the scaling law for locations close to the source.
Nevertheless, considering that stress drops are not considered implicitly, the data supports the
design recommendation for source to target distances exceeding 150 m.

500 mm/s

100 mm/s

3

2.5
25 mm/s

2

ppv [mm/s]
10 mm/s

1.5

10 to 16
5 to 10
1 to 5

1

Richter magnitude

3.5
near field

Nuttli magnitude

(a) 4

5 mm/s

0.5

Figure 5.11a Peak ground motion measurements compared with 90 to 95 % confidence limits
(a* = 0.5, C* = 0.25 m2/s) for Creighton mine
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Nuttli magnitude

(b) 4

10 to 64
1 to 10
0.1 to 1

1
10

100

5 mm/s

0.5
1000

Distance R [m]
Figure 5.11b Peak ground motion measurements compared with 90 to 95 % confidence limits
(a* = 0.5, C* = 0.25 m2/s) for El Teniente mine

El Teniente mine
Figure 5.11b shows ground motion observations from El Teniente mine. The highest
recorded ppv is again small at 64 mm/s. Almost all values fall below the recommended
support design scaling law even for measurements relatively close to the source at 50 metres
(not shown; ML < 0.45).
Overall, the data again supports the design recommendation for source to target distances
exceeding 50 to 100 m.
ITASCA Ltd. modeled one of the larger seismic events with 3DEC. The seismic event
was simulated by unlocking a fault with an average excess shear stress of 6.7 MPa in a slip
area with a radius of 35 m. The ground motions were captured at 24 locations, some as close
as 70 m from the source. These results are shown in Figure 5.12 (compare to field
observations; Figure 5.11b). Only one of the numerically determined ground motions exceed
those predicted by the recommended design scaling law yet 21 of 24 predictions exceed
relationship I for average ppv. These synthetic data points support the recommended scaling
laws and suggest that this relationship is applicable to distances of R ≥ 2 ro.
The relationship proposed by McGarr (1984) is also shown for comparison in Figure
5.12. It provides an average fit to the data as expected (see Table 5.4).
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McGarr 1984
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Figure 5.12 El Teniente numerical model results from ITASCA 3DEC model
(Mo = 2 [GN·m] and ∆σ = 6.7 [MPa])

Brunswick mine
Ground motion observations from Brunswick mine, recorded by an ISS system, are shown in
Figure 5.13 and compared with the predicted limits based on the recommended scaling law
parameters for 90 to 95 % confidence (C* = 0.25 m2/s). The highest ppv recorded during this
period was 12 mm/s. Fewer than 10 % of the data plot to the right of respective ppv ranges
and the trend of data corresponds with the slope of the ppv boundaries. Hence, this data set
demonstrates again the applicability of the proposed scaling law. Observations as close as
30 m from the source, although at very low magnitudes, seem to fit well.
3

2.5
1000 mm/s

1.5

ppv [mm/s]
> 10
1 to 10
0.1 to 1

1

0.5

Richter magnitude

Nuttli magnitude

2

100 mm/s

-0.5

0

-1

1 mm/s

10 mm/s

-2
10

100

-1.5
-2.5
1000

Distance R
Figure 5.13 Brunswick mine (data from December 1994)
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South African mines
Butler and van Aswegen (1993) reported ground motion data from two mining camps in
South Africa and concluded that a relationship of the form log v = A log E + B log R + C with
A = 0.44 to 0.47 and B = -1.50 to -1.56 was useful for estimating ground motion velocities in
the far-field. This suggests that log R1.5v rather than log Rv should be proportional to log Es.
The data was plotted against log R1.5v in Figure 5.14 to verify whether this would lead to a
better fit. Compared with Figure 5.7a, Figure 5.14 leads to wider scatter in the data and thus
does not provide a better way to predict ground motions than the proposed scaling law.15
The dependence on log Rv introduced by McGarr (1974) and used by others since then is
confirmed by our investigation. This is important because the relationship proposed by
Butler and van Aswegen (1993) leads to much higher ppv's closer to the source and would
therefore demand much more extensive ground support.
3
1.5

v = 0.5 (log Mo+ log ∆σ) + 0.78

1.5

v = 0.5 (log Mo+ log ∆σ) – 0.08

log R

log R1.5 v [m-m/s]

2

log R

1
95%

50%

0
Creighton - GRC
El Teniente - GRC
El Teniente - Trifu '94
Brunswick - GRC

-1

-2
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

log M0[GN·m] + log ∆σ [MPa]
Figure 5.14 Same data as shown in Figure 5.7a but plotted against log R1.5v

5.3.7

Procedure to establish mine specific design scaling law

If there is sufficient seismic data over a wide range of magnitudes and distances, the
procedure described above can be applied. However, conditions may vary at a mine or
change as mining proceeds to greater depth. Hence, it may be necessary to establish or
modify mine specific scaling laws on the basis of relatively scarce data and to improve the
scaling law as more data becomes available.
In the following, Equations 5.12a and 5.18 are used to demonstrate a procedure for
obtaining a design scaling law. (The same procedure could be adopted if only magnitudes
and ppv were available.) If seismic data exists over only 1 or 2 orders of magnitude, the
slope a* cannot be determined by regression for extrapolation beyond the range of available
15

Considering the relationship relating seismic energy to ppv (Eqn. 5.16a), the proposed R1.5–
relationship suggests the energy should be proportional to R3v2, which in turn suggests the source
energy and ppv depend on the volume rather than the surface of the radiation sphere.
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data. However, as demonstrated earlier, the slope should be taken as a* = 0.5 based on both
theoretical and empirical considerations.
In Figure 5.15a, data is shown for 16 seismic events with known Nuttli magnitudes. A
linear best fit with 50 % and upper bound 95 % confidence would lead to a steep slope with
a* = 0.71 and a low constant C* = 0.018 and 0.046 m2/s. These parameters would clearly lead
to unreasonable predictions for both small and large seismic moments.

(a)

2
95%
50%

log Rv [m-m/s]

1

C* = 0.25

0

C* = 0.05
-1
Talebi 1993: m > 1.5
N

-2

0

1

2
log Mo [GN·m]

3

Figure 5.15a Log Rv vs Mo plot for data from Creighton mine: recommended scaling laws
compared to 16 observations with Nuttli magnitudes from National network

Alternatively, a line with slope a* = 0.5 can be fitted to the data (C* = 0.08 for the mean
and 0.22 for the upper bound). These C*-values are close to the 50 % and 95 % confidence
limits shown in Figure 5.9 for a stress drop of 1 MPa. Hence, with only 16 observations, it is
possible to establish design parameters that are supported by the world-wide database as long
as the slope is fixed at a* = 0.5.
The following steps are suggested for arriving at a scaling law for design purposes:
• present all available data in a graph of log Rv versus the logarithm of seismic moment
log Mo, or versus magnitude M, or better still versus (log Mo+ log ∆σ )
• consistent with the arguments presented above, the exponent b in Equation 5.10 is unity,
and a mean and upper bound line at a slope of a* = 0.5 is drawn to the data (Figure
5.15a).
• the constant log C* is equal to log Rv at Mo = 0. As more data becomes available, the lines
may move up and C* may increase.
• once sufficient data has been collected, the mean and standard deviation as well as the
corresponding C*-values can be determined.
The effectiveness of this procedure is demonstrated by Figure 5.15b where data from a
number of smaller magnitude seismic events are plotted with the original 16 data points. The
95% confidence line obtained from 16 points still provides a consistent upper bound limit for
the determination of the ground motions.
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Figure 5.15b Log Rv vs Mo plot for data from Creighton mine:
comparison with data from mine wide array and strong motion array

When the seismic events in GRC's database with ∆σ < 10 MPa (large open triangles in
Figure 5.15c) are plotted, only seven seismic events fall above the recommended design line
with C* = 0.25. However, 24 seismic events with ∆σ > 10 MPa fall above this line (solid
triangles in Figure 5.15d). Most of these points do, however, fall in the recommended range
for highly stressed areas, C* = 0.5 to 1.0. These data were recorded during the deepening of
the mine and had much higher stress drops. The data corresponding to many of these points
plotted to the right of 10 MPa in Figure 5.8 indicating stress drops as high as 100 MPa.
Problems associated with stress drops are circumvented if the data is plotted against
(log Mo + log ∆σ) or log (Mo∆σ). This is illustrated by Figure 5.16a to c. Hence, the
procedure given above should be executed in this manner if both seismic moments and stress
drops are available. If no stress drop information is given, it can be estimated, e.g., by
calculating the excess shear stress on critical geological structures. With an estimate of
possible stress drops, the appropriate C*-values can be obtained from Figure 5.8 or Figure 5.9
or determined by regression analysis assuming a* = 0.5.
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Figure 5.15c Same as Figure 5.15b but with damage causing seismic events from GRC database
with ∆σ < 10 Mpa
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Figure 5.15d Same as Figure 5.15c but with damage causing seismic events having stress drops
exceeding 10 MPa
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Figure 5.16 Data corresponding to Figure 5.15 plotted on
(log Mo + log ∆σ) graphs.
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5.3.8

Conclusion

Supported by theoretical considerations and based on world wide data, the scaling laws
presented in this chapter are recommended for the design of support in burst-prone ground.
Site specific parameters can be obtained following the procedure outlined in Section 5.3.8.
For support design, the ground motion parameters must be determined from source
parameters that best represent the radiated seismic energy, e.g., the seismic event magnitude,
the measured seismic source energy, or the product of seismic moment and stress drop. The
seismic moment alone is not recommended for scaling purposes to obtain the ground motion
parameters for support design.
The scaling law parameters can be obtained from stress drop information or, if
unavailable, based on a desired confidence limit. When such confidence limits are chosen,
keep in mind that drifts and stopes may only make up a small portion of the mine or the
mining area that is affected by a seismic event. For example, a 90 % confidence limit implies
that there is a relatively high probability (10 %) of ground motions exceeding this limit in the
influence zone of the seismic event. However, if there are only few excavations in this zone,
the probability for this seismic event to cause damage to an excavation is much less than
10 % and thus a lower confidence limit may be well justified for support design in such cases.
For critical excavations such as mine shafts or rescue stations, the procedure described in
Section 5.2.7, relating seismic event magnitude and distance should be followed.
Finally, because design scaling laws predict design, not actual conditions, observed peak
particle velocities (damage) should normally be less severe, less frequent and more spotty.
This must be taken in account when support design recommendations are compared to actual
rockburst damage observations.
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shotcrete..................................................................................................................... 42
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6.1

6.5

Introduction

Stress-induced fracturing is common when mining at depth, and
standard support measures as long as the failure process is stable.
occurs when most of the stored strain energy in the
rockmass is consumed during the fracture and
deformation process. In practice, this type of failure
leads to a zone of broken rock around the excavation
(often described as "onion skinning"), and this material
has a tendency to dilate or bulk. A controlled failure
process and development of a fractured rock zone may
be enhanced by destress blasting.
For the rockburst mechanism of rock bulking due
to fracturing, it is necessary to determine the severity of
damage or the mass of failed rock, then to establish the
expected volume increase or bulking of the fractured rock, and
anticipated intensity of damage or the potential ejection velocity.
against rock fracturing with rockmass bulking involves three steps:
• determine the depth (mass) of failed rock (Section 6.2)

can be controlled with
A stable failure process

finally to estimate the
Hence, support design

• establish the bulking (volume increase) in the fracture zone (Section 6.3)
• estimate the intensity (ejection velocity) of the failure process (Section 6.4).
During a rockburst, support used to combat bulking must be able to control or minimize
the depth of failure, the bulking, and the intensity of the failure process. The following
subsections introduce concepts related to the bulking process. These are dealt with in greater
detail in Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. Support selection to deal with bulking is discussed later in
this Chapter.

6.1.1

Thickness of fractured rock

The thickness of the zone of failed rock is defined as the depth to which the rockmass, if left
unsupported, would disintegrate to such an extent that its coherence is completely disrupted
and the rock would fall apart under gravity loading alone (Photo 6.1).
The rock outside the failed zone still has some strength reserve, and is able to maintain a
stable equilibrium. Thus, openings in hard rock can be stabilized after a rockburst if the
broken rock is held in place, and the opening experiences no additional mining-induced
stresses. In practice, this is evidenced by the fact that tunnels need little support during the
reconditioning process after a rockburst. Photo 6.2 shows a drift supported by standard bolts
and mesh during the rehabilitation work. This tunnel was severely damaged by a large
seismic event (mN = 3.9) in close proximity to the drift (R < 50 m).
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Photo 6.1 Illustration of depth of fracturing in back of drift where rockmass disintegration led to
unraveling between bolts

stable, reconditioned
tunnel

fractured rock

collapsed tunnel

Photo 6.2 Stable rock in back of reconditioned of drift severely damaged during rockburst.
Photo shows completely closed drift at far end, wedge-shaped fracture zone in back, and new
bolts and mesh in front
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Photo 6.3 Fracturing from stress raiser at corner of drift

Under dynamic loading from a seismic wave, several stress pulses may cause the highly
stressed rockmass near an opening to fail progressively in a limited area around the opening
as shown in Figure 6.1. This figure presents results from numerical simulations of a horseshoe-shaped opening in an non-uniform stress field as a seismic wave passes by (Vasak and
Kaiser 1995). The results show that fractures initiate from stress raisers (Photo 6.3) and
gradually propagates to form a circular fracture zone around the opening. Eventually,
additional elliptical shear failure zones (or "dog-ears") form outside this circular fracture
zone, due to the action of subsequent dynamic stress pulses and the non-uniform insitu stress
field.
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Figure 6.1 Fracture zone development around an underground excavation as four shear wave
cycles pass the opening

The radius of the circular fracture zone circumscribed around a rectangular opening with
w/h < 2 is equal to:

a=

h (or w)
2

(6.1)

This is called the effective tunnel size of radius a and is used in the
following analyses. To some extent, a also depends on the insitu stress
ratio.
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The rock inside this circle, called "baggage" (Photo 6.4), has a depth ∆ and must be
supported as soon as fracturing is initiated. As discussed in Section 6.6.1, the depth of
baggage ∆ is approximately 20 % of the opening height or width. The additional depth of the
elliptical zone of shear fracturing df is defined as the depth of failure df = (rf - a) beyond the
boundary of the effective, circular tunnel shape with radius a.
Methods for determining the thickness of failed rock are described in Section 6.2

(a)

(b)

Photo 6.4 Triangular-shaped block of rock in the back, and large slab in the wall, act as baggage
on the support

6.1.2

Bulking of fractured rock

To establish the displacement demand on the support, it is necessary to determine how much
the rockmass inside the failure zone could dilate. The bulking factor BF is defined as:

BF =

uw − ud f
df

(6.2)

where uw is the displacement at the wall and udf is the displacement at the failure radius rf = (a
+ ∆ + df) or at the rockbolt anchor if the bolts are shorter than the thickness of the fractured
rock (∆ + df). Photo 6.5 illustrates the bulking in the back of a drift. Details on how to
estimate the bulking factor are provided in Section 6.3.
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Photo 6.5 Fractured rockmass in back illustrating bulking process
(look for open fractures and slight shear deformations)

6.1.3

Ejection of rock

Stress-induced fracturing of rock near an underground
opening may occur in a stable or unstable manner. Unstable
stress-induced fracturing is commonly described as a
strainburst. This type of failure process may be triggered by
dynamic stress changes due to a remote seismic event or a
blast, or may occur without any apparent reason, e.g., due to
time-dependent stress redistribution leading to situations
where the maximum stress σmax near the boundary of an
opening exceeds the rockmass strength.
Unstable failure of a brittle nature, possibly causing rock
ejection, occurs if there is excess strain energy stored in the
rock beyond that which is consumed in the fracturing process.
Typically, this is encountered if the loading system stiffness
is low relative to the post-peak stiffness of the rockmass.
Unfortunately, both characteristics, the loading system or
mine stiffness k and the post-peak stiffness λ of the stress–
stain curve of the rockmass, cannot be determined with much
confidence.
The effect of the potential release of excess strain energy
must be estimated. Because kinetic energy is proportional to
the mass of ejected rock and the ejection velocity squared,
and because the mass of fractured rock is assessed separately,
the ejection velocity is the most appropriate measure of the
failure intensity. As indicated above, it is currently not
possible to determine the ejection velocity in a reliable
manner by either analytical or numerical tools because of uncertainties regarding the stiffness
characteristics of the loading system and the rock. Hence, only general guidelines can be
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provided and these must be confirmed or supplemented with site specific field observations
as described in Section 6.4 and Chapter 7.

6.2

Thickness of fractured rock

The thickness of failed rock in a massive, brittle rockmass depends on the stress level
(maximum induced stress σmax relative to the unconfined rock strength σc), the stress ratio
σ1/σ3, the rockmass structure, opening shape, and the dynamic stress increment ∆σd induced
by a remote seismic event. Based on field observations and numerical modeling, the
following guidelines have been developed to estimate the approximate thickness of failed
rock around circular (or near-circular) excavations. Other shapes are discussed in
Section 6.6.

6.2.1

Under static stress

Field evidence from excavations in massive, hard rock demonstrates that if the maximum
(tangential) stress σmax near an opening exceeds between 0.3 to 0.5 σc1, the rock is highly
stressed and may fail in a brittle (stable or unstable) manner. For a circular zone of fractured
rock the maximum stress is the tangential stress σmax at the boundary of the equivalent
circular opening circumscribed around the actual excavation:

σ max = 3σ 1 − σ 3

(6.3)

Based on empirical evidence presented in Figure 6.2a, the additional depth of failure in
massive rock df = (rf -a) lying beyond the equivalent circular opening of radius a, can be
approximated for static conditions by:

df
a

= 1.34

σ max
− 0.57(± 0.05)
σc

(6.4a)2

or in terms of the failure radius rf:

rf

a

=

df
a

+ 1 = 1.34

σ max
+ 0.43
σc

(6.4b)

Note, these equations refer to the depth of failed rock outside
the equivalent circular opening. For flat excavation surfaces, the
thickness of baggage ∆ is about 20 % of the wall height h or
width of the back w (Section 6.6). Therefore, the equivalent
radius a for use in Figure 6.2a is equal to 0.71h (or w) (Eqn 6.1).
If baggage development and fracturing occur at the same
location around an opening, then the baggage thickness must be
added to the depth of failure to obtain the total thickness of failed
rock.
1

σc refers to the peak uniaxial strength of a laboratory sample of NX core, σcrm refers to the

unconfined strength of the rockmass.
2
σc may have to be calibrated by a study of breakouts under static and dynamic conditions rather than
taken from laboratory tests.
± always refers to ± one standard deviation.
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2

(a)

depth of failure
does not include baggage

1.8

rf / a

1.6

1.4

1.2

1

rf /a = 0.43 + 1.34 ( σ max / σ c )

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

σ max / σ c

Stress reduction factor SRF

(b) 1000

100

10

strainbursts expected

1

0.1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

σ max / σc

0.8

1

1.2

Figure 6.2 (a) Radius of failure zone rf based on case studies (b) Recommended stress reduction
factors according to Barton (1994)
(use 0.75 σc for strongly anisotropic insitu stresses at 5 ≤ σ1/σ3 ≤ 1)

Equation 6.4b is shown as a solid line Figure 6.2a. Because of the rather limited data at
rf/a > 1.6, Equation 6.4 should not be used to extrapolate much beyond this limit.
Furthermore, when deep-seated fracturing occurs, frictional strength components start to
dominate behaviour of the fractured zone and the approach described here is no longer
applicable because it tends to overestimate the depth of failure (see Chapter 7; case study).
Equation 6.4 is primarily intended for the design of near surface rock support.
Based on these analyses, the estimated thickness of failed rock lying outside the
circumscribed circle of radius a is summarized in Table 6.1 for static stress conditions.
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Table 6.1 Depth of failure and damage levels for openings in massive rock

σmax/σc
≤ 0.35
0.35 to 0.45
0.45 to 0.55
0.55 to 0.7
> 0.7

Description of
Thickness of failed rock rf Rock damage level *
fracturing
0 to 1
No or little damage
none or << ∆
2
Minor
≤∆
Moderate
3
∆ + (0 to 0.15)a
4 to 5
Moderate to Major
∆ + (0.15 to 0.5)a
Major
5
∆ + (>0.5)a
* Rock damage levels (RDL) according to Jesenak et al. (1993)

This table is consistent with the approach presented by Wiseman (1979) that was adopted
by the Chamber of Mines of South African Guide (1988) in the form of a rockwall condition
factor.
The results shown in Table 6.1 are also consistent with recent studies by Barton (1994),
who proposed that for support selection using the 1993-support chart presented in Appendix
6.A (Grimstad and Barton 1993), the effective rockmass quality index Q must be drastically
reduced if the stress levels exceed 0.4 to 0.5 σc, due to the effects of rock fracturing. For
highly stressed competent rock, they recommend the use of the stress reduction factors (SRF)
shown in Figure 6.2b. Barton (1994) further concludes that rockbursts are expected when the
stress level σmax/σc exceeds 0.65.
For jointed rockmasses with less brittle behaviour than massive rock, the depth of failure
can be estimated using numerical models with conventional Mohr–Coulomb or Hoek–Brown
failure criteria.
The consequences for support selection are discussed in Section 6.6.

6.2.2

Under self-initiated rockburst conditions (strainburst)

As previously discussed, brittle rocks may fail suddenly in an unstable manner if the loading
system is relatively soft (Jaeger and Cook 1969; Kaiser 1993). To reach such a point some
straining must accumulate due to a remote seismic event, a blast, mining-induced stress
changes, or due to a time-dependent weakening of the rock. However, unstable failure will
not begin until the post-peak range has been reached. Hence, openings that have stresses near
σmax/σc = 0.43 ± 0.1 are meta-stable (Figure 6.2a) and may become suddenly unstable if
sufficient inelastic strain accumulates. At this point, failure will rapidly propagate until a
new equilibrium is reached
Such openings are marginally stable and are prone to strainbursting, but the depth of
failure is rather limited. The maximum thickness of failed rock during a self-initiated
rockburst or strainburst should not exceed (∆ + 0.15a), unless geological structures are
involved allowing key blocks to fall or the rockmass to unravel after the strainburst. Hence,
the rock support against strainbursts must primarily stabilize the baggage ∆, which depends
on the opening shape (see Section 6.6). It follows from this rationale that, when strainbursts
are expected, the baggage should be minimized, e.g., by curved walls or drift faces.
A key question that arises is whether or not the baggage will be ejected at a high velocity.
Ejection velocities below 1.5 m/s can be easily handled by standard support but additional
support is required for higher velocities (up to 3 to 5 m/s). Support will generally not be
effective when ejection velocities exceed 5 m/s. Site specific experience must be collected to
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determine the anticipated ejection velocity. It can be shown (Chapter 7), that a block thrown
horizontally from shoulder height has a velocity [in m/s] of about 1.3 to 1.6-times the throw
distance [m] Hence, if there is clear evidence of ejection during a rockburst (>2 m throw), the
ejection velocities must have been in excess of 2 to 3 m/s. Under these conditions the kinetic
energy in the ejected rock must be assumed to be on the order of 10 (∆ + 0.15a) kJ/m2 (with ∆
and a in metres).3
Since only small displacements are required to initiate strainbursts, it may not be possible
to prevent rockburst initiation by rockmass reinforcement. Tough retaining elements, well
connected to strong holding elements, may be required. As illustrated by the impact tests on
mesh-reinforced shotcrete (Chapter 4), a relatively thin layer of mesh-reinforced shotcrete is
very effective in dissipating impact energy, and should be adequate to control strainburst
damage of minor to moderate severity. If the damage severity is moderate to major, yielding
bolts will be required to help dissipate the energy in the ejected rock.

Estimation of depth of failure from recorded source magnitude
By relating the volume of fractured rock to the seismic energy or source magnitude of the
strainburst it is possible to gain a rough idea of how much rock may have to be supported
during a strainburst. According to Obert and Duvall (1969), the seismic energy and thus the
source magnitude for strainbursts depends on the volume of fractured rock, rockmass
stiffness and the stress level in the wall of a tunnel. By application of the equations presented
by them and Equation 5.2d, Figure 6.3 provides a rough estimate of the anticipated volume of
failed rock in an isolated tunnel at four stress levels (σmax).
For example, to generate an event of Nuttli magnitude mN = 1.5, about 150 m3 of rock
would have to be fractured in an isolated tunnel at about 2000 m depth, in a uniform stress
field generating σmax = 100 MPa. If distributed uniformly over a 10 m length of tunnel, this
would represent rockburst damage of moderate severity. On the other hand, if the stresses
near a drift are magnified by non-uniform stresses and due to mining-induced stresses, e.g.,
σmax = 200 to 250 MPa, then 25 to 35 m3 of fractured rock would generate the same event
magnitude. Again, if the damage was uniformly distributed over a 10 m length, this would
cause rockburst damage of minor severity. However, localization of damage would be
expected under non-uniform stress conditions leading to localized damage of moderate to
major severity. Furthermore, a higher potential for rock ejection would be expected for such
a highly stressed rock.

3

if ∆ = 0.7 m and a = 2 m then Ek = 12 kJ/m2; mesh reinforced shotcrete panel would experience
minor to moderate damage and deform less than 100 mm whereas #6 gauge mesh would be expected to
bag to more than 0.5 m. If the rock is well reinforced, reducing the bulking factor to less than 3%, then
the wall displacement should be less than 30 mm and standard holding elements such as grouted rebars
and mechanical bolts should be able to stabilize the wall.
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Figure 6.3 Volume of failed rock for a circular tunnel in a uniform stress field
(after Obert and Duvall 1969) (rockmass shear modulus G = 20 GPa)

6.2.3

Under dynamic loading conditions

Remote seismic events, or large blasts, may add an increment of dynamic stress to the insitu
stresses and provide additional energy to the fracture process.
A shear wave causes a peak dynamic stress of (cs ρ ppvs) where cs is the propagation
speed of a shear wave, ρ is the density of the rock, and ppvs is the peak particle velocity of the
shear wave. This dynamic stress modifies the insitu state of
stress by ∆σ1d = cs ρ ppvs and ∆σ3d = -cs ρ ppvs. Note that
the principal stress difference is twice as large as the
dynamic stress increment, due to sign reversal. The
dynamic stresses can be very high near the source of a
seismic event, but can also be felt at relatively large
distances as illustrated by Figure 6.4a, using the scaling law
presented in Chapter 5. Since the ppvp of the p-wave is
normally much lower than the ppvs of the shear wave, only
the latter is considered here (Vasak and Kaiser 1995).
The dynamic stress alters the stress concentrations near
an underground opening. For a circular tunnel shape, the
maximum dynamic stress concentration is:

∆σd = n cs ρ ppvs

(6.5a)

where n is a factor that depends on the incidence angle of the dynamic wave:
n = 4 cos 2θ

(6.5b)
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where θ is the incident angle relative to σ1, therefore (- 4 < n < + 4). The maximum dynamic
stress increment is:

∆σdmax = ± 4 cs ρ ppvs

(6.5c)

This change in maximum stress concentration is illustrated in Figure 6.4b. Even for
relatively small seismic event magnitudes (1 < mN < 2), stress increases near the opening wall
of as much as 20 MPa can be anticipated. For large events (3 < mN < 4), stress pulses
exceeding 50 MPa may be encountered in the walls of drifts near the source.
For a shear wave arriving at an incident angle θ, the total (static plus dynamic) stress
concentration is:
(s+ d)
σ max
= 3σ 1 − σ 3 + ncsρppvs

(6.6)

and for a shear wave arriving from the most critical direction (θ = 45°), causing an increase in
σ1 and a decrease in σ3 by ∆σd, the maximum total (static plus dynamic) stress concentration
is:
(s+ d)
σ max
= 3σ 1 − σ 3 + 4cs ρppv s

(6.7)

By substituting σmax(s+d) for σmax in Equation 6.4, the maximum effect of a dynamic stress
wave on the depth of fractured rock can be obtained. This is illustrated in Figure 6.5 for one
particular case. For example, under static conditions at σmax/σc = 0.65, the failure zone radius
would be about 1.3a (point B), and under dynamic conditions at a ppv of 0.5 m/s, it would
extend to about 1.55a (point C). For a ppv of 1 m/s, the failure zone would extend to about
1.8a (point D). This approach can be used to generate site specific charts to estimate the
radius of failure.
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Figure 6.4 Anticipated levels of dynamic stress induced by a shear wave from a remote seismic
event under typical conditions (a* = 0.5; C* = 0.25): (a) change of insitu stress field due to
shear wave; (b) change in induced stress ∆σdmax near a circular opening

The dynamic stress change not only deepens the failure zone, but the reverse pulse also
reduces the maximum stress concentration and may cause tensile stresses, assisting the
unraveling process.
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Figure 6.5 Maximum radius of failure under dynamic loading conditions (n = 4)

For waves arriving from less critical orientations, the effect on the maximum stress is less
pronounced, as n is a function of the wave incident angle (Eqn 6.5). For design purposes, the
incidence angle cannot be predicted, and n = 4 must be used. However, when conducting
case studies or using numerical models, the incident angle is known and the effect of the
directionality of the wave can be assessed.
For example, at an incident angle of 23°, the magnification factor n is 2.8. A situation of
non-aligned dynamic and static principal stresses is illustrated by Figure 6.6. For
comparison, the depth of failure determined by Vasak and Kaiser (1995) using FLAC is also
shown, illustrating that Equation 6.5 provides a good approximation for the determination of
the depth of failure.
Consequently, Table 6.1 is also applicable for dynamic loading conditions as long as σmax
is replaced by σ dmax (from Eqn 6.5). However, for stress levels exceeding 0.4 to 0.5, some
rock fracturing must have occurred already, before the opening was dynamically stressed (A
to B in Figure 6.5b). Hence, only the deepening of the zone of fractured rock (B to C) will
pose an additional demand on the support, i.e., the difference between the line labeled "static"
and the line corresponding to the predicted ground motion (Figure 6.5: B to C or D) must be
determined. It is important to remember that this incremental deepening, when multiplied by
an appropriate bulking factor, will create load on the support and the pre-event conditions of
the support have to be assessed to establish the full demand on the support.
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of depth of failure predicted by Equation 6.6a with n = 2.8 and results
from FLAC analyses

In areas with multiple seismic events, a previous event may already have deepened the
fractured rock zone (e.g., to point C in Figure 6.5) and a future event of equal magnitude may
cause little deepening of the failure zone. It may however loosen the broken rock and pose
some additional displacement demand on the support by increasing the bulking factor. A
larger event will also deepen the failure zone (e.g., to point D in Figure 6.5). This deepening
can be estimated by determining the difference between the depths of failure for two different
magnitude events, e.g., the difference between the ppv = 0.5 and 1.0 m/s lines; points C to D
in Figure 6.5.

6.3

Bulking factor

The amount of bulking in the zone of failed rock is affected by the opening geometry, the
rockmass structure, and the effectiveness of the rock support. It is important to realize that
support components such as grouted rebar have a very beneficial effect in reducing the
overall bulking factor by suppressing inter-block dilation, even if the rebars eventually break
inside the rockmass.

6.3.1

Unconfined rockmass bulking in the floor

Floor heave often accompanies bulking type rockbursts that originate in the floor. Typically,
floor heave in the range of 0.2 to 0.5 m occurs in Canadian mines although in extreme cases,
much larger bulking can be observed.
In South Africa, complete drift closure due to floor heave has been encountered during
severe rockbursts. However, in Canadian mines, such conditions have not been observed.
Hedley (1992) reported floor heave of as much as 1.2 m in a Canadian drift. This would
roughly correspond to a bulking factor of about 100 % if the thickness of failed rock was
about one tunnel radius in depth.
From a historical review of many rockbursts at Lake Shore mine Hedley (pers. comm.
1995) noted that floor heave typically ranged between 0.05 and 0.6 m, corresponding to about
10 to 40 % bulking. In wide openings, floor heave seems to be less pronounced with bulking
of < 10 % (Quirke mine; Hedley, pers. comm. 1995).
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Hence, in Canadian mines, bulking in the floor is commonly observed on the order of 20
to 40 % of the fractured rock zone (if unconfined), typically leading to floor heave of 0.2 to
0.4 m. Consequently, we recommend a bulking factor BF of 30 ±5 % to estimate the
anticipated floor heave in small to medium sized drifts.
In bedded rock or with deep seated "onion-skinning", geometric factors such as buckling
may lead to greater effective bulking and thus larger floor heave.

6.3.2

Rockmass bulking in supported openings

Hepworth (1994) made observations in square drifts with various support types ranging from
rockbolts with mesh, to rebar with Split Set bolts, to shotcrete with or without bolts, to bolts,
mesh and lacing. From this data it appears that bulking could be restrained to 1.5 ± 0.5 %
with relatively stiff support elements that provide support load capacities on the order of
200 kN/m2 or more. When drifts were supported with yielding support elements (including
Split Set bolts) providing load capacities of 50 to 200 kN/m2 bulking on the order of 5 ±1 %
occurred. Even with minor support, bulking did not exceed 20 %.
Modest support significantly reduces the bulking factor and assists in controlling the wall
movement that the holding elements must survive. If the depth of fracturing is moderate,
relatively stiff support elements such as mechanical bolts should be adequate and able to
deform sufficiently. Additional stiffness and suppression of bulking can be obtained from
grouted rebar, although it is probable that the rebar will be broken at one or more points
within the rockmass. For severe fracturing, yielding holding elements will be required even
if relatively stiff rockmass reinforcing elements such as rebars are used to help limit the
bulking process.

6.3.3

Recommended rockmass bulking factors

Based on the available evidence, the bulking factors listed in Table 6.2 are recommended, and
have been used for support design against bulking in Mine Map Overlay (Chapter 9).
Table 6.2 Recommended rockmass bulking factors

Location and support
condition

Ave. load
capacity
[kN/m2]

Floor heave

0

Recommended
bulking factor BF

Severity of anticipated
damage

30 ± 5 %

minor to moderate

> 50 %

major

Walls and backs
Light standard bolting
and loose, light mesh

< 50

10 ± 3 %

minor to moderate

Yielding support

< 200

5±1%

minor to major

Strong support with
rockmass reinforcement

> 200

1.5 ± 0.5 %

minor to major
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Ejection of fractured rock

The intensity of the failure process is best described by the anticipated ejection velocity.
Chapter 7 shows that ejection velocities in excess of 3 to 5 m/s are basically
unsupportable because the maximum energy dissipation capacity of the best available support
system is about 50 kJ/m2 and ejected rock exceeding depths of 1.5 m will contain more than
50 kJ/m2. On the other hand, if the depth of failed rock is less than 1.5 m, then the energy
demand is small compared to the capacity of typical rockburst support systems when the
ejection velocities are less than about 1.5 m/s. Hence, the goal of this third step in the design
against bulking due to rock fracturing is to determine whether:
• no ejection is expected (i.e., ve < 1.5 m/s);
• support must withstand ejection (i.e., 1.5 m/s < ve < 5 m/s); or
• ejection velocities could be excessive (ve > 5 m/s) and support cannot prevent major
damage to the excavation.
If the excess strain energy or the released kinetic energy Ek is small because the loading
system is relatively stiff, the rock will fail in a stable manner and little excess energy needs to
be consumed by the support. The excess strain energy is the difference between the released
stored strain energy and the energy consumed in fracturing the rockmass (Figure 6.7). For
small excess energy, the ejection velocity will be small, but the support must be able to
survive the inelastic strains that accumulate suddenly (B to D in Figure 6.7) once the
instability point (B) is reached after the rockmass strength has been exceeded (A).

Stress or force

A

inelastic strain or displacement

B

excess strain
energy

postpeak
strength
loss

E
C
energy
consumed
in fracturing
rockmass

λ

D

k

B'
C'
Rockmass strain or displacement

Figure 6.7 Force–displacement or stress–strain behaviour of rockmass with post-peak slope λ
and loading system stiffness k (stored strain energy = area (BCC'B'); rockmass fracturing
energy = area (BECC'B'); released strain energy Ek = area (BECB))

If the excess energy is large, i.e., if the loading system is soft because the load cannot be
shed to stable rock nearby, some of the energy stored in the rock near the opening will be
released and the fractured rock will not only bulk, but may also be ejected. In addition to the
bulking deformations the support must then also dissipate the kinetic energy in the ejected
rock. Because excess kinetic energy needs to be dissipated by deforming the fractured rock
and the support system, an overshoot (C to D) is observed, but once point (D) is reached, the
overall system is again stable. Due to effects of interblock geometry, the inelastic straining
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from (B) to (D) may be associated with large dilation or rockmass bulking, particularly if the
rock is not well reinforced or is only lightly confined.
As discussed above, stable stress-induced fracturing occurs if E ≤ 0 or |λ| > |k| and
unstable fracturing occurs if Ek > 0. Unfortunately, the released strain energy Ek cannot be
determined in a reliable manner and thus there is no way to determine the resulting ejection
velocity with confidence (see Section 6.4).
However, it can be shown that unless the post-peak strength loss is very small (less than a
few percent), the excess energy will always be larger than practical energy capacities of rock
support (Esup ≤ 50 kJ/m2) as soon as the loading stiffness falls below the post-peak stiffness by
a small amount (< 1 % at 50 % post-peak strength loss). Hence, from a practical point of
view, the loading system stiffness must be kept higher than the post-peak rockmass stiffness
of the brittle rock if violent failure is to be prevented. This can best be achieved by reducing
the post-peak rockmass stiffness through artificially damaging the rockmass by destress
blasting, as the alternative of creating a very stiff mining environment is seldom practical.
In general, pillars in areas of high extraction are often located in fractured rock that
results in a low deformation modulus, relative to the unfractured rockmass. Thus, these
pillars are loaded by a soft mining system and are therefore prone to violent unstable
fracturing with ejection. Laminated rockmasses with surface parallel foliation or bedding
tend to be extremely brittle (|λ| large) and, hence, are also prone to violent failure. On the
other hand, single, remote openings in a homogeneous rockmass and uniform stress field are
situated in a stiff loading environment and are less prone to violent fracturing unless certain
special conditions exist. For instance, as illustrated by Kaiser (1993) for a circular tunnel in a
hydrostatic stress field, the ejection velocities could be very high if the energy released from
a failing rock annulus is focused (localized) and if the failing rock is very brittle (steep postpeak slope λ).
Because brittle rock will release large amounts of excess strain energy as soon as the
slope of post-peak load–displacement of the rockmass is steeper than the slope of the loading
system, there is a rapid transition from rock fracturing without ejection to very violent
fracturing with ejection.
In practice, the only means to assess whether rock ejection velocities are high is to collect
field evidence once bulking due to fracturing has been encountered. Guidance on how to
estimate the ejection velocity from damage records is given in Chapter 7.
If there are no clear signs of ejection, the rock support can be evaluated by ignoring the
kinetic energy and assuming ve < 1.5 m/s.
If there is any evidence of ejection, support should be designed to dissipate kinetic
energy, assuming ve = 3 m/s and a mass of broken rock of thickness (∆+df) (see Chapter 7).
However, once clear evidence of rock ejection is encountered, it must be realized that the
maximum practical support limit will be rapidly reached or exceeded and other means have to
be found to prevent violent rock ejection. Since in most situations it is not possible the
change the loading system stiffness k, at least not in the short-term, the only practical means
to achieve this is to render the rockmass less brittle by reducing |λ|. For example, by destress
blasting one can attempt to shift stresses away from the opening wall by weakening the
rockmass, or strong rock reinforcement may be applied to increase the confinement of the
rockmass near the wall.
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Support selection for bulking ground

In openings that experience bulking due to fracturing, the support is selected to achieve three
goals:
• reinforce the rock to suppress bulking even if the bolts may break at some depth;
• retain broken rock at the surface of the opening with tough retaining elements; and
• survive the deformation demand placed on the support by the bulking process.

6.5.1

Support to survive bulking deformation

In circumstances where most of the stored strain energy is consumed in the fracturing
process, it is only necessary to control the bulking. This can be achieved by the use of
retaining elements that are well connected to holding elements with sufficient displacement
capacity. In such cases, the anticipated wall displacement and the average strain over the
thickness of the fractured rock must be established to select a support type.
The average strain is equal to the bulking factor; εave = BF. Hence, it follows from Table
6.1:
• Light bolting and mesh is not appropriate when bulking due to rock fracturing is expected
because strains in the order of 10 ± 3 % cannot be tolerated by standard rockbolts.
• With yielding support, e.g., Split Set bolts and heavy mesh or shotcrete panels, 5 ± 1 %
average strain must be expected. This strain is too high for most non-yielding support
elements such as rebars and mechanical bolts and it must be assumed that they will break
within the rockmass. If non-yielding bolts are used in combination with yielding bolts to
enhance the static stability of the opening, they must be checked and possibly replaced
after a rockburst.
• With strong support providing rock reinforcement and an average support pressure in the
order of 200 kN/m2, the rockmass straining can be minimized to about 1.5 ± 0.5 %. Most
ductile steel products can tolerate such strains. However, strain localization or shearing
may still cause failure of some bolts inside the rockmass. Nevertheless, such support
systems are very effective in minimizing the bulking factor and thus reducing the overall
displacement demand on the support.
In summary, yielding elements may be required in bulking ground to survive the
rockmass straining but stiff and strong support elements should be used in combination with
these to minimize the degree of bulking. Tough retaining elements are essential to prevent
unraveling of broken rock between the bolts.
The wall displacement uw can be estimated by multiplying the thickness of failed rock
(∆+ df) by the bulking factor BF. Assuming that the maximum baggage is 21 % of the drift
height (Section 6.6), an estimate of the maximum wall displacement can be obtained from
Equation 6.4:

⎛
⎞
uwall
σ
= BF ⎜ 1.34 max − 0.27(±0.05)⎟
a
⎝
σc
⎠

(6.8)

where uw is the maximum displacement at the wall and a the radius of a circle circumscribed
around the opening (see also Section 6.6).
This relationship is graphically represented by Figure 6.8, providing a rough guide for
estimating the maximum wall deformation.
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Figure 6.8 Maximum expected wall deformation during rock bulking
(left abscissa normalized to opening size; right abscissa for 4.25 m square drift)

Figure 6.8 indicates that bolts and light mesh are not effective in controlling the bulking
process even at relatively low stress levels. Displacements exceeding 3 % of a will occur as
soon as σmax /σc exceeds 0.4 to 0.5, i.e., when moderate fracturing is expected (Table 6.1).
Hence, bolts and light mesh, the minimum support requirement for burst-prone ground,
provide little deformation control, even during minor rockmass bulking.
Furthermore, Figure 6.8 illustrates how reinforcing elements, installed in combination
with yielding bolts, are able to minimize the bulking process. Even if major fracturing is
encountered at σmax/σ > 0.65, a support system including rock reinforcements should be able
to control the displacement demand effectively.
In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that mesh-reinforced shotcrete (50 to 75 mm thick)
experiences only minor to moderate damage as long as the displacements between rockbolts
do not exceed about 100 mm. Hence, a support system including shotcrete without rock
reinforcement but with yielding bolts, e.g., Split Set bolts, should be adequate for moderate
fracturing (Table 6.1) but should be combined with rock reinforcing elements, e.g., rebar,
when used in conditions where major fracturing (Table 6.1) is anticipated.

6.5.2

Support to survive bulking and ejection

If the ejection velocity is not zero, there is an energy demand on the support in addition to the
displacement demand. Hence, the support needs to dissipate sufficient energy before the
displacement limit is reached. The anticipated ejection velocity can be determined as
outlined in Section 7.4 and the corresponding energy demand as described in Section 7.5.
The maximum practical support limit (MPSL) is quickly reached when high ejection
velocities occur (Kaiser 1993). Hence, if rock ejection occurs in addition to the bulking,
techniques must be found to minimize the ejection velocity. This can be achieved, for
example, by destress blasting combined with rock reinforcement to prevent focusing of the
energy release. Furthermore, tight rock support systems such as those containing meshreinforced shotcrete will promote internal energy dissipation.
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6.5.3

Support according to updated Q-system

Barton (1994) has updated the Tunnelling Quality Index (Q) charts for support of excavations
in highly stressed ground, by introducing new stress reduction factors (SRF) as described in
Section 6.2.1.
In Canadian hard rock mines with predominantly dry conditions, the modified rockmass
quality4 Q' can be used to select the most appropriate support provided SRF is close to unity
and little or no rockburst potential exists (Figure 6.9). Further reference material is given in
Appendix A.6. According to Barton (1994), the following general descriptions apply to the
four major support type groups shown in Figure 6.9:
• support group A: untensioned or grouted spot bolting5 ;
• support group B: wide pattern bolting (≥ 1.5 m spacing)6;
• support group C: wide pattern bolting (≥ 1.5 m spacing) with up to 75 mm of fibrereinforced shotcrete; and
• support group D: pattern bolting at 1 to 1.5 m spacing with at least 40 mm of fibrereinforced shotcrete.

Figure 6.9 Support design chart for excavations in dry ground and in favourable stress
conditions (SRF = 1; modified after Barton (1994))6

Economically unrealistic support systems for hard rock mining fall to the left of Q = 1.
At this boundary, wall movements exceeding 0.1 to 1 % of the opening radius must be
expected, leading to support damage in stiff systems such as continuous shotcrete arches.

4
5

Q' = Q without water and stress factors: Q' =

RQD

J
× r
Jn
Ja

Note: mesh is always required in burst-prone ground
The shotcrete thicknesses t are for bolted ground, Barton (1994) recommends use of fibre-reinforced
shotcrete for t > 50 mm; in range 40 to 50 mm he suggests that 40 to 100 mm of unreinforced shotcrete
could be used instead of fibre-reinforced shotcrete.
6
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Hence, support systems with yield capacity (e.g., shotcrete panels) should be used. This is
indicated in Figure 6.9 as support group E, labeled "Yielding support required".
Based on the stress reduction factors recommended by Barton (1994), modified design
charts for highly stressed ground are presented in Figure 6.10. Three cases are given,
representing (a) minor rockburst damage severity (SRF = 25), (b) moderate severity
(SRF = 100), and (c) major severity (SRF = 300). These charts have been prepared by
effectively shifting the Q'-axis to account for the anticipated degradation in the rock quality
that was present under static conditions, before the rockburst. To use the chart, enter with the
original (static) value of Q'.

(a)

Minor rockburst severity at SRF = 25
Poor

Equivalent dimension ED [m]

100

Fair

Good

Very
Good

Ext.
Good

Exc.
Good

C
D
10
E
Yielding support required

1

(b)

Shotcrete thickness
40 mm
50 mm
100 mm
125 mm

1

10

Q' (static)

100

1000

Moderate rockburst severity at SRF = 100
Poor

100
Equivalent dimension ED [m]

Example

Fair

Good

Very
Good

Ext.
Good

Exc.
Good

D

E

Yielding support

10

Example

1
1

10

Q' (static) 100
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Major rockburst severity at SRF = 300

(c)

Poor

100

Equivalent dimension ED [m]

6.27

Fair

Good

Very
Good

E

Yielding support required

10

Ext.
Good

Exc.
Good

D

Example

1

1

10

Q' (static) 100

1000

Figure 6.10 Modified support design charts modified from Barton (1994) for (a) minor, (b)
moderate and (c) major rockburst severity

In hard rock mines, Q' typically ranges from 4 to 400, and drift spans commonly range
from 2 to 5 m (ED from 1 to 5 for most drifts. For these ranges, non-yielding support can be
used when rockbursts of minor rockburst severity are expected (Figure 6.10a). For moderate
to major rockburst severity, support with some yield capacity is required (Figure 6.10b and
c).
The example shown in Figure 8.10 is for Q' = 65 and ED = 4.3 m. For this case, a bolted
shotcrete can be used to support the drift as long as minor rockburst damage severity is
expected, i.e., less than 0.25 m of fractured rock. For moderate rockburst severity, slightly
more shotcrete is recommended but it should be applied in such a manner that it can deform
without attracting much load, or some damage to the shotcrete must be tolerated. The
rockbolts will also have to accommodate the associated wall displacements and should have
moderate yield capacity. For conditions of major rockburst severity, standard bolts and
shotcrete alone are not sufficient (Figure 6.10c). Large wall displacements in excess of 1 %
(up to or exceeding 10 %) will have to be accommodated, demanding yielding bolts and
slotted shotcrete or shotcrete panels.
These charts are supported by the considerations of depth of failure and bulking
presented earlier and may be applied to conditions where minor to moderate rockburst
damage severity is anticipated. For major rockburst severity their use is not recommended as
the supporting data is rather limited.

6.6

Adaptation of approach to non-circular and multiple openings

For the approach presented in this chapter, it is necessary to determine the thickness of the
fractured rock, consisting of the baggage and the stress-induced fracturing beyond the
baggage, as well as the maximum stress near the opening wall. When an opening is very
wide (w > 2h), the procedures described earlier need to be modified, otherwise very
conservative results are obtained.
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6.6.1

Rectangular openings

For rectangular openings, the maximum depth of baggage ∆ can be determined assuming a
circular segment with subtended angle 2α:

∆ hor w =

h (or w) ⎛
sin α ⎞
1−
⎝
2sin α
tan α ⎠

(6.9a)

For α = 45˚ the deepest point of the baggage is:

∆ h or w =

h (or w)
( 2 − 1)
2

(6.9b)

or about 20 % of the height or width of the drift.
Note that the average depth of baggage is
approximately 14 % of the height or width of the
drift. The depth of failure df beyond the baggage can
be determined as described in Section 6.2 using an
equivalent opening radius a = h(or w)/ 2 .
To determine the maximum stress near a rectangular
excavation, the opening could be approximated by an
ellipse.
However, Obert and Duvall (1967)
demonstrated that this approach overestimates the maximum stress for wide openings and the
following equation provides more reasonable stress concentration factors:

σ max ⎜⎛ σ max ⎞⎟
⎛w ⎞
=
+
−1
σ1
⎝ σ 1 ⎠ circle ⎝ h ⎠

(6.10)

where w is the width and h the height of the opening; σ1 is perpendicular to the width. For
inclined stresses, numerical analyses may be required.
Equation 6.10 is recommended for use with Equation 6.4.

6.6.2 Rib pillars between multiple openings
According to Obert and Duvall (1967) the stress concentration in pillars between multiple
parallel drifts can be approximated by:

⎤
⎡⎛ w
⎞
⎛ wopening ⎞
σ max
opening
⎜
⎟
= 3+
− 1 + 0.09⎢
+ 1 − 1⎥
⎝ h
⎠
σv
w
⎠
⎣ ⎝ pillar
⎦
2

Accordingly, for the El Teniente mine case study presented in Chapter 9:
2
⎡⎛ 4.5
⎤
σ max
⎞
+ 1 − 1 = 3.06 to 3.03
= 3 + 0 + 0.09
⎢⎝ 15 (or 30) ⎠
⎥
σv
⎣
⎦
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The stress concentration in the walls of the rib pillars is only 1 to 2 % higher than for an
isolated tunnel, and the tunnels can be designed as if there was no interaction as long as there
is not deep-seated failure propagation.
This geometry is however not typical for situations with high extraction ratios where the
stress concentration can easily be double the vertical stress (e.g., 5.7 for a 5 by 10 m stope
with a 5 m rib pillar).

6.6.3

Room and pillar

Again based on Obert and Duvall (1967), the stress concentration in pillars in an area with an
extraction ratio Ra can be approximated by:

σ max ⎜⎛ 1 ⎞⎟
=
σ v ⎝ 1− Ra ⎠

(6.12)

for the El Teniente mine case study in Chapter 9:

σ max
=
σv

1
15 * 30 ⎞
⎛
1− 1−
⎝ 19.5 * 34.5 ⎠

= 1.5; with Ra = 0.33

demonstrating that the average stress inside the pillar is about 50 % higher than the vertical
stress. However, as calculated in the previous section, the stress concentration near the tunnel
wall is only slightly higher than the stress near a single, isolated tunnel of equal size.
For typical stope geometries with high extraction ratios, the stress concentration can
easily be double the vertical stress (e.g., 3 for a 5 by 10 m stope with a 5 m rib pillar).

6.7

Practical implications for post-pillar stopes

Post-pillars should be designed such that the entire pillar can fail as mining proceeds.
However, a post-pillar should fail in a stable manner since it is intended to provide
continuous support to the back of the stope. Hence, post-pillars should be supported to
survive the straining and deformations resulting from bulking due to rock fracturing. If the
bolts are 1.8 m long and BF = 5 ± 1% for light yielding support, 90 ± 20 mm of wall
movement or 5 % strain must be expected. These deformations must be accommodated by
the pillar support independent of whether failure occurs in a stable or unstable manner.
During failure of a post-pillar, the baggage (0.14h on average or 0.75 m of rock for h = 5
m) must be held in place and the deformation resulting from bulking of the pillar core must
be survived by the support. Alternatively, the pillar walls can be slightly curved to remove
the potential baggagebefore the pillar is supported. By removing some of the baggage, the
support will have to survive a significantly reduced energy demand if rock ejection occurs.
Whether failure is violent or ductile in nature depends on the ratio of the post-peak to the
loading system stiffness as discussed in Section 6.4. Because of the high extraction ratios
found in post-pillar mining areas, the loading system is generally relatively soft and hence
there is a high potential for post-pillars to fail violently unless geological structures or weak
ore provide the pillar with sufficient ductility. Whether violent, unstable failure actually will
happen cannot be predicted reliably, and post-pillar support may have to be designed to
survive the consequences of bulking due to fracturing with ejection resulting from the release
of stored strain energy.
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If a pillar burst occurs, the resulting damage severity would likely be moderate to major
for most practical pillar dimensions and would demand yielding bolts with a tough retaining
system. For example, mesh-reinforced or fibre-reinforced shotcrete panels (or Mineguard)
could be used to control the near-surface rockmass degradation process and yielding bolts
(e.g., Split Set bolts) could be installed to control the wall displacements. Alternatively,
strong mesh and short rebars or mechanical bolts to control the bulking process could be used
near the surface of the pillar to reinforce the pillar wall, and longer Split Set bolts could be
installed to accommodate the wall movements resulting from the deep-seated bulking
process.
In general, there is little evidence of large throw distances even near lightly supported
post-pillars. This suggests that support for moderate rockburst damage conditions is well
justified for post pillars. However, if there are signs of significant release of stored strain
energy (high ejection velocities), which are rarely anticipated in slender post-pillars, yielding
bolts with much higher load capacity and energy dissipation capacity (e.g., cone bolts) would
be required. Alternatively, some means of weakening the pillar, e.g., destressing may have to
be considered.

6.8

Case study I

An example of a rockburst in the first cut of a post-pillar stope, causing damage to a pillar
and a rockfall, is described in this case study.

6.8.1

Seismic activity

A seismic event with Nuttli magnitude of 2.4 to 2.5 occurred in a post-pillar stope 1300 m
below surface. The event was triggered by a blast and was the largest magnitude seismic
event ever recorded at the mine. The seismic event caused or was associated with the sudden
failure of a post-pillar, and with a large seismically-induced rockfall.
Figure 6.11a shows the stope outline and the blast location. Five events (131 to 137) are
believed to have been caused by different delays during the blast. These events occurred over
a period of 7 seconds. The rockburst damage was situated on either side of the blasted round
in Slot 8, within a distance of about 15 m from each other (Figure 6.11b).
The seismic monitoring system at the mine (a Queen's University portable system) gave
source locations of the blasts and the subsequent seismic activity as shown on Figure 6.11b.
Five and ten seconds after the blast, events 139 and 140 were recorded. After a quiet period
of over five minutes the largest seismic event of mN = 2.4 to 2.5 was recorded (event 146). It
was followed by nearly six minutes without seismic activity before event 147 was observed.
Events 148, 152, 154, 155 and 157 occurred 12 to 81 minutes after event 146.
The location of the seismic activity was at the outer edge of the seismic sensor array and
hence is not very accurate. The source locations for the five events caused by the blast lie
about 27 m NNW of the actual blast site. If all source locations near the stope are shifted by
this amount to the SSE, then the locations shown in Figure 6.11c are obtained.
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Figure 6.11 (a) Stope geometry with blast and source locations 131 to
138; and (b) stope geometry with damage and source locations
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Figure 6.11 (cont.) (c) stope geometry with shifted source locations

6.8.2

Geology and in situ stresses

A minor fault dipping at 20° to 40° was observed in the area of the rockburst damage (Slot 7).
This fault could be associated with the seismic event and the resulting rockburst damage, but
no clear evidence of fault slip was found underground. The trace of the fault was clearly
evident in the back where it intersected Slot 7. The strike of this fault would make it intersect
the post pillar that failed near the area of the blast (Figure 6.11c). Examination of the stope
back in Slot 8 showed no obvious evidence for the continuation of this fault. However, if the
fault did extend to the NE, the shifted source location of the large seismic event would fall
close to this fault.
The rock types in the vicinity of the rockbursts were felsic gneiss (σc = 318 MPa),
pyroxine hornfels (σc = 326 MPa) and massive sulphide veins (σc = 110 MPa). The sulphide
veins cut across the gneiss.
The far-field stresses were estimated to be:
σ1 = 56 MPa east to west
σ2 = 50 MPa north to south
σ3 = 33 MPa vertical
Based on the stope layout, the designed extraction ratio was about 75 %. Equation 6.11
predicts that the vertical stress in the pillar would be approaching four times the far-field
vertical stress or about 130 MPa.
The rock in the pillar was jointed and was composed of gneiss and sulphides. Before the
rockburst, the strength of the pillar must have been slightly higher than the average stress
acting on the pillar or about 140 MPa. Because the pillar was meta-stable, the corresponding
laboratory strength according to Equation 6.12 would likely have been σc = 280 to 320 MPa,
which suggest that the sulphide veins did not weaken the rockmass in this pillar.
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6.8.3

Sequence of events

Considering the seismic data, geology, and observed damage in the stope, there are two
possible explanations for the rockburst mechanism. Either the pillar failed due to the high
stresses on a brittle pillar, or the fault slipped.
In the former case, the pillar would have been the source leading to the self-destruction of the
post-pillar and causing the bulking due to fracturing of rock at the north end of the stope. The
radiated energy from the pillar burst would then have triggered the rockfall to the NE and the
loose ground to the SW. According to Obert and Duvall (1969), the available seismic energy
in the volume of broken rock (pillar volume of about 300 m3) is between 25 and 35 MJ and
the failure of the pillar should have registered as an event of Nuttli magnitude mN = 2 ± 0.3.
Alternatively, the sequence of seismic activity and rockburst damage could have been as
follows:
• Excavation of rock during the blast causes a stress redistribution and generates two
seismic events near the west end of the post pillar. These seismic events are associated
with damage to the post pillar.
• The blast round and the initial damage to the post pillar alter the stress distribution in the
fault leading to a large seismic event involving fault slip centred north of the stope. This
seismic event triggers a 400 to 500 tonne rockfall in Slot 8 and rock bulking due to
fracturing at the north end of the stope. Movement along this fault or seismic shaking
also loosens the rock in the back of Slot 7.
• Movement on the fault may have altered the stresses in the post pillar leading to
rockbursts (and smaller seismic events) around the pillar perimeter. The pillar was
essentially failed by this activity, displacing approximately 200 tonnes of rock.
In either case, the rockfall is located within 15 to 45 m from the seismic source.

6.8.4

Post-pillar rockburst

Peak particle velocity and dynamic stresses at the pillar
If the rockbursts in the pillar were triggered by a seismic event on the fault, then the ppv and
dynamic stresses at the pillar location can be estimated from the seismic source location
based on seismic monitoring system (1394N, 5515E, Elev. 2088), the shifted source location
(1370N, 5528E, Elev. 2088), and the coordinates of the pillar centre (1352N, 5510E, Elev.
2092).
The distance between the seismic source and the pillar is either 43 m or 26 m, depending
on which source location is used. The design value for the ppv at the pillar can be obtained
from Equation 5.12 with C = 0.25.
The dynamic field stress increment created by such a seismic event can be estimated from
Equation 6.4 or from Figure 6.4a. Assuming the remote seismic event generates a shear wave
traveling at cs = 3000 m/s through a rock (sulphide/gneiss combination) with a density of
3000 kg/m3, leads to a dynamic field stress increment of 2.5 to 4.5 MPa depending on the
chosen source location.
These dynamic stresses could be amplified several times in the pillar and near the
excavation walls, by a factor of four or more. Therefore, the maximum dynamic stress
increment in the pillar could approach or exceed 10 to 20 MPa. This is a substantial stress
change, about 10 % of the pre-event, static stress in the pillar. Therefore, it is not unexpected
that the pillar, which was heavily loaded prior to the blast in Slot 8, failed suddenly after the
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blast. Note that a small rockburst occurred a few days before the large rockburst at the
eastern end near the shoulder of the pillar giving warning of a highly loaded pillar.

Rockburst damage
The rockburst(s) resulted in the displacement of roughly 200 tonnes of rock from the pillar
and completely failed the pillar creating an hour-glass shaped pillar. The maximum depth of
displaced rock was about 1.5 m (Figure 6.12). Rock was displaced over the full height of the
pillar and in some areas rock also fell from the shoulder of the pillar. The average depth of
displaced rock was 1 m over a distance of 28 m around the perimeter of the pillar. The
displaced rock was found either lying at the base of the pillar or retained in bagged mesh.
This observation indicates that little or no ejection velocity was associated with the displaced
rock. The displaced material was blocky. The larger blocks were about 0.5 m thick and 1 m
long.

Figure 6.12 Section (perpendicular to A-A in Fig. 6.11c) through the damaged pillar

The pillar was supported with 1.8 m long mechanical rockbolts, 1.5 m long Split Set
bolts, and #6 gauge welded-wire mesh that were installed in the wall to about 2 m above the
floor. The combined bolting density was roughly 0.8 bolts/m2. The maximum depth of failed
rock was generally located at the bottom edge of the wall support. At this location, rock
unraveled from behind the mesh and fell to the floor. Around the pillar there were several
broken mechanical rockbolts and some mechanical rockbolts that had pulled out of rock.
Split Set bolts were also observed protruding from the damaged pillar walls.
Given that the average thickness of displaced rock was on average about 1 to 1.5 m and
assuming a 10 ± 3 % bulking factor (Table 6.2) for the lightly supported pillar, bulking
during the rockburst should have resulted in a wall displacement of 100 to 150 mm or more.
This is greater than the typical displacement capacity of mechanical rockbolts but is within
the displacement capacity of the Split Set bolts. The predicted wall displacements are
consistent with observations of rockbolt failures.
After the rockburst, at least 1 m of loose rock needed to be supported. Therefore, a
minimum support resistance of 30 kN/m2 would have been required to stabilize the wall after
the burst.
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Support recommendations
In post-pillars, which are expected to fail in the mining process, the function of the support is
to limit the depth of failure, to control the bulking of the failed rock, and to hold and retain
this fractured rock in place after the event. Because yielding pillars cannot be heavily
reinforced, as this would render them more brittle and thus more prone to unstable failure, the
critical support properties and recommended design values for the holding elements are:
• displacement capacity (> 150 mm),
• support resistance (> 50 kN/m2), and
• full areal coverage to prevent unraveling.
The support recommendation given here are applicable when the width to height ratio for
the post-pillars is greater than one. Rockburst are usually only a problem for the first few
cuts, since the pillar strength drops to residual values later in the mining sequence.
Split Set bolts should provide sufficient displacement capacity. With a design load
capacity of 75 kN (Table 2.4) and a 50% safety margin (SF = 1.5) under static conditions, a
50 kN/m2 support resistance implies that they would have to be installed at about 1 bolts/m2
or at a spacing of 1 m. To rely on this design capacity, the bolts must be at least 0.5 to 0.75 m
longer than the maximum depth of failure or at least 2 m long. If 1.5 m long bolts were to be
used, the design capacity must be reduced to the minimum of 50 kN per bolt and the spacing
reduced to about 0.8 m. If mechanical bolts are used, they should only be applied near the
shoulder of the pillar where the bulking is expected to be much reduced.
These holding elements must be combined with an effective retaining element. Weldedwire mesh (#6 gauge) with at least two squares of overlap and standard Split Set bolt plates
should be adequate as long as the mesh is installed tight. A thin layer of mesh-reinforced
shotcrete would add significant protection. Most importantly, the support system should be
installed down to the floor to retain the fractured rock during and after the failure of the pillar.
This recommended support system is basically similar to the support that was actually
installed in the pillar, except for two important differences:
• the actual support did not extend down to the floor, and
• the Split Set bolt spacing was too wide, particularly considering the bolt length of 1.5 m.
Had installation of the mesh and Split Set bolts been extended down to the floor, the volume
of displaced rock would have been greatly reduced. In addition, the use of a tougher
retaining element such as mesh-reinforced shotcrete would have helped to confine the pillar
and further reduce the extent of the displaced rock. With tighter bolting or with longer bolts,
the pillar could have been stabilized.

6.8.5

Rockfall due to seismic shaking

For background information on the analysis of rockfalls due to seismic shaking, the reader is
referred to Chapter 8.
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Rockburst damage
The large seismic event (or the sudden failure of the post pillar) triggered a 450 tonne rockfall
in Slot 8. The back near the rockfall was well jointed, with a number of nearly parallel joints
dipping at roughly 80°. The displaced material was blocky, with larger blocks being about
1 m long. The cavity formed by the rockfall had an arched profile with a maximum height of
roughly 2.5 m above the former back.
The back was supported with 3.6 m long Super Swellex bolts, 2.4 m long mechanical
rockbolts, and #6 gauge welded-wire mesh. The bolting density of the mechanical rockbolts
was about 0.6 to 0.7 bolts/m2. The bolting pattern for the Super Swellex bolts was originally
wider than a 2 m by 2 m pattern and the bolts were installed at about 60° to 70° to the back in
a northwest direction. The ground control engineer had requested that additional Super
Swellex bolts be installed to tighten the bolt density to about 0.25 bolts/m2. However, there is
no evidence that additional bolts had been installed before the rockfall occurred. Three intact
Super Swellex were observed protruding from the back at the site of the rockfall. The rock
had unraveled and fallen from around these three bolts without bending the bolts. The blocky
rockmass structure probably contributed to the rockfall by unraveling around the Super
Swellex bolts.

Peak particle velocity and dynamic acceleration at the rockfall
If the rockbursts in the pillar were triggered by the large seismic event, then the ppv and
dynamic accelerations at the rockfall can be estimated from the seismic source location
(Section 6.8.4.1) and the coordinates of the rockfall (1362N, 5513E, Elev. 2095).
The distance between the source and the rockfall is between 33 m and 15 m (depending
on the assumed source location) resulting in a design value of ppv at the rockfall location of
0.4 to 0.8 m/s (Eqn. 5.12; C* = 0.25).
The dynamic acceleration created by the seismic event can be estimated from Eqn. 8.1.
Assuming the remote seismic event generates a stress wave with a frequency of 25 Hz
(Kaiser 1993; Spottiswoode 1984), the ppa would be on the order of 60 to 120 m/s2 or 6 to 12
g. Therefore, the rock in the back of the stope must have been subjected to very high
accelerations, loosening the rock in the back of the stope and causing the rockfall.

Tensile load bearing capacity of the rockmass
Because much of the back of the stope is stable, it is possible to back-analyze the minimum
tensile load bearing capacity of the rockmass by assuming that the strength factor SF must
have been at least 1.0 where no failure occurred, and less than or equal to unity where failure
did occur.
The mass of fallen rock was about 450 tonnes, distributed over an 8 by 9 m area at an
average thickness of about 2 m. This volume of rock was held in the back by the combined
action of rockbolts and by the rock’s own inherent strength. The number of effective holding
elements is estimated to be three Super Swellex bolts (185 kN/bolt) and eight mechanical
bolts (100 kN/bolt). Three Super Swellex bolts and two mechanical bolts were observed
protruding from the void left by the rockfall and are assumed ineffective. Therefore,
assuming a unit strength factor during the dynamic load pulse (SF = 1), the rockmass’s
inherent load capacity (rock strength) can be calculated by force equilibrium:
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m(g + ppa) = ∑ Lbolts + A ⋅rockmasss strength

(6.13)

where m is mass of rockfall, Ls the load capacity of the bolts, and A the foot print area of the
rockfall.
The tensile load bearing capacity of the rockmass is found to be about 400 kPa or
400 kN/m2. It is very high compared to the holding capacity of support elements, e.g.,
equivalent to about 1.5 cablebolts/m2, and explains why most of the back is stable. Due to
this tensile load capacity of the rockmass, the trigger and survival limits are raised to values
beyond the predicted ground motions (Chapter 8). However, if this capacity is reduced or
lost, very strong bolts are required to resist the acceleration related forces and to stabilize a
potential rockfall mass on the order of 3000 to 5000 tonnes for the calculated accelerations.
These dynamic forces would require double cablebolts at 0.7 to 1.2 m spacing. Hence, it is
important to install support systems in the back of post-pillar stopes that do not allow
significant reduction the loss of tensile rockmass load bearing capacity. Bedding separation
or opening of surface parallel fractures or faults must be prevented by reinforcing the
rockmass.

Support recommendations
The primary functions of the support in the stope back are to reinforce the rock and to prevent
the failure of rock bridges that help to support the back. Secondary support functions are to
hold broken rock in place and, if large deformations lead to a complete loss of the rockmass's
load bearing capacity, to hold large volumes of rock. Because there is a large gap between
the support demands for the primary and the secondary functions, it is not economic to design
support to cover the most extreme support requirements, i.e., to assume that the rockmass has
no tensile load capacity in the entire back of the stope.
In general, stope backs need to be reinforced and supported with a support system that is
capable of providing about 50 to 100 kN/m2 of support resistance. The reinforcement should
be long enough to prevent sagging of the back (e.g., as determined from Voussoir arch
analyses) but at least one third of the stope span.
This support will, however, not be adequate to support areas with rockmass strength loss.
These areas must be identified by the ground control engineer based on careful mapping and
observations of roof deformation. In critical areas, the support length should be increased to
at least one half of the span and the support capacity must be drastically enhanced to prevent
rockburst damage. Holding elements providing at least an additional 450 kN/m2 would be
required. If Super Swellex bolts were used for this purpose, at least three Super Swellex bolts
per m2 would be require (i.e., at 0.6 m spacing). This is an extremely high support density,
but could be justified in areas where complete disintegration of the back is anticipated. The
economic consequences however will force the ground control engineer to search for more
economic means to maintain a stable stope, for example by controlling deformations and
preventing rockmass disintegration, or by excavating unstable rock.
This example illustrates that the support needs increase drastically when the deformations
and fracturing of the backs of stopes are not controlled during the mining process, leading to
a reduction in the tensile load bearing capacity of the rockmass. For this reason, cable bolting
is a practical alternative for the support of the backs of post-pillar stopes.
Most importantly, the demand on the support can be reduced significantly if the seismic
shaking can be eliminated, for example by artificially weakening post-pillars (i.e., by destress
blasting).
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6.9

Case study II

This case history presents an example of rockburst damage to drifts that were initially
excavated using destress blasting, and were damaged by previous rockbursts. Hence, this
example serves to illustrate an application of Sections 6.1 to 6.7 to the design of support for
drifts that have previously experienced bulking due to fracturing.
Eleven months prior to this case study, a mN = 2.8 seismic event caused rockburst damage
at multiple locations throughout the 2130 m level of the mine. The damaged areas were
eventually rehabilitated but were later damaged again by the seismic event described in this
case history.

6.9.1

Seismicity

A seismic event with a Nuttli magnitude mN = 2.9 occurred at a depth of 2120 m. This
seismic event caused rockburst damage on two levels in the mine as shown in Figure 6.13.
A crown pillar (2010 to 2130 level) and a VRM panel (2130 and 2190 level) were blasted
at the end of an afternoon shift. Following these blasts, seismic activity increased
substantially in the footwall area. A remote mN = 2.9 seismic event occurring after the blasts
is believed to have triggered several small rockbursts in various drifts on the 2130 m level, in
the vicinity of 4500 Tram drift. The seismic event also triggered small rockbursts at two
locations on the 2070 m level.
The seismic monitoring system at the mine produced source locations of the blasts and
the subsequent seismic activity (Figure 6.13) with events labeled 1 and 2 representing the
VRM and crown blasts, respectively. The blasts occurred within one minute of each other.
The source locations for the blasts do not correspond with any of the mining areas and hence
may have an error of about 50 m. Consequently, the source location error of the subsequent
seismic activity may be of the same order of magnitude.
Nearly three minutes after the blasts, a mN = 1 event (#3) occurred. It was followed by a
mN = 1.2 event (#4), almost 2 hours after the blast, and the largest seismic event (mN = 2.9;
#5) near the 2130 m level, 195 minutes after the production blasts. Ten seconds later, a mN =
1.3 seismic event occurred near footwall on 2040 m level. These events were followed by
seven smaller seismic events over a period of six hours with magnitudes ranging from 0.9 to
1.4.

6.9.2

Geology and stresses

The failed rock at the rockburst locations was footwall gabbro and metagabbro with quartzcarbonate filled vertical joints. No dominant geological structures were located near any of
the rockbursts. The unconfined compressive strength from NX cores of gabbro is on the
order of 240 MPa.
The far-field stresses in the vicinity of the 2130 level are estimated from O’Donnell
(1992) as: σ1 = 100 MPa East to West, σ2 = 79 MPa North to South, and σ3 = 62 MPa
vertical. These stresses will have been altered by mining activities above and below the level,
however they can be used to obtain a rough estimate of the approximate depth of failure
around the 4500 Tram drift. For drifts running North-South, the maximum stress at the drift
wall according to Section 6.2 is:
N /S
σ max
= 3σ 1 − σ 3 = 3(100) − 62 = 238MPa

in the back and floor of the drift, and for drifts running east-west:
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E /W
σ max
= 3(79) − 62 = 175MPa.

Given that the rock strength is roughly equal to the maximum stresses around the
North/South running drifts, Equation 6.4 predicts a maximum depth of failure of about df =
0.77 a or about 1.5 m in the back and floor. Little failure beyond the baggage is expected in
the wall as the predicted stress level (σmax/σc) is about 0.35. Hence, the estimated maximum
thickness of fractured rock including the baggage is about 1.5 m in the back, close to 2.0 m in
the floor and less than 0.5 m in the wall. Drifts running East/West are less stressed and
hence, should display less fractured rock (< 1m in back, < 1.3 m in floor, and about 0.5 m in
the wall). These calculations have, in general, been confirmed by observations underground
(Langille, pers. comm.).

6.9.3

Drift support

Most of the drifts on the 2130 m level had been reconditioned after the previous series of
rockbursts and were supported with 1.8 m long mechanical rockbolts, 2.4 m long resingrouted rebars, and #4 gauge welded-wire mesh. In some locations Split Set bolts were also
installed in the walls of the drifts and the 4500 Tram drift had also been shotcreted in the
back and walls.

6.9.4

Rockburst damage

The seismic events resulted in rockburst damage on two levels of the mine. A total of 12
tonnes of rock was found on the floor. The damage locations are shown by the shaded areas
in Figure 6.13 and described below.
A - 4520 Top Sill: approximately 1 to 2 tonnes of footwall gabbro was found on the floor.
The mesh was corroded and torn which allowed the rock to unravel. The rockmass in the
area contained minor sub-vertical joints.
B - 6140 Drift: approximately 0.25 tonnes of footwall gabbro were displaced and another 2
to 3 tonnes of rock was retained in the mesh. Two Split Sets were broken.
C - 6250 Drift: approximately 0.5 to 1 ton of footwall gabbro was displaced along the
lower corner of the south-east wall of this drift from 4610 top sill. Numerous small
shards were noticed along the floor and in several nearby sills.
D - 4500 Tram Drift: This drift sustained most of the rockburst damage. Near the
intersection with the 4750 Drift along the north-west wall, rockburst damage resulted in
the bulking of roughly 6 tonnes of rock. The fractured rock bulged the mesh and
shotcrete into the drift but the broken rock was retained by the mesh and shotcrete. An
old rockbolt was broken at the location of the bagged mesh and shotcrete (Photo 2.1b).
During rehabilitation of this area after the rockburst, the depth of failed rock was found to
be about 1.2 to 1.5 m.
E - Rockburst damage also resulted in the bulking of a 0.3 m thickness of rock over a 1 m
height above the floor along the south wall of 4500 Tram Drift from the intersection at
4750 Drift, north for 50 m to the corner. The floor of the drift was also damaged
resulting in track heave of up to 0.3 m. The small stations along the south wall showed
spalling at their intersections with the 4500 Tram Drift
Furthermore, about 1 to 2 tonnes of footwall gabbro were displaced along the lower
corner of both walls of the Vent Cross-Drift on the 2130 m level and about 1 tonne of gabbro
was displaced at the lower south-east corner at the intersection with 6250 Drift. Numerous
shards of rock and fracturing in the back were observed in the 4750 Drift but no substantial
displacement of rock was noted.
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Figure 6.13 (a) 2070 m level and (b) 2130 m level showing drifts and rockburst
damage locations plus source locations for two blasts
(1 and 2) and several seismic events (3 to 11)
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6.9.5

Peak particle velocities at rockburst locations

Assuming accurate source locations, the peak particle velocities at the 4500 Tram Drift can
be calculated with Equation 5.12 and are presented in Figure 6.14. The largest seismic event
may have caused ppv of 60 to 110 mm/s whereas the eight subsequent seismic events caused
further shaking with ppv = 20 to 50 mm/s. These peak particle velocities are relatively small
but each event causes a maximum dynamic stress increment of between 0.5 and 3 MPa near
the wall of these tunnels as illustrated by Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.14 Predicted ppv at rockburst damage location for various seismic sources assuming
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According to Equation 6.4, these stress increments, lead to a deepening of the depth of
failure by about 5 to 30 mm for each event (if the source locations are correct). The
accumulated deepening of the fracture zone for the nine events is on the order of 0.1 to
0.15 m. With a bulking factor of 5 to 10 % for the freshly fractured rock, this would lead to
incremental wall displacements of 10 to 15 mm. Such small deformations can be sustained
by most support elements, as long as they are not already loaded to their capacity. If
unsupported or only lightly supported, increased bagging of mesh and loosening of
previously fractured rock must be expected. Floor heave of about 0.1 to 0.2 m would also be
anticipated. These predictions correspond well with the actual observations of floor heave,
localized loading of support, and spalling near the floor. Furthermore, the shotcrete only
bulged where an old bolt failed, lending credibility to this analysis.
Hence, the support in the area must be able to tolerate incremental deformations of 10 to
20 mm for each sequence of seismic events and the associated incremental fracturing as
encountered during this rockburst.

6.9.6

Support recommendations

From this analysis, it follows that the sequence of ten seismic events deepened the fracture
zone by 0.1 to 0.2 m. If well supported, this fracturing creates little additional wall
deformations due to bulking (roughly 2 to 3 mm) but would gradually increase the load in the
support. If lightly supported, larger wall deformations would accumulate, loosening the
rockmass and leading to gravity loading of the support elements. This incremental deepening
of the failure zone and the associated displacements would gradually build up stress in stiff
support elements, which would then suppress further bulking, if the elements are strong
enough. Alternatively, the support elements may strain
or yield with each event if they are compliant. Based on
the incremental
wall displacements (per event) calculated above, roughly
10 to 20 seismic events of the given magnitude would be
required to load previously untensioned mechanical bolts
to failure, or more than 100 to 200 events would be
required to bring yielding support elements to failure.
The displacement demands from individual seismic
events are quite small and almost any well installed
support system listed in Table 2.5 should be able to
survive.If reconditioning is to be minimized then grouted
rebars or mechanical rockbolts should be used to control
the rockmass bulking. Thin layers of mesh reinforced
shotcrete should be able to retain the broken rock
because the energy demand is very small. However, the
shotcrete must extend down to the drift floor to prevent
unraveling of rock from underneath the shotcrete as
illustrated by Photo 6.6. Split Set bolts could also be
used but they would lead to greater wall displacements
and hence higher stresses in the shotcrete arch, unless
Photo 6.6 Shotcrete rendered useless they were used in combination with rebars or rockbolts.
due to unraveling of fractured
Minor floor heave must be expected, even with good
rock from behind the
wall and back support and the floor will have to be
shotcrete
reconditioned and leveled occasionally.
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Appendix - Updated Q-system

Figure 15 from Barton (1994): Original Q-system support category chart from Barton et al. (1974)

Figure 17 from Barton (1994): Updated Q-system support chart from Grimstad and Barton (1993)
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Table 5 from Barton (1994): Tunnel and cavern reinforcement recommendations from Q-system
(Barton et al. 1974)
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7.1

Introduction

A seismic stress wave reaching an underground
opening may accelerate blocks of rock to a velocity
equal to the peak particle velocity of the stress
wave. If the ground motion is sufficiently high and
seismic
wav
if the rock is inadequately supported, blocks of rock
may break away from the deeper, more intact and
confined rockmass and be ejected into the opening
(Wagner 1984; Roberts and Brummer 1988; Yi and
Kaiser 1993). Ejected rock may travel at velocities
in excess of 3 m/s. The margin figure shows,
conceptually, the rock ejection damage mechanism.
ejection of a rock by a seismic wave
Rock ejection is most likely to occur in rockmasses
that are highly jointed or fractured.
If rock ejection occurs, the blocks of ejected
rock will possess kinetic energy because they have mass and velocity. This kinetic energy in
the ejected rock is related to the energy transmitted from the seismic source. In a mining
environment with a low local mine stiffness, or in very brittle rock, the release of stored
energy associated with rock fracturing and bulking may combine with rock ejection to
generate very high ejection velocities up to or exceeding 10 m/s (Ortlepp 1993).
Furthermore, momentum transfer from large to smaller blocks may also generate high
ejection velocities.
The rock ejection damage mechanism is well documented in South African gold mines
(Wagner 1984). In Canadian mines, rockbursts causing rock ejection that are triggered by
remote, large magnitude seismic events are less common. When they do occur, the triggering
seismic activity is usually associated with late stage mining. When larger areas are mined
out, the stresses become altered over a sufficiently wide region and sufficient freedom of
movement is provided such that larger magnitude seismic events can be initiated.
The rock's ejection velocity is related to the magnitude of the seismic event and its
distance from the opening. The damage severity (mass ejected) depends on the thickness and
extent of loose or fractured rock. Hence, hazard assessment for this type of rockburst damage
involves determining the anticipated severity and ejection velocities at openings around the
seismic source.
Photo 7.1 shows the damage associated with rock that was ejected during a simulated
rockburst at the Bousquet mine. An explosive charge was used to simulate the effects of rock
ejection (see Chapter 4). Note that some rock was thrown completely across the drift. The
large piece of rock and shotcrete lying in the middle of the drift floor was ejected from a
location 1.5 to 2 m above the floor and traveled a horizontal distance of about 2 m. This
block had a measured ejection velocity of about 5 m/s.
The damage severity and the intensity of the failure process depend on the mass of rock
involved in the rockburst and the velocity at which the rock is ejected. Hence, energy is the
key design parameter for support design against rock ejection. When rock is ejected from the
backs of drifts it also possesses potential energy and thus the influence of gravity is
important.
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Photo 7.1 Ejected rock and shotcrete from an experiment simulating rock ejection
(E1 blast at Bousquet mine)

The support design rationale is to dissipate or absorb the rock's kinetic energy and
possibly its released potential energy. Support to absorb energy is however, only needed
where there are definite signs of rock ejection.

7.2

Recognizing rock ejection

Identifying rock ejection as a rockburst damage mechanism is an important step in analyzing
the damage potential and for design of appropriate support systems.
Past observations of rockburst damage often provide
the only source of information for an assessment of the
damage intensity, i.e., the ejection velocity. Hence,
ve
documentation of rockburst damage should include
descriptions of the type of rockburst damage mechanism
θ
(fracturing, ejection, or rockfall), the volume or mass of
rock that failed, and estimates of ejection velocities, if
h
relevant. In addition, the performance of existing ground
support should be noted. This information can then
provide the basis for estimating the nature of future
d
rockbursts under similar conditions. Careful examination
trajectory of rock thrown
of the Unusual Occurrence Reports prepared for the
during a rockburst
Ontario Ministry of Labour can also provide evidence
about the type and severity of the rockburst damage.
Rock ejection as a rockburst damage mechanism becomes evident underground when the
ejection velocities exceed about 3 m/s. At ejection velocities below 3 m/s, there is little or no
visual difference between damage caused by ejection or by rock bulking because the ejected
material does not travel very far.
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Measurements of the distance that rock is thrown as well as an estimate of the initial
height of the rock above the floor can be used to back-calculate the rock's ejection velocity
(Tannant et al. 1993). Based on ballistic trajectories illustrated by the margin figure, the
ejection velocity of a mass ve that travels a horizontal distance d and falls a vertical distance h,
is given by:

ve = d

g
2hcos θ + sin 2θ

(7.1)

2

where θ is the initial angle of motion measured upwards from the horizontal plane and g is
the gravitational acceleration.
Figure 7.1 shows the distance blocks of rock are thrown as a function of ejection
velocities for two different ejection heights and angles. According to this figure, rock thrown
horizontally from heights of 2 to 3 m has a velocity (in m/s) that is 1.3 to 1.6 times the throw
distance (in m). In practice, it is difficult to distinguish between rock that has been thrown
less than about 2 m from rock that has simply fallen from the side of a drift. This implies that
damage from rock ejected at velocities less than about 3 m/s looks similar to damage from
rock fracturing and bulking that leads to unraveling without rock ejection.

Ejection velocity [m/s]

5

4
h=2m

θ = 0°

3

h=3m

θ = 30°
h=3m

θ = 0°

2

1

0
0

1

2

3

4

Throw distance [m]
Figure 7.1 Ejection velocities as a function of throw distance,
drop height, and initial trajectory angle

When ejection velocities are less than 1.5 m/s, the kinetic energy in the rock is less than 3
kJ/m3 and does not dominate support design. Hence, the support design logic should follow
the steps outlined in Chapter 6 on rock fracturing and bulking. However, when the ejection
velocity exceeds 3 m/s (or Ek > 10 kJ/m2) energy considerations dominate the support design.
Hence, if rock ejection is clearly identifiable the support's primary role is to absorb energy
and the design rationale presented in this chapter should be followed.

7.3

Mass of ejected rock

Ejection of rock is more likely if the rock around the excavation is heavily damaged,
fractured or well jointed before the remote seismic event occurs. A zone of fractured rock
may be created by high stresses or by destress blasting.
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7.3.1

Highly stressed ground

Given that burst-prone ground is usually highly stressed, stress-induced fracturing around
excavations should be expected. The depth of the fractured rock around the opening depends
of the ratio of the induced stresses to the rock strength as discussed in Chapter 6. The
equations presented in Chapter 6 can be used to estimate the maximum thickness tmax of
fractured, and hence, potentially ejectable rock. This thickness and the shape of the highly
stressed region can be used to calculate the mass of rock potentially involved in rock ejection.
As one approximation, the shape of the ejected rock can be represented by a segment of a
parabola as shown in Figure 7.2. The radial distance to the maximum depth of failure rf can
be estimated from Equation 7.3. The lateral extent of the ejected rock (width of the
parabola), w is taken equal to the opening width for the back and height for the walls. The
area within the shaded region is given by:

w⎞
⎛
area = 23 (w or h) t max = 23 w ⎜ rf b − ⎟
⎝
2⎠

or

2
3

h⎞
⎛
h⎜ r fw − ⎟
⎝
2⎠

(7.2)

Note that a circular segment of radius a is used to approximate the zone of "baggage"
(Chapter 6). The radius of this circle is given by:

a=

w
2

or

h
2

(7.3)

It is assumed to span an arc of π/2 and touches the opening at two corners. An
equivalent, uniform rock thickness t over the width (or height) of the excavation can be
calculated from:

t=

area
w⎞
h⎞
⎛
⎛
= 23 t max = 23 ⎜ r fb − ⎟ or 23 ⎜ rfw − ⎟
⎝
⎠
⎝
(w or h)
2
2⎠

(7.4)

Figure 7.2 A parabolic zone of rock, previously fractured by high stresses, can be ejected into the
excavation by a rockburst from the back or the wall.
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By multiplying the rock thickness t by the rock density, the mass per unit length or the
mass per unit surface area that may be ejected into the opening can be calculated:

m = 23 ρ t max ⋅1 =
7.3.2

2
w
h⎞
⎛
ρ (rfb − ) or 23 ρ ⎜ rf w − ⎟
⎝
3
2
2⎠

(7.5)

Rock fractured by destress blasting

Destress blasting is sometimes used to excavate drifts in highly stressed rock (O'Donnell
1992). The main difference between excavations made with and without destressing is the
control over the timing of the fracturing. The eventual depth of the fractured rock around a
drift excavated with destress blasting is similar to the depth around a drift excavated without
destressing, but the block size and shape, and thus the degree of interlock differs.
The methods for estimating the mass of fractured and hence potentially ejected rock
described earlier for highly stressed rock can be also applied to drifts that are excavated with
destress blasts as long as the calculated depth exceeds the depth of the destress blasting.
Otherwise, the mass of potentially ejected rock should be established from field evidence.

7.3.3

Structurally controlled ground

Another approach to estimate the mass of ejected rock should be used when the rockmass is
heavily jointed or contains distinct planes of weakness. For example, blocky ground can
occur if the rockmass contains at least three joint sets. In this case the probable thickness of
rock ejected during the rockburst will depend on the block size and hence, the joint spacing,
plus the number of blocks ejected. Structural mapping techniques such as those described by
Priest and Hudson (1981) provide a method for estimating the block size. It is more difficult
to estimate the number of blocks that may be ejected. However, past observations of
rockburst damage should give a good indication of the ejection depths.
In laminated or bedded ground, the mass of ejectable rock can be very deep, but would
generally not be expected to exceed one half of the opening height. If the rockmass contains
wedges of rock defined by dominant structural features then computer programs such as
Unwedge (Hoek et al. 1995) can be applied to determine the size and mass of the larger
wedges that may be involved in rock ejection.

7.4

Ejection velocity

Because kinetic energy is proportional to velocity squared, the rock's ejection velocity is the
dominant factor controlling the kinetic energy in the ejected rock. As noted earlier, the
ejection velocity is related to the peak particle velocity. A common assumption is that the
rock ejection velocity is equal to the peak particle velocity (Wagner 1984; Roberts and
Brummer 1988). This assumption is based on the observation that the dominant wavelengths
from remote seismic events are typically much longer than the tunnel or drift dimensions and
that wave reflections are ignored. Yi and Kaiser (1993) confirmed these assumptions with a
theoretical evaluation of rock ejection from passing seismic waves and showed that ejection
velocities under typical mining and seismicity conditions (dominant frequencies less than
about 100 Hz) were less than, but close to the peak particle velocity.
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Yi and Kaiser (1993) also demonstrated that under special conditions the ejection
velocity could approach twice the peak particle velocity when wave reflections occur.
However, wave reflection is only possible when the wavelength of the stress wave is much
smaller than the opening size, implying a very high frequency (> 1 to 4 kHz). Furthermore,
ejection velocities greater than the peak particle velocity are only possible if the ejected
blocks are very small. As a practical consequence, rockburst damage resulting from rock
ejected at twice the peak particle velocity is unlikely and would only occur for very small
blocks in a drift located very close to the source of a seismic event.
For engineering purposes, when rock ejection damage is expected, the ejection velocity
may be conservatively set equal to the peak particle velocity at the opening. This assumption
ignores the beneficial effects arising from frictional resistance between ejected and stable
blocks. This is meaningful for flat walls but maybe too conservative for arched backs or
curved walls. Hence, an ejection velocity adjustment factor is introduced (e.g. Eqn 7.10) to
account for the influence of curved walls or backs.
The magnitude of the peak particle velocity depends on the intensity of the seismic event
and its distance from the opening as discussed in Chapters 2 and 5. The key steps in
assessing the ejection velocities for a particular area in a mine are:
• Examine the seismicity records at the mine to establish the spatial and temporal
distributions of seismic events;
• Choose a location of a design event;
• Select a design magnitude for the seismic event;
• Select appropriate scaling law parameters for predicting the peak particle velocity
(Equation 5.12) and hence, the ejection velocity.
Once the mass and the ejection velocity have been estimated, the kinetic energy contained
within the ejected rock can be determined.

7.5

Kinetic energy

The initial kinetic energy Ek of an ejected block of rock is given by:

Ek = 12 m v e2

(7.6)

where m is the mass of ejected rock and ve the ejection velocity.
Measurements of velocities of rock blocks thrown by nearby blasts have shown that
blocks achieve their maximum velocities after traveling only a few centimetres (Tannant et
al. 1993). Similarly, rocks ejected by passing seismic waves are assumed to reach their
ejection velocity almost instantaneously. However, as the blocks travel into the opening their
velocity and kinetic energy change under the influences of: frictional resistance between
blocks, gravity, and support resistance.
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7.5.1

Frictional losses

The most difficult factor to quantify is the kinetic energy lost to interblock friction. The
energy lost is a function of the friction force resisting the block's movement and the distance
that the block moves while in contact. The fiction forces, in turn, depend on the angle of
friction between the various faces of the sliding blocks and the normal forces or stresses
acting on these faces. Whereas it is possible to assume a reasonable value for the friction
angle, it is quite difficult to estimate the area of sliding surfaces that are involved and the
normal forces acting on these surfaces. Therefore, for design purposes friction losses are
often ignored, recognizing that this assumption may lead to conservative support design.
Again, in an empirical manner, the effects of friction can be assessed by introducing an
ejection velocity adjustment factor (n in Eqn 7.10).
Ignoring energy dissipation due to friction is well justified for high flat walls and when
joints or fractures parallel to the excavation surface lead to buckling or slabbing type failures.
It is less justified in arched or circular openings. Even though difficult to quantify, frictional
losses should be maximized by application of support elements that enhance interlock,
prevent loosening, and increase contact forces. In this manner, the stability of an excavation
can be enhanced significantly and often, except very extreme situations, the ejection mode
can be eliminated.
The importance of friction can be demonstrated by determining the energy required to
slide a block of rock under self-weight alone. For example, a 1 m3 cube of rock with a mass
of 2700 kg creates a contact force of 26.5 kN. Assuming the angle of friction at the base of
this block is 40°, the force required to overcome friction and slide the block is 22.2 kN and
the energy required to slide the block is simply the sliding force times the distance the block
moves. Therefore, it takes 2.2 kJ to slide the block 100 mm. By comparison, a mechanical
rockbolt can only absorb 2 to 4 kJ of energy before it fails.

7.5.2

Gravitational effects

The influence of gravity adds potential energy to rocks ejected from the back and reduces the
energy of a block ejected from the floor. Figure 7.3 shows how gravity alters the total energy
of an ejected block.
d
d
Ek + mgd
Ek
Ek - mgd

d

Figure 7.3 Influence of gravity on the ejected block's kinetic energy
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The total kinetic energy contained within an ejected block that has traveled a distance d
is:

Et = 12 m ve 2 + q mg d

(7.7)

where q = 1, 0, -1 for ejection from the back, wall, and floor respectively.
The influence of gravity, or more specifically potential energy, can be large, especially if
the ejected mass is large and it is displaced a large distance. Figure 7.6 shows how the
kinetic energy changes with displacement for blocks ejected from the back, wall, or floor.
For example, a block of rock with a mass of 4000 kg ejected from the back at 3 m/s (initial Ek
= 18 kJ) will gain kinetic energy at a rate of 39.2 kJ/m as it travels downward. After a free
fall of 300 mm the block's kinetic energy will have increased by 12 kJ or by 67%.
30

Kinetic energy [kJ/m 2]

25
from back

20

from walls

m = 4000 kg/m2
v = 3 m/s

from floor

15

m = 700 kg/m2
v = 6 m/s

10
5

m = 700 kg/m2
v = 3 m/s

0
0

50

100
150
200
Block displacement [mm]

250

300

Figure 7.4 Influence of gravity on an ejected block's kinetic energy

The lines plotted on Figure 7.4 apply to unsupported, frictionless blocks. Naturally, both
friction and the support system will dissipate the block's kinetic energy as it moves.
However, it is obvious that greater energy dissipation by the support will be required in the
back compared to the walls. Therefore, although the first role of the support system in the
back is to try to prevent triggering of rock ejection, the support in the back must
also minimize the thickness (mass) of ejected rock, and stop the ejection as soon as possible
to minimize the displaced distance. The use of strong reinforcing elements such as grouted
rebars increase the trigger limit and help to reduce the volume of rock ejected by increasing
the block interlock. A support system with a stiff initial loading response and a high yield
capacity will stop the ejection sooner than a soft system.
With respect to retaining elements, mesh-reinforced shotcrete should be much better than
mesh alone at supporting backs exposed to rock ejection damage mechanisms.
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7.5.3

Damage intensity based on kinetic energy

The damage intensity arising from rock ejection largely depends on the amount of kinetic
energy contained in the ejected rock per unit area of the excavation. Table 7.1 presents a
classification for damage intensity based on energy.
Table 7.1 Damage intensity based on kinetic energy

Kinetic energy
[kJ/m2]

Damage
intensity

<5
5 to 10
10 to 25
25 to 50
> 50

low
moderate
high
very high
extreme

The mass and ejection velocity can be combined to classify the consequences of
rockburst damage by ejection as shown in Table 7.2. The kinetic energies listed in this table
are based on the assumption that opening is unsupported or that the support system absorbs
less than 2 kJ/m2 (note that a support system consisting of mechanical rockbolts and #9-gauge
welded-wire mesh would absorb this amount before it fails).
Table 7.2 Kinetic energy [kJ/m2] and damage intensity as a function of mass and velocity

Mass
[kg/m2] *

< 1.5

< 700
< 2000

< 1 (low)
< 2 (low)

Ejection velocity [m/s]
<3
<5

<8

< 3 (low)
< 9 (moderate)
< 22 (high)
<9
< 25 (high)
>50 (extreme)
(moderate)
< 4000
< 5 (low)
< 18 (high)
< 50 (very high) >50 (extreme)
*
masses correspond to minor, moderate and major damage severity levels

A kinetic energy of 50 kJ/m2 marks the boundary between very high damage intensity
and extreme intensity. Rock ejection may lead to energy values greater than 50 kJ/m2 if the
velocity and mass are sufficiently large. However, in these situations extensive and
extremely severe damage to the excavation is expected and currently available, economically
feasible support systems for tunnels or drifts will not be sufficient to mitigate the damage.
The maximum practical support limit is reached at 50 kJ/m2 and other ways to reduce the
damage intensity must be found.
For rock ejection leading to less than roughly 50 kJ/m2, support has an important role to
play and the influence of the support system on the ejected rock's energy is the basis of the
support design as is discussed in the next section.
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7.6
7.6.1

Support design
Role of support

Support systems should be selected or designed to play specific roles relative to the nature
and severity of the anticipated rockburst damage. When designing support against rock
ejection as the probable damage mechanism, the first objective is to prevent triggering of
ejection. The trigger limit against rock ejection can be raised by the use of rock
reinforcement, such as grouted rebars, that increase the strength of the rockmass and reduce
the depth of fractured rock involved in ejection. However, as illustrated for rockfalls in
Chapter 8, the trigger limit is reached at relatively low ground motion levels and most support
systems have to be designed to absorb energy.
The amount of energy the support must absorb depends on the rockburst severity and
intensity (mass and velocity). The support system must also function to control the rock
displacements and to remain functional after the rockburst to hold and retain any broken rock.
During high damage intensity, the support system will be forced to undergo large
displacements as it absorbs the ejected rock's kinetic energy. Therefore, special holding
elements with high displacement capacity will be required and, the use of a tough energy
absorbing support system, such as mesh-reinforced shotcrete with Cone bolts, will be needed.
Yielding bolts help maintain the contact forces and frictional forces between blocks as they
slide and tough retaining elements, such as mesh-reinforced shotcrete, help prevent
unraveling of the rockmass.

7.6.2

Design criteria for support systems

Support design criteria have been established based on the ejected material's mass and
velocity or kinetic energy. Table 7.3 lists the recommended design values for load,
displacement, and energy absorption.
Table 7.3 Support system design criteria for rock ejection

Damage
intensity
low
moderate
high
very high

Load
[kN/m2]
70
100
100
150

Displacement
[mm]
75
100
250
>300

Energy
[kJ/m2]
5
10
25
50

The high load capacities listed in Table 7.3 are assumed to be sustained loads over the
full displacement range and are needed in order to achieve the desired energy absorption
capacity. The design values for the load capacity also reflect the need to provide adequate
support under static conditions (at least 50 kN/m2).
A support element's energy absorption capacity is intimately related to its displacement
capacity. The support system must have ductility and yieldability in order to perform work
and to absorb energy. The suggested displacement capacities are much higher than those
available from grouted rebars and mechanical rockbolts. Therefore, holding elements with
high displacement capacity are required whenever rock ejection with ve > 3 m/s is anticipated.
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The design values for energy absorption capacity (Table 7.3) equal those for energy
demand listed in Table 7.1. This may seem to imply a design factor of safety of one.
However, in reality the energy demand is reduced by frictional losses and hence, the actual
factor of safety is far in excess of unity. As noted in Section 7.5.1, support systems that
enhance the frictional resistance can greatly reduce the ultimate energy demand placed on the
holding and retaining elements.
For support design in the back, the energy requirements should be based on the total
energy demand at the design limit for displacements (Table 7.3).

7.6.3

Equations for design

The key to support design against rock ejection is to match the energy capacity of the support
system to the expected energy demand in the ejected rock.
Equation 7.7 provides the demand on the support. The objective of the support system is
to stop the motion of the ejected rock and hence, to bring the kinetic energy to zero.
Therefore, the work Ws done by the support must be equal to the demand given by Equation
7.7.
The load–displacement response of yielding holding elements can be assumed perfectly
plastic (see Chapter 4). As a first approximation the complete support system is assumed to
have a perfectly plastic load–displacement behaviour with a yield load equivalent to the load
capacity of the holding elements. Therefore, the work performed by the support system is:

Ws = Ls d

(7.8)

where Ls is the equivalent load capacity of the support system. The maximum energy that
can be absorbed by the support system is given by Equation 7.8 with d replaced by the
displacement capacity of the support system ds. By equating Equation 7.8 to 7.7, the
maximum allowable initial ejection velocity can be obtained from:

⎛L
ve = 2 ds ⎝ s − qg⎞⎠
m

(7.9)

Figure 7.5 shows the maximum initial ejection velocity that can be survived by support
systems with different displacement capacities. This figure shows that for a typical support
system capacity (100 kN/m2) and range of ejected masses (700 to 4000 kg/m2) the
displacement capacities must be between 15 and 150 mm before ejection velocities greater
than 2 m/s can be survived by the support system. This figure also shows the influence of
gravity on the tolerable ejection velocities. As the mass increases, gravitational effects
become more dominant.
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Figure 7.5 Maximum allowable ejection velocity as a function of support system's displacement
and load capacities and the mass of ejected rock

The maximum practical displacement capacity of holding elements is about 300 mm (see
Chapter 4). Figure 7.5 shows that the maximum allowable ejection velocities for a
displacement capacity of 300 mm, range from 3 to 10 m/s for ejected masses (damage
severity) of 700 to 4000 kg/m2 (minor to major). If the ejection velocity is related to the peak
particle velocity at the opening (Section 7.4), the peak particle velocity can be determined
from the scaling laws presented in Chapter 5 and the ejection velocity ve should not exceed 3
to 4 m/s (Spottiswoode and McGarr 1975). Therefore, when large masses are involved, the
300 mm displacement threshold can be exceeded.
If the ejection velocity is higher because stored strain energy around the opening is also
transferred to the ejected rock, then the ejection velocity can be much higher than ppv.
Consequently, we introduce an ejection velocity factor n such that:

ve = n ⋅ ppv

(7.10)

where n < 1 for low frequency waves and 1 < n < 4 for conditions with energy transfer.1

ve = n ppv =

n C *⋅10
R

⎛ m N +1 ⎞
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
⎝ 2 ⎠

=

⎛ ML +1.5 ⎞
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
2
⎝
⎠

n C *⋅10
R

(7.11)

where mN and ML are the Nuttli and Richter seismic magnitudes and the distance to the
seismic event R is in metres. The recommended design values for the parameter C* = 0.25
(Chapter 5).

1

Values of n > 1 is supported by only a few observations, such as Ortlepp's observations of ve ≥ 10
m/s.
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Equations 7.9 and 7.11 can be combined to determine the survival limits for various
support systems as a function of the expected seismicity, and the load Ls and displacement ds
capacities of the support system:
2

⎛ mN +1⎞ ⎞
⎛
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
m ⎜ nC *⋅10 2 ⎟
Ls ds = ⎜
⎟ + qmg ds
R
2⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠

(7.12)

Equation 7.12 shows that the support survival limits depend on the mass of the ejected
rock, the magnitude of the seismic event and its distance from the opening, and whether
gravity plays a role (i.e., whether support is designed for the back, the wall, or the floor). For
a given support system's load and displacement capacities, the closest distance to a seismic
event that the support system will survive can be determined from:

R=

nC * ⋅10

⎛ m N +1 ⎞
⎜⎜ 2 ⎟⎟
⎝
⎠

(7.13)

⎛L
⎞
2d s ⎜ s − q g ⎟
⎝m
⎠

Equation 7.13 defines support system survival limits. These are plotted on Figure 7.6 for
an assumed support resistance of 100 kN/m2. Each line shown on Figure 7.6 corresponds to a
fixed energy absorption capacity of the support system (5, 10, and 20 kJ/m2 for displacement
capacities of 50, 100, and 200 mm respectively). The survival distance to a seismic event for
a given support system depends on the mass of rock ejected. A support system can survive
closer to a seismic event if the mass of ejected rock decreases. For Canadian conditions, rock
ejection should be expected only very close to the source and can be controlled with support
systems that have a displacement capacity of 100 to 200 mm if there is no magnification of
the ejection velocity (n ≤ 1).
5

4.5

Nuttli magnitude

700 kg/m 2

4000 kg/m 2

4

3.5

C* = 0.25, n = 1, q =1
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2

Richter magnitude

near-field

1.5

load capacity 100 kN/m 2
1
10
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0.5
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Distance R [m]
Figure 7.6 Influence of displacement capacity and ejected mass on the survival limits of a
support system with a load capacity of 100 kN/m2 (ejection from the back)
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The shaded regions at the upper left corner of Figure 7.6 indicate where near-field
seismic wave propagation effects become dominant and where the expected ppv and hence
ejection velocity become less reliable. Until more field data becomes available it is suggested
that n > 1 be used to estimate survival limits in this region.

7.6.4

Maximum practical support limit

The data presented in Chapter 4 suggests that even the best support systems based on optimal
combinations of holding/reinforcing and tough retaining elements will be limited to energy
absorption capacities of roughly 50 kJ/m2. In some situations, rockbursts may be so severe
that they generate violent ejection of rock despite any reasonable support system (i.e.,
exceeding 50 kJ/m2). In these cases the maximum practical support limit (MPSL) is reached
and a combination of strategic mine-design measures such as modified excavation geometry,
sequencing, and large-scale effective destressing must be adopted to alter the conditions
leading to rockbursts. The support alone will not be sufficient to maintain the integrity of the
opening.
With current technology, and taking support costs in Canada into consideration, a support
with addition of wire rope lacing) provides the maximum practical energy dissipation
capacity. The addition of lacing does not significantly increase the support capacity, but it
improves the coherence of the support system at very large wall displacements.
The maximum practical support limits can be plotted on a magnitude versus distance plot.
The maximum practical load and displacement capacities of drift support systems are listed in
Table 7.3 and are 150 kN/m2 and >300 mm respectively. These values translate into a
maximum practical energy absorption capacity of about 50 kJ/m2. Figure 7.7 shows the
maximum practical support limits for ejected masses of 700, 2000, and 4000 kg/m2
corresponding to the general classifications of damage severity (minor, moderate, and major).
This figure gives guidance as to when the MPSL is exceeded for various combinations of
seismic magnitude, distance, and ejected masses. Note that at close distances to the larger
seismic events, the maximum practical support limits lie partially within the shaded region
indicating a high degree of uncertainty in the ppv determined from the scaling law.
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Figure 7.7 Maximum practical support limits as a function of the expected mass of ejected rock
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Figure 7.7 shows that a drift supported with a well-designed, high energy absorbing
support system is expected to survive rockburst damage by block ejection very close to
relatively large seismic events, as long as there is little velocity magnification (n ≤ 1). Note
however, damage to the drift may arise from other rockburst damage mechanisms (see
Chapters 6 and 8).

7.7

Suggested support systems

Support selection for rockburst conditions is based on the load–displacement characteristics
of the support system and the expected nature and severity of rockmass failure. By
combining different holding, reinforcing and retaining elements, support systems can be
designed for various rockburst conditions. In all cases, the integrity of the support system
must be ensured by providing good areal coverage and by using strong connections between
the various elements in the support system. Table 7.4 relates the anticipated damage intensity
in terms of kinetic energy (Table 7.3) to suggested support systems.
Table 7.4 Support systems for rock ejection

Damage
intensity
low
moderate

Examples of suggested support systems *
mechanical rockbolts or rebars and mesh (and
shotcrete)
mechanical rockbolts and Split Sets and mesh and
shotcrete

high

yielding bolts and rebars and mesh-reinforced
shotcrete panels

very high

dense pattern of yielding bolts with rebars and
mesh-reinforced shotcrete panels and lacing
*
items in brackets are beneficial but optional

Additional support should be used for permanent openings and for openings with large
spans. Cable bolts should be added to the support systems for large spans but debonding may
be needed under moderate to very high rockburst energy conditions. In Table 7.4, a standard
bolting pattern is assumed to provide 0.7 to 1 bolt per m2. The bolting patterns are
overlapped if more than one bolt type is installed. A dense bolting pattern results in about 2
bolts/m2.
For low energy demand (< 5 kJ/m2), the support system is designed to simply retain and
hold the rock that is ejected. A standard support system of mechanical rockbolts and mesh
can be enhanced by the addition rebars to raise the trigger limit for damage. In addition, the
retaining element should be made from a heavier gauge welded-wire mesh (#6 or #4). The
support system should have sufficient capacity to absorb the rock's kinetic energy even
though some of the holding or reinforcing elements may fail.
As the energy demand increases to moderate (< 10 kJ/m2), a standard support system
needs to be modified by adding modest ductility and energy absorption in the holding
elements. This can be achieved by the use of Split Set bolts. The addition of shotcrete to the
mesh will significantly improve the support system's ability to absorb energy and to retain
ejectable rock.
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Under conditions of high energy demand (< 25 kJ/m2), the support system must be
improved by adding even greater toughness and energy absorption capacity. Higher bolting
density and greater yieldability in the holding elements help to improved the energy
absorption. The use of mesh-reinforced shotcrete is highly recommended. Although the
presence of grouted rebar or mechanical rockbolts may have beneficial effects before a
rockburst occurs, these stiff holding elements contribute little to the energy absorption and
are ignored in the system design.2 Yielding rockbolts must be used. A combination of two
types of yielding elements such as Cone bolts plus Split Set or yielding Swellex bolts may
provide better support than a denser pattern of just one bolt type.
When very high energy demand is expected (25 to 50 kJ/m2), the best support systems are
needed and even these are likely to be extensively damaged. The displacement capacity of
the holding elements must be greatly enhanced and the support system must possess the
ability to absorb more than 30 kJ/m2 of energy. The use of yielding bolts of high load
capacity such as Cone bolts or yielding super Swellex is recommended. Yielding bolts
combined with mesh-reinforced shotcrete enable the support system to remain functional
under severe conditions. The energy absorption capacity is comparable to the value of 50
kJ/m2 that has been recommended by Jager (1992) for severe South African rockburst
conditions. In practice, special attention must be given to support connections as the failure
of weak link in the system could lead to a progressive collapse mechanism. Furthermore,
mesh over shotcrete is recommended (possibly with lacing) at this highest level because
injury could occur from spalling shotcrete.
When conditions lead to rock ejection involving over 40 kJ/m2 then the addition of wire
rope lacing to the support system will be needed to distribute the forces to a wider area of
support and thereby increase the system's toughness and integrity at large differential
deformations.

7.7.1

Results from impact tests

The results from a series of impact tests on bolted shotcrete panels were presented in Chapter
4. The use of a falling weight to dynamically load support closely approximates the loading
caused by rock ejection. Therefore, these test results are useful for the design of support
against rock ejection.
Results from the impact tests were used to verify the energy absorption capacity of meshreinforced shotcrete and to establish the maximum practical support limit for a support
system constructed from yielding bolts and mesh-reinforced shotcrete (Figure 4.15).

7.7.2

Survival limits

The survival limits in terms of seismic magnitude and distance for various holding elements
can be calculated using Equation 7.13. The values of Lu and du listed in Table 4.2 are used in
place of Ls and ds. Figure 7.8 shows the survival limits for various holding elements
assuming a bolting density of 1 bolt/m2 and a mass of 4000 kg/m2 ejected from the back.

2

Rebars should however not be eliminated as they help to minimize the depth of the ejected rock and
help prevent rockmass disintegration even when broken at some depth or at the plate.
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C* = 0.25, n = 1, q = 1
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bolt density = 1 bolt/m
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Figure 7.8 Survival limits for various holding elements

Figure 7.8 shows that the selection of yielding holding elements, such as Cone bolts,
increases the survival limit by one Nuttli magnitude at any given distance over the
performance of stiff non-yielding elements, such as grouted rebars. In terms of distance,
yielding support will survive about one half of a log-cycle in distance closer to a seismic
event compared to non-yielding support.
When holding elements are combined with retaining elements and the bolting density is
increased the energy absorption capacity of the support system as a whole can increase
significantly. For example, a Cone bolt alone can absorb 10 to 25 kJ of energy (Table 4.2),
but when combined with mesh-reinforced shotcrete and installed at a high density, the
support system as a whole should be able to absorb up to 50 kJ/m2. Hence, the addition of a
tough retaining element further raises the survival limit by about one half of a Nuttli
magnitude.
The overall support system's load and displacement capacities (or energy absorption
capacity) determine the survival limit of the complete support system. The maximum
practical support limit shown in Figure 7.7 is based on a system of Cone bolts and meshreinforced shotcrete with an estimated energy absorption capacity of 50 kJ/m2. The support
limits of all other support systems will have energy absorption capacities less than 50 kJ/m2
and hence their survival limits will fall to the right of the lines plots on Figure 7.7.
By combining energy values from Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 for holding and retaining
elements the energy absorption capacity of systems can be estimated, and by application the
Equation 7.13 the system survival limits can be determined.
In summary, by moving from a standard to the best possible support system, a drift at a
given distance has its survival limit increased by about 1.5 Nuttli magnitude. If more severe
conditions are anticipated, support alone cannot eliminate damage as the MPSL is reached.
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7.8

Seismic design of SNO cavern - A case study

The following case history reviews the seismic design approach adopted for the Sudbury
Neutrino Observatory (Oliver 1992). The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) is located
in a large cavern excavated at INCO's Creighton mine. The cavern is roughly barrel shaped
with a height of 30 m and a diameter of 20 m and is nearly 2100 m below surface. This
cavern was designed to withstand the dynamic effects generated by mining-induced seismic
events. Because the SNO cavern is a sensitive scientific structure, conservative assumptions
were made regarding the choice of seismic design parameters. The design event magnitude
was chosen at mN = 4.5 and assumed to be located at 300 m from the cavern, the closest point
of mining. A value for the peak particle velocity of 400 mm/s was selected for design
purposes.
The significance of a seismic event with a magnitude of mN = 4.5 can be assessed by
examining the history of recorded seismic data at the mine using the Gutenberg–Richter
frequency–magnitude relationship introduced in Chapter 5.
Based on data collected at Creighton mine between 1984 and 1991, a = 2.95 and b = 0.97
(Table 5.2) and one event every 8.5 years for a mN = 4.0 or one event every 26 years for a mN
= 4.5 event would be expected. The largest event ever recorded at Creighton mine was mN =
4.0. Therefore, the design event intensity was based on a relatively infrequent but large
seismic event.
The peak particle velocity used by Oliver (1992) was selected without the benefit of the
scaling laws or more specifically, the values of C* and the confidence intervals present in
Chapter 5 (Eqn 5.12e). Accordingly,

log Rv = 0.5 (m N + (1 ± 0.15) + log C

*

)

(7.14)

Figure 7.9 presents a plot of the peak particle velocity versus the scaling law parameter
C* with the confidence associated to the peak particle velocities assuming a source with a
stress drop in the order of 2.5 MPa. This figure shows that ppv = 400 mm/s is associated with
a C* value of 0.215 and a confidence of about 80% (Figure 5.9). Given that the design
seismic event (mN = 4.5 at 300 m) is already a worst-case scenario, Oliver (1992) was able to
make a reasonable estimate of the design value of peak particle velocity. Note that the
average or expected value of peak particle velocity at the cavern resulting from the design
seismic event is given by the 50% confidence level and is about four times smaller than the
design value of ppv at about 100 to 140 mm/s.
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Figure 7.9 Design values of peak particle velocity
for a mN = 4.5 seismic event at a distance of 300 m.

Numerical modelling indicated that the maximum potential thickness of fractured rock in
the roof of the cavern would be 4.3 m (Oliver 1992).3 Extensometer installed in the roof of
the cavern showed joints opening to a depth of about 4 to 5 m (Castro 1995). The mass of
fractured, ejectable rock is equivalent to a mass of about 12000 kg/m2.
The support design approach originally presented by Wagner (1984) and reiterated in this
chapter was used by Oliver (1992) as the basis for selecting 7.6 m long, 15 mm diameter
cable bolts for the roof. The cables were debonded to provide extra stretch over the interval
from 2.1 to 4.5 m from the hole collar. Two cables were grouted into each borehole. The
boreholes are spaced so that each hole covers an area of 1.16 m2. On the cavern walls the
borehole spacing was increased because of the reduced gravitational component.
Based on the values listed in Table 4.2 (see also Hutchinson and Diederichs 1995), the
design load capacity of the twin cables is assumed to be 400 kN. Because these cables are
partially debonded their design displacement capacity is taken as 30 mm. Together, the load
and displacement capacities give a design displacement absorption capacity of 12 kJ per 1.16
m2 or 10.2 kJ/m2.
In addition to the cable bolts, the back was supported with 2.4 m long resin-grouted
rebars and #6 gauge welded-wire mesh. In the cavern walls galvanized Split Set bolts were
used to install the mesh and then the walls were bolted with 2.4 m long resin grouted rebars.
However, for support design against rock ejection, the rebars and Split Sets are ignored
because the depth of potential ejection is greater than the length of these support elements.
The cavern was heavily shotcreted and sealed with Mineguard™. These components were
also ignored as they were intended to provide an exceptionally high safety margin.

3

To arrive at the same failure depth using the approach presented in Chapter 6, σc = 275 MPa would
have to be used. Oliver (1992) designed on a reduced value of σc = 155 MPa. Laboratory tests by
GRC provided σc = 220 MPa. Hence, the assumed depth of failure may be underestimated.
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The survival limit for the cable bolts is plotted on Figure 7.10. This figure also shows the
design seismic event. Clearly the design event falls under the survival limit indicating
adequate design against rock ejection. Furthermore, the survival limit and the design event
lie outside the shaded region giving confidence in the design assumptions.
5

4.5

design event

4

3

3.5

twin cable bolt
survival limit

2.5
C* = 0.215, n = 1, q =1
Load capacity 340 kN/m 2

2

Energy capacity 10.2 kJ/m

Richter magnitude

Nuttli magnitude

near-field

1.5

2

Displacement capacity 30 mm
1
10

100

0.5
1000

Distance R [m]
Figure 7.10 Comparison of the design seismic event with
the survival limits of the twin cable bolts

The support system's energy absorption capacity (10 kJ/m2) can be compared to the
energy demand arising from the potential ejection of a 4.3 m thickness of rock at 400 mm/s
from the back of the SNO cavern. Figure 7.11 shows the mobilized energy absorption
capacity and energy demand as a function of the ejected rock's travel distance. The cable
bolts absorb increasingly more energy as they are deformed but are limited to an ultimate
displacement of 30 mm. The ejected rock initially has a kinetic energy of 1 kJ/m2 but the
energy demand increases as the block travels downward. This figure shows that the ejected
rock would come to rest (energy equilibrium) after a travel distance of about 5 mm. A
displacement of 5 mm can cause minor cracking in shotcrete. If this was undesirable, then
the equilibrium point in Figure 7.11 could be shifted to the left by using support with higher
energy absorption capacity.
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Figure 7.11 Mobilized energy capacity versus energy demand for rock ejected from the back
(m = 12000 kg, ve = 0.4 m/s)

Support design for the walls could be performed using the same approach. The wider
cable bolt spacing in the walls reduces the support energy capacity slightly. More
significantly, elimination of the gravity effects prevents the energy demand from increasing
with distance and hence energy equilibrium will be achieved even earlier. Furthermore, due
to the reduced curvature in the walls, the shotcrete's displacement tolerance is higher and
thus, the walls are less critical.
This analysis shows that the cable bolts are more than adequate to stop potentially ejected
rock, but the wall displacements may be sufficient to cause cracking of the shotcrete.
After the rockburst, the cables must also have sufficient load capacity to hold the deadweight of rock. The load capacity of 340 kN/m2 is greater than the deadweight of 4.3 m of
rock (114 kN/m2) thus; the static support requirements are also satisfied.
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8.1

Introduction

Rockfalls occur when the strength factor or factor of safety
is less than unity. This may occur under static conditions if
the geometry of an opening is changed to an unfavorable
size, shape or orientation relative to weak rock structures, if
the support capacity is reduced (e.g., by corrosion) or the
support has become ineffective because of unraveling of
broken rock between the holding elements, or if the load
capacity of the rockmass is lost because of rockmass
fracturing by mining-induced stresses. Rockfalls may also
occur under dynamic conditions, if a potentially unstable
mass of rock is accelerated by a remote seismic event. This
chapter deals exclusively with the latter cause, i.e., rockfalls-induced by seismic shaking.
A seismically-induced rockfall is a fall of ground that is triggered by a remote seismic
event but the energy actually causing most of the damage is primarily derived from gravity,
and not from the energy transmitted from the distant seismic event. The low frequency
component of a stress wave from the seismic source1 can accelerate and displace relatively
large volumes of rock. If the forces due to this acceleration exceed the strength capacity of
the rockmass and its support, a rockfall is triggered. If the falling rock also exceeds the
energy dissipation capacity of the support, total collapse will occur.

Photo 8.1 Large rockfall caused by a rockburst of magnitude mN = 3.4

Photo 8.1 shows the debris of a large rockfall, and Photo 8.2 depicts the details of a
grouted rebar that did not survive a seismically-induced rockfall.

1 in the order of 10 to 50 Hz for typical development drifts
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Because rockfalls are triggered by incoming seismic waves, although the damage is
largely caused by gravitational forces, the design against seismically-induced rockfalls
involves determining:
• the trigger limit and
• the survival limit.
Step 1
No
Step 2

Accordingly, support against rockfalls has two basic
functions:
• prevent the initiation or triggering of a rockfall,
e.g., by rockmass reinforcement, and

Trigger
Yes
sufficient
support

stable

inadequate
support

• arrest and stabilize the triggered rockfall by
dissipating the energy2 contained in the falling mass.

ground
fall

Photo 8.2 Large block of rock containing a failed grouted rebar

8.2
8.2.1

Theory
Dynamic forces due to ground acceleration

The ground motion or ppv at a target (drift, tunnel, or stope) can be determined with
numerical models or from the scaling laws presented in Chapter 5. However, for the purpose
of conducting force equilibrium analyses to design support to protect an underground
excavation from rockfalls, it is necessary to determine the dynamic forces resulting from the
seismic shaking.

2 primarily the gravitational or potential energy of the displaced rock
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Dynamic forces are theoretically related to the ground acceleration, and a way to
determine the dominant accelerations, at the scale of the rockfall volume, must be found. The
ground acceleration can be obtained from numerical simulations or by establishing
acceleration scaling laws based on field observations. Unfortunately, no reliable scaling laws
for the peak particle acceleration ppa are currently available, largely because of a lack of
acceleration measurements. Hence, it is necessary to revert to the theoretical relationship
between ppv and ppa. For sinusoidal-shaped waveforms, the peak particle acceleration is
frequency dependent and can be related to the ppv by:

ppa = 2π f ppv

(8.1)

where the frequency f = 1/λ.
The wave length λ must be significantly longer than the extent of a potential rockfall to
simultaneously and uni-directionally accelerate the entire volume of rock. Consequently,
dominant frequencies on the order of 10 to 30 Hz are most critical for typical mine openings.
According to Spottiswoode and McGarr (1975), seismic sources with local magnitudes of less
than 1.0 typically generate corner frequencies in this range with larger events at the lower
frequency range. Based on the ppv and ppa data presented by Hedley (1992), Equation 8.1
with frequencies on the order of 20 to 30 Hz provides a reasonable approximation for
converting ppv to ppa. Hence, although an approximation, Equation 8.1 has been adopted for
design purposes.
For typical drift or intersection sizes, the critical frequency that causes uni-directional
acceleration of large, potentially unstable wedges or volumes of broken rock is in the order of
10 to 30 Hz. Consequently, peak accelerations could be
as high as 5 to 20 g. The highest values reported by
Tensile load
McGarr (1993) are in the order of 15 g. For large events
(e.g., mN = 2 to 4) and remote from the source (> 100 m),
lower dominant frequencies would be expected, and the
peak accelerations should be much less at 0.5 to 2 g.
Rock bridges
In summary, peak accelerations causing dynamic
forces on the order of 0.5 to 20 times the forces resulting
from gravity alone must be anticipated near seismic
sources. This implies that an extremely high load
demand will be placed on the rock support when such
conditions are encountered and it will be very difficult, if
not impossible, to prevent a rockfall by artificial rock
support alone.

8.2.2

Effect of tensile load capacity of rockmass

Unless a rockmass is jointed by several3 sets of persistent joints, the rock bridges between
non-persistent joints or fractures provide the rockmass some tensile load capacity or
rockmass tensile strength that is critically important in resisting rockfalls. This tensile load
capacity is often assumed zero for design. For support design, however, it is important to
realize that the rock's tensile load capacity is potentially much higher than the load capacities
of holding or reinforcing elements and cannot be ignored when assessing static conditions
before a rockburst or when back-analyzing seismically-induced rockfalls. For example, an
array of cablebolts at 1.5 m spacing provides a holding capacity of 110 kN/m2. A rock bridge
3

one set if bedded parallel to the wall or back; at least three sets if randomly oriented
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with a tensile strength of only 10 MPa (5 % of σc = 200 MPa) and an area of 0.011 m2/m2 (or
about 1 % of the rock joint area) provides the same load capacity. Thus, a rock bridge of only
1 % of the joint area provides the same support as single cablebolts at 1.5 m spacing and if
such a rock bridge exists, the total support capacity (cables plus rockmass) is doubled. If the
tensile load capacity of the rockmass is ignored uneconomic support designs may emerge.
The support provided by rock bridges may be reduced due to progressive fracturing
resulting from the deformation of the rockmass in response to mining activities. Therefore,
stiff support elements should be used in conjunction with yielding bolts in the backs of stopes
and drifts, and they should not be eliminated even if high yieldability is desired. Stiff
rockbolts prevent or delay the loss of the tensile load capacity in the rockmass by minimizing
deformations.

8.2.3

Static strength factor before a rockburst

Strength factor or factor of safety
Support design is a two-stage engineering process. First, the expected loading condition or
demand on the support is determined and, second, the various elements are dimensioned and
then integrated into a support system to achieve a support capacity that exceeds the demand.
This is described by the strength factor SF or factor of safety SF:

SF or FS =

Capacity
Demand

(8.2a)

Throughout the handbook, we generally adopt the term "strength factor" independent of
whether capacity and demand are defined in terms of forces, displacements or energies.

Static strength factor
Numerous factors, such as opening size and shape, rockmass properties, insitu stress level
and orientation, seismic source type and characteristics,
stress wave magnification, support conditions and
properties, influence support needs. Although it is often
difficult to quantify these factors, the static strength
l
factor SFs, represents a unifying means to define the
α
pre-event condition of an excavation, reflecting the
s
s
s
s
s
combined effect of the above listed factors. Commonly,
2
2
a significant degree of experience and judgment is
required in evaluating the pre-event static strength
factor.
In general, the strength factor is defined by
w
Equation 8.2 with both the capacity and the demand
depending on the anticipated failure mode being
considered.
• for strainbursts, the capacity is the strength of the (reinforced) rockmass consisting of the
capacity of the support and the load capacity of the rockmass, and the demand is the
stress due to insitu stresses, gravity and the dynamic loading from a seismic event
(Chapter 6).
• for rock ejection, the demand is the kinetic energy of an ejected block or zone of broken
rock and the capacity is the design energy absorption capacity of the support (Chapter 7).
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• for rockfalls triggered by seismic waves and driven by the gravitational acceleration g as
well as the seismic acceleration a, the demand is the acceleration enhanced weight of the
rock, W = m (a+g). If the mass of rock falls by a distance h, the energy demand is
increases by the change in potential energy mgh. The capacity is either the load capacity
resisting the enhanced weight for design against triggering or it is the energy dissipation
capacity of the support when designing against ultimate collapse (survival).
The static strength factor SFs can be obtained by considering vertical force equilibrium
(without dynamic loading). It can be subdivided into two components, representing the
rockmass load capacity SFrm and the rock support capacity SFsup:

SFs =

psup
σ
StaticCapacity
= FSrm + FSsup = t,rm +
Static Demand
pw
pw

(8.2b)

where pw is the average gravitational pressure or W/A (weight of wedge or broken rockmass
per unit area), σt,rm is the average holding capacity of the rockmass per unit area, and psup is
the average support pressure per unit area.
Alternatively, standard factor of safety calculations based on force equilibrium
techniques can be applied to obtain SF (e.g., Unwedge™; Brady and Brown 1993, or others).
For example, assuming bolt lengths longer than the maximum depth of the potential rockfall,
the static strength factor for a bolted, full-width wedge is given by:

SFwedge =

w(σ t ,rm + psup )
=
Wwedge

N B Ls
)
ws
ρ gw s tanα

4(σ t, rm +

(8.3)

where Wwedge = weight of wedge per unit length of tunnel, NB = number of rockbolts
penetrating sufficiently beyond the wedge geometry, Ls is the ultimate load capacity of the
bolt, ρ is the density of the rock, and α is the wedge angle from the horizontal.
Above wide flat backs located in highly stressed rock, slab- or arch-like failures of
broken rock are commonly observed. Even though these slabs may be heavily jointed or
broken and thus not coherent, the static strength factor of a slab of thickness h is obtained
from:

SFslab

σ
NB L s
= t, rm +
=
ρ g hs ρ g hw s2

N B Ls
ws
ρ gh s

σt +

Equation 8.4 for a slab or arch and Equation 8.3
are identical for h = (w tanα)/4. Both equations are
only applicable, if for broken rock, the retaining
elements in the support system prevent unraveling
between the holding elements and if the bolts are well
anchored beyond the wedge height or the slab
thickness.

8.2.4

(8.4)

h
s
2

s

s

Trigger limit – Instability criteria I

A rockfall is triggered when the intrinsic tensile load
capacity of the rockmass is exceeded and the yield
point of the support is reached, i.e., when the actual

w
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static strength factor SFs (defined in Section 8.3.5) is less than the critical strength factor SFt
at which a rockfall will be triggered by an incoming seismic wave:
SFs ≤ SFt
Note that the critical strength factor is defined as the minimum strength factor (calculated
considering force equilibrium) needed to avoid the triggering of a rockfall due to the
influence of a remote seismic event.
The static strength factor is given by SFs = capacity/demand. The capacity (strength)
under dynamic loading conditions is often higher and a dynamic strength multiplier md is
introduced (for steel, md is typically between 1.1 and 1.4). The load demand is increased by
the presence of the seismic acceleration. The ppv triggering a rockfall (Kaiser 1993) depends
on the existing or actual static strength factor (SFs ≥ 1) before the event.

ppv T =

g
(m SF − q)
2πf d s

(8.5a)

where q = +1 for rock displacement from the backs of excavations, 0 from the walls, and -1
for floor heave. In most rockfall situations q = 1 and this is assumed for the following
sections.
Thus, the critical (static) strength factor, at which a rockfall would be triggered by an
incoming seismic wave is:

SFt =

1 ⎡ ⎛⎜ 2πf
⎞ ⎤
ppv + 1
⎠ ⎥⎦
md ⎢⎣ ⎝ g

(8.5b)

for ppv ≥ (md -1)g/2πf with ppv in [m/s].

8.2.5

Survival limit – Instability criteria II

Load

If SFt exceeds SFs, a rockfall is triggered (initiated) and the
rock moves under the influence of the gravitational
acceleration. However, the displacement may be arrested,
and a new condition of stability reached, if the broken
d ult rockmass is well retained (cannot unravel) and if there is
sufficient energy capacity in the holding elements. An
opening collapse only occurs if the support is not able to
Displacemen t achieve a new equilibrium, i.e., if the ultimate displacement
capacity dult or the displacement capacity of the holding
elements in the support system is exceeded. These parameters define the survival limit of the
system.
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The critical ppv at the survival limit ppvsurv depends not only on the static strength factor
but also on the displacement capacity dult of the support (Kaiser 1993):

ppv Surv =

1
2gdult (m d SFs − 1) )
n

(8.6a)

where n is the ejection velocity ratio (n = ve/ppv); n is normally ≥ 1; it is conservative to
assume n = 1 (see Chapter 7).
Thus, the strength factor required to survive a rockfall after it has been triggered for ppv ≥
(md-1)g/2πf is:

SFSurv =

1 ⎞⎟ ⎤
1 ⎡⎛⎜
2
+1
(
n⋅
ppv
)
2 gdult ⎠ ⎥⎦
md ⎢⎣⎝

(8.6b)

where dult is the ultimate displacement capacity of the holding elements (see Table 8.1 or
Table 4.1).
The limits, given by Equations 8.5b and 6b, are called trigger and survival limits
respectively and can be compared with the pre-event condition of a drift or stope, which is
best described by its static strength factor SFs.
If the strength factor is derived from two strength components (SFs1, SFs2), e.g., a
holding element and the tensile loading capacity of the rockmass, that lose their capacity at
different ultimate displacements (dult1, dult2), an equivalent dult* must first be calculated for
use in Equation 8.6b:
*
dult
=

FSs1dult1 + FSs 2 dult 2
FSs1 + FSs2

(8.7)

For example, if the load capacity of the rockmass or the rockmass cohesion is lost at
small displacements relative to the displacement capacity of the bolts, then dult1 < dult2. The
displacement required for full strengths loss of the rockmass is difficult to determine and has
not been measured. Values in the order of 0.1 to 0.5 % of the opening width are suggested
for stability assessment of the backs of underground excavations in massive to moderately
jointed hard rock.

8.3

Practical implications

8.3.1 Trigger limit for rockfalls
Figure 8.1, representing Equation 8.5a for a typical set of design parameters, demonstrates
that for a rockmass without tensile strength, relatively small peak particle velocities from
seismic events can trigger rockfalls unless the opening is heavily supported.
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Figure 8.1 Trigger limits for rockfalls (Eqn 8.2a; md = 1.15, f = 20 Hz)

For example, a ppv of 170 mm/s could trigger a rockfall4 if SFs was less than 2.8. At the
same ppv, wall instability would trigger at SFs < 1.9, while a floor wedge would be stable.
Figure 8.2 provides some guidance on the required static strength factor to prevent the
triggering of a rockfall, for the design parameters listed in the figure caption. This figure
illustrates a very important practical point. At reasonable strength factors (>1.5; shaded), a
rockfall can be triggered easily if the rockmass holding capacity is zero. For example, a
seismic event of Nuttli magnitude 1.6 could trigger a rockfall within 100 m of the seismic
source.

4 the support may however be able to stabilize the rockfall if it has sufficient displacement or energy

dissipation capacity
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Figure 8.2 Trigger limits as a function static Strength Factor SFs
(a* = 0.5; C* = 0.25; md =1.15; n = 1; f = 20 Hz)
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Survival limit

The survival limit of a support system depends the support's ability to
absorb energy and this its ability to stretch or slide. The increase in
displacement capacity resulting from modifications to cablebolts is
illustrated by the margin plot. Table 8.1 (extracted from Table 4.2)
provides for design purposes, in order of increasing ductility, typical
displacement capacities dult and holding capacities Ls for various holding
elements.
With these parameters, the ground motion required to "bring down"
a rock wedge can be determined from Equation 8.6a. The survival limits
for three displacement capacities are illustrated in Figure 8.3, and
demonstrate that ductility in holding elements is crucial to stabilize a
rockfall if the ppv at the target exceeds about 500 to 600 mm/s for the
selected parameters. Brittle holding elements, such as rebars, are
relatively ineffective in stabilizing a rockfall once it has been triggered.
However, such stiff holding elements reinforce the rockmass and raise
the static strength factor (and thus the trigger limit) by preventing the
loss of the tensile load capacity.
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Table 8.1 Displacement and load capacities for determining survival limits

Holding element type
Rough rebar (19 mm)
Standard Swellex®
Birdcaged cablebolts
Regular cablebolts: plain strand
Mechanical bolts (16 mm)
Debonded plain strand cables: 2 to 4 m
Yielding Swellex
Yielding Super Swellex
Split Set bolts
Lubricated smooth bar
Cone bolt (16 mm)

Strength factor at survival limit

3

dult [mm]

Ls [kN]

10 to 30
10 to 30
< 20

120 to 170
≤ 100
≤ 240

20 to 40
20 to 50
30 to 50
100 to 150
100 to 150

≤ 240
70 to 120
≤ 240
80 to 90
180 to 190

80 to 200
≤ 150
≤ 200

≤ 80
70 to 120
90 to 140

d(ult) [mm]
25
50
100

2.5

2

1.5

1

0

500

1000

1500

2000

ppv [mm/s]

Figure 8.3 Survival limits for rockfalls (Eqn 8.6a; md = 1.15, f = 20 Hz)

Figure 8.4 provides guidance on the required static strength factor to survive a rockfall,
for the design parameters listed in the figure caption. By comparison with Figure 8.2, Figure
8.4 illustrates that events with magnitudes less than mN = 2.0 should not cause rockfalls, as
long as the rock support system provides a reasonable strength factor (> 1.5). However, if an
event is much stronger, rockfalls must be anticipated within 100 m, even if the static strength
factor is relatively high.
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Figure 8.4 Survival limits as a function static strength factor SFs for a displacement capacity of
dult = 25 mm (a* = 0.5; C* = 0.25; md =1.15; n = 1; f = 20 Hz)

Marginally supported openings with SFs << 1.5 could fail at distances of several hundred
metres from a seismic event, theoretically at distances of several kilometres, if SFs is close to
unity. This is supported by South African experience with rockfalls, summarized by Butler
and van Aswegen (1993), and reproduced in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5 Data presented by Butler and van Aswegen (1993) for unsupported stopes in
fractured rock compared to predicted trigger limits in terms of the critical static strength
factor SFt to prevent a rockfall (Eqn 8.5b)
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Two ranges, for all and for most of their data, are shown in Figure 8.5 together with
predicted trigger ppv's for various static strength factors, following the approach outlined in
this chapter. Figure 8.5 illustrates that rockfalls are triggered in South African mines far from
the source, at distances exceeding 1 km. The detailed ground condition at the sites
experiencing rockfalls are not available, precluding a detailed case-by-case analysis. From
the superimposed SFs-values, most of these rockfalls occur where the static strength factor is
extremely low. If the openings were supported to achieve a SFs > 1.25, most of the rockfalls
should be prevented. However, to prevent all rockfalls, very high static strength factors,
exceeding 2, would be required.
Figure 8.5 also suggests that ppv's in excess of 100 mm/s are required to cause rockfalls if
an underground opening has a reasonably high safety margin before a seismic event.
However, according to Figure 5.10, such conditions might be encountered for mN between 2
and 4 at distances of 100 to 1000 m from the seismic source. Rockfalls outside this range
must therefore be attributed to inadequate support.
If drifts are well supported, ppv's in excess of 500 mm/s are required to cause rockfalls
(see example presented above). Hence, for mN < 4 and well supported openings, rockfalls
should not be encountered at distances exceeding about 100 m from the source (Fig. 5.10).

8.3.3

Sensitivity to opening width

When designing support for stopes, there is a trade-off between the economics of larger
stopes and the support costs or the risk of rockfalls. Hence, it is beneficial to explore how the
trigger and survival limits are effected by the width of the opening.

Stability under static conditions
Under static conditions and for a given support type and spacing, the static strength factor for
a full-width wedge, or a slab of broken rock with a thickness that depends on the stope width,
decreases as the opening width increases. This is illustrated by Figure 8.6a for a cablebolted
wedge and in Figure 8.6b for a cablebolted slab of width w. The assumed support consists of
single cablebolts at 1.5 m spacing and rockmass strength is neglected.
The steepness of the curves in both graphs demonstrates a high sensitivity of SFs to
opening width. For example, if a 4 m wide drift with a fractured rock zone of 30 % of the
opening width was supported to achieve a relatively high SFs, say 2.0, the 40 % wider fourway intersection would be significantly closer to failure (at SFs < 1.4). For openings wider
than 4 m, the strength factor is reduced by about 0.5 for every 2 m the opening is widened,
unless the support density is changed.
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Figure 8.6 Static strength factor (a) for a cablebolted full-width wedge, and (b) for a cablebolted
full-width slabs

Stability under dynamic loading
Based on Equations 8.5 and 8.6, both the trigger the survival limits are independent of the
opening width. Therefore, as long as two openings of different size are equally well
supported or equally safe under static conditions, rockfalls will theoretically be triggered at
the same ppv. The survival limits are also equal, depending primarily on the support's
displacement capacity.
In practice, however, the static strength factor is seldom constant as the opening width is
varied. As previously noted, when standard bolting patterns are applied for a range of
opening sizes, the SFs is largest for the smallest opening size and lowest for the maximum
allowable width. Consequently, wider openings tend to be less stable and have a higher risk
for rockfalls unless the support density is increased. In other words, the critical ppv that can
trigger a rockfall is lower in wider openings. The same applies to the survival limit.
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A full-width wedge supported by single cablebolts at a constant, regular 1.5 m pattern is
used in Figure 8.7 to illustrate the effect of opening width on the trigger and the survival
limits5. Figure 8.7b presents the critical ppv limits for triggering and survival for a slab or
flat arch of broken rock supported in the same manner. To facilitate a comparison between
the full-width wedge and the slab stability, wedge angles and slab heights as a percentage of
opening width, were intentionally selected to produce almost identical curves.
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Figure 8.7 Effect of opening width on trigger and survival limits for a) full-width wedges, and b)
slabs (Ls = 250 kN; s = 1.5 m; dult = 25 mm; zero rockmass tensile capacity).

5 obtained by introducing Eqns 8.6 or 8.7 into 8.2a and 8.3a, respectively, and assuming that the bolts

penetrate beyond the wedge (l > (w/2)tanα
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Roughly, as illustrated by Figure 8.7, the ppv tolerance reduces by about 150 mm if an
opening is widened by 1 m. These figures demonstrate two points of practical importance.
For wide openings (> 4 to 5 m), little ground motion is required to trigger a rockfall if the
rockmass tensile capacity is lost. Less than 500 mm/s are sufficient to trigger a rockfall of a
shallow wedge at α = 25° in a 4 m wide opening. As will be demonstrated later, the trigger
limit is very sensitive to the tensile load capacity of the rockmass and rock reinforcement
with rebars can often be used to significantly raise these trigger limits.
The critical survival limits also decrease rapidly as the opening width increases but they
can be kept high enough for most Canadian rockburst conditions as long as the wedge volume
or the slab height can be limited, again calling for good ground control with rock
reinforcement near the opening.
In practice, it is therefore necessary to determine the support system most appropriate for
a given opening span. This requires separate analyses for each opening size. However,
because the bolt spacing is one of the most influential support parameters, the bolt spacing
required to prevent a rockfall can be determined by use of Equations 8.5 or 8.6 and 8.3 or 8.4,
respectively, for a given design ppv at a target (all other parameters being constant). Figure
8.8 presents the results from such an analysis for a cablebolted opening with a full-width
wedge and a wedge angle α of 45°.
Figure 8.8 illustrates how the bolt spacing must be reduced as the opening is widened to
maintain the same survival limit6. Roughly, if an opening is widened by 1 m, the bolt spacing
must be reduced by 0.2 m to compensate for the increase in width.
When compared to static conditions (ppv = 0), seismicity has little effect for the
particular conditions represented by Figure 8.8 until the ppv exceeds about 200 mm/s. On the
other hand, peak particle velocities in excess of about 500 mm/s have a drastic effect in the
economic range of bolt spacing. For example, at a target experiencing 800 mm/s, the bolt
spacing would have to be reduced from 1.5 to 1 m 50
when widening a stope from 7 to 10 m. Hence, to ensure the same level of safety, 2.25times as many bolts would have to be installed.

6 Note: the definition of survival limit implies zero safety margin. Hence, the spacings given by

Figure 8.8 are upper limits and must be reduced in practice to account for other design factors such as
variability in support quality and uncertainties in design parameters
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Figure 8.8 Required bolt spacing for a full-width wedge and constant survival limit in terms of
opening width and ppv [mm/s]
(Ls = 250 kN; α = 45°; dult = 25 mm; zero rockmass tensile strength)

Similar graphs can be generated for slabs and for other support design parameters with
the appropriate design aids.

8.3.4

Sensitivity to tensile load capacity of the rockmass

A fractured or jointed rockmass with non-persistent fractures or joints, i.e., with bridges of
hard rock, has a tensile load capacity that may be large compared to the capacity of artificial
rock support and thus the intrinsic rockmass strength should not be ignored when assessing
the stability of an underground excavation. Of course there are many situations where it is
necessary to ignore the rock's load capacity, e.g., if major faults separate volumes of
potentially unstable rock or if the rockmass contains persistent joints. Furthermore, mininginduced stress changes and the related rockmass straining will damage the rockmass and
cause rock bridges to fail and joints to open. Eventually, when blocks separate, the tensile
strength of the rockmass vanishes. Therefore, the tensile load capacity of the rockmass is
commonly ignored for the design of support against rockfalls. This assumption may,
however, lead to economically unreasonable solutions when the impact of dynamic loading
due to remote seismic events is considered.
Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to determine the tensile load capacity of a
rockmass in practice and it is therefore not possible to include the rockmass strength as a
reliable design parameter. On the other hand, it cannot be ignored when selecting a support
system for ground control or when back-analyzing case studies. Hence, while it is not
possible to advocate a rationale design procedure to include the often beneficial effects of the
rockmass strength, practical methods need to be found to utilize the rockmass strength and to
ensure that loss of rockmass strength is minimized.
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Figure 8.9 Sensitivity of trigger and survival limit to tensile load capacity of the rockmass
(opening width w = 4 m; Ls = 250 kN; dult = 25 mm
for support and 5 mm for rockmass tensile strength loss)

For a particular example of a cablebolted rock slab in the back of a 4 m wide drift,
assuming that the tensile load capacity of the rockmass degrades to zero after 5 mm of
deformation, Figure 8.9 presents both the trigger and the survival limits for slabs of varying
height. For comparison, the tensile load capacity of a rock bridge with a tensile strength of
10 MPa is shown as a percentage of the joint or fracture area at the upper abscissa.
Figure 8.9 shows that the trigger limits increase linearly and are very sensitive to the
tensile strength of the rockmass. The trigger limits approach or exceed the survival limit (for
the selected parameters) if the rock bridges are larger than about 3 to 5 % of the joint or
fracture area. Hence, well reinforced rockmasses with a tensile load capacity can resist
relatively high ground motions and can be designed against triggering, whereas backs with
heavily broken or fractured rock need to be designed against the survival limit, assuming little
or no rockmass tensile load capacity.
Even if only 10 % of the rock remains as rock bridges, this is roughly equivalent to
between one and four cablebolts per m2. Hence, it is essential to safeguard whatever rock
bridges exist and it follows that rockfalls can best be prevented if the rockmass is not allowed
to loosen and lose its tensile strength.
As mining proceeds to greater depth, it will be impossible to prevent rockmass
deterioration near an opening and rockfalls will be triggered easily. In such situations, the
survival limit must be raised by installing support with an high displacement capacity, e.g.,
by debonded cables, long Cone bolts, etc. However, it can be demonstrated that quadrupling
of the displacement capacity only doubles the survival limit (for example, see Figure 8.9).
Hence, the maximum practical support limit is quickly reached and other means have to be
used to enhance stability, e.g., by reducing the opening size to control the depth of failure and
the volume of potentially unstable rock.
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8.3.5

Survival limit charts for rockfalls

To provide the user of this handbook with some general guidance on conditions that could
lead to the failure of a cablebolted back, the survival limit charts presented in Figure 8.10
were generated for the assumptions listed in the figure caption. Site specific charts can be
generated with appropriate design aids.
Figure 8.10a illustrates that cablebolts alone cannot stabilize narrow drifts or intersections
(< 6 m) close to seismic events with Nuttli magnitudes exceeding 2.5. Wider openings are
extremely sensitive and are expected to fail at large distances from even small seismic events.
If the bolt spacing is opened up, e.g., to 2 m as shown in Figure 8.10b, rockfalls can easily
occur even in relatively small openings.
It is important to remember that these charts and the underlying rockfall assessment
procedure are only applicable if the retaining elements do not fail to perform their support
function, i.e., if unraveling of fractured rock is prevented.

Comparison with field observations
Data from seismically-induced rockfalls were collected from various mines and data from
examples (Kaiser 1993) where the selected design parameters are generally applicable are
plotted on Figure 8.10 for comparison with the survival limits. The areas where these
rockfalls occurred were typically reinforced with 2.4 m bolts and with cables and the opening
widths ranged from 4 to 6 m. These examples confirm the trend of the survival limits and
validate the conclusion that cablebolts alone are not adequate to stabilize potential rockfalls
close to even relatively small seismic events.
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Figure 8.10 Survival limit chart for wedge-shaped or slab-like rockfalls
(a) cablebolt spacing 1.5 m and (b) 2 m (α = 40° or slab with equivalent thickness;
Ls = 250 kN at s = 1.5 m; dult = 25 mm; zero rockmass strength; a* = 0.5; C* = 0.25 m2/s)

8.4

Case study I

This case history presents an example of a large seismic event that triggered seismicallyinduced rockfalls at multiple locations throughout a mine.

8.4.1 Seismicity
A large seismic event with a Nuttli magnitude of 3.4 occurred at a depth of 1985 m in the
hanging wall of the mine. This seismic event caused rockburst damage on two levels as
shown in Figure 8.11.
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Seismic activity in the mine was relatively quiet until the time of the large event.
Immediately after this seismic event, the number of smaller seismic events increased
dramatically. This activity gradually decayed over the following 24-hour period. The event
may have been indirectly related to a production blast between a depth of 2010 and 2040 m,
however, the main cause for the seismic event was believed to be the altered stress state in the
hanging wall shear zones due to mining activities.
The seismic monitoring system at the mine provided the source location of the mN = 3.4
event as shown on Figure 8.11.

8.4.2

Geology and stresses

The rock types at the rockfall locations were norite and sulphides. The unconfined
compressive strength from NX cores of norite is about 160 MPa. The rockmass was blocky
and fractured. No dominant geological structures could be located near any of the rockbursts.
The far-field stress near the 2100 level are estimated from O’Donnell (1992) as:
σ1 = 98 MPa east to west

σ2 = 78 MPa north to south
σ3 = 61 MPa vertical

8.4.3

Rock support

Most of the drifts on the 2100 m and 2130 m levels were supported in the back with 1.8 m
long mechanical rockbolts, 2.4 m long resin-grouted rebars, and #4 gauge welded-wire mesh.
In the walls, the support consisted of 1.8 m long mechanical rockbolts, #4 gauge welded-wire
mesh, and Split Set bolts. The specified bolt spacing was 1.2 m by 0.75 m (0.9 m2 per bolt)
for the mechanical rockbolts and the Split Set bolts, and 1.2 m by 1.5 m (1.8 m2 per bolt) for
the rebars. The drifts in the northern section of the 2130 level were also shotcreted over
much of the area. On the 2100 m level, intersections between drifts contained twin cablebolts
in the back on a 1.5 m by 2 m spacing.

8.4.4

Rockburst damage

A total of 450 tonnes of rock was found on the floor on two levels of the mine (2100 and
2130 m). The damage locations are shown by the shaded areas in Figure 8.11 and are
described below.

Damage on 2100 m level
Fresh rock shards were noted in the ramp leading from the 2070 m level. In the hanging wall
bypass drift extensive sharding and fracturing of the rock in drift was observed over a 130 m
length of the drift. The rock damage was more severe on the northern side of the hanging
wall bypass drift.
In the 4360 ore pass drift approximately 8 tonnes of slabby norite was displaced from the
east and west walls at the end of the drift (labeled A on Figure 8.11a). Subvertical and flat
lying joint sets were present. There was no damage to the support system. An additional 0.5
tonnes of rock was displaced from the west wall near the entrance to the drift at the base of
rail. Here the mesh was peeled away from the wall. This rockburst damage was largely
caused by rock bulking due to fracturing.
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In the 4325 topsill access drift, approximately 400 tonnes of slightly mineralized norite
fell from the back of the drift (B on Figure 8.11a). The rockmass was blocky, with several
subvertical and steeply dipping joint sets. The area was still seismically active one day after
the main seismic event.
In a VRM panel, approximately 30 tonnes of granite fell into the open stope from the
south wall of a pillar between two VRM panels (labeled VRM Panel on Figure 8.11a). This
damage may be classified as a rockfall from the side of a high pillar.
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8.25

Damage on 2130 m level
Approximately 10 tonnes of slabby and blocky norite fell from two locations in the northern
part of the level. Each failure occurred in an isolated area that was not shotcreted. The drifts
surrounding the rockfalls were supported with shotcrete. These drifts, and most other topsill
drifts in the northern part of the level experienced spalling and fracturing of the shotcrete over
a wide area.
Approximately 8 tonnes fell from the back and west shoulder of the 4360 drift in a nonshotcreted section (C on Figure 8.11b). Rusty, corroded mesh and several rusty, corroded
mechanical rockbolts were pulled down with the rockfall. At the second location between the
4360 and 4400 drifts, approximately 2 tonnes of rock was retained in bagged rusty mesh.
Subvertical and flat lying joints were observed at both locations.

8.4.5

Peak particle velocities at rockburst locations

Assuming that the source location for the mN = 3.4 seismic event is correct, the highest peak
particle velocities would occur in the hanging wall by-pass drift. This drift was 160 to 200 m
from the source and the predicted ppv based on Equation 5.12 with C* = 0.25 is about 0.2 to
0.25 m/s. This ppv translates into a dynamic field stress pulse of about 2 MPa, which due to
geometric effects around the drift (Chapter 6) results roughly in a maximum dynamic stress
change of about 8 MPa. The dynamic stresses generated around the drift by the passing
seismic wave probably caused additional fracturing of the highly stressed rock around the
drifts on both the 2100 m and 2130 m levels. The enlarged zone of fractured rock around the
drifts bulked and resulted in the observed cracks and shards of broken rock. On the level
below (2130 m), the same type of rock fracturing occurred. Because the drifts were
supported with shotcrete, the rock bulking caused some cracking and spalling of the
shotcrete.
The passing stress wave also accelerated the rockmass around the drifts and led to the
rockfalls observed on the 2100 m and 2130 m levels. The dynamic acceleration created by
the seismic event can be estimated from Equation 8.1. The location of the 400 tonne rockfall
on the 2100 m level was approximately 195 m from the source and the ppv at this site would
have been about 0.2 m/s. Assuming the remote seismic event generated a stress wave with a
frequency of 20 Hz (Kaiser 1993; Spottiswoode 1984), the ppa would be on the order of
25 m/s2 or 2.5 g. Therefore, the rock in the back of the drift would have been temporarily
subjected to accelerations and forces that were roughly 3.5 times higher than under static
conditions, resulting in the rockfall. The 8 tonne rockfall on the 2130 m level was about
200 m from the source and should have experienced similar ppv and ppa.

8.4.6

Tensile load capacity of the rockmass

Because the backs in most of the drifts were stable, it is possible to back-analyze the
minimum tensile load capacity of the rockmass by assuming that the strength factor SF must
have been at least one where no failure occurred and less or equal to unity where failure did
occur.
The 400 tonne rockfall was distributed over an area of about 75 m2 with an average
thickness of about 1.8 to 2 m. This volume of rock was held in the back by the combined
action of rockbolts and rebars and by the rock’s own inherent strength. The number of
holding elements in the area of the rockfall, based on the design bolt spacing, is estimated to
be 40 rebars (150 kN/bolt) and 80 mechanical bolts (100 kN/bolt). However, because the
average thickness of the rockfall was slightly greater than the length of the mechanical
rockbolts, only 40 of the installed mechanical rockbolts are assumed to be effective at the
time of the rockfall. Assuming a unit strength factor during the dynamic load pulse (SF =1),
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the rockmass’s tensile load capacity (rockmass tensile strength) can be calculated from force
equilibrium:

m(g + ppa) = ∑ Ls + A ⋅rockmasss strength

(8.8)

where m is the mass of the rockfall, Ls the load capacity of the bolts, and A the area of the
rockfall.
The tensile load capacity of the rockmass is found to be about 50 kPa or 50 kN/m2
implying, that the static strength factor would have been greater than three if the rockmass
had a tensile strength of 50 kPa. If the rockmass had no strength, the static strength factor
based on the effective action of the holding elements would have been 2.5. This analysis
shows that the back of the drift was safe under static conditions, but when the forces were
altered by the passing seismic wave the strength factor dropped below unity, triggering the
rockfall.
A similar analysis for the 8 tonne rockfall on the 2130 m level shows that the rockmass
tensile strength was essentially zero prior to the rockfall at this location. Therefore, the
holding elements were required to support the full weight of the loose rock.

8.4.7

Support required to prevent the 400 tonne rockfall

The holding capacity needed to prevent the rockfall can be calculated on the basis of the
estimated dynamic acceleration. Adopting the conservative assumption that the rockmass
that failed had no tensile load capacity, the required holding force for a dynamic strength
factor of unity is given by:

m(g + ppa) = Ls ⋅ A

(8.9)

In the case of the 400 tonnes rockfall, this load capacity is 187 kN/m2. If all bolts that
were installed in the back were fully effective, i.e., the bolts were longer than the depth of
failure, they would provide a theoretical support resistance of 194 kN/m2 and the rockfall
might have been prevented.
The forgoing analysis is based on zero rockmass strength. If the rockmass was
adequately reinforced soon after the excavation was created then the rock mass tensile load
capacity can be maintained and can contribute substantially to the back stability. Thus the
required support resistance will be much less than 187 kN/m2 if the rockmass still has some
inherent tensile load capacity.

8.4.8

Support recommendations

The primary functions of the support in drift or stope backs are to reinforce the rockmass and
to prevent the failure of rock bridges that help to support the backs. By maintaining the
rockmass's inherent strength, the triggering of rockfalls can often be prevented. However, if
the rock in the back is extensively jointed or fractured, then the rockmass strength may be
low, rockfalls can be triggered easily, and the support elements must retain the broken rock
and hold it in place by tolerating rockmass displacements and by absorbing energy.
In general, backs of drifts should be reinforced and supported with support systems
capable of providing a minimum of 100 kN/m2 of support resistance. The reinforcement
should be long enough to prevent sagging of the back (e.g., as determined from Voussoir arch
analyses); at least one third of the drift span. This support may, however, not be adequate to
support areas that have experienced rockmass strength loss before accelerated by a passing
seismic wave. The area of the 400 tonne rockfall had a back-calculated rockmass tensile
strength of only 50 kPa. Clearly this area must have either suffered from a strength loss prior
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to the rockburst, e.g., due to a previous rockburst, or the rockmass strength must have been
locally reduced due to a weak geological structure. These areas must be identified by the
ground control engineer based on careful mapping and observations of roof deformation. In
critical areas, the support length should be increased to at least one half of the span and the
support load capacity must be greatly increased if nearby large seismic events are anticipated.
This example illustrates the need for adequate holding capacity by installing holding
elements that are longer than the potential depth of failure and by using a sufficiently dense
bolting pattern to provide a support resistance that is greater than the net downward forces
during dynamic loading. The 400 tonnes rockfall could have been prevented if 1) the
rockmass tensile strength was greater than about 50 kPa, or 2) all the installed bolts
(especially the mechanical rockbolts) had been longer than the depth of failure (> 2 m).
Alternatively, the addition of plated twin cablebolts longer than about 3 m and at 1.5 m
spacing could have safely held the rock in place.
The holding elements must always be combined with an effective retaining element to
ensure that the rock loads are transmitted to the bolts and to prevent unraveling of loose rock
around the bolts. Welded-wire mesh (#6 gauge or heavier) or mesh-reinforced shotcrete is
recommended. Mesh reinforced shotcrete would also help transfer the rock loads to nearby
bolts and eventually to cable bolts. In such situation, it would not be necessary to plate the
cables.

8.5

Other case studies

Another case study of a rockfall is presented in Chapter 6. A large rockfall, dominated by
structural weakness planes, was used to calibrate the Mine Map Overlay program for El
Teniente mine. This case is presented in Chapter 9.

8.6

Summary

Several practically important observations emerge from the methodology and the specific
examples presented in this chapter.
• Even in well supported backs, ppv's in the order of only a few hundred millimetres per
second can trigger or initiate rockfalls. However, final instability does not occur until the
displacement capacity of the support is exceeded.
• The static strength factor is very sensitive to the tensile load capacity of the rockmass.
As the rockmass deteriorates due to mining-induced stresses or displacements, the trigger
limit drops to low values and the support alone must stabilize a potential rockfall. To
maintain a high trigger limit stiff rockmass reinforcements are required to avoid
degradation of the rockmass tensile load capacity.
• For practical strength factors in the order of 1 < SFs < 2, brittle support systems such as
rebars and cables alone cannot be expected to survive ppv-values in excess of 500 to
1000 mm/s even in relatively narrow drifts (< 4m). Hence, for conditions where the
trigger limit will likely be exceeded, e.g., when the rockmass has deteriorated or if weak
structures exist, yielding support will be required to stabilize the back.
• Wide openings (> 6 m) are very prone to rockfalls and any economic bolting pattern
reaches its limit rapidly under dynamic loading. In these cases, proper ground control
measures must ensure maximum mobilization of the load capacity of the rockmass.
• For full-width wedges, bolted with single cables, economic widths are in the order of 4 to
6 m as long as ppv's do not exceed 200 mm/s.
• In areas prone to more severe rockbursts, the support density must be increased or the
opening width may have to be reduced to prevent rockfalls. As a rough guideline, for
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every metre the opening width is reduced, the support spacing can be increased by 0.2m
(valid in range: 1.0 < s < 2.0m).
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9.1

Introduction

Mine Map Overlay (MMO) is a software package that is under development in conjunction
with the concepts and design methodologies introduced in this Volume. The primary
objective of MMO is to provide mine operators with a visualization tool to assess the
rockburst potential (rockfalls, rockmass bulking, floor heave, etc.) in seismically active areas
of a mine. Also incorporated into MMO is the capability to evaluate the performance of
different support systems under both static and dynamic loading conditions.
Specifically, MMO should assist mine operators in the following tasks:
• Immediately after a seismic event with given magnitude and location:
- quickly display areas of expected damage and high risk
- provide guidance on how best to gain access to a mining area with rockburst potential at
minimal risk
- investigate potential consequences of aftershocks.
• After a rockburst:
- reassess the current support system's static safety margin and its ability to withstand
future rockbursts by back-analysis of case studies
- select appropriate support for rehabilitation
- investigate potential consequences of future rockbursts and thus plan access routes,
refuge station locations, and select mining areas (equipment deployment).
• Long term:
- design support in areas that may be affected by future rockbursts
- evaluate the effect of mining-induced stress changes on potential rockburst damage
- select appropriate mining sequence.
Before MMO can be used during operations, it will require site specific calibration and
considerable further development. The beta-version has only been calibrated on two case
histories and with rather limited access to site specific information. Hence, further calibration
work and development is required before all of the above listed goals can be achieved.
This Chapter introduces the MMO program logic and illustrates the application of MMO
to a case study of the SUB-6 level at El Teniente mine in Chile. Since development of MMO
was only started in the latter phase of this project, not all design options have been
implemented.

9.2

Mine Map Overlay Program Logic

The MMO visualization package is designed for interactive use with AutoCADTM Release 12.
The visualization part of the program uses AutoLISP routines, whereas the more intensive
calculation routines are written in C++ and called externally from AutoCAD. The program
flowchart (Figure 9.1) illustrates the basic program structure. The MMO routines are divided
into three separate utilities: a) input (MMI), b) calculations (MMC), and c) result plotting
(MMR).
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9.2.1

Mine Map Input (MMI) - Input preparation

MMI consists of several AutoLISP routines to convert AutoCAD mine plans to tunnel node
information. The procedure (outlined in the manual) discretizes mine drifts into tunnel
segments that contain a centroidal node (Pi) attached to which is a data base containing all
relevant information required for the excavation performance assessment. The tunnel width,
direction and plunge (defined in Appendix 9.A) are automatically calculated for each node.
The interactive input routine prompts the user for the tunnel shape, height, rock type and
support type for each tunnel segment. The tunnel segment geometry and tunnel node
information are saved in two separate files (file extensions: *.GEO and *.TUN). Only the
information in the TUNnel node file (Table 9.1) used in subsequent calculations. The
GEOmetry file, later used by the MMR utility, defines the tunnel segments (objects) that are
viewed.
Table 9.1 Tunnel node database saved in *.TUN file (example)

ID
0
1
2
3
4
5

Handle
"2E481"
"2E476"
"2E46B"
"2E460"
"2E455"
"2E44A"
etc

9.2.2

Wf
43
-3
43
43
-3
-3

X
1138.64
1144.50
1150.63
1158.44
1106.53
1111.00

Y
1020.48
1018.92
1017.29
1015.22
1044.53
1027.82

Z
2102.00
2102.00
2102.00
2102.00
2102.00
2102.00

H
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60

W
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

L
7.51
4.62
8.08
8.08
4.61
4.61

Dir.
345
345
345
345
345
345

P
0
0
0
0
0
0

S
1
1
1
1
1
1

R
3
2
2
2
3
3

S
5
5
5
5
5
5

Mine Map Calculation (MMC)

The tunnel node analysis is performed externally to AutoCAD via a series of C++ routines
incorporated into two executable programs. Because stresses change as the mine geometry
changes, nodal stresses need to be periodically updated as mining proceeds. This function is
performed using the MMO-STR.EXE program which creates a nodal stress file having *.STR
extension. Strength factor and damage level computations are incorporated into the MMOCALC.EXE program which calls the nodal stress file as input. The advantage of this setup is
that parametric analyses (varying source parameters or support types) can be performed for
any stage of a mine’s development without having to recalculate the nodal stresses for each
analysis.
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Figure 9.1 Simplified Mine Map Overlay flowchart
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Nodal stresses [MMO-STR]
The MMO-STR.EXE program uses three routines to determine stresses at tunnel nodes: a) an
interpolation subroutine to determine nodal stress from 3-dimensional grid point data, b) a
subroutine to rotate tunnel grid point stresses into the tunnel direction, and c) a subroutine to
calculate in-plane (perpendicular to tunnel) principal stresses and principal stress direction.
Appendix 9.B describes the procedures used to interpolate stresses and to obtain in-plane
stresses for drift cross sections.
At this stage of the development, stresses are obtained from 3D modelling results that
provide stress tensor data (Table 9.2) at specific locations within the region of interest. An
alternate approach (not yet implemented but included in Figure 9.1) is to allow the user to
define various zones of constant stress in the mine. For example, if the general stress regime
is constant for a given level, only one zone would be specified. However, where sizable
features, such as large stopes or caving zones occur, several zones may have to be defined to
account for the change in stresses around them.
The stress data in Table 9.2 was obtained from 3DEC using a positive tension stress
convention.
Table 9.2 Stress point data format - location and stress tensor (example)

X(E)
1026
1012
1010
1010
810
815 etc.

Y(N)
810
785
810
810
730
710

Z(up)
1983
2070
2102
2150
1983
2070

Sxx
-22.30
-23.21
-24.98
-21.72
-18.66
-20.60

Syy
-23.50
-26.88
-33.87
-31.08
-28.75
-29.24

Szz
-16.80
-12.06
-15.04
-12.64
-12.26
-11.39

Txy
2.165
3.140
6.728
3.973
3.014
1.080

Tyz
-62.58
-86.40
-4.747
1.428
-1.573
-1.910

Tzx
-3.780
-2.121
1.067
-9.551
-4.652
-5.430

Excavation performance assessment [MMO-CALC]
Rockmass and support performance assessments based on the design methodologies
introduced in Chapters 4 to 8 are implemented in the MMO-CALC.EXE program. To avoid
repetition, discussion of the design concepts is limited to the equations and design criteria
used in this preliminary version of Mine Map Overlay.

Ground motion (ppv)
The ground motion at a tunnel node is calculated by the design scaling law
introduced in Chapter 5 (Eqn 5.12b):
*

a
* Mo

ppvi = C

Ri

(9.1)

where ppv is in [m/s], seismic moment in [GN·m], and the constant C* in [m2/s]. For design,
the scaling law parameters C* and a* should be based on the guidelines provided in
Section 5.3.3. If mine specific seismic data is not available, then the design scaling
parameters from the worldwide data base (Table 5.4) can be used.
If 3-dimensional dynamic models are run for a mine, ppv could also be directly
allocated to the tunnel nodes in a manner similar to the stresses. This option is not yet
implemented since no 3D dynamic modelling was available.
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9.7

Stress-induced fracturing
Extensive 2D dynamic modelling was conducted to study the fracture process near
underground excavations (Vasak and Kaiser 1995a and b) and the resulting findings were
used to develop the design methodology (Chapter 3). The concepts of stress-induced
fracturing and brittle failure causing bulking of the rockmass, discussed in Chapter 6, are
applied to evaluate:
• the severity of rockmass damage (assuming no effective rock support)
• the support strength factor for a given support type
• the floor heave severity in terms of floor displacements.
Both static and dynamic (shear wave stress loading) analyses are performed
concurrently. Terms enclosed in {}-brackets signify the dynamic loading component in the
ensuing equations. These are ignored during the static analysis.

Severity of rockburst damage
The severity of rockburst damage to an unsupported tunnel, or the rock damage level
(RDL), is based on the depth (volume) of failed rock, which is directly proportional to the
stress to strength ratio (σmax/σc ) (Eqn 6.4):

⎡
⎤
σ
d f = a ⎢1.34 max − 0.57⎥
σc
⎣
⎦

(9.2)

Therefore,σmax/σc is evaluated and a designation assigned based on the ranges presented in the
first column of Table 6.1. The maximum or largest possible induced stress concentration near
a circular opening is evaluated by (Eqns 6.3 and 6.7):

σ max = 3σ 1 − σ 3 + {4 ρ cS ppvS }

(9.3)

The rock strength σc [MPa] is the laboratory strength, but it may have to be calibrated
by a study of breakouts under static and dynamic conditions. The rock strength, along with
the elastic properties E [GPa] and v (used to determine the speed of shear wave propagation
cs), and the rock density ρ [kg/m3] for different rock types identified in the input stage
(MMI), are stored in an initialization file (*.INI) in the format presented in Table 9.3

Support strength factor
The support strength factor (SF = capacity / demand) is based on the load or
displacement capacities of the support as discussed in Chapter 4. In MMO, a generic loaddisplacement curve (Figure 4.7) is used to describe the support capacity.
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Table 9.3 Rock type code and properties defined in the *.INI file (example)

ρ

Rock
type
1

σc
[MPa]
140

E
[GPa]
53

0.23

[kg/m3]
2800

2
3

190
200

82
80

0.22
0.24

2800
2650

4
5

204
150

78
69

0.23
0.20

2700
2760

v

Lp
Load

Lult
ks

Esup
dp

dult

Displacement

Description
fractured primary
andesite
primary andesite
fractured primary
diorite
porphyritic andesite
anhy. brecccia

The user needs to specify the following holding
and reinforcement element characteristics: peak
load Lp [kN/m2]; ultimate displacement capacity du
[mm]; and total energy absorption capacity Eu
[kJ] of the support. Default values are set as
shown in Table 9.4. The type of support also
plays an important role in how well the rock in the
failed zone is contained or, conversely, how much
bulking and, ultimately, wall displacement will
occur (Section 6.5.1). The bulking factor BF [%]
for each support type must be specified by the
user. (The parameter ve in Table 9.4 is explained
later).

Table 9.4 User specified support type characteristics
(adapted from Chapter 4) defined in the *.INI file (example)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 etc.

du
Lp
2
[mm]
[kN/m ]
145
20.0
200
30.0
100
35.0
200
40.0
50
80.0
185
150.0
75
140.0
120
150.0

Eu
[kJ]
2.5
3.0
3.0
6.0
6.0
25.0
10.0
20.0

BF
[%]
2.0
2.5
2.0
3.5
8.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

ve
[m/s]
2.0
1.5
2.5
1.5
3.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Type
resin-grouted rebar
cable bolt
mechanical bolt
Debonded cable
#6 mesh-reinf. shotcrete
yielding super Swellex
Split Set
Cone bolt

Because any support system is subjected to load and displacement demands, both must be
considered and evaluated. The load demand depends on the rockburst mechanism. For
seismically-induced rockfalls, it is a function of the weight of broken rock and the force
caused by the acceleration of the broken rock into the excavation:
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SFload =

Lp

ρ d f (gsin(θ1* ± 90 o )+ {2 π fppv})

The first term in the denominator is the gravity load σ3
applied in the direction of the minor principal stress (see
*
margin sketch), such that 0 < θ3 < 180ο. The second term is
the dynamic acceleration term (Eqn 8.1).
The displacement demand is simply the wall
displacement evaluated from the depth of rock failure df
(Eqn 9.2) and the bulking factor (Table 6.2):

SF disp =

9.9

du
BFdf

(9.4)

σ1
θ3 ∗

θ1 ∗

(9.5)

Currently, bulking of the baggage (Chapter 6) is neglected.
Yielding elements are designed to exceed their load capacity without necessarily
losing their support function. The Strength Factor logic in MMO takes this characteristic into
account by evaluating the support SF according to two criteria:
• If SFload < 1.0, SF = min(SFdisp, SFstatic load)
• If SFload > 1.0, SF = SFdisp)

Floor heave due to fracturing
Two-dimensional dynamic modelling (Vasak and Kaiser 1995a and b) has shown that
the floor is very susceptible to stress-induced floor heave by fracturing and bulking and, in
some instances, to floor block ejection (discussed in Section 9.2.2.2(d)). Tunnel floors are
particularly vulnerable because they are generally neither supported nor confined and stress
concentrations at the corners initiate failures. The combination of high stress and low
confinement leads to extensive bulking of fractured rock in the floor. Bulking of 10 to 40%
leading to floor heave of 200 to 500 mm is typically observed in Canadian mines
(Section 6.3.1).
Because tunnel geometry, rockmass characteristics, and support conditions are highly
variable, even within the same mine, predicting the amount of floor heave is a complex task.
In the beta-version of MMO, a simple approach is taken. The volume of fractured rock in the
floor is allowed to bulk by 30%, the recommended value for small to medium sized drifts in
(Chapter 6). Therefore, floor heave dh is simply 30% of the vertical component of the total
rockmass fracture depth (∆ + df):

dh = 0.3(∆ w + d f sin θ 3* )

(9.6)

where df = 0 for σmax / σc < 0.45. The levels of floor heave severity currently used in MMO
are defined in Table 9.5. These values are preliminary and may be adjusted as site specific
information is gathered.
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Table 9.5 Floor heave severity

Description of floor heave
none
little
minor
moderate
severe
complete closure

Floor displacement [m]
≤ 0.01
0.01 to 0.05
0.05 to 0.10
0.10 to 0.25
0.25 to 0.50
> 0.50

Rock ejection
Two possible mechanisms are recognized:
• Self-initiated rockbursts (strainbursts) under static
conditions (Chapter 6)
• Rock ejection by energy transfer from the seismic
source (Chapter 7).
In both instances, the volume of ejected rock is
presumed to be the thickness of fractured rock tf consisting
of wall baggage ∆ created by tensile failure around the
tunnel plus the depth of fracture df (if any):

t f = ∆h + d f

(9.7)

To seismically eject rock, the maximum kinetic energy Ek (Eqn 7.6) of the baggage
must exceed the ultimate energy absorption capacity Eu of the support:

SFt =

2Eu
ρ t f ve2

(9.8)

Rock is ejected if SFtrig ≤ 1.0. However, due to its ductility, the rock support may
survive by yielding sufficiently and retaining the ejected rock mass. The support survival
strength factor, in terms of displacements, is:

du

SF surv =
tf +

ρ t f ve2
2L

(9.9)

where ve is the ejection velocity and L is the average load capacity over displacement du.
The ejection SF logic in MMO is similar to the support SF logic:
• If SFtrig < 1.0, SF = SFsurv
• If SFtrig > 1.0, SF = max(SFtrig , SFsurv)

Strainburst strength factor
This strength factor is based on the assumption that a strainburst will occur if the
tunnel is at, or close to, the point of failure. The critical range for self-activated rockbursts is
0.25 < σmax / σc < 0.55 (Section 6.2). Characteristic damage for this range is the development
of tensile fractures, or baggage zones around the tunnel (Table 6.1).
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Because there is no accurate way to predict or calculate strainburst ejection velocities
ve, past observations of rockburst damage in a mining area can provide useful estimates
(Section 7.2). This approach is adopted in MMO and the user is required to provide an
estimate or design value of ve for each support type (Table 9.4).

Block ejection strength factor
In this case, the fractured rock zone is directly accelerated into the opening by the
seismic wave and the block velocity is assumed to be equal to the peak particle velocity at the
target, i.e. ve = ppv (Section 7.1). Note that the average fractured rock thickness tf (Eqn 9.7)
is slightly larger for the dynamic case because of the additional shear wave stress pulse
loading.

Rockfalls
The concepts and theory dealing with rockfalls induced by seismic shaking are
discussed in Chapter 8. Seismically-induced rockfalls are triggered by a remote seismic
event, but the energy causing damage is primarily derived from gravity, and not the distant
seismic event (Section 8.1). Therefore, both trigger and survival limits (Section 8.3) must be
calculated and evaluated independently.
Unlike stress-induced fracturing and rock ejection which have direct strength factors
based on both static and dynamic capacity / demand principles, strength factors for rockfalls
are given in terms of the static SF before a rockburst, i.e. what static SF is required to prevent
rockfalls in the first place (Section 8.3.5).

Trigger limit strength factor
The low frequency component of a seismic wave can accelerate roof wedges by as
much as 5 to 20-times the gravitational acceleration g. The resulting dynamic load must be
resisted by both the rockmass (joint cohesion or tensile load capacity) and the rock support.
If the intrinsic strength of the rockmass is exceeded and the yield point of the support is
reached, a rockfall can occur. For a roof wedge, the critical strength factor at the trigger limit
is (Eqn 8.5b):

SFt =

1
md

⎡⎛⎜ 2 π f
⎞⎟ ⎤
ppv
+1
⎢⎣⎝ g
⎠ ⎥⎦

(9.10)

If SFt exceeds the design safety factor SFs, a rockfall is triggered.

Survival limit strength factor
Once a rockfall is triggered, a stable condition can be reached if the support has
sufficient yield capacity. The survival limit SF determines whether the support has enough
ultimate displacement capacity du to hold the wedge in place. The strength factor required to
prevent a rockfall in the back is (Eqn 8.6b):

SF =

1
md

⎡⎛
⎤
⎜ (n ⋅ ppv)2 1 ⎞⎟ + 1
⎢⎝
2gdu ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎣
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Floor heave severity due to bulking
In Section 9.2.2.2(b), floor heave was described in terms of bulking due to stressinduced fracturing in the floor. A different approach to floor heave is taken here. The
concept applied to rockfalls can also be applied to the floor. Two important distinctions are
made:
• the floor is unsupported and has no support capacity, thus SFH = 0
• the weight is working against gravity due to upward motion, thus q = -1.
By rearranging Equation 8.6b, the ultimate floor heave hu is determined by:

hu =

(n ⋅ ppv) 2
2g

(9.12)

The same solution is obtained by equating the kinetic (due to ejection) and potential
(at ultimate height) energies of the floor wedge. This beta version of MMO displays hu as
floor heave severity defined in Table 9.5. It does not account for the fact that the rock will, at
least in part, fall back to the height of bulked rock, and should therefore represent an upper
limit.

9.2.3

Plotting routines [MMR]

The plotting routines are AutoLISP functions that display the MMC results in AutoCAD as
six basic colours, ranging from severe conditions (red) to no damage (grey). The MMC
results are grouped into three preliminary categories which will be updated with further
MMO development:
• Rockfalls:
1. Trigger limit strength factor
2. Survival limit strength factor
3. Floor heave severity
• Static stress-induced fracturing and strainburst strength factor:
4. Severity of damage
5. Strainburst strength factor
6. Support strength factor
7. Floor heave severity (fracture damage and bulking)
• Dynamic stress-induced fracturing and block ejection strength factor:
8. Damage severity
9. Block ejection strength factor
10. Support strength factor
11. Floor heave severity (fracture damage and bulking)
A colour scheme was instituted to allow rapid visual assessment of potential excavation
damage and support performance. Table 9.6 lists the six colour codes and corresponding
default strength factor ranges or damage description. Strength factor ranges are created from
the five values listed, in ascending order, in the *.INI file. Rockfall strength factor intervals
are based on the static SF required to prevent a rockfall, whereas all other SF's are based on
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capacity/demand principles. Damage severity descriptions are taken directly from Table 6.1,
and floor heave severity is based on floor displacements listed in Table 9.5.
Table 9.6 MMR colour scheme in descending order of severity

Colour
red
yellow
green
cyan
blue
grey

Rockfall SF
>v
iv- v
iii - iv
ii - iii
i - ii
<i

All other SF's
< i,
i-ii
ii - iii
ii - iv
iv - v
>v

9.3

El Teniente Mine Case Study

9.3.1

Introduction

Severity of damage
major
mod. to major
moderate
minor
little
no damage

Floor heave severity
closure
severe
moderate
minor
little
none

El Teniente Mine, a division of CODELCO, is the largest block-caving operation in the world
(Kvapil et al. 1989). The huge (3.0 by 1.5 km) porphyry copper and molybdenum deposit is
situated high in the Chilean Andes (at >1983 m above sea level). Due to the high regional
tectonic forces, resulting from the thrust of the Pacific plate under the western edge of South
America, very high insitu stresses are encountered at the mine. Near-surface, soft, secondary
ore has been mined for over a century and depletion of these reserves has forced the operation
into deeper and harder primary ore deposits. The primary ore consists mainly of andesite,
with lesser amounts of diorites and dacites. The production goal for 1990 was to mine
110,000 t/day of the primary ore (Kvapil et al. 1989).
The high insitu stress regime in combination with the strong, stiff ore have created a
rockburst hazard. In fact, production in the primary ore was abandoned on two occasions
because of rockbursts. A single rockburst in December 1987 destroyed an area of 18,000 m2
on the 2346 m production level (Kvapil et al. 1989).

9.3.2

El Teniente SUB-6
3600-3800 m

Slope Events
TTE-1 (2624 m)

Caved Area
Braden
Pipe

Toe Events

TTE-4 (2354 m)

Caving Events
Sub-6 (2105 m)
Production Events
Deep Events

The SUB-6 production area is located to
the northeast of the Braden Pipe, a
chimney of subvolcanic breccias that
post
dates
the
principal
copper/molybdenum
mineralization
(Tinucci and Trifu 1994). At SUB-6, the
porphyry copper ore body consists
primarily of andesites with diorite and
porphyritic andesite intrusions. Primary
ore is extracted using the block caving
method. Mining of the upper TTE1 and
TTE-4 levels has resulted in a large
caved area above SUB-6.
Severe rockburst problems have
plagued the El Teniente SUB-6
production level (2102 m) since
production began in August 1989.
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Several large seismic events (Table 9.7and Figure 9.2) have resulted in rock and support
damage ranging in damage severity from minor shotcrete spalling to severe support and
rockmass collapse (and, in most cases, floor heave) requiring extensive drift rehabilitation.
Table 9.7 12 Major seismic events recorded at El Teniente SUB-6
from January 1990 to June 1992

Event
Date
Local Richter magnitude ML*
1
18 January 1990
3.6
2
2 July 1990
3.2
3
19 April 1991
4
24 April 1991
5
23 May 1991
4.0
6
17 August 1991
7
17 November 1991
3.8
8
31 December 1991
3.4
9
5 February 1992
2.7
10
8 March 1992
3.6
11
25 March 1992
3.7
* estimated by Department of Geophysics, University of Chile, Santiago

Figure 9.2 Damage recorded on production level from major rockbursts
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Production at SUB-6 was halted following the 25 March 1992 seismic event which
caused extensive damage. Low volume production at the western end of the undercut level
was resumed in January 1994 (Raynal Dunlop, pers. comm. 1995). Due to the exceptional
rockburst conditions during the period from January 1990 to June 1992, El Teniente SUB-6
was chosen as a case study for the rockburst support part of the Canadian Rockburst Research
Program (CRRP).
Part of the rockburst investigation involved modelling the dynamic damage processes
around the typical horseshoe shaped tunnels excavated at SUB-6 (Vasak and Kaiser 1995a
and b). The concepts of rock baggage and depth of fracture (Chapter 6), which were
identified from the numerical results and verified from field observations, were simplified
and incorporated into the overall design philosophy and into Mine Map Overlay for El
Teniente.

9.3.3

MMO model of Teniente SUB-6

The SUB-6 MMO model was developed to test and verify the design concepts previously
introduced. The purpose of this section is to introduce the important aspects required to
prepare a MMO model for use at a mine (A video was produced to assist the mine in
visualizing the application of MMO). These include the mine layout, tunnel geometry,
geology, and local pre-mining stress conditions.

Mine layout
SUB-6 was designed as a panel-cave operation consisting of five sublevels (Figure 9.3) From
the undercut level (2120 m), fans of long-holes are drilled and fired to induce the ore to cave.
Ore is extracted from drawbells (zanjas; labeled Z-# in Figure 9.2) on the production level
(2102 m) and hauled along drifts (calles; labeled C-#) to ore-passes for delivery to the
pickhammer level (2070 m) where oversized pieces are broken up with hydraulic hammers.
The ventilation level (2085 m) lies between them. Ore is finally removed on the
transportation level (1983 m).
The SUB-6 cave was initiated in the northeastern corner of the level between calles
C-1 to C-5 (shaded region in Figure 9.2). The original plan was to extend the cave outward
toward the south and west as illustrated in Figure 9.2 which shows the planned (1990) yearly
cave limits. However, due to severe rockburst problems SUB-6 production was stopped in
1992, resuming later as a low volume producer while the cause of the rockburst activity was
investigated.

Tunnel geometry
Whereas the actual tunnel profile at El Teniente is horseshoe shaped a simplified tunnel
geometry model was incorporated into MMO instead. The simplification is based on the
premise that tensile fractures create an equivalent circular tunnel which circumscribes the
horseshoe tunnel (Vasak and Kaiser 1995a). Any rock inside the circle is detached and the
depth of wall baggage ∆h and floor baggage ∆w is calculated as:
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w2
4h
1⎛
w2 ⎞
⎟
∆w = ⎜h − w −
2⎝
4h ⎠
∆h =

(9.13)

Figure 9.3 3D views of SUB-6 levels:
(a) model showing production level, undercut and cave (Tinucci and Trifu 1994);
(b) MMO tunnel grid for production, ventilation, pickhammer and transportation levels

Geology
In the context of MMO, the geology is used to distinguish the rockmass properties of the
various units (Figure 9.4). Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. lists the geological
units and properties used for the SUB-6 model. The rockmass strength is critical since it
determines the depth of rockmass fracture around the tunnel (Eqn 9.2). Elastic properties and
density are used to determine the magnitude of the dynamic stress change (Eqn 9.3) as a shear
wave travels past a tunnel.
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Table 9.8 Rock types and properties used for the SUB-6 MMO model

Type
1
2
3
4

σc[MPa]
160
170
160
175

E[GPa]
21
42
30
62

v
0.23
0.22
0.24
0.23

ρ[kg/m3]
2800
2800
2650
2700

Description
fractured primary andesite
primary andesite
fractured primary diorite
porphyritic andesite

Several important simplifications to the model must be noted:
• The choice of the geological units coincides with those used in the 3DEC model
developed for El Teniente by Itasca (Tinucci and Trifu 1994), because the pre-mining
stresses were obtained directly from this model.
• The strength parameters differ significantly from those used in conventional analysis
because it is assumed that rockmass fracturing due to a stress pulse involves the failure of
intact rock. The laboratory unconfined compressive strengths are used in MMO whereas
previous modelling efforts have downgraded rockmass strength based on RQD
characterization. Note that the strengths given in Table 9.8 are first approximations.
Further calibration is highly recommended as new information is gathered.
• Elastic properties are, however, adjusted according to rockmass quality (RQD)
characterization; the elastic modulus is downgraded for fractured rock units.

Stresses
El Teniente, and SUB-6 in particular, lies in a complex stress field. The regional stress field
is influenced by large tectonic forces, the local stress field is modified by the presence of the
mountain slope, and SUB-6 is further influenced by the cave above the undercut level and the
large area of caved rock extending from the TTE-4 level to surface. Because of this
complexity, pre-mining stresses on the production level were determined from Itasca's 3DEC
mine-scale model (Tinucci 1995). The model takes into account the regional stresses, local
topography, and extent of caving operations at the time of the SUB-6 closure in March 1992.
These stresses are used in the SUB-6 MMO model to determine the stresses at the tunnels
using the interpolation and rotation procedures give in Appendix 9.B.
The maximum stress σmax a tunnel will experience, determined by application of
Equation 9.3, is plotted in Figure 9.5 for the production level. The highest stressed tunnels
are located around the perimeter of the cave and undercut level and in the stiffer primary
andesite and porphyritic andesite units .
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Figure 9.4 SUB-6 production level geology
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Figure 9.5 SUB-6 production level σmax concentrations

9.4

Application of MMO to Teniente SUB-6 Rockbursts

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the use and applicability of MMO for the
assessment of the rockburst damage potential at SUB-6 and for selecting appropriate support
systems. MMO is a computerized visualization tool that was developed for the purpose of
conducting parametric studies. Because of the large number of design parameters that are
involved, it is not possible nor meaningful to reproduce the output of all possible variations
that were investigated. The influence of various parameters can best be done interactively
while running MMO on site with the input files that were created for this particular mining
area. In the following, we discuss the application of MMO to two case studies, a rockfall
(Photo 9.1) and a case of bulking due to fracturing (Photo 9.2).
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Photo 9.1 Tunnel damaged by a seismically-induced rockfall

Photo 9.2 Damage caused by rockmass bulking behind shotcrete support

Each figure of MMO output presented in the following is only intended as an
example and does not necessarily represent the most applicable conditions.
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9.4.1

Rockfall - 18 January 1990

The seismic event was located with the MP250 system at coordinates: 975 E, 875 N, and
2075 m elevation, between the ventilation and pickhammer levels. Damage was quite severe
with complete closure of several drifts.
Rockfalls on the ventilation, pickhammer and transportation levels occurred in the
drifts closest to the source and required 50 to 70 m of drift rehabilitation on each level. The
rockfalls were relatively localized with only minor or moderate damage in near-by tunnels.
Based on the reports available for this seismic event, it was assumed that the
magnitude of the seismic event was ML = 2.5. To determine the ground motion at the target,
design parameters for the scaling law described in Chapter 5 were selected based on GRC's
world-wide database (a* = 0.5; C* = 0.25 for Relationship II, Table 5.5). The ppv-contours
(in mm/s) for all three affected levels are given in Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.7. These contours
are circular because of the assumed spherical radiation pattern and represent 90 to 95%
confidence limits (Chapter 5). In reality, due to focused radiation, there will be some areas
that experience higher ground motions but most areas will actually experience lower ground
motions.
For rockfalls, MMO produces the static strength factors required to prevent their
triggering or the static strength factor required to survive the additional forces imposed on a
volume of rock due to the accelerations resulting from the seismic event. Figure 9.6
illustrates that rockfalls can be triggered even at small ppv's. However, support plays an
important role in preventing the rockfalls as illustrated in Figure 9.7 a, b and c. These figures
illustrate the static survival strength factors in the form of strength factor contours for the
various levels near the source.
These figures demonstrate that it is not practical to design support systems to prevent
triggering of rockfalls (a minimum static SF of greater than 2 is required) However, support
systems that can dissipate the energy and hold the rockfall in place are practical and can
minimize the areal extent of damage. The areas where major damage was observed
correspond well with the MMO SF contours. A SF of about 1.2 is sufficient to prevent large
scale rockfalls. Relatively close tunnels would be stable at an SF greater than 2 to 4,
however, if very close, an SF greater than 4 would be required.
Parametric studies with different support capacities and wedge-shapes illustrated that
it is not economically feasible to prevent rockfalls with economically practical support
systems if seismic events of the given magnitude are very close to the target. If the rockmass
is allowed to deteriorate, i.e., lose its tensile load capacity, or if major weakness planes exist
in the area, rock support cannot stabilize the opening. The latter situation was encountered at
this site and, without going into details, the results from MMO seem to correspond well with
the actual observations in the field.
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Figure 9.6 Support Strength Factor required to prevent triggering
of a rockfall on the ventilation level
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Figure 9.7a Support Strength Factor required to survive rockfalls on the ventilation level

Figure 9.7b Support Strength Factor required to survive rockfalls on the pick hammer level
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Figure 9.7c Support Strength Factor required to survive rockfalls on the transportation level

9.4.2

Support and Tunnel Damage - 25 March 1992

This large event, captured by the ISS full waveform system at coordinates: 1059 E, 780 N,
and 2200 m elevation, caused severe damage on the production level. Several drifts, the
principal access in particular, experienced complete closure. Photo 9.2 and Photo 9.3 show
the wall bulking and severe floor heave in this drift.
In this case, damage to the rock was primarily caused by fracturing of rock near the
excavation walls and to the support by excessive deformations imposed by the bulking of the
rockmass behind.
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Strainburst potential
At the production level, particularly near the cave and the undercut, the stresses are relatively
high compared with the rockmass strength. Hence, it is first necessary to assess whether
there is a potential for strainbursts, i.e., whether some tunnels may be meta-stable and could
fail violently without the triggering by a remote seismic event. Figure 9.8 presents the static
strainburst strength factor for the production level.

Figure 9.8 Strainburst strength factor for the production level

This figure demonstrates that, due to the exceptionally high static stresses, most of
the rockmass on the production level is in a meta-stable state, particularly around the cave
area and in stiffer and stronger rock units where stresses are elevated. In these regions, minor
stress increases may cause the rock to fail around the tunnels, causing localized strainbursts.
The strainburst potential is highest in the black or dark gray tunnels, with SF < 1.2.
These tunnels must be designed to stabilize at least the thickness of baggage in the walls. In
the light gray tunnels, the stresses are below critical values for strainbursts or so high that the
rock must have failed during the development. Because of the widespread and spotty pattern,
it can be concluded that strainbursts are to be anticipated anywhere on the SUB-6 production
level.
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Depth of rockmass fracture
If the stress is high relative to the rockmass strength, a zone of fractured rock develops
beyond the baggage zone. In areas where the stresses are very high, the depth of failure is
increased resulting in major damage. The distribution of static damage severity i.e., before an
area is affected by a seismic event, for unsupported tunnels, is illustrated by Figure 9.9. The
levels of damage correspond to the descriptions given in Table 6.1. Moderate to major
damage with rock damage levels (RDL) of 3 to 5 are found in large parts of SUB-6. This is
supported by the overbreaks that are frequently observed in this mine.

Figure 9.9 Severity of damage before rockburst of unsupported tunnels

When the stress wave pulse of a seismic event reaches a tunnel, an increment of
stress is temporarily added to the static stresses and this can cause a deepening of the fracture
zone. Assuming the parameters obtained from the ISS system for the seismic event
(Mo = 1650 GN·m or ML = 2.04; stress drop = 7.8 MPa) the effect was analyzed by MMO
Results indicated that the damage severity under the induced dynamic stresses was essentially
unchanged, i.e., very similar to the severity shown in Figure 9.9.
Further parametric studies clearly demonstrated that the amount of observed damage
could not be properly simulated with an event of this magnitude at this location.
The magnitude of the seismic event(s) calculated by the University of Chile based on
the duration of the seismic signal was between ML = 3.3 and 3.8, depending on the method
used to determine it (Table 6.1; Tinucci et al. 1994). The discrepancy between the ISS and
the Local Richter magnitude is generally attributed to the fact that the signal at a remote
location may be composed of the waveform from several seismic events. However, there is
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evidence that the average magnitude or seismic moment as obtained from the ISS system is
not representative of conditions that cause damage in the mine. The reported ISS seismic
moment or magnitude is an average of the moments or magnitudes recorded by individual
sensors. For example, while the average seismic moment was 1650 GN·m (standard
deviation: 500 GN·m) and the average static stress drop was 7.8 ± 0.75 MPa for the seismic
event recorded on 25/03/95, the seismic energy recorded by four of the sensors ranged over
more than one order of magnitude (Es = 20 to 289 MJ). Hence, the ground motions should
also vary by at least one order of magnitude.
The justification for this wide variation lies in the fact that the radiation pattern near a
source is not uniform, theoretically giving maximum ground motion due to the shear wave at
sensors in the direction of fracture propagation, i.e., in the direction of the source plane, and
no ground motion at 45° to it. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 9.10.

Ground motion intensity

Source

maximum
ppv

ppv
from average
source magnitude
minimum
ppv

A

B

Prodution level

Figure 9.10 Schematic diagram illustrating distribution of ground motion on production level
from shear source with inclined fault plane

The most severe damage would be expected at Point A and the least at Point B.
Hence, for support design or for comparing the most extreme damage conditions with
predictions, the seismic event must be simulated in such a manner that it represents the
conditions in the direction of maximum radiation (i.e., at Point A). From the records of
seismic moments at individual sensors (example quoted above) in the SUB-6 area, it was
concluded that the maximum seismic moment could be about ten-times the average seismic
moment and further analyses were conducted to represent these conditions. It is important to
note that these conditions will only be applicable locally (near Point A) where maximum
radiation is actually experienced. If the source is inclined, the shape of the zones
experiencing maximum radiation is elliptical. This is generally supported by the shape of the
damage areas (see Figure 9.2).
Furthermore, from the world-wide data base, it can be seen that the extreme ground
motions are about one order of magnitude higher than the average (e.g., Figure 5.7a showing
that El Teniente seismic event caused ppv's which where more than one order of magnitude
higher).
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Figure 9.11 Severity of damage to unsupported tunnels due to a rockburst with
Mo = 20,000 GN·m (ML = 3.1)

Thus, to predict damage causing conditions, it was assumed that the actual ground
motions could be as much as twelve times larger than predicted from the average ISS
parameters and the analysis was repeated assuming Mo = 20,000 GN·m (ML = 3.1). The
results of this analysis are presented in the following figures. It is important to realize that
this approach will over predict ground motions on average. However, conditions illustrated
by these figures are to be expected somewhere in the mine with 90 to 95 % confidence.
Figure 9.11 illustrates, by comparison with Figure 9.9, that the depth of failure is increased
by a seismic event of this size. In many parts of the production level, the damage severity
increases by one level, e.g., from minor to moderate. In other words, locally, in the direction
of maximum radiation, more extensive damage is predicted by MMO.
Next, it was investigated what the effect of such a seismic event would be on the
supported excavation.

Floor heave potential
In many parts of SUB-6, severe floor heave was encountered as illustrated by Photo 9.3.
The severity of floor heave was evaluated with MMO assuming Mo = 20,000 GN·m
(ML = 3.1) and the results, again representing conditions in areas experiencing maximum
radiation from the seismic source, are presented in Figure 9.12.
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.
Photo 9.3 Example of floor heave due to bulking of rock in the floor of a drift

This figure demonstrates that while there is a potential for floor heave almost
everywhere on the production level, severe floor heave, possibly leading to the drift closure
would be anticipated for the main access drift to the South/East and South/West of the cave
or undercut. Photo 9.3 was taken looking down this drift.
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Figure 9.12 Floor heave severity (see Table 9.5) for Mo = 20,000 GN·m (ML = 3.1)

Support requirements
MMO provides an effective means for investigating the expected performance of various
support types. In the following we present three types: grouted rebar only, Split Set bolts
only, and a heavy reinforced shotcrete support system. The results are presented in strength
factor plots of the production level. As these figures provide the strength factor for an event
of magnitude ML = 3.1 (or Mo = 20,000 GN·m)., they therefore represent the most extreme
conditions anticipated for the March 25, 1992, seismic event. It must be remembered that
these conditions would only be encountered in areas of maximum radiation as explained
earlier.
Figure 9.13 shows that, if support were provided by grouted rebar alone (high load
capacity (145 kN/m2) but low displacement capacity (20 mm)), areas of low to marginal
strength factor would be primarily located in the South/East access drift and in zanjas situated
within the abutments to the cave or in the relatively low strength rock formation to the
South/West where the stress is high. This is primarily caused by the unfavourable stress field
orientation in these tunnels.
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Figure 9.13 Dynamic strength factor for tunnels supported with grouted rebar only1

If the tunnels were supported by a yielding support such as Split Set bolts
(displacement capacity of 140 mm; load capacity of 75 kN/m2), the strength factors would be
generally very high and only locally fall in the range of 1.2 to 1.5. It is important, however,
to realize that, in this case, the strength factor is now based on deformation and 100 to 150
mm of wall deformation would be anticipated in these areas. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the retaining elements would be able to maintain their functionality during these
displacements.
Finally, the performance of a strong (200 kN/m2), mesh-reinforced shotcrete support
was assessed under two conditions: (a) assigning a low displacement capacity (20 mm) to the
support to evaluate where cracking of the shotcrete ring should be expected; and (b) assigning
a high yield capacity to simulate the performance of well supported but deformable shotcrete
panels.

1

Note: little or no damage is shown in the North/East part of SUB-6 because the ISS location is above
the cave and the undercut. To account for the shielding effects, all array paths going through the
undercut or cave have been eliminated from the analysis (blanked out).
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Figure 9.14 Dynamic strength factor for tunnels supported with grouted Split Set bolts only

Figure 9.15a illustrates that a stiff shotcrete support will experience local damage by
cracking and minor spalling, whereas Figure 9.15b demonstrates that a flexible shotcrete
support system should be able to survive everywhere on the production level. Again, the
strength factor is defined in terms of wall displacements and an SF greater than 4 implies
deformations of up to 40 mm. Stiff shotcrete arches or rings cannot deform sufficiently to
accommodate these deformations and severe cracking and spalling must be anticipated.
Slotted shotcrete arches are therefore recommended to prevent over stressing of the shotcrete.
Furthermore, shotcrete panels do not provide the assumed support capacity in the
lower parts of the walls, near the corners at the wall to floor contact. Hence, lower strength
factors or larger deformations would be expected at these locations. This is generally
supported by observations from the production level of SUB-6 (Photo 9.2) and other parts of
El Teniente mine.
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Figure 9.15 Dynamic strength factor for tunnels supported with strong mesh-reinforce shotcrete
support (200 kN/m2): (a) crack initiation at 20 mm deformation and
(b) survival limit at 150 mm deformation
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Summary

While it is necessary to verify and improve the input information for the use of MMO at
SUB-6, the examples presented above demonstrate the applicability and usefulness of MMO
for support design and damage assessment. Furthermore, the examples presented illustrate
that it should be possible to design rock support to survive the impact of a rockburst of the
magnitude experienced on March 25, 1992. The support will, however, have to
accommodate wall deformations on the order of 50 to 100 mm.
On the other hand, the example of the rockburst of January 18, 1990, showed that it is not
possible to prevent rockfalls by installing rock support if the tensile load capacity of the
rockmass has been lost and if a seismic event of the given magnitude is very close to a drift.
Rockfalls can only be prevented if the rockmass can be sufficiently reinforced to prevent the
fracturing of rock bridges and to maintain the intrinsic tensile strength of the rockmass.

9.4.4

Future Development

MMO was developed during the latter part of the CR. specifically for the conditions at El
Teniente SUB-6, which has several unique characteristics, e.g., horizontal mining levels.
Hence, MMO needs to be further developed for application at other mines and needs to be
calibrated for other mining areas at El Teniente mine. Also, all options discussed in the
handbook have not yet been implemented into the code.
Direct integration of seismic monitoring data to provide a real-time assessment capability,
considering the location and directionality of the source constitutes a long term objective.
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Appendix 9.A Coordinate Transformation

z (up)
y (E)
η

θ

x (N)

Transformation, based on trend and plunge angles, between
an arbitrary orthogonal coordinate system and a Cartesian
(x,y,z) system can be done via two rotations. In our case we
use the trend and plunge of a vector (tunnel segment) in
space.
The first transformation involves rotating into the
direction of trend (η) about the z-axis. For our purpose we
define the trend direction as:
1)
X-axis - Easting (0 degrees)
2)

Y-axis - Northing (90 degrees)

3)

Z-axis - Elevation, positive up

4)
Positive counter clockwise rotation
The transformations due to rotation about the z-axis are defined as (Anton 1984):

⎡ x ′⎤ ⎡ cosη sin η 0 ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ y ′⎥ = ⎢ − sin η cos η 0 ⎥ ⎢ y ⎥
⎢⎣ z′ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0
0 1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z ⎦⎥

(A.9.1)

and

⎡ x ⎤ ⎡ cos η − sin η 0 ⎤ ⎡ x ′ ⎤
⎢ y ⎥ = ⎢ sin η cosη 0 ⎥ ⎢ y ′ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0
0 1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z′ ⎦⎥

(A.9.2)

We can now apply the second rotation about the x-y plane into the plunge of the vector by
defining plunge as:
1)
X-Y plane - Horizontal (0 degrees)
2)

Negative Z-axis as 90 degrees

3)
Positive counter clockwise rotation (downward plunge).
Since x´ in equation A.1 is in the direction of trend, we can rotate the vector by the
plunge (θ) about the y´-axis. In this case the transformations are as follows:

⎡ x ′′ ⎤ ⎡ cosθ 0 − sin θ
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
1
0
⎢ y ′′ ⎥ = ⎢ 0
⎢⎣ z′′ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ sinθ 0 cos θ

⎤⎡x ′ ⎤
⎥⎢y ′ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎥⎦⎢⎣ z′ ⎦⎥

and
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⎡ x ′⎤ ⎡ cosθ
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ y ′⎥ = ⎢ 0
⎢⎣ z′ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ − sinθ

0
1
0

sinθ
0
cos θ

⎤ ⎡ x ′′⎤
⎥ ⎢ y ′′⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z′′ ⎦⎥

(A.9.4)

The full form of the matrix transformations is obtained by multiplying equations A1
and A3, and equations A.2 and A.4. Transformation from the Cartesian system into an
arbitrary orthogonal system, defined by the trend and plunge, can be written as; [P"] = [A]-1
[P]:

⎡ x ′′ ⎤ ⎡ cosθ cos η cos θ sin η − sin θ ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
cosη
0 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ y ⎥⎥
⎢ y ′′ ⎥ = ⎢ − sin η
⎢⎣ z′′ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ sinθ cos η sin θ sin η cosθ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦

(A.9.5)

Transformation from an arbitrary orthogonal system into the Cartesian system can be
written as; [P] = [A] [P"]:

⎡ x ⎤ ⎡cos θ cos η − sin η sinθ cosη
⎢ y ⎥ = ⎢cos θ sin η cos η sin θ sin η
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ − sin θ
0
cosθ

⎤ ⎡ x ′′⎤
⎥ ⎢ y′′⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z′′ ⎦⎥

(A.9.6)

Appendix 9.B Stress Processing

Stress interpolation subroutine
The tunnel node stress interpolation procedure is as follows: For a given 3D grid with
cartesian points Pj = (xj,yj,zj), a cartesian stress tensor [σj], at every point Pj, is retrieved from
the stress data file. The stress tensor [σi] at all tunnel nodes (Pi) is calculated from the nearest
stress grid nodes (Pj) with stress tensors [σj]. For a regularly spaced grid, each stress
component at Pi is calculated from all Pj within a specified search radius using an inverse
distance weighted interpolation (adapted from SURFER 1987):
m

σ kl =
i

σ kl

∑D
j =1
m

1

∑D
j =1

j

n
j
n
j

(B.9.1)

where indices k,l = x, y, z; m is the number of stress grid points within the search radius; n (>
0.0) is the distance weighting power; and Dj is the distance between Pi and Pj. The
interpolation is weighted such that the influence of Pj declines with increasing distance from
Pi, and the greater the weighting power n, the lesser the influence of points further away.
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Stress rotation subroutine
For simplicity, all calculations are performed in the global cartesian system defined in
Appendix 9.1. The tunnel coordinate system (x",y",z") is defined such that x" is a unit vector
aligned with the direction and plunge of the tunnel segment. The cartesian coordinate system
can be resolved into the new orthogonal coordinate system by:
−1
[P ′′ ] = [A] [P ]: or

⎡ x ′′ ⎤
⎢ y ′′ ⎥ =
⎢⎣ z′′ ⎥⎦

⎡cos θ cos η cos θ sin η − sin θ ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤
⎢ − sin η
cos η
0 ⎥⎢ y ⎥
⎢⎣ sin θ cos η sin θ sin η cos θ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦

(B.9.2)

where θ is the plunge and η is the new direction. Since x" is always out-of-plane, the in-plane
principal stresses are determined from the y" and z"-components. The [A]-1 matrix is the
transformation matrix with direction cosines relative to the cartesian axes (Jaeger and Cook
1976):

⎡ x ′′ ⎤ ⎡ l1 m1 n1 ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ y ′′ ⎥ = ⎢ l2 m2 n2 ⎥ ⎢ y ⎥
⎢⎣ z′′ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ l3 m3 n3 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦

(B.9.3)

The unique property of this rotation matrix is that its inverse is equal to its transpose.
Therefore, the stress tensor transformation equation, modified after Brady and Brown (1993),
is:

[σ ′′] = [A ] [σ ][A ]
T

(B.9.4)

In summation notation, the stress transformation equation in terms of the matrix
coefficients becomes:

σ ij′′ = aki amjσ km

(B.9.5)

where indices i, j, k, m = x, y, z. The procedure is easily programmed and computed via four
do-loops. Conversely, the rotation of an arbitrary orthogonal coordinate system to the
cartesian system is simply:

[σ ] = [A ][σ ′′][A ]T

(B.9.6)

which, in summation notation, becomes:

σ ij = aik a jmσ km
′′

(B.9.7)

The rotated stresses are not saved, but the results are used to determine the in-plane
principal stresses.
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In-plane principal stress routine
z”

σ3

σ1
θ1 ∗
y”

σ 1,3 =

σ ′y′ + σ ′z′ ⎡ 1
2

The vector rotations (Appendix 9.1) are performed so that
the x"-axis is in the tunnel direction and plunge, and the
y"- and z"-axes are in the plane perpendicular to the tunnel
segment. Since it is assumed that the stress in the x"direction is a principal stress, the anti-plane shear stresses
are ignored and the problem is resolved into discrete twodimensional plane strain problems at the tunnel nodes. Inplane principal stresses and orientation are simply
calculated by (Brady and Brown 1993):

12

⎤
± ⎢ (σ y′′ − σ ′z′) + τ yz′′ ⎥
⎣4
⎦
2

2

⎛ σ 1 + σ ′y′⎞
⎟
⎝ τ ′yz′ ⎠

(B.9.8)

θ1* = tan−1 ⎜

(B.9.9)

where θ1* is the counterclockwise angle between the horizontal plane (y"-axis) and the major
in-plane principal stress. The nodal in-plane principal stresses are written to a nodal stress
file (*.STR extension). It is these principal stresses which are subsequently used in the
excavation performance assessment.
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